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1.0   LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand :- 

•    The concept, meaning, characteristics and importance of management. 

•     Management as art or science and roles and responsibilities of management. 

•    The management skills. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Whereverthere is a problem of generatingdesired work through organised human effort,perfect 

co-ordination and integration ofresources is offered by individuals, known asmanagers. To achieve on 

objective there is needfor bringing together of mind, hands, materials;tools and the use of time and 

space. The sole objective of managing is, thereforeto conceivethe human activity and direct it 

towardsimplementing the idea of work. This feature ofgenerating work may be fulfilled by the man 

whoworks for it, but this is not management. The realdistinction between "doing work" and "getting 

thework done" has to be developed forunderstanding the concept of management.Management refers to 

the latter interpretation,that is "creation of work for others" is moresignificant than doing the work itself. 

Thosehuman endeavors are to be included in managingwhich are concerned with getting the work 
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donethrough groups. It is a common knowledge thatmost of the organizations achieve their objectivesby 

group activities and as such there is always aneed for managing the workof groups. Management has 

therefore, beendescribed bymany authors as The art of getting the work donethrough and with other 

people",  

Understanding ofmanagementbeginswith an understanding of the work that a managerdoes. He 

is responsible for setting the objectives,organizational activities and seeing that the bodyof individuals 

working with him strive for theachievement of those pre-determined goals.Both the human and non-

human resources arebeing applied for such a task and thus theconstraints and challenges multiply. The 

simplethings become complicated in the absence ofeffective management, and disintegration 

ofresources follow and fait the mission of themanagers. The real challenge of managing is toforesee all 

those types of technical, socialand human constraints and to solve the problemsin an effective manner, 

The foregoing explanation suggest themanaging is of universal application because itdeals with 

the fundamental's of establishing theachievement of stated objectives. At this pointlet us define the word 

management in specificterms. It isto be kept in mind that managementisdefined in various ways in 

keeping with theviewpoints,...values and comprehensions of thedefiner. One of the authors of, the 

subject hasgiven a functional definition of the term which maybeofsomeusetous.    

"Management is a distinct process,consisting of planning, organizing, actuating andcontrolling, 

performed to determine andaccomplish the objectives by the use of peopleand resources."    

Although management is so complex thatour minds cannot consider all the factsat the 

samemoment, yet the abovequoted definition helpsone in discerning the various element steps ofthe 

process of management This process ofmanagement is both technical and social. It is aprocess 

because it comprises a series of actionthatjead to the accomplishmentof objectives This does not mean 

that at a particular stage management begins and stops some where. Thebeginning and end are in a 

perpetual circle and hence the activity is a continuous one. You mightnot have seen any manager, 

observing anywherethat his problems are over once for all. If one typeof problem has. been solved for a 

particularmoment, the same or any other type ofmanagerial problems crop up waiting for further 

solutions. Thus, not onlythat management is adefinite and distinct process but it is dynamic,concept. !t is 

dynamic because it is changing fastand new dimensions are added to it. The earlierconcept of getting 

the things done through otherpeoples is slightly modified by saying "Gettingthe things done by, working 

through the help ofpeople". This is because of impact of humanelement getting due importance.The 

concept of.management is confusing because of the variousother terms used in this very field. It would 

bepossible hers to define them properly for properunderstanding. 

1.2 Definition and Meaning 

Both "Management' and ''Administration'are used in management literature andsometimes one 

gets confused in using thesewords. Theterminology used in the field ofmanagement-unfortunately is 

attimesambiguous. The question arises as to whetheror not there is a difference between management 

and administration. Let us be clear thatmanagement is viewed from three angles : 

1. Management as a process, 

2. Management as a body of personnel. 

3. Management as a body of knowledge. 
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Frequently, the term "management" refersto the “process" Consisting) of thevariouselements 

outlined earlier, Managers at every levelin organisation-lower, middle, topand involved inthis process 

and undertake these elements ingreater orlesser degree. It is not very relevant here to outline who is 

'attending which of the elements most of the time. Every manager is concerned with planning, 

organizing, directing, motivating and controlling the activities of an organisation in one capacity or the 

other.However, some authors like Oliver Sheldon havedeveloped in distinction between these twoterms. 

To quote him. 

"Administration is the function in industryconcerned in the determination of the corporatepolicy, 

the co-ordination of finance, production,distribution, the settlement of compass of theorganization and 

ultimate control of theexecutive." 

"Management proper is the function inindustry concerned in the execution of policy withinthe 

limits set up by the administration and theemployment of the organisation for the particularobjects set 

before it." 

Usage also provides certain minordistinction between these two terms. InGovernment agencies, 

for example,administrationis preferred over management;nevertheless,the term managementis 

widelyusedinGovernment also. 

Whatever may be the theoreticaldistinction between these two terms it is verydifficult to observe 

it in practice. This distinctionmay be of academic- interest but in actual'functioning this distinction seems 

superfluous.Even if we take that administration refers to theactivities of the top ranking people, the same 

body of person'; are engaged in "operatingaspect" which is known as management. Thusdetermination 

and development of policies, thefunction of Administration is never completewithout its proper 

implementation. Those whodecide and design have to see that the decisionsare property executed, Both 

the terms are just like the two faces of the some coin. It is insignificantas to which ishigh and which is 

low which issignificant and which is common this approachof viewing these terms is more practical, in 

actuallife we do not need two types of personnel todischarge administrative and managerialfunction. 

Each manager performs both theactivities and spends his time in discharging bothtypes of activities. The 

following figure explainswhat has been observed above.  
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1.3 Charactaristics of Management: 

Although management is defined in morethan one way, one should not carry the impressionthat 

is has riot got its distinct character. Somewriters have continued by identifying the 

inherentcharacteristics of this field of study. Let us beginnow with those characteristics which help 

in,understanding any definition one cited above, ofmanagement. There are eight characteristics-given by 

one of the authors. They areas follows: 

a.  Management is Purposeful: 

Management is purposeful activity.Management deals with the achievement ofsomething 

specific. There are some clearlydefined objectives for the attainment of which theobjectives are 

achieved. If the achievements aredifferent from the stated targets, this is a clearcase of 

mismanagement. It is the specificaccomplishment and not only hierarchicalrelationship, that makes real 

management. 

b. Management is outstanding means forexerting real impact upon human life ; 

All organisations, business and otherwise,are socio-technical entities. They operate in 

anenvironment and influence the environment inwhich they operate. Managers can improve thelife of the 

people working them and can create afavourable climate in the society they are sensing. A manager can 

achieve progress: he can bringvision, hope, action, and achievement for thebetter things of life. Impact 

upon its environmentis vital characteristic of management". 

c. Management is Usually Associated With Efforts of a Group: 

It has already been pointed out thatworking by self is not management. It isadirective and 

facilitate activity aiming at theeffectiveness of collective human effort. Thus,there is more emphasis on 

group effort ratherthanon individual effort. One can be a good workerbut a bad manager. Goals can be 

better achievedby groups. The individuals forming these groupsin organization are willing to co-operate 

providedthey are properly managed. The effectivenesswith which people work together towards 

theattainment of their joint goals is greatly influencedby the ability of those who hold managerialposition. 

d. Management is accomplished by,with, and through the effort of others: 

As a concept, management is somethingakin to political democracy. Democratic practicein 

organizations would mean simply that eachperson would have opportunityto show his individual talents. 

Themanager has to developthe talent capacities of the co-workers byadopting technical, human and 

social skills. Thisis far more difficult than it sounds. Specialists intheir respective fields often find it 

difficult whenthey are promoted to managerial positions on thebasis oftheiracquiredknowledgeandability. 

Theprime measures to success now became settingproper goals and getting others to accomplishthese 

specific goals. 

e. Management Is an Activitynot a Person or Group of Persons:  

The main activity of management is toconvert disorganised resources of men, machineand 

money into a useful enterprises. Managersconceive of the servicesan enterprise can render,mobilise the 

required means of production, co-ordinate activities both within the enterprise andwith the outside world 

and inspire peopleassociated with the enterprise to work towardscommon objectives. Thus the 

managerial activityIs a specific and developed one like any otheractivity like walking, reading, playing. 

Peopleentrusted with this activity have. to dischargeresponsibility with ability. Thus there is a properfield 
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of activity carried on by the persons knownas managers, whatever may be theirdesignations. 

Management is notpeople; it is anactivity needing specific skills. 

f. Management Effectiveness Requiresthe use of certain Knowledge, Skill and 
Practice: 

Management today is a wide discipline. Ithas assumed professional character. Mereacquiring 

technical competence does not makegood managers. Along with it, the managers areexpected to 

acquire human and social skillsneeded for this profession. There are certainfundamental concepts, 

theories, tools andtechniques, developed overthe years, which areof paramount importance for 

managingeffectively. Many principles of management havebeen recognised, clarified, making 

managementa semi-exact Science. 

g. Management la Intangible:It has been called the unseen force. Itspresence is evidenced by the 

result of its effortsorderliness, informed employees, buoyant spirit,and adequate work output. Thus 

feeling ofmanagement Is result-oriented. You may not seewith a naked eye the functioning of 

managementbut its results are apparently known. People oftenremark of the effectiveness or 

ineffectiveness ofmanagement on the basis of the end results,although they are Incapable of observing 

it duringoperation. At a particular point the impact ofmanagement is made known and that explainsthe 

quality of management. 

h. Those practising managementare not Necessarily the Same as Qwners: 

Management has only recently beenrecognised as a distinct profession or as a socialInstitution. 

For ownership and management weretied together, and whatever thought was given tothe matter 

centered largely on the privileges andobligations of ownership.But now the situation isslightly changed. 

Owners may not necessarily bethe managers. There is a divorce of managementfrom ownership. The 

enterprises, like corporationsare owned by contributors of the capital but themanagement is in the hands 

of qualified andcompetent persons. Here is in fact, a managerialgroup in present day society. This is 

mainlybecause of the separation of management fromownership, 

1.4 Management an Art or a Science: 

After having discussed in detail theconcept and characteristics of management wecome down to 
argue the nature of management.The principal question which, is generally beingasked is whether 
management is a Science orArt or both. Much has been written on this issueand before we pass a 
Judgement on this issuewe should try to learn something about Art andScience. 

Art is concerned with the exercise of theknow-how or skills for the effectiveaccomplishment of 

concrete results. Art is relatedwith the application of the knowledge and skillwith concrete and 

application results. Actually, thepractice of managing is more of those principlesand theories keeping in 

view the real fifesituations. The same process is being followedin a respective nature and practiceis 

mouldedaccording to the experiences after applying theSet body of knowledge. The design.the 

redesignof those principles continues until the managersfind a proper solution and desired 
results.Management is supposed to be an art because; (l)TheprocessofManagementdoesinvolvetheuse 

of know-how and skills; (2) The process of'management Is directed towards theaccomplishment of 

concrete results. (3) Like anyart, management is creative in the sense thatmanaging creates new 

situations needed forfurther improvement. (4) Management ispersonalised meaning thereby, that there 

is no"best management". Every man in this professionhas his individual approach and technique 
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insolving problems. The success of managerialtask is related with the personality of the menapart from 

the character and quality of generalbody of knowledge. 

Science is an organised body ofknowledge based on proper fitting and exactprinciples. The 

beauty of Science is that itsknowledge is property listed and its findings applysafely in all the situations. 

The generalisations arebeing made on the basis of the empirical resultsand further results will be 

identical one. Forexample? the theories of physics propounded inthe past hold good even today and 

generalisationshold true. But management is not so exactscience as other physical sciences like, 

Biology,Physics. Chemistry, etc., are It is supposed tobe the Behavioural Science of an exact natureIts 

principles and theories are situation bound'Despite the fact that a large number of theoriesand principles 

of management have been.,established, their applicability may notnecessarily lead to the same, result 

Somewherein this very lesson it has been pointed out thatprocess of management is very muchrelated 

withthe people atwork and that relationship cannotbe predicted in exact manner. It is very difficult tocall 

management as an exact Science. Since itIs social process, it falls in the area of SocialScience. 

Management Is a universalphenomenon but its approach and dynamics maybe different in different work 

situations. AnAmerican Manager may be quite successful inhis mission after introducing certain 

principlesand theories of management in his country buthe will have to mould himself if he is being 

putincharge of managing affairs in any other country.This is because the environment both human 

aswell as physical has changed. The gap in theenvironment has to be identified and kept in mindfor 

effective management. Thus management isboth an Art and Science. Wife the introduction of 

quantitative tools in the field, management of late,is growing as a Science, The other aspect ofissue is 

that management, as a body ofknowledge, has Its own nature. The followingpoints have to kept in view 

for understanding thenature of management. 

(a) Management is Integrative Process: 

The essence of management isintegration of human: and other resources in amanner that it 

leads to effective performance. All these resources are made available to those whomanage; they apply 

knowledge, experienceprinciples forgetting the results. In other sense itseeks to harmonise the 

individual goals withorganisation goats. 

(b) Management is Multi-disciplinary Discipline:     

Here we are taking management in thesense of a discipline. Since the availableresources are 

heterogenous, i.e. living and non-living the performance pends upon the properknowledge and skill of 

various disciplines.Management have grown as a body of disciplinetaking the help of so many social 

sciences likeAnthropology, Sociology. Psychology etc. Muchof management literature is the result of 

theassociation of these disciplines. In fact, one ofthe approaches known as behavioural approachto 

management, got currency after the impact of.these Sciences.  

(c) Universality of Management: 

Perhaps there is no more important areaof human activity than managing which is ofuniversal 

application. Fayol was the man whocontributed certain principles of Administrationwhich apply more or 

less in every situation. 

1.5 The Role and Responsibilities ofManagement: 

In the past, many people felt that abusiness-manager has only one responsibility thatis to make 

money for the company and forthe shareholders. "The public be dammed"William H.Varderbill 

expressed his feeling of soleresponsibility to his stockholders for running aprofitable enterprise. It was a 
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fact that no bodyseemed to think of public good and publicinterest. At the same time management 

wasnever in public focus; nobody even cared to thinkand read about management. Today, it seemedthat 

every one is interested in management. Thisis mainly because of growth and development ofeconomy, 

.Its various organization structures,especially business organisations, whoseimpacts are being felt in 

more than one way. 

The role of management may be twofold: 

1. Management's role in Society. 

2. Management's role inside the businessorganization.           

Firstly, we know mat the well being of thepeople or society is very much dependent on 

theeffective utilization of its capital, industrial know how, productive capacity of population andhuman 

resources .Even if these are available insizable quantity they are to be channelised in aguided manner. 

We expect from managementand its people to do this service for the society.The success of it depends 

on the strength of theeconomy, the volumes of its trade, the extent ofemployment. Along with it since 

these sourcesare verymuch limited, their preservation is ofequal value to thenation. The task of 

managementis to preserve and exploit them ina manner whichin the best interest of the country. 

Economicallydeveloped countries owe their advancement notonly to the physical resources but to the 

intangibleservice that management renders. We have notput managers on pedestals but we think they 

canimprove our standard of living and expect themto do so. Management does it by getting rid of 

allkinds of waste by becoming more efficient, bycreating new products and by distributing thegoods at 

reasonable prices. Constraints, likeopposition of trade unions crop up butmanagement makes this 

possible. This holdstrue in every field of managerial operation,whether its Government, Corporation, 

Schools orOrganization.  

Secondly, Management has an importantrole to play vis-a-vis the organization served. Infact this 

role is more: observable than onepreviously noted, Since their main task is to getthe things done with 

the help of organizationpeople', they are more active on that score. Amanager's inside responsibilities 

'are two fold;(1) he must be concerned with today's operationand (2) he needs to be thinking about 

tomorrow'soperations. In fact, he cares more for future than'fortoday. Although exceptions to this 

statementmay be there, as in case of personnel problems.But the manager is among that class of 

persons who make things happen and not among those,who do not know what is happening. They 

arequite aware of the new opportunities and the risks involved and can row their boat keeping all of 

them in view. 

He discharges his responsibility within anumber of limitation - Governmental, fiscal,human, etc. 
and tries to attain the group goals.He is a risk taker, a change maker, preserver of the vitality and 
strength of the organization, in thisage of competition and change, this internalenvironment provides 
strength to the quality ofmanagement. Managershave the onerousresponsibility of developing 
employees,satisfying them in a particular situation,maintaining work standards and schedules 
andKeeping the organization growing. 

Not all the people of management areaware of their changing roles but the forces ofchange 

compel themto act accordingly. If theydo not fail in line, they are being pushed out andnew faces enterto 

undertake the responsibilities. Success of management lies in this adaptationof the managers to the 

changed situation. Theyare responsible to the society, employeesstockholders, customers and to the 

Government, Today,modern management is developing anawareness and a philosophy of its 

multipleobligations. Some authors have called this roleas a role of business statesmanship. It has 
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beenrecognised that a business enterprise can notprosper if its sole objective is"profit making" byany 

means,instead modern management isbeginning to recognise its obligation to societyat large, to aid in 

developing an environment andan economy to providing a satisfactory ways of'life. A detailed analysis of 

the socialresponsibilities of managements may be studied from the reference books. 

(a) Management Roles : 

In the late 1960s, a graduate student atMIT, Henry Mintzberg, undertook a careful studyof five 

executives to determine what thesemanagers did on their Jobs, Based on hisobservations of these 

managers, Mintzbergconcluded that managers perform ten different,highly interrelated roles, or sets of 

behaviorsattributable totheirjobs. As shown in Table 1these ten roles can be grouped as being 

primarilyconcerned with interpersonal relationships, thetransfer of information, and decision making. 

(b) INTERPERSONAL ROLES 

All managers are required to performduties that are ceremonial and symbolic innature.When the 

president of a college" hands outdiplomas at commencement or a factorysupervisor gives a group of 

high school studentsa tour of the plant, he or she is acting in a,figurehead role. All managers have a 

leadershiprote. This rote includes hiring, training, motivating,and disciplining employees. The third rote 

within the interpersonal grouping is the liaison role.MIntzberg described this activity as 

contactingoutsiders who provide the manager withinformation. These may be Individuals or groupsinside 

or outside the organization. The salesmanager who obtains information from thepersonnel manager in 

his or her own companyhas an internal liaison relationship. When thatsales manager has contacts with 

other salesexecutives through a marketing trade association,he or she has an outside liaison 

relationship. 

(c) INEORMATIONAL ROLES 

All managers will, to some degree, receiveand collect information from organizations 
andinstitutions outside their own. Typically, this isdone through reading magazines and talking with 

others to learn of changes in the public's tastes what competitors may be planning, and the 

like.MIntzberg called this the monitor role. Managersalso act as a conduit to transmit Information 

toorganizational members. This is the disseminatorrole. Managers additionally perform aspokesperson 

role when they represent theorganization to outsiders. 

(d) DECISIONALROLES 

Finally, Mintzberg identified four roles thatrevolve around the making of choices. In 

theentrepreneur rote, managers initiate and oversee new projects that will Improve their 

organization'sperformance. As disturbance handlers, managers take corrective action in response to 

previously unforeseen problems. As resourceallocators, managers are responsible forallocating human, 

physical, and monetaryresources. Lastly, managers perform a negotiatorrole, In which they discuss and 
bargain with otherunits togain advantages for their own unit. 

TABLE I 

Role Description Examples 

Interpersonal   

Figurehead Symbolic head; required to perform 

a number of routine duties of a 

Ceremonies, status requests, 

solicitations 
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legal or social nature 

Leader Responsible for the, motivation and 

direction of subordinates 

Virtually all managerial activities 

involving subordinates 

Liaison  Maintains a network of outside 

contacts who provide favors and 

information  

Acknowledgment of mail,external 

board work 

Informational   

Monitor Receives wide variety of 

information; serves a nerve center 

of internal and external Information 

of the organization   

Handling all mall and contacts 

categorized as concerned 

primarily with receiving information 

Disseminator  Transmits information received 

from outsiders or from other 

subordinates to members of the 

organization 

Forwarding mail into organization 

for Informational: purposes; verbal 

contacts Involving information flow 

to subordinates such as review 

sessions 

Spokesperson Transmits Information to outsiders 

on organization's plans, policies, 

actions, and results; serves as 

expert on organization's industry 

Board meetings; handling contacts 

involving transmission of 

information to outsiders 

 

Decisional   

Entrepreneur Searches organization and its 

environment for opportunities and 

initiates projects to bring about 

change 

Strategy and review sessions 

involving initiation or design of 

improvement projects 

Disturbance handler Responsible for corrective action 

when organisationfaces important, 

unexpected disturbances       

Strategy and review sessions 

Involving disturbances and crises 

Resource allocator  Making or approving significant 

organizational decisions 

Scheduling; requests for 

authorization; budgeting; the 

programming of subordinates work  

Negotiator  Responsible for representing the 

organization at major egotiations 

Contract negotiation 

 

Source: Adapted from TheNatureof Managerial Work by H. M!ntzberg-

Copyright©l973byH.Mtntzberg. Reprinted by permission of Harper Collins Publishers. 

1.6 Management Skills 

Stilt another way of considering what, managers do is to look at the skills orcompetencies they 

need to successfully achievetheir goals. Robert Katz has identified threeessential management skills: 

technical, humanand conceptual. 
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(a) TECHNICAL SKILLS  

Technical skids encompass the abilityto applyspecialized knowledge or expertise. When youthink 

of the skills held by professionals such ascivil engineers, taxaccountants, or oral surgeons,you typically 

focus on their technical skills.. Throughextensiveformal education; they have learned thespecial 

knowledge and practices of their field.Of course, professionals don’t have a monopolyon technical skills 

and these skills don't have to be learned in schools orformal training programs.All jobs require some 

specialized expertise andmany people develop their technical skills on thejob.  

(b) HUMAN SKILLS              

The ability to work with; understand, andmotivate other people, both individually or ingroups, 

describes human skills. Many people aretechnically proficient but interpersonallyincompetent. They 

might, for example, be poorlisteners, unable to understand the needs ofothers, or have difficulty 

managing conflicts.Since managers get things done through otherpeople, they must have good human 

skills tocommunicate, motivate, and delegate.  

(c) CONCEPTUAL SKILLS 

Managers must have the mental ability toanalyze and diagnose complex situations. These are 

conceptual skills. Decision making forinstance, requires managers to spot problems,identify alternatives 

that can correct them,evaluate these alternatives, and select the bestone. Managers can be technically 

andinterpersonally competent, yet still fail becauseof an inability to rationally process and 

interpretInformation. 

1.7  SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    What do you understand by Management? Discuss in brief. 

2.    Define Management. 

3.    Write a short-note on "Management an Art or a Science. 

4.    Discuss in brief the role of Management in Society. 

5.    What do you mean by Management Skill? Discuss in brief. 

1.8  SUMMARY 

Management is essential for an organized life and necessary to run all types of management. 

Goodmanagement is the backbone of successful organizations. Managing life means getting things 

doneto achieve life's objectives and managing an organization means getting things done with and 

throughother people to achieve its objectives. Whether management is an art or science, will continue to 

be asubject of debate. However, most management thinkers agree that some form of formal 

academicmanagement background helps in managing successfully. Management is a set of principles 

relatingto the functions of planning, organizing, directing and controlling, and the application of 

theseprinciples in harnessing physical, financial, human and informational resources efficiently 

andeffectively to achieve organizational goals. 

1.9 GLOSSARY  

• Manager is an expert in his or her field and is a support system for employees. Managers 

workwithin a business and work together as a team to achieve company goals. It is vital for 

managers todelegate responsibilities to employees and assist them if they need help. 
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• Management consists of the interlocking functions of creating corporate policy and 

organizing,planning, controlling, and directing an organization's resources in order to 

achieve the objectives ofthat policy. 

• Managerial roles involve specific types of behavior, conduct and actions that a manager 

mustdemonstrate to be successful. A well-known researcher by the name of Henry 

Mintzberg identifiedthree general management roles. They are interpersonal roles, 

informational roles anddecisional roles. 

• Management skills can be defined as certain attributes or abilities that an executive 

shouldpossess in order to fulfill specific tasks in an organization. Good management skills 

are vital for anyorganization to succeed and achieve its goals and objectives. 

• Organization is a group of people who work together. Organizations exist because 

peopleworking together can achieve more than a person working alone. 

1.10 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 1.1. 

2.    For answer to question number 2 refer to section 1.2. 

3.    For answer to question number 3 refer to section 1.4. 

4.    For answer to question number 4 refer to section 1.5. 

5.    For answer to question number 5 refer to section 1.6. 

1.11 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. What is the process of management? Outline its elements and discuss the essence 

ofmanagement. 

2. Enumerate the different characteristics of management. Explain any three. 

3. Discuss whether management is a science or an art or both. 

4. Discuss the roles and responsibilities of modern manager. 

5. What do you understand by managerial skills? Discuss the skills needed for an individual to 

bea good manager. 

1.12 SUGGESTED READINGS 

• Prasad, L M, "Organisational Behaviour" Sultan Chand and Sons, 2011. 

• Robbins, Judge and Vohra, "Organisation Behaviour-Fifth Edition", 2013. 

• Griffin, RickyW., "Management: Principles and Applications", Cenage Learning, 2008. 

• Staya Raju and Parthasarathy, "Management: Text and Case-Second Edition", Prentice Hall 

ofIndia, 2009. 

• Prasad, L M, Organisational Behaviour", Sultan Chand and Sons, 2008. 
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• Aswathappa, K., "Organisational Behaviour:Text, Cases and Games", Himalaya 

PublishingHouse, 2013. 

• Ashwathappa, K. and Reddy Sudarsana, "Management and Organisational 

Behaviour"Himalaya Publishing House, 2012. 

• Singh Kavita, "Organizational Behaviour: Text and Cases" Pearson, 2010 

• Robbins, Judge and Vohra, "Organizational Behaviour: Sixteenth Edition" Pearson, 2018. 

• Ghuman and Aswathappa, "Management: Concept, Practice and Cases", Tata McGraw 

Hill,2010. 
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LESSON 2 

 

MANAGEMENT APPROACHES AND UNIVERSALITYOF ITS 
PRINCIPLES 

 

 

STRUCTURE 

2.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

2.2 THEORIES OF MANAGEMENT 

2.3 APPROACHES TO MANAGEMENT 

2.4 THE UNIVERSALITY OF MANAGEMENT CONCEPT 

2.4.1 ARGUMENTS FOR UNIVERSALITY CONCEPT 

2.4.2  ARGUMENTS AGAINST UNIVERSALITY CONCEPT 

2.5  COMPARATIVE MANAGEMENT 

2.6  SELF CHECK EXERCISE 
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2.0   LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After learning through this lesson you will able to understand:- 

•    The theories and approaches of management. 

•    The universality of management concept. 

•    The comparative management. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Despite the importance ofmanagement from the earliest times of groupsefforts, the major 

development thinking hasoccurred in the twentieth, century. The modernoperational management theory 

datesprimarily with the work of Fredrick Taylor andHenry Fayol. Although business institutions 

ofinsurance, credit and marketing weredeveloped in the Middle Age and were wellformed by the time of 

like industrial revolutionin the nineteenth century, business was longregarded as degrading occupation. 
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Aristotle'scharacterisation' of buying and setting as"unnatural" money making, Adam Smith'sdisparaging 

remarks concerning businessmenand Nepoleon's castigation of England as a"nation of shopkeepers" 

are evidences of thisfact. Even in the past century, business wasoften regarded by the educated as 

asomewhat inglorious occupation. Indeed, onecan say that only. In the half century has thebusinessmen 

begin to hold a place of respect. 

There was for many years widespreadbelief among managers in business,government and other 

organisations thatmanagement is not susceptible to theory thatmanagement is totally an art not to any 

extent,a science. Moreover, business owners andmanagers themselves have in the pastdiscouraged the 

development of a theory ofmanagement. Too often their preoccupationhas been with technology, price 

and thebalance sheet, an orientation hardly conduciveto an understanding of an enquiry into the jobof 9 

manager. It is interesting to note that theopening wedge to the study of managementas a science was 

driven by the so calledscientific management school, toned by theFredrick W. Taylor. 

Impetus to the development of a theoryof management has curve in beginning .of thepresent, 

century as the result of the recognition'that one missing link is the attainment of aneffective enterprise 

system is the effectivehandling of the human efforts. The GreatDepression, the World War II and the 

decadeof feverish productive activity were of greaterimportance in the development of a theory, 

ofbusiness management. In more recent years,tremendous impetus to the development ofmanagement 

theory and to the search forscientific, underpinnings to improve, practicehas come from the worldwide 

rivalry formarkets, power and progress. 

2.2 THEORIES OF MANAGEMENT 

Because of theextraordinary interest inmanagement in recent years, a number ofapproaches 

have developed. One of theauthors Harold Koontz called the present stateof management theory 

as"Jungle". SimilarlyStogdill identified not less than eighteenapproaches for studying management, 

Huthchinson has given nineapproaches his article in the journey of the Academy ofManagement un 

1971. Thus, different writers have provided different categorisation schemes for studying management, 

in order to facilitate easy understanding, we can identity broad approach— namely, the classical 

theory, neo-classical theory and modern theories.  

1. Classical Theory of Management : 

As the term classical which means  something traditionally accepted or long established.  The 

classical theory of management developed in three streams namely (a) Bureaucracy, (b) Scientific 

Management, (c) Administrative Theory. 

(a) Bureaucracy (Max. Weber) : A German sociologist provided a bureaucratic model for 

management of any large and complex organization in any branch of human activity.  The 

elements of bureaucracy are (i) hierarchy of authority involving superior-subordinate 

relationship and chain of command, (ii) clear  out division of work, (iii) a system of rules, 

regulation and procedure, (iv) a rule by law to ensure impartially, (v) a system of work 

procedures involving standardization of methods, (vi) employment and promotion based on 

medica, (vii) authority and power attached to an office. 

(b) Scientific Management (F.W. Tyalor) : An American engineer eventually became 

socialized as ‘the Father of Solertille Management’, Tyelor, Gilbreth (Frank and his wife, 

Libren), Ganti and other lauched what they called scientific management.  They suggested 

a totally revolutionary way of thinking about the problems of work and organization.  Taylor 
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expounded new philosophy, stressing that the core of scientific  management was not in 

individual techniques but in the new attitude toward managing a business enterprise.  The 

essence of Scientific Management was in four general areas : 

(i) The discovery, through use of the scientific method, of basic elements of man’s work 

to replace rule of thumb. 

(ii) Identification of management’s function of planning work, instead of allowing workmen 

to choose their own methods. 

(iii) The selection and training of workers and the development of co-operation, instead of 

encouraging individualistic efforts by employees. 

(iv) The divisionof work between management and the workers so that each will perform 

those duties for which he was best  fited, with the sultant increase in efficiency. 

(c) Administrative Management Theory (H. Fayol and others) : 

At a time when Taylor’s scientific management was launched, Henery Fayol was investigating 

managerial behavior in organization in France and trying to systematize it.  Fayol proposed that all 
operations In business organisation can beclassified into six headings ; (i) Technical(production). (ii) 

Commercial (purchase andsales),  (iii)  Financial  (Financing andControlling Capital), (Iv) Security 

(protection ofproperty and persons), (v) Accounting (Stocktaking and balance sheet, coating 

records).and (vi) Administrative activities (planningorganising, commanding, coordinating 

andcontrolling). 

Fayol devoted most of hismanagerial activities. In doenunciated certain principlesground (with 

suitable modification)day. The principles laid down by him'Division  of work, (ii)  Author!responsibility, (iii) 

Discipline. (iv) Unity of 'Command, (v) Unity of direct,  (vi) Subordination of individual Interests to group 

Interest, (vii) Remuneration of personnel, (viii) Centralisation, (ix) Scalar chain, (x) Order, (xi) Equity, (xii) 

Stability of tenure of personnel, (xiii) Initiative, (xiv) Espriton corps.. 

2. Neo-Classical Theory (HumanRelations) 

Neoclassical theory is called human'relations and behaviouralscience movement.This approach 

to management concerns theapplication of the methods and findings ofpsychology, social psychology 

and sociologyfor the purpose of understandingorganizational behaviour. The approach wasbasically  

highlighted  by  the famousexperiments conducted at the Hawthrone plantof the Western Electric 

Company during thelate 1920's and early 1930's by 6 team ofresearchers from the Havard University. 

Adirect result of the Hawthrone studies was thedevelopment of the field of human relations.Elton Mayo 

and his associates providedevidences that an organization is not merely aformal arrangement of men 

and functions,more than that, it is a social system which canbe operated successfully only with 

theapplication of the principles of psychology andother bahavouralscience. They clearlypointed that the 

methods advanced byscientific management are totally Inadequateand they do net produce desired 

results In theface of total mechanization brought about byindustrial revolution. Workers should not 

betreated as mere factors of production but should be treated as human beings. Workersattitudes, 

feelings and needsareextremely  Important on the job. The significant effect of the Hawthorne 

Experiments was to turn a spotlight on the social nature of business organization.  By treating 

organizations as social systems, they argued forcefully for democratic participating, creatively and 

commitment.  Their emphasis was on creating a work force with high morale. 
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3. Modern Management Theori»s: 

Modem management theories Indicatefurther refinement, extension and synthesis ofall the 

classical and neo-classical approachesto management. These trends started after1950 and we have 

throe streams under themodem management theory: (a) Quantitativeapproach to management, (i.e. 

operationalresearch), (b) Systems approach tomanagement, (c) Contingency approach tomanagement. 

(a) Quantitative Approach  tomanagement:Henry Fayot and othersschool of process 

managementcentered around the functions ofmanager.  Human  relations  andbehavior 

sciences emphasised thehuman aspect of an roganisatlon andits management. However, 

quantitativeapproach to management alone couldoffer systematic analysis and the 

solutions to may complex problems faced by management in thereal world.New 

mathematical and statistical tools are now applied in the field ofmanagement, particularly is 

the field ofdecision making and complexproblems. More commonly usedoperation research 

techniques arelinear programming, game theory,queuing   (waiting   lines theory),simulation 

and probability. Together these quantitative decision making tools are called operation 

research ormanagement science; The computer is used to find out .solutions to 

complexmanagement problems. Operationresearch, computer and management 

information systems are the modem tools of management decision-makingprograms. 

2.3 APPROACHES TO MANAGEMENT 

(a) Systems Approach to Management:The system approach to managementowes its origin 

to the General SystemTheory (GST), developed by LudcsigVon Bertalanffy. A system is 

anestablished  arrangement  ofcomponents which leads to theaccomplishment of 

particularobjectives. This approach is closelyrelated to the human behaviour andtreats 

management as a system. Sometimes; the system is limited toformal   organisation, the 

term  "organisation" being equivalent toenterprise, rather than used in thestructured role 

sense employed mostoften is management. In other cases,any kind of system of 

humanrelationships .is encompassed. Stronglysociological in flavor, this pattern ofanalysis 

does essentially what anystudy of sociology does : it describes the culture relationships to 

varioussocial groups and attempts to integratethem into a system. 

The  systems approach tomanagement, then, simply recognises that amanagement system a 
formal, systematicallyorganised compiled to relationships betweenpeople  has, as a system, 
characteristicssimilar to physical and biological systems. Itrecognises that there are total systems 
and'subsystems. It recognises that there are totalsystems and subsystems; that a system 
ischaracterised by an arrangement of variablesand constants. In the system there areinteractions and 
communications resulting intoinputs and outputs. A proper feedback is thebest assurance for getting the 
desired results.In a very real sense, a manager to be effective,be a scientific and Creative designer 
ofworkable systems. 

(b) Contingency Approach toManagement : Contingency approachanalyses and 

understands theseinterrelationships so that managerialactions can be adjusted to demands 

tospecific situations or circumstances.Organisation design and managerialactions most 

appropriate to specificsituations will have to be adopted inorder to achievebest possible 

resultunder the given situation, Theperformance of each managerialfunctions, is closely 

connected to ananalysis of the total situation – Effectivemotivation and leadership are the 

bestexamplesof the contingency approachto management. Management variablessuch as 
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management forces,organisation structure, organizational, behavior, management 

styles,management control are dependent,variables. All environmental variablesare 

independent variables. 

Here, it is assumed that managementdoes not have universal principles appropriateto all 

situations and In all environments. Inother words, there is not one best way toorganise and manage. 

Decentralisationaswell as centralisation can work under a givenset of situation. Even bureaucracy can 

work'under certain circumstances and it has nottotally outlived its utility. Similarly. Democraticor 

participative managerial style may not be fitis certain situations and we may have to' adopttight control 

under certain circumstances. 

Are the management fundaments-theory and principle-applicable in every type of organization at 

every level of an organization,in any country of the worldis the question.  

Many persons hold the view thatmanagement theory and practice haveUniversal application, but 

many do not agreewith this view. These persons have argued fortheir views. This part makes you 

familiar withtheir arguments.  

It has been regarded by many authorson economic development and growth thatmanagement's 

very .important element ineconomic growth. For example, W.W. Rostowis his book "Stages of Economic 

Growth" hasemphasised the significance ofentrepreneurial skill for economic growth (p.52). Similarly, 

R,N. Farmer and B.M. Richmanin their book "Comparative Management andEconomic   Progress"   

have   regardedmanagement as a "critical social activity" foreconomic progress. They regard 

"management" as, an "active agent" to be usedfor economic growth. According to Anant R.Nagandhi 

and S. Benjamin Prasad. 

…..''a great deal of recognition hasbeen given to the premise that industriailsationand  economic  

development (ofunderdeveloped countries in Africa. Asia andLatin America) are a function not only 

ofcapital inputs, but also. more importantly ofthe managerial inputs."ComparativeManagement", p.3). 

One can come cross withnumerous statements conveying the thinkingsimilar to that incorporated in the 

abovereferred 'statement.  

For economic progress, emphasis is.laid upon productivity, besides increase in production. The 

use of the term'productivity*draws our attention to the relationship betweeninput and output. This 

relationship refers to thesize, volume, quantity or value of input for agiven size volume, quantity or value 

of output.For economic progress, the relationshipshould be established efficiently, in otherwords, effort 

should be made to havemaximum of output with minimum of input.Undertaking this effort is the goal 

ofmanagement. "The goal of managing ismaking Itpossible for the people to operate ingroups in such a 
wayas to gain the most interms of objectives sought by an enterprise ora part of it. with the human and 

materialresources available." (Koontz and O'Donnell,Principle of Management p. 19). 

It may therefore, be said thatmanagement is a critical element in economicgrowth. 

Keeping in view, the level of economicdevelopment, all the countries ofworld arebroadly grouped 

into two classes, viz., (i)developed and (ii)developing andunderdeveloped. It is regarded that 

developedcountries have efficient management ofresources. It is held that developing 

andunderdeveloped countries have less efficientor poor management. It is also assumed thatdeveloping 

and underdeveloped countries,desirous of economic progress, strive forimprovement in managing in 

their efforts toimprove management these countries haveshown the tendency to learn management 
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fromdeveloped economies. Koontz and O'Donnellhave indicated the existence of this tendencyby 

quoting the following words of L.R. Sayla. 

In the world race for economic growthand for allegiance and stability of lesserdeveloped sections 

of the globe. UnitedStates management 'knowledge' Is crucialfactor." 

(Principles of Management, P. 89) 

From the above statement, one caninfer that management 'know-how- developedand practised 

in one of the developedcountries is applicable in less developedeconomies.        

Further, all the firms or organization in acountry will not be alike in terms of efficiency.Some firms 

will be more efficient and bettermanaged as compared to others. Lessefficiently managed forms would 

try to improvethemselves managerially. For this, they wilttend to learn from better managed firms 

aboutthe progress made in science and art ofmanagement and use the knowledge sogained for their 

own improvement. Sufficientevidence is available for this statement. Afterthe World War I, the Du Point 

Company ofU.S.A. established some basic managementprinciples, many of which related to planning 

toorganization and control. "The example of DuPoint..... provided a pattern that was followedwith 

noticeable success bv many othercompanies." 

(LA Alien Management & Organization, P. 16-17) 

Many companies have emerged asinternational and multinational companies. Thesubsidiaries of 

such a company are regarded,generally, better managed companies ascompared to companies of 

countries wherethese subsidiaries operate. The main factorresponsible for this seems to be 

theapplication of managerial principles, theoryand 'Know-how' developed, and practice byparent 

company. According to Me Fariand"........ it seems clear that management skill isan exportable 

commodity and indeed it is oneof the important exports of the multinational orInternational firm". Me 

Fartand has foundevidence for export of management skill withreference to Chile, Greece and 
thePhilippines, as well as .In other places. 

(ManagementPrinciples, and Practices, 4thEd., P. 628) 

Similarly, 'Transmission of advancedmanagerial knowledge' may be undertaken (i)by a manager 

from one country going toby a manager from one country going to manage a firm in another; or (ii) by 

peoplefrom a developing country coming to study andwork in a more industrialised one andreturning to 

take up jobs in their own country.or (iii) through development and trainingprograms for managers in 

developingcountries'.    

Briefly, we find that there is a transfer ofmanagerial knowledge, 

(i) from oho country to another: 

(ii) from one firm to another within acountry;and    

(iii)  from one person (manager) to another.   

2.4 The Universality of Management Concept: 

The about finding suggests thatmanagement theory, principles and practicesare transferable. In-

other words, they haveuniversal application. They are found in everykind of enterprise at every level of 

anenterprise and in any culture (country). This Isthe concept of universality of managementtheory and 

practice. 
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Many management experts, subscribeto the universality of management concept. For example, 

Koontz and O'Donneil havetaken the position that "Managementfundamentals of theory and 

principleshaveuniversal application in every kind ofenterprise and at every level of enterprise’. 

1. Naganbhl andPrasad, TransmittingAdvanced Management Know HowtoUnderdeveloped 

Countries,ManagementInternational Review,  1867No'6. 

Harbinson and Myers, who studiesmanagement practices in 23 countries,concluded 

that"Organization building has itslooic.:.... which rests upon the development ofmanagement... and ..... 

there is a generallogic of management development which hasapplicability both to advanced 

andindustrialised countries in the modem world." 

But there are many Other management experts who do not subscribe to theUniversalityConcept 

For example,Gonzalezand Mc Milan, after examining theapplicability of the American 

managementphilosophy in Brazil, came to the conclusionthat management philosophy is 'culture-

bound'and 'American philosophy of management isnot universally applicable". By the 

statement'Management philosophy is culture-bound' itimplied that external environmental, forcesaffected  

the  management philosophy.Similarly, Winston Oberg has concluded in thisstudy of 'Cross-Cultural 

Perspectives onManagement Principles' that for regardingmanagement principles as truly universal, 

thechallenge of other cultures and other businesseliminates must be recognised. 

This, there are conflicting views overthe issue of universality of managementconcept. 

2.4.1 Arguments for the Universality Concept: 

It is pertinent here to identify thearguments forwarded by the supporters ofuniversality concept. 

These are: 

(i) Emphasis on management functionprocesses  :  It is  said thatmanagement is found 

in all organized activities. Management function inevery phase of human activity.Managerial function are 

planning,organising, staffing, directing andcontrolling.  Managers are foundperforming, these functions in 

anyenterprise belonging to any parts of theworld, According to Koontz and O'Donnell, "As a manager, 

each must atone time or another, carry out ail theduties characteristic of managers. This is the principle 

of universality ofmanagerial functions." This statementimplies that any principle or theoryabout a 

particular managerial functionwilt apply to all managers. 

(ii) Distinction between ManagementFundamentals and ManagerialTechniques : It Is 

argued thatmanagement theory and principlesshould be differentiated from themanagerial techniques 

andapproaches. It is a specific techniquewhich varies. It is the approach tomanaging which differs from 

oneexternal environment to another or fromone culture to another.  Butmanagement fundamentals 

areuniversally applicable. For drawing thisinference, Koontz and 0' Donnell havereferred to a number of 

studies oncomparative management. Theythemselves havefound in managementseminars for various 
types ofenterprises that "the identical concept,theory and principles, and often thesame techniques such 

as variablebudgeting   or   management byobjectives apply with equal force. Inwidely different 

enterpriseenvironment". 

(iii) Distinction between ManagementFundamentals and  ManagerialPractices : 

Management is an art."The most productive art is alwaysbased on an understanding of thescience 

underlying It." Thus, scienceand art are complementary. The art of managing or the practice of 

managingmakes use of organised knowledge(Science). This organised knowledgeis composed of 

principles and theories.Principles are basic truths at a giventime. They explain relationship betweentwo 
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or more sets of variables. Theory issystematic grouping of inter-relatedprinciples. Management has 

principlesand theories. Management is science.It is a social science. Like most socialsciences, it is an 

inexact science. 

In management the alliance betweentheory (Science), and practice (art) is anIntimate one. 

However, recognition of thedistinction between theory and practice ofmanagement is important in order, 

to seewhether management fundamentals areuniversally applicable.    

Mary, Cushing Miles, in her book.‘TheEssence of Management' has written, "Whilepractices and 

applications will vary widelyfrom one situation to another, fundamentalconcepts and principles of 

management andof humah relation will remain much the sameevery where they take effect .In 

differentcombination', (p. 437). In order to support herstatement, she has given the example of'incentive 

payment', or 'bonus payment.' In theUnited-States of America, bonus payment isconsidered as a 

powerful technique formotivating  the  workers  to increaseproductivity By increasing his productivity, 

aworker will increase his purchasing power andtherefore, his standard of living. Because ofthe fact an 

American worker can get anotherjob easily and that also with higherremuneration, payment of bonus 

doesmotivate him to earn more with his present job.But in India, jobs are not easily available andworkers 

have the fear of unemployment. So, security of employment is a more powerful weapon to Increase 

productivity than the'Bonus payment1. Thuswe find that practice ofmanagement has to be adopted to the 

systemof belief and social condition of a particular culture.         . 

Me Farland has argued that principles,concepts and skills of management areuniversal. It is only 

the practice which maychange. He writes that managers shift fromone company toanolher. They also sift 

from one industry to another; Further, experienced military officers move from military units to theposts 

of high responsibility in business. He regards such shift indicative of the fact thatgeneral skills and 

principles of managementare at work. The knowledge of managementprinciples and skills in managing 

enable 'theexecutive to team specific applications andproblems as he applies his skills to the 

newsetting'(p.. 622).    

Koontz and O'Donnell also agree thatvariation in cultures may affect the applicationof 

management fundamentals. But as is true inany field of: science, the managementfundamentals are 

having universality ofapplication. They give an exampleonautomobile to support their view. 

Andautomobile designed for use in deserts orjungles will be different from that which isdesigned for high 

speed super highways. Butthe principles and theories of physical scienceused for designing both the 

types ofautomobiles remain the same.  

2.4.2 Arguments Against Universality Concept; 

Many management experts do notsupport the universality concept Why ? Theirarguments are 

summarised below:  

(i) Objectives of an enterprise: 

Drucker is of theopinion that the skills,the competence and the experience ofmanagement 

cannot be transferred andapplied from one enterprise to anotherenterprise or from a business enterprise 

to anon-business enterprise without introducingchange. The change would be requiredbecause of 

difference in objectives. The mainobjective of a business enterprises is earningprofit consistent with 

security and welfare of thebusiness, but the main objective of a non-business entity is non-economic. 

Therefore,management can transfer only analytical, andadministrative types of skills, abilities 

andexperience, from one enterprise to another. 
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(ii) Difference In philosophies : 

Because of difference in philosophiesof different enterprise, a manager cannot be agood 

manager in all types of enterprises. Thisargument has been given by Ernest Dale. If themanagement 

fundamentalsare having universalapplicability, a manager should have theabilityto predict the outcomes 

of managerial activity,irrespective of its setting. But facts do notsupport this thesis,  

Dale said that one individual could notbe a good manager in religious, academic,military and 

business institution for bothcommunist and democratic enterprises. Thereason is that philosophies that 

underlie eachtype of organization are very much different. 

Negandniand Prasad, keeping in view, the developing countriesparticularly India,identified 

the"managerial phitosophv of shortterm profit maximisation' as one of themanaperial variables which 

hinders effectivetransmission" of advanced managerial knowhow. ('Transmitting Advanced 

managementKnow-How to Under-developed Countries.') inManagement International Review, 1967 

No.6.) By the term'advanced managerial know: how.' they mean the various managerialpractices, 

principles and techniques employedby the manager in the United States and otherWaster European 

countries. Further, Negandhiand Estafen have given, as an example, thefindings of two research as with 

respect to twotextile millsin India, (A research Model to'determine the applicability of 

AmericanManagement know. How in Differing cultures,and/or Environments.) One mill had aphilosophy 

of 'quick profit' and the other aphilosophy of 'long range profit'. Thesephilosophies exerted different 

Influence onmoral of the employees, productivity,organization structure, delegation of authority, span of 

management and communicationpatterns.        

(Ill) Management is Culture-bound : 

Gonvalez and Me Milllan, on the basisof twoyear study in Brazil, concluded that'American 

philosophy of management is notuniversally applicable." They were of theopinion that factors  or  

interpersonalrelationships, (relationships  betweenmanagement and workers management andsuppliers, 

management and the customers, etc.) prevent the management fundamentalsfrom becoming universally 

applicable. It is alsothe belief of W. Oberg expressed by him in hispaper Gross Cultural perspective 

onmanagement Principles in Academy ofmanagement Journal, June 1963, thatapplicability of 

management principles may belimited: to a particular culture or situation. Heargues that if the ground 

rules under which themanager operates are different in differentcultures, countries), then it is useless to 

searchfor a common set of strategies, ofmanagement. It is also thethinking of Farmerand Richman that, 

"if a country has a strongtraditional religious and cultural basis towardsnonscjentific behaviour, it will 

prove difficult tointroduce modern managerlal methods, whichare based on the same type 

predictive.rational view of the world as are the morepurely technical devices.” 

(A Model forresearch in Comparative Management). 

2.4.3 Examination of Arguments AgainstUniversality Concept: 

(i) MC Fariand points out that even if theobjectives of business enterprisesseem to be 

different from those of nonbusiness enterprise, all types ofenterprises face the problems 

ofallocating scarce resources-time,human efforts, money and other formsofwealth, among 

its need and purposewhich are not few. Such allocationrequire management skills. 

Hencemanagement skills are transferable. Hementions that whatever theadministrative and 

analytical skills aretransferable according to Drucker, theyfall within the meaning of the 

term'management,    
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(ii) Koontz and O'Donnell mention thatdifferences of opinion on transferabilityof management 

knowledge betweencountries and cultures largely arise from semantics. The different 

termsused are either not defined or notclearly defined. The terms 'management philosopv, 

management know-how','managementtheory','management principles' and'management 

knowledge' have beenused by the experts, without adequateamount of preciseness and 

clarity.Koontz   and   O'Donnell   definePhilosophy as, the love study orpursuit of 

knowledge. They find thatexperts contradict the universalityconcept, use the term 

'managementphilosophy^ to include also the attitudeof managers towards following group. 

(i) Consumers 

(ii)  Suppliers 

(iii)  Unions and   

(iv)  Government 

Sometimes, the use of term'management philosophy' is made to include,is addition to basic 

management theory andprinciples, certain beliefs which matters such as:      . 

(i)  ownership of property, and 

(ii)  attitude towards individuals. 

The use of the term, 'managementphilosophy' in the above mentioned mannerstresses upon the 

application of managementfundamentals in given situations and cultures.Since differences do exist 

between twocultures, among sub-cultures of one culture,and attitudes, the application of 

managementfundamentals is likely to differ. It is, therefore,important to separate the fundamentals 

ofmanagement from their application to givensituation. It is the application of managementconcepts or 

practice, of management whichdoes not have and can't have universalapplicability. Management 

fundamentals arenot culture-bound, it is the practice ofmanagement fundamentals which is culture-

bound. It is the art of management which maynot be transferable and not the science ofmanagement. 

2.5 Comparative Management: 

'Comparative Management' is thestudy of management phenomenon on acomparative basis. It 

encompasses crossnational subject matter. It aims at detecting,identifying,  classifying,  measuring 

andinterpreting similarities and differences amongphenomena such as management process,managerial 

thinking, managerial techniques,etc.it Is assumed that these phenomena'Interest organisationally, 

nationally andsometimes internationally. 

The most important aim of the study ofcomparative management may be regardedas providing a 

variable source of informationwhich may be useful in adapting managerialmethods and procedure of one 

country toanother. The analysis of comparativemanagement, therefore, has to take intoaccount the 

influence of external environments. 

Efforts have been made to considerexternal cultural environment with a view tostudying their 

effects on the practice ofmanagement. Two notable efforts are: 

(a) Model developed by Farmer andRichman,and 

(b)  Model developed by Negandhi andEstafen. 

These models are being explainedbriefly,     

(a) The Farmer Richman Model: 
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This model Indenttfies and assessesthe effect of cultural factors on tne functionalelements of 

management process. Farmerand Richman have:— 

(i) Identified the critical elements in themanagement process. 

(il) Evaluated the operation of these criticalelements In individual firms working, indifferent 

settings.  

(iii) Identified the various environmentfactors appearing to have impact uponmanagement 

process andmanagement effectiveness. 

They have classified all theenvironmental factors into four groups: 

(i)    Educational Variables; 

(ii) Sociological-Cultural Variables; 

(iii)  Political and Legal variables and; 

(iv)  Economic Variables. 

They regard these variables asconstraints for universal applicability ofmanagement. They have 

identified a numberof critical elements of the managementprocess pertaining to well known 

steps:Planning and Innovation, Controlling,Organising; staffing, and directing, leading,motivating.'The 

concept of managerialeffectiveness' introduced by them mean thedegree of efficiency with which 

managers ofan enterprise in a given environmentaccomplish enterprise objectives. If theobjective of 

enterprise is productivity, theefficiency is given by E= 0/1, where E isefficiency. 0 is output and 1 is input. 

The basichypothesis or E=f (x) where E is productiveefficiency, and X is managerial effectiveness. 

Farmer and Richman have tried to show thenature of the impact of external constraints oninternal firm 

management by construct I, givenhere. 

CONSTRUCT-I 

External Constraints on InternalFirm Management 
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The external constraints act onmanagers to inhibit or aid their effectiveness.Therefore: 

Xf (C1 = C2 = Cn) ; where x ismanagerial effectiveness and C's are thevarious relevant 

constraints. 

 
 

The model constructed by Farmer and Richman for analyzing comparative management is 

presented here (Construct-II) 

(i) The above model distinguishes the management process from environment of managing, 

and  

(ii) Shows the factors making management practice different in different cultures. 

Farmer and Richman conclude thatexternal conditions considered by them willaffect both 

managerial effectiveness and theelements of management process. 

But Koontz and Q'Dannell find noevidence, in Farmer-Rlchman model to showthe fundamentals 

of managing are changed byenvironmental constraints. They argue thatmanagerial efficiency Is only 

hampered by theexternal constraints because a manager Is notallowed by these constraints to apply 

themanagement principles completely. 
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(b) The Negandhi-Estafetn Model 

This model is not quite different fromthat of Farmer and Richman. It also regardsthat external 
cultural factors affect managerialaction. Negandhl and Estafen are of the viewthat Farmer-Richman 
model does notsufficiently deal with the major influences onmanagerial practice. They emphasis 
upongiving importance to another importantindependent variable which is 'managementphilosophy'. 
According to them, 'managementphilosophy' is not only the product of culturalenvironment but it is a 
variable in itself. By thisterm, they mean, "the expressed and impliedattitude or relationships of a firm 
with some ofits external and internal agents." These agentsare: 

(i) Consumers   
(ii) Shareholders    
(iii) Suppliers 
(v) Distributors; and 
(v) Employee unions. 
Negandhi-Estafen Model for anaylsingcomparative managementis Illustrated by theCoustruct-III 
In this model, there are four types ofvariables: 
(i) Independent Variables : they Includemanagement philosophy  andenvironment factors.              
(ii) Intervening variables  : they includemanagement processes.       
(iii) Dependent Variable : It tomanagement effectiveness. 
(IV)  End-result variable : It is enterpriseeffectiveness.         . 

The relationships among thesevariables have been shown in the construct. Itis notable that many of 
these variables are Inter-related and inter-relationships among them may also be reverse to those 
shown in the construct. This model shows, like Farmer-Richman model, only relationships.  
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(c) Evaluation of the Models : 

Koontz and O'Donnell have made effort, to compare and evaluate the two models. Theyfindthat:- 

(i) Both the models recongnise the impactof external cultural environment on theoperation of 

the management process. 

(ii) In both the models, managementeffectiveness will determine or affectenterprise 

effectiveness. 

(iii) Negandhi-Eastafen model considers'managerial phiiosophv' as animportant independent 

variable, inaddition to environmental factors, whichaffect management practices and 

therefore management effectiveness. 

(iv) Farmer Richman model regards 'policymaking' as an element of themanagement process, 

besideplanning, organising, staffing, directingand controlling. But many of the policiesdo not 

appear to be culture bound. Forexample, the philosophy of "QuickProfit" or" Long-ranoe 

profit" may befound in many cultures. Further,policymakjng Is not a separate processin 

management. It la a part ofmanagerial planning. 

(v)   Neither of the two models alreadydescribedare suitable for separatingscience from practice, 

from the point ofview of determining the universality andtransferability of management 

fundamentals. 

They only emphasis the environmentalfactors which affect the practice ofmanagement:   , 
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(vi) The effectiveness of the firm'soperation (enterprise effectiveness)does not only depend on 

managementeffectiveness but also on other factors.One of these, other factors is 

thespecialised knowledge, or science inoperating   areas of marketing,engineering, 

production and financethe two models do not consider theeffect of non-managerial factors 

onenterprise effectiveness. 

Many enterprise may be foundsuccessful not because ofgood managementbut due to brilliant 

marketing or well-organisedand operated production. These activities ofan organisation according to 

Koontz andO'Donnellcan be grouped into two categoriesviz; 

(i) managerial activities, and. . 

(ii) non-managerial activities. 

Managerial activities are planning,organising..staffing, motivating and directing,and controlling. 

Non-managerial activities aremarketing, engineering, production, finance. 

(ill) These models make It possible to testthe area of universality of managementtheory and 

principles. For example,techniques. 

- Delegation   : 

-  Rate of return of investment for overallcontrol, 

-  Operation research; and 

- Work analysis, 

. have been found not so culture boundas is often believed. 

These models offer such knowledge tomultinational companies which may help themtheir task of 

training managers, understandingand devising differences in managerialtechniques and approaches in 

varyingcultures.  

(d) Koontz's Proposed Model: 

Koontz has given the model foranalysing the Universality or Transferability ofmanagement on 

(Construct III). 

This model helps in understanding andobserving the elements of universality inmanagement. 

This model suggests that: 

(i) Enterprise effectiveness is determinedby  non-managerial  factors  (theeffectiveness   of   

non-managerialpractices) also. 

(ii) Excellent capabilities in non-managerial, areas contribute tomanagement effectiveness. 

(lii) Managerial practices effect non-managerial practices. Non-managerialpractices also affect 

managerialpractices.       

(iv)  Managerial and non-managerialpractices are affected by:  

(a)  management science . 

(b)  enterprise function science 

(c)  human and material resources 

(d) external  environment factors(already Include, in other twomodels) 
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(v)  The managerial attitudes (managementphilosophy) are not included in thismodel which has 

been included in theNegandhi Estafan model) as anindependent variable. It has 

beenbelieved that they areofcultural factor and environment asthey cannot be changed 

without making, certain environmental changes. 

2.6 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

Write Short-notes on the following:-  

1.  Scientific Management. 

2.  Human Relations Theory. 

3.  Systems Approach to Management. 

4.  Universality of Management Concept. 

5.  Define Comparative Management. 

12.7 SUMMARY 

There Is need of further research in the area of comparative management. Increasing effort has 

to be made for separating the science from .the art of managing with a view to be able to recognise 

fundamentals of universal application and transferability. Never-theless, the researches and studies 

made in the area of comparative management suggest that there Is. much universality in the application 

of management principles, It may be said that many managerial attitudes techniques and approaches 

applied scientifically in one culture may be made applicable, .with some basic change, to another 

culture.       

2.8 GLOSSARY 

• Administration refers to the group of individuals who are in charge of creating and 

enforcingrules and regulations, or those in leadership positions who complete important tasks. 

• Business is defined as an organization or enterprising entity engaged in 

commercial,industrial, or professional activities. The term business also refers to the 

organized effortsandactivities of individuals to produce and sell goods and services for profit. 

• Business owner is an individual or entity who owns a business entity in an attempt to 

profitfrom the successful operations of the company. Generally has decision making abilities 

and first rightto profit. 

• Comparative management is the study of various management principles, and how 

theyapply from one situation to another.  Comparative Management meanscomparison 

between management practices in the some environment within a territory or region. 

• Management theories are the set of general rules that guide the managers to manage 

anorganization. Theories are an explanation to assist employees to effectively relate to the 

businessgoals and implement effective means to achieve the same. 

2.9 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 2.2. 
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2.    For answer to question number 2 refer to section 2.2. 

3.    For answer to question number 3 refer to section 2.3. 

4.    For answer to question number 4 refer to section 2.4. 

5.    For answer to question number 5 refer to section 2.5. 

2.10 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. What is comparative management? Do you think that management is culture bound? 

Givereasons to support your answer. 

2. Write a detailed note on the universality of the principle of management. 

3. Consider the arguments for and against the universality of management. 

4. Which management approach is more appropriate in Indian context? Discuss 

5. What are the management schools of thought? 
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LESSON-3 

 

FUNCTIONS OF MANAGEMENT 
 

 

STRUCTURE 

3.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

3.1   INTRODUCTION 

3.2 FUNCTIONS OF MANAGEMENT 

3.3 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

3.4 SUMMARY 

3.5  GLOSSARY 

3.6 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

3.7 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

3.8 SUGGESTED READINGS 

3.0   LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand :- 

•  The functions of management. 

•  The usage of functions of management for managers. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of this lesson is toacquaint you with 'the various functions ofmanagement, 

Koontz and O Donnell havestated : In classifying the functions, ofmanagement, one must distinguish 

clearlythose operations such as selling, manufacturing, accounting, engineering andpurchasing. They 

differ from one enterprise toanother but the functions of managers arecommon to all". Thus functions 

ofmanagements are of two types: 

(1) Operative   (2) Managerial. 

In the following few pages of thelesson the managerial functions have beendiscussed. 

Management Is a broad field and onthe basis of functionalisation, 'the four functionsof 

management are: 

————————————————— 

 

(1) Production (2) Marketing (3) Finance (4) Personnel 

These are the sub-areas of the-broader,field of management each having its separateoperative 

functions. One should not carry theImpression that there are no commonfunctions of management which 
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are beingdischargedby management people. The pointIs that by nature the business operations 

arecategorised on the basis of specialisation andhence four or more functional areas. 

The difficulty with the identification offunctions of management is that there is hardlyany 

unanimity oh them. Every one has hisown list of functions and he tries to defend hisclassification. This 

difference of opinion neednot come in our way because we areconcerned here with the Inevitable 

functionswhich every body in the position of a managerhas to perform. For the sake of conveniencethe 

following functions can give us a dearerpicture:               

1.   Planning ,                     . 

2.   Organizing 

3.    Staffing 

4.   Directing   

5.   Controlling 

A few management thinkers are of theview that functions like  Forecasting,Motivating, Co-

ordinating should also findplace in the list of function. ON a deeperanalysis one finds that forecasting 

can besafety included in planning because itis anessential step in planning. We will bediscussing it in 

this fashion. So far asmotivating is concerned it is emphasised afterthe human relations approach. One 

agrees onthis issue but If direction is taken in its positiveand wider sense, providing motivation to 

thesubordinates can be a part of directing. Trulyspeaking, concepts tike leadership and*supervision form 

a major part of directingfunction and verylittle emphasis is laid onformat guiding and Instructing, there 

will lie noinjustice  done  to  this/function  ofimportance.That should be the justification foraccepting the 

above noted functions ofmanagement. Co-ordination, on the other hand, has now been regarded as the 

essenceof management and would result from aproper and effective performance of all thefunctions of 

management.   

A close observation of the working lifeof a manager, whether he is in the field ofproduction, 

finance, marketion of personnel,will be a proof of the statements made above. 

3.2 FUNCTIONS OF MANAGEMENT 

(a) PLANNING; 

In management more, emphasis isgiven to the performance. Performance is.largely based on 

the proper and timely action.Managerial actions may be properly plannedor ill-planned. The result is 

quite obvious.Planning is therefore, essential for everymanagerial action. Although future is unknownand 

nobody knows what amount of uncertaintyis in its womb but even then a project is done. 

Planning Is done with the aim ofchalking out future course of action. Plan is apeep into the 

future. The purpose is toprovideguideline for the performer, Planning,therefore, involves the setting of 

enterpriseobjective, policies, programs, procedures,budgets in a comprehensive manner. Everyamount 

of specific details are worked but wellin advance which will be followed andexecuted. The plan of 

action", puts one of thewriters on the subject, at one and the sametime the result envisaged, the line of 

action tobe followed the stages to go through, andmethods to use. It is a kind of future picturewherein 

proximate events are outlined withsome distinctness while remote events appearprogressively less 

distinct and it entails therunning of the business as foreseen andprovided against over a definite period. 
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The scope of planning is very wide; noactivity of the company is exempt; everysegment must be 

fitted into the masterprogramme. This importance of planning liesin the fact that It projects the intentions 

andclarity of mind of the planners, in fact inoperation ail the time. All economies ofoperation largely 

depended upon thesoundness and comprehensiveness ofplanning. You will see. in detail, in 

subsequentlessons that plans may be for all the functionalareas and overall plans are subdivided intothe 

various sub-plans looking to therequirements of all situations. Managingwithout planning is extremely 

risky and theperformance is doubtful. It helps much incontrolling the activities of the enterprise. 

Forbetter performance both long range and shortrange planning is done and approach is madeflexible 

so that made easily. The nature ofplanning Is that it is a continuous activity andemphasis and character 

are being changedaccording to the requirements of the situation.It provides an opportunity of comparing 

theresult with the targets fixed. 

Normally planning provides the springboard from the present. It provides asopportunity to 

exercise the mind and decidethe best available alternative to the planner.Further planning is not only 

top management'sresponsibility: managers at every level have todo some sort of planning. For the sake 

ofguidance, here are certain, elements ofplanning.  

(1) Forecasting: 

(2) Establishing conditions andassumption,. 

(3) Establishing objectives. 

(4) Anticipating possible future problems. 

(5) establishing policies. 

(6) establishing a programme foraccomplishment.  

(7) Plans, standards and methods ofmeasuring accomplishment. 

(8) Review and adjust plan in the light ofchanging conditions. 

More details of these elementsyou willfind in the subsequent lesson. 

(b) ORGANIZATION: 

The next function of management isorganizing. The process of organising is veryessential for 

accomplishing the plans andobjectives of the enterprise. We have seenthat man materials, machines 

are available indisorganised  manner  and a properrelationship should be established betweenthem so 

that they are properly utilised forcommon objectives. It is the basic function ofthe managers to organize 

them In a mannerthat harmony and adjustment is established.Organizing process encompasses the 

workingout of details of every sort of relationship whichmust exist between various activities that areto 

be pursued for getting the results.Organizing is supposed to be the backboneactivity on the part of 

management. It is to betaken as technical as well as human activity.The following aspects have to be 

consideredin understanding the whole idea or organizing. 

(1) Division of work :- 

The whole range of activities that aregoing to be performed by the people have tobe splitted into 

various, sub divisions so thatthe managerial work can be entrusted todifferent persons. The man at the 

top has abroader view of that has to be performed, but he cannot do all the work which is necessaryfor 

effective working. On the basis of nature ofwork grouping of activities is done andidentical- units of work 

are decided well inadvance.         
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(2) Departmentation :- 

After having divided operative tasks, aframework of formal structure of organizationis to be 

created. Oh the basis of the principleof delegation, the power to Operate anddecide is being shared with 

the subordinatesand total organization is divided into some keydepartments. The basis of 

departmentationmay be activity, geography, product orprocess. For example, the operative task maybe 

sub-divided into four departments, namely,Commercial, Engineering, Production andPersonnel. There is 

no hard and fastcriteriafor this sub-division. It very much depends onthe relative importance of these 

activities to anenterprise. Emphasis may be different and afirst grouping may be resorted to. 

(3) Levels of Supervisions ; 

Due to the application of delegationprinciple, organization structures take a propershape. Some 

of the structures look likepyramids, white others are more "fiat". It isbecause of the number of 

supervisorypositions that are being created for leadingand supervising the work in variousdepartments. 

If more of supervision levels arebeing created, the span of management willbe narrow and the 

organization structure willbe a “tall” one.It is the managerial outlookwhich very much divides the number 

ofsupervisory positions. If close supervision isneeded, then the positions have to be more.But there are 

certain financial and humanconstraints which operate simultaneously andas such whims and outlook 

play a somewhatlimited role. 

(4) Defining Role and Establishing Relationship:           

Irrespective of the number of personsworking in organization, they are to be givencertain well 

defined activities to perform.Since the grouping of work has already beendone, each individual is being 

assigned to dosome unit or units of tasks. Thus theirobligation to perform is being created and 

ispopularly known as responsibility. Thisprovides a framework of working and he isheld responsible for 

doing that much of workfor the organization. At this point you shouldbear in mind that roles and 

responsibilities areobjectives oriented. Thus this establishes aclose and proper relationship between 

menand their work. It is also to be kept in mind thatthere must exits a set of relationship between 

different people working together, whether inone department or the other. Their interactionwill follow only 

when the relationship and itsnature is established. This is possible throughthe media and channels of 

communication.Ambiguity in creating work 'roles orrelationship affects the' process badly and,therefore, 

restricting of the process is resortedto. 

(c) STAFFING : 

Staffing Is the executive function whichinvolves the recruitment, selection,compensating, training, 

promotion andretirement of subordinates, and managers.  Since staffing in one of the functions which 

airmanagers undertake, the immediateresponsibility for its efficient execution rests upon every manager 

at all levels. Thus staffingcomprises those activities which are essentialin keeping all the positions, fitted 

with suitablepersons.-The quality of management is verymuch dependent on the qualifications 

andsuitability of managers. For this a propermanpower planning is to be done keeping inview the 

present foreseeable future needs,both quantitative and qualitative aspects, andthe hunt for such people 

goes on. Byeyacuative aspect of manpower planning wemean the type of persons needed. The soleaim 

of staffing is to take right man for the rightJob are found out and the suitable menmatching the 

requirements of the job areselected. 

(d) DIRECTING : 
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Since management is relatedpreciselywith the working with people, guiding themaccording to 

needs and objectives of theorganization is the manager's responsibility.Directing is a complex function 

that includes allthose activities which are designed efficiently.The main phases of this function of 

management are: 

(1) Communicating the decisions andorders'   

(2)   Guiding and motivation them in theirday to day work. 

(3)  Providing them proper leadership. 

(4)   Supervising the subordinates to ensurethat their performance is in conformitywith the plans. 

A few thinkers haveincluded disciplining also in this list ofcomponents. 

(1)   Communicating Deciaiona, Instructions and Orders. 

Alt official decisions are arrived at thepersons who are entrusted with the task. Theplans, when 

approved, have to be executed inthe best possible manner. In the process ofdirecting these plans are 

made known tothe subordinates in the form of official instructionsor orders. Among all the 

communications inorganization these orders constitute animportant part. In the absence of 
transmissionof these officially approved decisions, thelower level may not know anything about 

them,and to expect proper execution is futile.Orders have got a smell of dictatorship buttheir functional 

value is beyond doubt. Caremust be taken that these orders andinstructions are complete, clear, timely 

andvery few in number. Once the orders havebeen passed, further developments, shouldalso be 

transmitted without delay. If this in notdone, the poor executors cannot be blamed. Itis necessary that a 

proper follow up should bethere to ensure that orders are carried out in themanner desired. A basic 

question is to beanswered here. Should the order be written orOral ?. In small organizations where 

themembers are few and have personalrelationship and trust, oral orders orinstructions are feasible. But 

in case of largeorganization where levels of hierarchy aremore and the quantum of orders are also 
notfew, it is necessary to give written orders. Theelaboration of orders may be orally during ameeting 

with the subordinates. 

(2) Guiding and Counselling: 

There. remains abig gap betweengiving the orders and executing themaccordingly. Details and 

minute proceduresare yet to be evolved by the subordinatesimplementing the orders In letter and spirit. 

The managerial job is not over by giving order it (s their further duty to provide properguidance to the 

subordinates to solve theirproblems. How to do it ? They are the leadersof the group and it is their 

professional andmoral duty to see that the subordinates areoffered with suggestion. If there are 

certaingaps, beplugged by deciding, further course ofaction; No body can order so exactly that theneed 

for elaboration is eliminated. 

(3) Leadership: 

People can produce good resultsprovided they get good leadership. A leaderinfluences the 

behavior of the people of hisgroup and makes them willing to work, not byforce but by seeking their 

cooperation andputting his personal involvement. The test ofmanager, in relation to his group, is his 

abilityto lead people. This is an intangible forcewhich fosters enthusiasm among the peopleand develop 

their liking for the work and worksituation; As a leader, he performs thefollowing major functions: 

(1) Goal Setting for the group.     

(2) Integration of the group. 
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(3) Motivating them to achieve the goals. 

(4) Maintaining discipline.  

By no chance the above noted list offunctions of leadership is an exhaustive one; itis only 

suggestive and deals with the primacyfunctions of a managerial leader. Newman andSummer, while 

dealing with this aspect, haveoutlined that the major activities of a leaderare (i) development of voluntary 

cooperation.(ii)   engaging   in   two-ways   personalcommunication and (iii) directing anddisciplining. 

The environment for dischargingleadership function is quite important. Theleader is effective or 

ineffective according tothe environment in which he is working.It will again be improper to deal with 

theconcept of leadership in detail here, as somewhere in the .subsequent lessons you will beable to 

read the various types of leadershipstyles adopted In managing people. 

Supervising : 

In one sense of the term, "Supervisor"means a person who has got adevelopedvision. In another 

sense it means exercisinginspection over the subordinates with one eyeon the work and the other on the 

plan. Theessence of supervision is to see that the workconfirm the plan. As supervisor one has tokeep 

an eye both on people and plan. It is,therefore, a very delicate issue. There are twotypes of supervision. 

(1) Employee centered. 

(2) Production centered.  

The former is more concerned with thehuman values and human satisfaction and itsemphasis on 

the end result is little less. Suchtype of supervisors care more for the feeling, welfare and security of the 

employees while the production curve is not their sole concern.In the latter type of supervision, the hard-

task-master approach is adopted and getting moreand more production isthe main aim. Thisexplanation 

should be taken with great care as the supervision technique is neverabsolute; it always has relative 

aspects. Hardlyyou will find the men on the extreme point. Thesuccess of supervision lies in 

weavingproperly both the types of Supervision, this aspect of supervision has more relevance atthe 

lower level of management as comparedto the top or higher levels. 

Thus, in directing his subordinates, themanagers have to exercise supervision overthem in the 

sense that they have to personallywatchdirect and control their performances. Ifthere are certain 

deviations, difficulties orgrievances, a proper note of them should betaken and a proper solution should 

be foundout. Supervision thus is system of control aswelt as a stage of planning. 

(e)    Controlling: 

Thefunction of controlling deals withcomparing performance with  planning.Controlling has two 

different meanings. 

1. negative.    

2.   positive 

In the former sense, control function isjust like a watchdog 'keeping a close eye onthe operation 

of the enterprise. The nature ofthis type of control is a negative one. In theletter sense, control is a 

corrective devisewherein a constant, watch is kept on thedeviations just - to correct them. 

"Themanagerial function of control" say KoontzandO'Dorinell, "is the measurement and correctionof the 

performance of and the plans devised to attain them areaccomplished. Fayol'sobservation, ismore celar 
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when he states, inan undertaking; control consists in verifying whether everything occurs in conformity 

withthe plan adopted, the instructions issued andprinciples established". 

If we analyse the above observationmade by these authors we will find that there are three 

phases of control process namely: 

1. Establishing standards that representdesired performance. 

2. A comparison of actual performance as' against standards, 

3.    Corrective action.   

If planning sets the standards ofperformance, then control evaluates them intheir proper context. 

Authors of late haveagreed on the point that planning and controlare intimately related and managers 

mustconcentrate on these twin functions. The onlyproblem in controlling is to develop a proper.system. 

Over the past few years certain toolsof controlling function more effective. Thesetools are both of 

financial and not financialnature. A few of them are given here forguidance: 

(1) Daily or periodic reports from thesubordinates or branches. 

(2)  Coach Summaries. 

(3)   Statements showing current position 

(4)  Budgetboth Master budgets as well asPerformance' Budgets. 

(5)   Ration  Analysis-such as returns oninvestment, net sales to working capital,dept-equity 

ratio, net sales to accountreceivables; ratio of current assets tocurrent liabilities; working 

capital to netsates and number of other ratios areworked out for knowing the 

exactinformation of the situation prevailing. 

The above mentioned tools ofcontrolling are of mathematical or financialnature. Apart from 

these, a few outlined beloware useful in those areas of business that donot lend themselves to financial 

control: 

1. Statistical quality control 

2. Chart showing delays-such asGanttCharting. 

3. Performance appraisal of managerialfunctioning. 

4. Employee attitude survey which arecarried through for knowing the level ofmorale of the 

employees. 

The object of naming the means ortools of control was to acquaint you with someof them. Thus 

controlling is a basic function ofmanagement. As Mary Gushing Niles puts it,"whereas planning sets the 

course,control observes deviation from thecourse or to an approximately charged on". 

The major function of management havebeen discussed in the last few pages. Butmany people 

would consider this listincomplete. The new literature of managementdraws our attention towards a few 

of the otherfunctions which. managers do perform. Forexample Dale has included two more functionsin 

the  list namely, Innovation andRepresentation. It would be appropriate hereto devote a tew lines on 

these functions ofmanagement also. 

Innovation : 

"Managing a business'’  Peter Drucker. the famous thinker of management among thepresent 

ones, writes, "cannot be bureaucraticor administrative, or even a policy makingJob......(It) must be a 
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creative rather than an adoptive task, it is a very valuable and validstatement. If manager continues to 

do thesame things as he has been doing in the pasthis business or organization will become staleand 

static. He musttry to create newpractices, new ideas and thinking and newstructures looking to the need 

of the future.Preparing people and organizations for thenew eventualities is not only a function but 

achangessituation is need of the hour todayand most managers lack in discharging and,appreciating this 

function. When competitionis keen they remain being in the race. 

Representation :        

Managershave to project their own andthe image of their organization before themulti-masters. 

There are outside groups whoare interested in the affairs of the organization.'As the ambassadors of 

organizations theyhave an onerous responsibility of representingtheir case before Government, 

Unions,Customers. Supplies and so on and so forthput a clear picture of the policies andintentions so 

that an atmosphere of goodwill isdeveloped. On theissue Iike price policy andwage fixation their view-

point is to be placedbefore the public or Government so that thereis a proper appreciation of their moves 

andmethods.          . 

Above all these function, the centralfunction of management is co-ordination. Weall know that 

organizations have grown in sizeand In character. Hundreds of multinationalcorporations are operating 

today. Theiractivities are of varied nature. It is very difficult,then to synthesis and synchronize 

their'activities. Until and unless there is propercoordination of various departments, duties and actions, it 

is impossible to achieveorganization objectives. Thus coordination isessential and is concerned with the 

orderlyarrangement; and unification of the groupeffort. One writer has rightly pointed out thatinstead of 

regarding coordinations as aseparate function of management, it must beconsidered asthe essence of 

managership. 

3.3 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1. Write a short-note on functions of management. 

2. Define the term Planning. 

3. Define Departmentation. 

4. Define the term Directing. 

5. Define Controlling. 

3.4 SUMMARY 

All of the above discussed functionsofmanagement are interrelated. No one functioncan be 

performed without involving the others;it is a composite process. It would be a folly tothick that one 

function is independent of otherand can be performed independently. Eventhen the importance attached 

to each one mayvary at different times in different places. Theemphasis changes according to the 

situation. Planning does not present much difficult in thesituation where uncertainty is less andresources 

are unexploited. In such conditionsdirections and executions are heavilyemphasised. Organizing - 

assumes greatimportance when the size of the units growand interpersonal   relations becometense 

Interest in innovation is keenly shown inthe time of fast technological and social   at the same time. The 

process ofchange, as is happening presently. Thus, we management is therefore; circular in nature,can 

say that all the functions are of equal   thereby suggesting that, in a going concern,importance and are 

performed by managers   thereisnotof revolutlonatparticularpoint oftime. 

3.5 GLOSSARY 
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• Control is a primary goal-oriented function of management in an organisation. It is a 

processof comparing the actual performance with the set standards of the company to 

ensure that activitiesare performed according to the plans and if not then taking corrective 

action. 

• Directing is said to be a process in which the managers instruct, guide and oversee 

theperformance of the workers to achieve predetermined goals. Directing is said to be the 

heart ofmanagement process. Planning, organizing, staffing has got no importance if 

directionfunction does not take place. 

• Organizing involves assigning tasks, grouping tasks into departments, delegating 

authority,and allocating resources across the organization. During the organizing process, 

managerscoordinate employees, resources, policies, and procedures to facilitate the goals 

identified in the plan. 

• Planning is deciding in advance what to do, how to do it, when to do it, and who is to do 

it.Planning bridges the gap from where we are to here we want to go. 

• Staffing is the process of hiring eligible candidates in the organization or company for 

specificpositions. In management, the meaning of staffing is an operation of recruiting the 

employees byevaluating their skills, knowledge and then offering them specific job roles 

accordingly. 

3.6 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 3.1. 

2.    For answer to question number 2 refer to section 3.2(a). 

3.    For answer to question number 3 refer to section 3.2 (b) (2). 

4.    For answer to question number 4 refer to section 3.2 (d). 

5.    For answer to question number 5 refer to section 3.2 (e). 

3.7 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. What do you mean by managerial functions? Discuss various functions of management 

inbrief. 

2. Define Directing. What is the importance of directing functions? Discuss. 

3. Is there any point in considering the elements of which management is composed? Would 

youinclude the function of co-ordination as an element of management? 

3.8   SUGGESTED READINGS 
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• Robbins, Judge and Vohra, "Organisation Behaviour-Fifth Edition", 2013. 

• Griffin, RickyW., "Management: Principles and Applications", Cenage Learning, 2008. 

• Staya Raju and Parthasarathy, "Management: Text and Case-Second Edition", Prentice Hall 

ofIndia, 2009. 

• Prasad, L M, Organisational Behaviour", Sultan Chand and Sons, 2008. 
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LESSON 4 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF MANAGEMENT THOUGHT 
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4.3  CLASSICAL MANAGEMENT 

4.4  BEHAVIOURAL AND QUANTATIVE APPROACHES TO MANAGEMENT 
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4.7  SUMMARY 

4.8  GLOSSARY 

4.9  ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

4.10  TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

4.11  SUGGESTED READINGS 

4.0   LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand :- 

•    About the pre-scientific management era and classical management. 

•     Behavioural and quantitative approaches to management. 

•     The overview of shifts in focus in management thought. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

The concentrated study of management,as a separate and distinct field of endeavor Is aproduct 

of the last century. Most writers agree thatthe origin of this young discipline was the workperformed by 

Frederick W. Taylor and hisassociates during the scientific managementmovement that developed 

around 1900. Inthis lesson the review of the development of thethinking about management will provide 

historicalperspective for an understanding of theconcepts.   

4.2 PRE-SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT ERA 

Problems of administration were ofinterest to students of government evenin ancientGreek and 

Biblical times. The Bible, for example,explains organizational problems faced by Mosesin leading his 

people. Histories of the RomanEmpire contain information on how administrativeproblems were 

handled. Table 4-1 summarizesthe basic managerial ideas as they respondedto situational demands 

from early times to thetwentieth century. 
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Table 4.1 

Early Stream* of Managerial Ideas Responding to Situational Demands 

Date Sources Ideas Situational Demands Relevance to 
Today’s 

Management 

5000 B.C. Sumerton 

Civilization 

Written records Formation of governments and 

commerce 

Recorded data are 

essential to life 

organizations. 

4000-2000 

B.C. 

Egyptian Planning, 

organizing, 

controlling  

Organized efforts of upto 

1,00,000 people for constructing 

pyramide 

Plans and authority 

structure are needed 

to achieve goals 

2000-1700 

B.C. 

Nanyionians Standards and 

responsibility 

Code of Hammurabi spt 

standards for wages, obligations 

of parties and penalties 

Targets of expected 

behavior are 

necessary for control  

500 B.C. Habrews Organisation  Leaders organized groups to 

meet threats from outside 

Herarchy of authority 

is abasic idea 

500 B.C. Chinese Systems, models Commerce and military demand 

fixed procedures and systems  

Patterns and 

procedures are 

desirable in group 

efforts 

500-350 

B.C. 

Greeks Specialization 

scientific method 

Specialization laid foundation for 

scientific method 

Organizations need 

specialization, 

scientific attitude, 

promotes progress 

300 B.C. – 

300 A.D. 

Romans Centralised 

organization 

Per flung empire required 

communication and control by 

rome 

Effective 

communication and 

centralized control are 

necessary 

1300 A.D. Venetians Legal forms of 

organization 

Venitian commerce required 

legal innovations 

Legal framework for 

commerce serves as 

foundation for 

ventures 

1400 Pacioll Double entry 

book keeping 

Effective classification of cost 

and revenue demanded by 

increased trade 

Accounting 

systematizes record 

keeping 

1500 Machiaveill Pragmatic use of 
power 

Governments rely on support by 
masses. Expectations of leader 

and people must be clear.  

Opportunistic use of personal 

power makes leaders effective 

Realistic guidelines 
for use of power as a 

key 
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1775 Adam Smith Division of labour The competitive system resulted 

from specialization 

Specialization and 

profits to private 

enterprise 

1800 Ell Whitney Interchangeability 

of parts 

Mass production is made 

possible by availability of 

standard parts 

Modules, segments 

and parts are building 

blocks for 

organizations 

19th 

Century 

Western 

Nations 

Corporation Large amounts of capital 

required by entity with long life 

and limited liability 

Seperation of owners 

from managers 

increases demand for 

professional 

managers 

  

Source: Based on Claude S. Georpe. The History ofManagement Thought 2nd Ed. (Engfewood Cllffs. 

N.J,: Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1972). 

In spite of the fact that administrativeproblems received attention In ancient times noimportant 

managerial tools of analysis developeduntil the end of the Dark Ages, when commercebegan to grow, in 

the Mediterranean. In theThirteenth and Fourteenth centuries, the largetrading houses of Italy needed a 

means ofkeeping records of business transactions. Tosatisfy this need, the technique of double 

entrybook keeping was first described by Pacioli in1494. The roots of modem accounting, therefore, 

were planted four centuries before they were toform an important field of knowledge for themodem 

manager. 

Not until after the rise of the capitalisticsystem did students rigorously give attention tothe field of 

economics. In 1776; Adam Smithwrote the Wealthof Nations, inwhich hedeveloped important economic 

concepts. Heemphasized the importance of division of labour.with its three chief advantages; (1) ah 

Increasein the dexterity of every workman; (2) the savingof time lost in passing from one type of work 

tothe next; and (3) the better use of new machines. The development of the factory system resultedin an 

increased interest in the economics ofproduction and the entrepreneur. 

In the Middle Ages (and even until recentlyin many .countries) the family unit was the 

basicproduction organization. A skilled craftsmantaught his sons a trade, and the family was known by 

its particular trade and skill. Modem surnamessuch as Carpenter, Goldsmith, Butcher, Fanner,and 

Taylor are evidence of this development.Production functions were not distinguished fromsocial 

functions; there was still no need forseparate attention to managerial activities. Theinventions of the 

eighteenth century Initiated achange which Toynbee later catted the IndustrialRevolution. Production 

moved from the home toa separate installation—the factory—wheremachinery was concentrated and 

laboremployed. In the early stages of the IndustrialRevolution, owners of factories directedproduction 

but generally did not distinguishbetween their ownership functions and theirmanagement duties:     

Some of the first factory ownersconcentrated on improving methods ofproduction and introduced 
concepts that proved fundamental to modem manufacturing methods.Before 1800. EH Whitney and 
Simeon Northdeveloped the concept of interchangeability ofparts in the manufacture of pistols and 
muskets.This concept led to the producing of parts to closetolerances, thus making possible the 
exchangeof one part for another without fitting or furthermachining. In 1796, Matthew R, Boutton 
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andJames Watt. Jr., organized the Soho Foundryinwhich product components were standardized cost 
records kept. and management of the factoryimproved. 

In the early nineteenth century, the needfor larger aggregations of capital to supportfactory 

operations resulted In increasedapplications of aspeciallegal formof organizinga business. The 
corporation, as a separate legalentity, could sell shares of stock to manyIndividuals and thus raise large 

sums of capital.Stockholders then became so numerous that allcould not actively manage a business. 

By themiddle of the nineteenth century, general incorporation acts made it possible for manybusinesses 

to use this legal form of organizationat a time in which technological developmentswere forcing an 

increase in the size of the'manufacturing unit. If the family fortune' wasinsufficient for the family owners 

to expand, thecorporation provided a means by which capitalcould be secured from owners who were 

notmanagers. The distinction between the functionstage for students to concentrate on the management 

process as a separate field of study. 

The social evils of the Industrial Revolution received wide attention in the early nineteenth 

century. In England, social reformers sought legalregulation of employment practices in the FactoryActs 

of 1802,1819, and 1831. One reformer alsobecame a pioneer in management Robert Owen, as 

manager of a large textile firmin New Lanark, Scotland, concentrated on the improvement ofworking 

conditions and on the development of amodel community. The social impact of modemproductive 

methods became an important interest of such men in operating management. 

By 1832, scientists, and other persons notdirectly related to ownership of manufacturingfirms 

began to consider Improvements inmanagement. In that year Charles Babbage, amathematician and a 

teacher, wrote On theEconomy of Machinery and Manufactures, inwhich he appliedhis principles to the 

workshop.This early work introduced the idea of usingscientific techniques to improve the 

managingprocess. Such developments before the twentiethcentury were, however, exceptional and did 

notinclude any integrated effort to studymanagement. The social, legal, technical, andeconomic 
environment had not provided thenecessary conditions for concentrating onmanagement improvements. 

By the end of thenineteenth century; the stage was set for a groupof people to tackle management 

problems in asystematic manner.    

4.3 CLASSICAL MANAGEMENT  

By 1888 the American Society ofMechanical Engineers wag an established,professional society, 

holding meetings at whichleaders presented technical papers. In that yearHenry R. Towne. President, of 

Yale& TewneManufacturing Company, presented a paper,"The Engineer as an Economist," and made 

aplea to the society to recognise management asa separate field of study. 

At the time that Towne's paper waspresented to the ASME, Frederick W. Taylor wasan operating 

manager at the Midvale Steel,Works. He had progressed from the level of had obtained an engineering 

degree in 1883 bystudying evenings at Stevens Institute ofTechnology. With his strong will and keen 

powersof observation, he rebelled against the restriction of production that he called "soldiering.” 

Taylornoticed that managers were supposed to "pickup" their management skill through trial and 

error,"Rules of thumb" were their only guides. Aboveall, he argued that too much of management'sjob 

was being left to the worker. He felt that it wasmanagement's Job to set up methods andstandards of 

work and to provide an incentive forthe workerto increase production. Two of Taytor'sspecific 

contributions resulted from this thinking:(1) experiments with Maunsel White led to thedevelopment of 

high-speed cutting steel thattrebled production; (2) interest in motivating theworkerto greater effort led to 

a piece-rate systemof wage payment based upon a definite timestandard.     . 
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Taylor would have been remembered forhis early work in providing specific techniquesfor 

managers; yet his contributions leading to his,recognition as' the "father of scientificmanagement" were 

two books written after he had resigned as a practicing manager; ShopManagement (1906) and The 

Principles ofScientific Management (1911). 

Until hisdeath in 1915. Tayior expoundedhis new philosophy, stressing that the core ofscientific 

management was hot in Individualtechniques but in the new attitude towardmanaging a business 

enterprise. The essence- of scientific management was In four general areas : 

1. The discovery, through use of the scientificmethod, of basic elements of man's work to 

2.  The identification of management's function ofplanning work. instead* of allowing workmen 

tochoose their own methods. 

3.  The selection and training of workers and thedevelopment, of cooperation, instead 

ofencouraging individualistic efforts by employees. 

4. The division of work between management andthe workers so that each would perform 

thoseduties for which he was best fitted, with theresultant increase in efficiency.  

Scientific management was an innovation and,as such, generated tremendous opposition;During 

Taylor's lifetime and in spite ofthesupportof such other leaders as Louis Brandeis, JamesDodge, and 

Henry Towne, opposition to change retarded the spread of its basic ideas. Publicopposition was 

demonstrated before specialCongressional committee hearingsin 1912. Atthese hearings, Taylor's 

testimony in defense ofhis ideas contained some of the most lucidexplanations of the central ideas to 

this first stageof management as a separate and Identifiablediscipline.  

Other leaders in the scientificmanagement movement had independentlydeveloped improved 

techniques of managementbefore being Influenced by Taylor. Frank Gibrethmade studies in applying 

principles of motioneconomy and is considered to be the originatorof motion study. Starting in the 

constructionindustry, he revolutionized the techniques ofbricklaying and later applied his new approachin 

a variety of industries. Hiswife, Lillian Gilbreth,not only helped her husband develop his Ideasbut also 

contributed to a new dimension In herwritings on the psychology of management. Both,Gibreths took an 

analytical approach andstressed the importance of giving attention tominute details of work. This 

approach was tobecome an important characteristic of allscientific management. 

Morris L Cooke and Harrington Emersonwere among the founders of scientificmanagement and 

are Important for theirapplications of the philosophy to a widergroupof activities. Cooke demonstrated 

theapplicability of scientific management in non-industrial fields, especially in university operationsand 

city management. Emerson concentrated onintroducing new idea§ to the Santa Fe Railroadand later 

developed what he termed twelveprinciples of efficiency.  

Scientific management's effect onunemployment rapidly became a national andsocial issue. 

Dedicated disciples of themovement took an aggressive mechanical viewof production and immediately 

createdopposition by organized labour. The result was thatthe spread of scientific management was not 

asgreat as it could have been. 

By 1924, when the first InternationalManagement Congress was held in Prague scientific 

management had become internationalIn scope. Henri Fayol had previously led a Frenchmovement in 

the improvement of work at theadministrative level of organization. Lenin had seen the advantages of 

the techniques ofscientific management and introduced the ideasin Russia.  
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During the 1920s and 1930s scientificmanagement fell into the hands of "efficiencyexperts,’ who 

concentrated on the mechanicalaspects of production. Critics of the movementpointed out that this 

approach neglected theelements of the psychological needs of workers and the sociological aspects 

ofcooperation.Theyalso observed that scientific management, byconcentrating, on the details 6f the 

shop, hadneglected improvements at higher levels of the organization. During these decades, 

somemanagement thinkers and practitioners attempted to remedy this defect by 

formulatinggeneralizations deduced from their understandingof what management should be. A number 

ofbooks attempted to collect these universals andstate them as tight and complete prescriptions.  

Lyndall Urwick, a British consultant, RalphC. Davis, a college professor, James D, Mooney and 

Allan C, Reiley, industrial executives, andmany others expounded their views concerningthe principles 

of organization and management.These views were considered authoritative andwere widely quoted as 

basic readings for theeducation of managers. Later, they served aspoints of departure for students who 

wereintellectually skeptical of the universalityof theobservations when applied to actual businesscases. 

Thus die ground-work was laid for amultiple attack on the study of essentials ofmanagement. 

4.4 BEHAVIORAL AMD QUANTITATIVEAPPROACHES TO MANAGEMENT 

ln the last 50 years, many disciplines havebeen active in making contributions to thedevelopment 

of management thought. The fieldsof public administration and business educationhave felt, more than 

any others, the impact of thediversified attack on current practices and past,thought by disciplines that 

previously had little tooffer the practicing manager. Barriers to communication among these disciplines 

werepierced by joint research and the publication ofreadings in both academic journals and 

popularperiodicals. The streams of thought, togetherwiththeir principal exponents, that have 

contributedto this development appear in Figure 4.1. Apartial integration .of these stream? has 

beenattempted by some of their exponents as theydeveloped interests in fields outside their 

majordiscipline(indicated by arrows and repetition oftheir names in the fields in which they have 

madeImportant contributions). 

One of the earliest and clearly mostimportant events In this trend of Interdisciplinaryactivity In the 

study of management was theHawthorne Experiment; conducted between1927 and 1932 ata plant of 

the Western ElectricCompany. Eiton Mayo, a Harvard sociologist, anda team of social scientists 

conducted a series ofexperiments and worked with management in anattempt to explain variations of 

productivity in theplant physical factors, such as lighting andworking conditions, were the first aspects 

toreceive attention, but psychological factorsemerged as the more important. 

An early contribution to the psychology andsociology of management, Mary Parker 

Follett,attempted to interpret classical managementprinciples in terms of the human factors. 

Theproposed four principles as guides tomanagement thinking. 

1.  Coordination by direct contact of theresponsible people concerned. 

2.  Coordination in the early stages. 

3. Coordination as the reciprocal relating to all the factors in the situation.  

4.  Coordination as a continuing process. 

Central to the thinking behind theseprinciples was the Idea that management mustcontinually 

adjust to the total situation. Follett,observed that conflict Is usually present inmanagement situations and 

offered a processfor resolving it. The manager must handle conflictby (1) domination, (2) compromise, 

or (3)integration, The first two never satisfy everyone,but integration can achieve a new approach tothe 
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problem that will satisfy all parties. In orderto achieve integration (1) tile differences must bebrought into 

the open; (2) a "re-evaluation" must,be made by all parties; (3) all parties must;anticipate the responses 

of the others and seeka new position that suits not only the parties butthe relationship among the 

parties. In otherwords,each party should avoid the limitations of his ownposition and seek a new, 

integrated positionacceptable to all. 

Later, behavioural scientists developed new approaches to the study of management. Kurt 

Lewin, developed theory and research under the heading of “group dynamics”.  His study with small 

groups led him and his followers to concentrate on the advantages of group  participation and increased 

interaction among members of a group. 

More recently, psychologists have improved the validity and reliability of tests used for the 

selection and placement of individuals in industrial and government organizations.  Other  recent 

developments in the behavioural sciences will be summarized in a later  chapter.  It is clear that the 

modem manager has access to newtechniques that have scientific basis, thus eliminating the need 

to depend society on instution and processes. 

Much of the modem development inmanagement can be traced to thetheoreticalwork of a 

practicing executive. Chester I.Bamard, who in. 1838 published a classic inmanagementliterature.  The 

Functions of the Executive.  In this work he introduced the concepts  of internal organization, decision 

making, status and communications that became important topics for management considersation.  His 

influence on the  thinking of other leaders with regard to new developments cannot be overemphasized. 

Concurrentwith the developments in thebehavioral sciences were other developments,quite 

separate and independent, that affectedmanagement- Economics, the basic disciplineof business for a 

century, began to directitsattention to business decisions. New meaningsof old economic principles 

began' to havepractical implications for the manager.Accounting, too, tookon a new outlook. It nolonger 

looked only to past transactions but began'to offer answer's to problems dealing with the future.  In the 

early 1920s J.O. McKinsey developed budgeting as a basic tool for management's use. Although 

MeKinsey died atan early age; he was able to develop budgetarytheory as acollege professor, expand 

its usethrough a consultingfirm that he founded, andapply it in practice as Chairman of the Board 

orMarshall Field & Company, in a short period oftime, both economics and accounting became basic 

fields of study for the manager. 

Modern developments in management have promised help to the manager in still another area 

that has long caused management worry,thatis, how tohandle uncertainty. Hare, thematuring of the field 

of statistics proved to be ofgreat help. After W. A. Shewart had appliedstatistical theory to the area of 

quality controlduring the early thirties, the use of statistical examples expanded and enabled the 

manager toestimate probabilities with mathematicalaccuracy in others types of problems. Recentlythe 

manager has been offered a way of using this same approach in handling problems about which his 

information is very uncertain. 

With the availability of electroniccomputer, the manager now can deal withtheoretical questions 
in a more definite andrigorous manner. This new hardware permits himto state his theory In terms of a 
clearly definablemodel and to handle the constants and variablesof his problem with more precision. 
New,mathematical tools of analysis, such as linearprogramming, which C. B. Dantzig developed inthe 
late 1940s, enable the manager to find thebest answers to problems of resource allocation,which he 
previously had to approximate throughapplication of judgment and experience. 
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Other, developments In quantitativeanalysis are being brought forth by researchersand are 

rapidly being adopted by practicingmanagers. In fact, the approach of a team ofspecialists, working 

together to framequantitative techniques for making decisions, oncompanywide issues, has led to the 

creation ofa new analytical profession called operationsresearch (OR). The limits of operations 

researchare ill-defined, because Its applications arecontinually breaking out of previously 

conceivedframeworks and deaf with a wide range ofproblems including defense systems, outerspace, 

and management. Management scienceis a term of more recent origin and refers morespecifically to 

application of quantitativetechniques to management problems. The termstend to be used 

interchangeably yet OR is moregeneral and theoretical in its orientation whilemanagement science Is 

more application and. problem-oriented to management. 

This short survey of management shouldmake it dear that the subject is faced with 

growingpains.These pains result from the continuousprocess of having to accommodate new ideasthat 

spring from many new sources. Managementthought, therefore, continually requiresrestatement and 

consolidation. One of theleaders in this modern development ofprogressing from one fruitful stream of 

thought"to another Is Herbert A. Simon. Trained as apolitical scientist, he was faced first with problems 

of public administration. These problems led toquestions of organization, and his publication in1947 of 

Administrative Behavior—a book thatproceeded to challenge the existing thought onthe subject and 

became a classic in the field.Concurrently, economic questions were centralto topics of his interest, and 

thus he presentedresearch in that discipline. However.psychological aspects of organization 

andeconomics became so important that heintensively began to handle specific issues in thatdiscipline. 

Throughout his research, he felt the need for the rigorous toots of mathematics andstatistics. His 

techniques, therefore, employedthese basic tools together with experimentationon the applications of 

computers in managementresearch. His approach, thus, has been,interdisciplinary and can be 

categorized primarilyas involved with "decision making," a term thathe has been influential in 

establishing as a majorsubject for management attention. Others inmanagement thinking are finding it 

necessary totake a similar interest in many disciplines. 

The development of managementthoughthas accelerated and diversified to an extent thatdefies 

comprehensive treatment In a single volume. Table 4.2, however, summarizes thepioneers in disciplines 

closely related tomanagement and Identifies their contributions. 

 

Table 4.2 

Pioneers in Management and Their Contributions 

(Chronological by birth date) 

 

Name Chief Publications Major Contributions 

Henry Fayol Administration Industrialle of 

generals  (1916) 

Stressed that the theory of 

administration  was equally applicable 

to all forms of organized human 

cooperation. 

Harrington Emerson  

(1853-1915) 

Efficiency as Basis for Operation 

and Wages (1900) 

Studied the Santa Fe Rail Road and 

promoted ‘scientific management’ in 
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The Twelve Principles of Efficiency 

(1912) 

The Scientific Selectionof 

employees (1913) 

general usage. 

Fredrick W. Taylor  

(1915) 

A Piece-Rate System (1895) 

Shop Management (1903) 

On the Art of Cutting Metals (1906) 

The Principles of Scientific 

Management (1911) 

Father of Scientific Management. 

(1856- Developed high speed cutting 

tools. Introduced time study to 

industry. 

Karl Pearson  

(1857-1936) 

On the Correlation of Fertility with 

Social  Value (1913) 

Tables for Statisticians (1933) 

Developed basic statistical 

techniques, including the chi-square 

test and the standard devision 

concept. 

Henery L. Gantt  

(1861-1919) 

Work, Wages and Profits (1910) 

Industrial Leadership (1916) 

Organizing for Work (1919) 

Emphasized relation of management 

and labour.  Stressed conditions that 

have favourable psychological effects 

on the worker.  Developed charting 

techniques for scheduling. 

Max Weber  

(1884-1920) 

The Theory of Social and Economic 

Organization (translated by 

Henderson & Pearson in 1947.  

From Max Weber: Essays in 

Sociology (translated by Gerth and 

Mills in 1946). 

The foremost pioneer in the 

development of a theory of 

bureaucracy. 

Frank Gilbreth  

(1868-1924) 

Concrete System (1908) 

Motion Study (1911) 

Searched for “the one best way.” 

Introduced motion study to industry. 

Mary Parker Follett  

(1861-1933) 

Dynamic Administration (edited by 

Metcalf and Unrich) (1941) 

Led in practical observations about 

the value of human relations to the 

basic principles of organization. 

G. elion Mayo 

 (1880-1949) 

The Human Problems of an 
Industrial Civilization (1933) 

The Social Problems of an Industrial 

Civilization (1933) 

Stressed the importance of human 
and social factors in industrial 

relationships. 

Questioned the overemphasis on 

technical skills at the expense of 

adaptive social  skills.  Led a learn of 

researchers in extensive studies at 

the Hawthorne plane of Western 

Electric Company. 

Chester I. Barnard  

(1886-1961) 

The Functions of the Executive 

(1938) 

Leader in stressing sociological 

aspects of management, 
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Organization and Management 

(1948) 

Concentrated on the concept of 

authority, the importance of 

communication, and informal 

organizations in management. 

Kurt Lewin  

(1890-1947) 

Resolving Social Conflicts (1948). 

Field Theory in Social Science 

(1951) 

Developed research and theory of 

group dynamics. 

Ronald A, Fischer  

(1890-1982) 

Statistical Methods for Research 

Workers (1925). 

The Design of Experiments  (1935) 

Pioneer in the use of statistical 

methods in research, Made valuable 

contributions to the design of 

experiments. 

Welter A. Shewart 

(1891-1972) 

The Economic Quality Control of 

Manufactured Products (1930). 

Applied theory of probability and 

statistical inference to economic 

problems at Bell Laboratories.  

Developed statistical controcharts. 

F.J. Roethilsberger  

(1898-1974) 

Management and the Worker (with 

W.J. Dickson) (1939) 

Management and Morale (1941). 

A New Look for Management (1946) 

Made a comprehensive report on the 

Hawthorne experiment Led in 

emperimental research on human 

factors in management. 

Peter Drucker  

(1909) 

The Practice of Management (1954) 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

(1885). 

Developed concept of management 

by objectives.  As a Consultant and 

writer, popularized new developments 

in management. 

G.B. Dentzig  

(1914) 

Maximization of a Linear Function of 

Variables subject to Linear 

Inequalities (1947). 

Developed the basis for practical 

applications of linear programming. 

Claude Shennon  

(1916) 

The Mathematical Theory of 

Communication (1948). 

Laid the theoretical foundation for 

information theory. 

Herbert A. Simon  

(1919) 

Administrative  Behaviour (1947) 

Models of Man (1957) 

Organization (with J. March (1958) 

Winner of Nabel Prize in Economics.  

Developed theory building from 

behavioural and quantitative bases for 

modern management. 

4.5 OVERVIEW OF SHIFTS IN FOOUS INMANAGEMENT THOUGHT 

The development of managementthought over the last hundred years has not beena single 

continuous stream from one source buthas been a process of integrating Ideas from anumber of 

streams, as indicated In Figure 3.1.Furthermore, during this development the focusof attention has 

shifted from one stream toanother. (1) From 1900 to 1930, the major focuswas on the physical- factors 

as viewed fromindustrial engineering and economics.- (2)Between 1930 end 1960 the focus shifted to 
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the.human factors affecting productivity, withsupporting efforts from managerial accountingand classical 

concepts of personnel and finance.(3) During the 1960s, as a result of reportsprepared for the Ford and 

Carnegie Foundations,emphasis was placed on achieving precisionthrough the use of quantitative 

methods(mathematics and statistics) and the behavioralsciences (psychology, sociology, 

anthropology).Computers and systems thinking developedrapidly during this decade astechniques 

formanagement. (4) The trend in the 1970s focusedon organizational behavior (built on thebehavioral 

approach) as almost synonymous withmanagement In the last decade contingenciestheories, that is, 

theories of management which,are dependent upon the environmental situationsin which they are 

applied, received majorattention. The classical approach of a singleuniversal theory of management has 

given wayto a number of contingency theories. Legalaspects, cultural considerations, and theemerging 

field of public administration havereceived new emphasis. (Table 3.3 outlines someof the many bases 

for managerial thought). 

This overview of the historical.development of management indicates twoconcurrent, opposing 

trends over time: first,periodically, specialists in one or two streams ofthought have attempted to narrow 

managementtopics to their particular stream of research, e.g.,the emphasis on organisation behaviour in 

the1970s, yet, second, now demands by society onmanagement have continually expanded thescope of 

management to Include new streams of thought, e.g., the present attention to theenvironment, legal and 

ethical Issues, andinformation systems. 

4.6  SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    Write a short-note on pre-scientific management era. 

2.    Discuss in brief about essence of scientific management. 

3.    Give a brief explanation about quantitative approach to management. 

4.    Write a short-note on contribution of management thinkers. 

5.    Give a brief explanation on the historical development in management. 

4.7 SUMMARY 

The objective of this lesson is to summarize the vast, complex field of management and to 

encourage the reader to seek more depth In other books. However, the 1980s witnessed the 

publication of many small books with the opposite objective to state the heart of management in a 

single set of clothes. Such titles as 'The One Minute Manager" and a sequel, 'The 59 Second 

Manager, have been purchased In large quantities. The prime reason for the success of these popular 

management books is that the American public became interested in the field when the Japanese and  

 

Table 4.3 

Disciplinary Bases for Management 

 

Discipline  Special Emphasis 

Industrial Engineering Measurement and analysis of physical factors in achieving 

efficiency. 
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Economics Allocation of scarce resources with orientation to future. 

Financial Accounting' 'Recording, reporting, analyzing, and auditing of past transactions. 

Public Administration Formation of a rational hierarchy tor the accomplishment of 

activities. 

Legal Profession Development of a consistent course of action based on precedents 

to achieve stability, order, and justice. 

Statistical Methods Employment of probability theory to infer facts from samples and to 

handle, uncertainty. 

Mathematics Construction of models which state explicitly one's assumptions, 

objectives and constraints. 

Psychology Scientific Investigations concerning human needs, perceptions, 

and emotional factors.              

Sociology Study of interrelationships within and among human groups In 

society.  

Anthropology Cultural variations and discoverable patterns of behavior from 

history and environment.    

(Source: Essentials of Management, Fourth edition by Joseph L. Massle) 

other nationalities demonstrated that other management ideas were needed by American managers.                 

This increased interest in improving management is a most favourable sign for the future. But 

one of the greatest threats to this improvement is the reduction of the subject to platitudes and homilies. 

As management literature expands in the 1980s, the reader must show discretion to ensure that future 

improvements are built on a solid foundation. This lesson has provided the background needed to 

understand the complex ideas from which this improved management wilt evolve. 

4.8 GLOSSARY 

• Classical management theory is based on the belief that workers only have physical 

andeconomic needs. It does not take into account social needs or job satisfaction, but 

instead advocatesa specialization of labor, centralized leadership and decision-making, and 

profit maximization. 

• Coordination is the act of arranging, putting things in order, or making things run 

smoothlytogether. Fencing might seem like a breeze, but it actually takes the graceful 

coordination of yourhands, eyes, feet and mind. Some people like to put a dash in co-

ordination. 

• Management is defined as the art of getting things done by making the best use of 

availableresources. These, when clubbed together, are called Management Thought. 
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• Organisation is a group of individuals working together to achieve one or more 

objectives.They are composedof individuals and groups of individuals. They are oriented 

towards achievingcollective goals. They consist of different functions. The functions need to 

be coordinated. 

• Scientific management is an attitude and a philosophy which discards the traditional hit-

and-miss and rule-of-thumb method of managing work and workers; it means the 

acceptance andapplication of the method of scientific investigation for the solution of the 

problems ofindustrial management. 

4.9 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 4.2. 

2.    For answer to question number 2 refer to section 4.3. 

3.    For answer to question number 3 refer to section 4.4. 

4.    For answer to question number 4 refer to section 4.4 table 4.2. 

5.    For answer to question number 5 refer to section 4.5. 

4.10 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1.    Describe the contribution of F.W. Taylor in Management Theory. 

2. On what ground EIton Mayo and his associates criticized F.W. Taylor-s scientific 

management. 

3.    Discuss the behavioural and quantitative approaches to management. 

4.11 SUGGESTED READINGS 
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• Staya Raju and Parthasarathy, "Management: Text and Case-Second Edition", Prentice Hall 
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5.0  LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 After studying this lesson you will able to understand :- 

• The concept, meaning, characteristics, types and process of planning. 
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• The meaning and classification of planning premises. 

• The meaning, concept, need, importance of forecasting. 

• The meaning, methods and steps in sales forecasting. 

• The limitations of planning. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In your thirdlesson you have studiedthe various functionsof management. You knowthat 

planningis an important function ofmanagement in this lesson we shall discuss Indetail the various facts 

ofmanagerial planning.You have to understand clearly what is planningand why is has become so 

crucial and critical forthesuccess of an enterprise, what are the varioussteps Involved in the planning 

process and alsothe various planning premises, the last portion ofthis lesson/deals with tools and 

techniques forforecasting. 

People engaged in business have alwaysplanned. Throughout history businessmen havedoing 

both short and long-range planning. Theconcept of planning as a part of managementprocess has been 

a part ofmanagement thought.In early twentieth century Henri Fayol "highlightedfive functions of 

management. The first was to forecast and plan." Planning was one of the majorpre-occupations of 

Frederick Taylor. It was thefirstof the seven administrative process in LutherGutick's famour 

POSDCORD. Most modemthinkers on management follow the lead given byFayol and raged planning 

as a basic function ofa manager. 

5.2 Meaning of Planning : 

Planning is deciding in advance what isto be done. A plan, is thus a pre-determinedcourser 

action. It is an attempt on the part of amanager to anticipate the future in order to achieve better 

performance. In the words ofAllen"A planis a trap laid to capture the future".According to Koontz and O’ 

Donnell, "Planningis an intellectual process, the consciousdetermination of courses of action, the basing 

ofdecisions on purpose, facts and consideredestimate.” Cyril L. Hudson has given acomprehensive 

definition of planning in thefollowing words. 

"To plan is to produce a scheme for futureaction, to bring about specific results, at specifiedcost, 

In a specified period of time:'lt is deliberateattempt to influence, exploit, bring about andcontrol the 

nature, direction, extent, speed andeffects of change. It may even attempt deliberately to create 

change,itis a carefully controlled andcoordinated activity.    

5.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF PLANNING 

A careful analysis of various definitionsreveals the following characteristics of planning: 

(1) The essence of planning is looking ahead. 

(2) It Involves a pre-determined course of action.    

(3) It discovers alternative courses of action. 

(4) It has always a dimension of time. 

(5) Its object is to achieve better results. 

(6) It is continuous and integrated process. 

(7) It Involves selecting objective anddeveloping policies, programmes and procedure for 
achieving them. 
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It is significant to note that planning is anessential ingredient in the management processat all 

executive levels. The importance of themanagerial function arises from the fact that isstates how the 

aims and objectives of anorganization are to be accomplished withoutproper and purposeful planning, a 

company'soperations will have no meaning and direction.The planning function has to be given 

increasingattention as most organizations .have grown insize and complexity. Sound planning has 

becomeimperative because of rapid technologicalchanges, growing competition and low profitmargins. It 

is only effective planning that enablesa manager to cope with a complex, dynamic andfluid environment 

Without proper planning, eventsare left tochanceand may lead to nothingbutdisorder and chaos. 

Planning may be done, formally orinformally in a simple crude fashion or in ascientific, 

sophisticated manner, but planning isInevitable when a firm Is confronted withalternative course of 

action. On account of thisgrowing importance of planning, it is 'regarded tobe the fundamental function 

of management. 

Sound planning offers many benefits to my organization. As efforts are directed towardsa desired 

result, haphazard approaches areminimized, activitiesare coordinated andduplication are avoided. It 

paves the way forproper utilization of company resources, Anotherbenefit ofplanning is that if facilitates 

control. It isplanning that enables a manager to check theperformance of .his subordinates. 

Formalplanning leads to discipline thinking becauseexecutive have to put their thoughts inwritingbefore 

acting. 

Planning has become an importantfunction because business frequently has to workin an 

environment which is uncertain and everchanging.' Without effective planning it would bedifficult, if not 

.impossible, to anticipate futureuncertain events. It is proper planning that winenable a manager to carve 

out the future courseof action, Terry has rightly .stated that "Planning isthe foundation of most 

successful action of an -enterprise." It provides a rational approach tomanagerial activities.  

5.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD PLAN: 

A good plan must be based on clearlydefined objectives. It should be simple so that itcan be 

easily understood by every employee. Atthe same time is should be comprehensiveenough tocover all 

action required foraccomplishment of well defined objectives. Animportant-characteristics of a good plan 

is that itshould be flexible so that it can be adjusted to.meet the needs and requirements of 

changingconditions, it should also be well economical aswell as practicable.  

5.5 TYPES OF PLAN: 

A managerwill have to devise aconsiderable number and variety of plans in orderto accomplish 

the objective of the enterprise. Allthese plans flow from these objectives.These while the latter are used 

up once the objective isaccomplished. Standing plans or repeatplansinclude policies, procedures, 

methods and ruleswhile single use plans include programmes,projects and budgets. 

a.  Objectives: 

The first step in planning Is to define andstate in clear terms the objectives of an 

enterprise.These objective are the goals and aims towardswhich all management activities have to 

bedirected. They are the' basis for long-rangeplanning and provide employees with a sense ofpurpose. It 

isonlyclearly defined objectives thatwilt enable a manager to effectively plan policiesprocedures; 

methods, strategies and so on.These objectives may be general on specific. Theformer is broad in 

perspective and covercompany vide activity white the latteris short termand result leading to general 

objectives. As therecan bea number of objectives, of an enterprise, itis highly desirable that a proper 
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balance ismaintained between them. The main difficulty Inbalancing of various objectives stems from 

thefact that some of them are quantifiable whileothers are not readily quantifiable and arecompletely 

intangible. There is no hard and fastrule in balancing the tagible and intangible objectives as each 

business' will require adifferent balance depending upon the stage ofdevelopment of each enterprise. 

b. Policies : 

Policies are broad general statements which guide or channel thinking in decisionmaking of 

subordinates. They chart the courseof an organization and govern its activitiestowards the achievement 

of the purpose for whichit was established. Holden, Fish and Smithdefine policies as ''guiding principles 

establishedby a company to govern actions, usually underrepetitive conditions. "According to Me 

Farland,policies "are planned expressions of thecompany's official attitudes, the range ofbehaviour 

within which it will permit or desire Itsemployees to act." It is significant to note that a well planned policy 

envisages the aims and goals to be achieved but does not prescribe detailedprocedures.    

From the above explanation it mightappear that both policies and objectives guidethinking and 

action but there is one fundamentaldistinction which should be kept in view.Objectives are end points of 

planning whilepolicies state the broad ways in which theobjectives can be achieved. Policies 

arelikedifferent highway routes leadingto a city(objectives). 

Policies must be consistent andintegrated in such a manner that they contribute'to the 

accomplishment of company objectives.They must be stable but amendable to changeconsistent with 

economic conditions andbusiness requirements. The basic purposeofpolicies is to secure a consistency 

of purposeand to avoid decisions which are based onexpediency. 

Policies have been classified on variousbasis. On the basis of organization objectives,they can 

be classified as (a) general policies, (b)major policies and (c) minor policies- Generalpolicies are broad 

guidelines and rules of actionfor the wholeenterprise. Major policies are meantfor major decisions and 

are specific while minorpolicies are meant to serve the units within thevarious department. Policies can 

also beclassified on the basis of major functions, namely,safes policies, production policies, 

financepolicies and personnel policies.  

c. Procedures : 

Procedures, like policies are also plans.which guide In detail the exact manner in whichan 

activity Is to be achieved. They are a guide toaction, not a guide to thinking. Chronologicalsequence is 

the sine qua non of procedure.Procedures are meant to avoid the chaos of'random activity by directing, 

coordinating andarticulating the operations of an enterprise. Theyhelp direct all activities towards 

common goatsand help impose consistency across theorganization. They also help eliminate friction 

and disagreement between departments, it isworthwhile to remember that policies lay downthe broad 

area of action-while proceduredetermine the sequence of definite acts."Procedure thus show the way to 

implementpolicies. As compared with policies, proceduresallow less freedom or latitude in 

managerialdecision making. 

e. Methods: 

A procedure should, however, bedistinguished from a method. A method is moredetailed. It is the 

manner ofproceeding in theperformance of the work. A procedure shows usa series of steps to be taken, 

a method is onlyconcerned with a single operation. It tells us howparticular step is to be done. A method 

thus deals with one step among 'the various steps in aprocedure. Thus a method is more detailed butis 

limited in a scope as compared to a procedure. 
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f. Rules:    

Rules are usually the simplest types ofplans. A rule tells us whether a specific anddefinite action 

should be taken or not with respectto a situation. A rule is different from a policy,procedure, or method. 

Policies are broader thanrules. A rule differs from a procedure as there is no time sequence to a 

particular action. "Nosmoking" is a rule. There are number of safetyrules that a company has to follow.    

g. Budgets: 

Budgets are also plans which express theanticipated results in numerical terms. A budget is a 

plan which curves the course for businessactivities, for a future period to achieve the prescribed-

objective and to provide the desiredprofits for operations. It may be stated in time,material, money or 

other units which arenecessary to perform work and to obtain specificresults. As most values are 

ultimately convertibleto monetary units; money budgets are commonlyused. As a budget is a statement 

of expectedresults, it is largely considered to be an instrumentof managerial control. However, it would 

be amistake to view budgets as exclusively controlinstruments. Making a budget clearly 

involvesplanning, A manager must dearly understand thisdual aspect of budget, namely, planning 

andcontrol.   

h. Strategy:            

A strategy isa special kind of planformulated basically to meet the challengeofthepolicies of 

competitions. Strategies are thusplans matte in the light of the plans of a competitor.In marketing, for 

instance, a firm might follow astrategy of charging a low price, or use moresalesmen than competitors, 

or advertise moreheavily than competitors. Choice of a strategy isbased on a variety of factors like 

urgency ofachieving an objective; available resources,temperament of the concerned executive, 

externalconditions, etc. 

i. Programme: 

A programme is a sequence of activitiesdesigned to implement policies and 
accomplishobjectives. It is usually a combination of variouskinds of policies, procedures, budgets, 
methodsetc. Programmes may be major e.g. todevelopmanagers, or minor e.g. to train a few 
operativesfor a new machine. Generally a primaryprogramme is made up of several minor orderivative 
programmes. 

5.6 Long andShort-Term Planning: 

Planning is generally classified onthebasis of time and on this basis long rangeplanning and 

short range planning aredistinguished. Long range planning involvesdeveloping the basis objectives and 

strategy toguide future company efforts, it is a technique thatcoordinates all the efforts of the people in 

anorganization to achieve Its objectives, Warrendefines long range planning as a processdirected 

towards making today decisionswithtomorrow in mind as means of preparing for futuredecisions so that 

they may be made rapidly economically and with as title disruption to thebusiness as possible. Long 

range planninginvolves an attempt to anticipate, anaiyzeandmake decisions about basic problems 

whichhave significance reaching beyond the presentoperating horizon of the company. The 

growinginterest in long range planning has largely arisenon account of increased competition, 

acceleratedobsolescence and growth of specialization.Proper long range planning will enable a 

companyto provide for an orderly capital assetreplacement, adequate personnel, and 

propertycoordinated efforts in undertaking new projects. 
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Short term planning is concerned withdetermining the short range activities toaccomplish long 

term results. Such planningcovers a period from six to twelve months. Longrange planning usually 

involves a time interval ofthree to five years. Many firms now plan for fiveto fifteen years ahead. An 

important function of amanager is to integrate and coordinateshortrange planning and long-range 

planning. It shouldbe ensured that short term plans are consistentwith long term plans.     . 

Strategic and Functional Planning : 

Formal planning has been classified asstrategic or corporate planning and functionalplanning. In 

strategic planning, the managersformulate the general objectives of the businessand how they can best 

be accomplished in thelight of the resources currently available and likelyto be available In the future. 

Functional planning, on the other hand is designed with the basicobjective of increasing efficiency, 

generally Insome functional area. Strategic plans are madeby top management while functional plans 

areusually made by departmental heads. 

5.7 The Planning Process :  

.  Afterhaving understood the meaning andimportance of planning .and types of plans, let 

usdiscuss the various steps in the planning process.Koontz and O'Donnall have sated the followingsix 

steps In the planning process.  

a. Establishing Objective: 

The first step in planning Itself Is toestablish planning objectives for the entireenterprise and then 

for each subordinate unit. Objectives indicate the end points of what is tobe done, where the primary 

emphasis is to beplaced, and what Is to be accomplished by thenetwork of policies, procedure, rules, 

budgets,programme and strategies. 

b. Premising; 

A second logical step in planning is toestablish, obtain agreement to utilize, anddissimulate 

critical planning premises. Premisesare planning assumptions, the future setting Inwhich planning takes 

place. In other words,premises is the environment in which plansoperate, because the future 

environment of plansis so complex, it would not be profitable orrealistic to make assumptions about 

ever/ detailofthefutureenvironmentofaplan. It is, therefore,necessarythat premises must Delimited to 

those which are critical, or strategical to a plan thatthose whichmustinfluenceitsoperation. 

c. Determining Alternative Courses;  

The third step in planning is to search forand examine alternative courses of action. Thereis 

hardly aplanfor which a number of alternativescannotbe found out. It Is not uncommon that analternative 

which is not apparent or obviousproves to be the best. 

d. Evaluating Alternative Courses : 

After having worked out alternativecourses and examined their strong the weakpoints, the fourth 
step is to evaluate them by weighing thevarious factors in the light ofpremises arid goals. One course 
may appear tobe most profitable but requires a large cashoutlay and slow pay back another may be 
lessprofitable but involves teas-risk; still another maybetter suit company's long range objectives. 
Forevaluating these various alternatives a managermay take the help of chemical and 
computingtechniques.                
e. Selecting a Planning:  
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Selecting the course of actionis the fifthplanning step. It Is the point at which the plan isadopted. 
Sometimes an analysis and evaluationof alternative courses will disclose that two ormore are advisable, 
and the manager maydecide to follow several courses rather than oncebestcourse. 

f. Formulating a Planning 

The last step in the planning process is toformulate derivative plans to support the basic,plan, 

Managers of eachsegment of the company make and execute the plans necessary formaking a basic 

plan a reality and this chainreaction must continue on down until the specificplan for eachderivative 

activity for a main plan.  

5.8 PLANNING PREMISES: 

The established background, environmentof framework within which affirm operates iscalled 

planning premises; They are basicassumptions of arid upon which the planningprocess proceeds. 

Effective planning is largelydependent upon the knowledge and accuratechoice of planning premises. 

There are muttttudeof factors which have a bearing on business, it isneither possible nor practical for a 

modernmariagerto predict or forecast all thesefactors. However it is imperative foramanagerto 

forecastthose factors which are strategically importantand which have material bearing on his 
business.These, planning premises are called buildingstones aft they will form the foundation on 

whichthe managercan do his own planning. 

5.9 CLASSIFICATION OF PLANNING PREMISES: 

Planning premises can be classifiedas- 

(i) external and internal premises. 

(ii) tangible and intangible premisesand  

(iii)   controllable semi-controllable anduncontrollable promises.       

a. External and Internal Premises: 

External, planning premises are thosewhich lie outside the firm; the most importantpremises 

external to the business enterprise arerelated to the general business climate. Thepolitical environment 

in which a businessoperates is apremises of the utmost importance.It is important for a manager to 

makeassumptions as to which direction thegovernment will follow its fiscal and monetarypolicies, A 

manager should know what trends areexpected with regard to taxation policy andgovernment 

expenditures. A business mustformulate planning premises in accordance withthe nature and extent of 

government controlsandthe freedom of limitation of its enterprise. Besidesthese, population trends, 

employment figures,productivity, national income and price levels, areother important external planning 
premises whichhave material bearing on business. 

Internal planning premises are thosewhich pertain to the firm's ownclimate. Amongthese premises, 

the most important are the salesforecast; capital investment in plant and'equipment, policies, programmes 

and manyother factorsthat influence the types of planningto be done. The various basic policies relating 

tothe product, prices, labour andfinancing are alsointernal planning premises.              

b. Tangible and Intangible Premises: 

Those premises which are quantifiable are tangible premises white those which cannotbe 

quantified like a company's reputation areintangible premises. Inspite of their non- quantifiable character, 

tangible premises are ofconsiderable importance as they play animportant role in firm's final decisions. 
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c. Controllable, Semi-controllable andUncontrollable Premises: 

Those premises which are entirely withinthe control and realm of management arecontrollable 

premises, policies, programmesand rules fall in this category. Premises overwhich a firm has absolutely 

no control such aswar, strikes, population trends, natural calamitiesare un-controllable premises. Semi-

controllableare those over which management has partialcontrol. Afirm's assumptions as toits share 

ofthe market, the character of labourturnover, labourefficiency, company price, policy and 

Industrylegislative policy are examples of semi-controlabie premises. 

5.10 FORECASTING: 

Planning has been defined as deciding what Is to be done in the future. Forecasting,therefore, 

naturally becomes an essential part ofplanning; It Is becoming increasingly clear that future plans cannot 

be formulated without forecasting events and their relationships. Fayolconsidered prevoyance 

(foreseeing) as the  essence of management. The success of business depends inlarge measure upon 

the skill'  of management in forecasting and preparing for future events.                                          

Expectations about future events arebased on past experience. Thus forecastingrefers to a 

systematic analysis of past andpresent conditions with a view to drawinginferences about the future 

course of events.There are important aspects of scientificforecasting the first is the analysis, of 

pastconditions and the second Is the analysis ofcurrent events in relations to their probable 

futuretendency. Alien has stated "Forecasting is asystematic attempt to probe the future byinference 

from facts." According to Mc Farland,"Forecasts are predictions or estimates of thechange, if any, in 

characteristic economic phenomena which affect one's business plans." 

5.11 NEED AND IMPORTANCE OF FORECASTING : 

The importance of forecasting arises fromthe fact that In modern management planning itplays a 

pivotal role. Forecasting is an importantaid to planning and through planning, to moreeffective 
operations. By forecasting variousfactors a business wilt gain sufficient time toformulate proper plans to 

obtain maximumbenefits from periods of expanding economy, and on the other hand, minimize any 

adverse effectswhen business activities slacken. Forecasting issufficient for the manager because it 

enables himto probe the future economic, social and politicalfactors that might influence his company. It 

alsohelps integrate all management planning so thatunified overall plans can be developed Into 

whichdivision and departmental plans can be made,Forecasting will enable a company to take 

sound'decisions with reference to production, sales andfinancing. 

The need for forecasting arises also forthe reasons that in disclosedareas where controlis lacking 

and where adequate control isnecessary for efficient and' .effective operation ofthe enterprise. It may 

also help to bring about unityand coordination in plans. It should be noted thatforecasting does not 

guarantee success but itdoes help to identify some of the factors that maybecome critical ingredients 

ofthestrategymix. 

5.12 FORECAST AS PLANNING PREMISES : 

There are a number of events and trendsthat can be forecasted. It has already been statedthat 

manager should concentrate his energies onthose forecasts which are important and decisivefor his 

planning.    

5.13 THE SATES FORECAST: 
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Among the internal planning premisessales forecasting is considered to be the mostimportant, It 

is both a forecast and also a plan.Sales forecast is a projection or estimate of theexpected sales, it is 

now regarded as key tointernal planning. It is on the basis of expectedsales that business and capital 

outlays andpolicies of all kinds are formulated. 

5.14 STEPS IN SALES FORECASTING: 

The first step forecasting is assemblinginformation. After the collection of the relevantdate the 

manager should analyse them. He canmake use of various statistical, techniques for thispurpose. By 

making use of mathematical model-regression equation, executive opinions,etc. themanager should 

estimate the anticipated salesIn future. On the basis of these anticipated sales,he should formulate 

the marketing plan,production schedules and other plans. The laststep is to compare the actual sales 

with theanticipated sales. If there is a large deviation, heshould find out the reasons and if 

necessary,remodel the techniques of forecasting. 

5.15 METHODS OF SALES-FORECASTING; 

The Most important methods of sales-forecasting are discussed below: 

(a) Jury of Executive Opinion Method: 

This is the oldest and simplest method ofmaking sales forecast. Under this method theviews and 

opinions of top executives areassembled and then their views are averaged toarrive at a representative 

forecast.One importantadvantage of this method Is that it can be madeeasily and quickly without 

collection of elaboratedata. But its main drawback is that it is largelybased on the opinion ratherthan on 

facts andanalysis and hence it is unsuitable for makingbreakdown by products, time intervals or market 

for operating purpose. 

(b) Sales Force Composite Method: 

Under thismethod forecast of probablesales is made on the basis of estimates ofsalesmen and 

other field staff. Every field sates :personnel is required to forecast the sales for hisarea and then all 

these estimates are reviewedat the regional and head office. The companythen forecast, the total sales 
after making someadjustments. This method is used on theassumption that over and under estimates 

willcancel each other out, leaving a good aggregate forecast This method is superior as salesmenhave 

better insight of the market, and theirestimates are likely to be more accurate than the opinion of lop 

executives. This approach hasbeen criticised because Salomon usually are nottrained forecasters and 

are ill-formed on thefactors influencing sales. 

(c) Expert Opinion : 

Another method of forecasting involvestapping the opinion of well informed persons otherthan 

buyers or company salesmen such asdistributors or outside experts. Many automobilecompanies solicit 

estimates of sales directly fromtheir dealers. 

(d) Statistical Methods: 

The other approach to forecasting is theuse of statistical techniques: The basis objectiveof all 

these quantitative techniques is to makeJudgement more reliable by providing useful factoand 

relationships. Statistical techniques mostwidely used for sates forecasting are  

(i) trend cycle analysis and   

(ii) Correlation analysis. 
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(i) Trend Cycles Analysis :Under thistechnique past historical date is analysed todetermine 

seasonal cyclical secular trends. Onthe basis of these trends projections are madefor future 

sates. It is presumed that there is a highcorrelation between past and future demand orsales 

behaviour and that the same trends unitcontinue in future. Inspite of various limitations, this 

method can prove very useful In forecastingsales in the case of products and services 

where'sales move in a regular fashion e.g. sales oftelephone, salt and electric goods. 

(ii) Correlation Analysis :The method offorecasting is widely used whenever arelationship can 

be found between company'ssate and some economic and non-economicphenomena. If it 

can be established on the basisof statistical analysis that company sales and population have 

moved together, aforecastcanbe made on the basis of (population data or if)national income 

data and sales have movedtogether, a forecast can be made on the basis of national Income 

data, Thus correlation techniques are most reliable when causal relationship can be 

established between the variable and sales. 

Theimportanceofforecastingisverywellrecognised by the top executive. Butto forecastevents with 

certainty is a difficult task. Asforecasting is not a science, no tool proofmethods of predicting the future 

hasbeeninvolved and it is doubtful whether such a methodcan ever be found. It ia because of many 

hazardsin forecasting, that it has remained more of anartthan a science.     

5.16 Limitation of Planning: 

Looking to the importance and benefitsof planning, it can be concluded that everymanager 

should insist that every action of themembers of the enterprise be planned In detailfor a long period in 

advance. But in actual practicethemanagerwillhaveto encounter manybarriersand face many limitations 

of planning. If planningIs to be useful and purposeful it is highly imperative that a manager understands 

theselimitations to planning. He should not regardplanning as panacea for allthe ills of hisorganization. 

Many managers have been oftendisappointed because they expected too muchfrom planning. A 

managermust keep in mind thatplanning will not enable him to predict the futurewith total accuracy nor 

will it prevent him absolutelyfrom making mistakes. Planning wilt only help himto minimize uncertainties 

and risks orwill enablehim to take greater risks with confidence. 

Limitation to planning arise on account ofthe unpredictability of human nature 

andconductuncertainty of political and economic factors, communication blockage, conflicts 

inorganization, inbuilt resistance to change, insufficiency of time, cost of 

planningunpredictabilitytocompetitors andvarious other factors. 

517 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.     Define Planning. 

2.    Write a short-note on Good Plan. 

3.    Discuss in brief Planning Process. 

4.    Define Planning Premises. 

5.    Define forecasting. 

6.    Discuss in brief importance of forecasting. 

7.    What do you mean by sales forecasting? Discuss in brief. 
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8.    Write a short-note on steps followed in sales forecasting. 

5.18 SUMMARY 

All organizations whether it is the government, a private business or small businessman 

requireplanning. To turn their dreams of increase in sale, earning high profit and getting success in 

businessall businessmen have to think about future; make predictions and achieve target to decide what 

to do,how to do and when to do they do planning. Planning involves setting objectives and deciding 

inadvance the appropriate course of action to achieve these objectives so we can also define planningas 

setting up of objectives and targets and formulating an action plan to achieve them. Anotherimportant 

ingredient pf planning is time. Plans are always developed for a fixed time period as nobusiness can go 

on planning endlessly. 

5.19 GLOSSARY 

• Forecasting is a decision-making tool used by many businesses to help in 

budgeting,planning, and estimating future growth. In the simplest terms, forecasting is the 

attempt to predictfuture outcomes based on past events and management insight. 

• Good plan is based upon clear, well-defined and easily understood objectives. 

Generalobjectives like improving morale or increasing profits are ambiguous in nature and 

do not lend tospecific steps and plans. 

• Plan, plot, and scheme mean a method of making or doing something or achieving anend. 

Plan is used when some thinking was done beforehand often with something written down 

orpictured. 

• Planning is the process of thinking about the activities required to achieve a desired goal. It 

isthe first and foremost activity to achieve desired results. It involves the creation and 

maintenance ofa plan, such as psychological aspects that require conceptual skills. 

• Planning premises means systemic and logical estimate for the future factorsaffecting 

planning. 3. According to Dr. G.R. Terry, "planning premise are the assumptions providing 

abackground against which the estimated events affecting the planning will take place". 

• Sales forecasting is the process of estimating future sales. Accurate sales forecasts 

enablecompanies to make informed business decisions and predict short-term and long-

term performance.Sales forecasting gives insight into how a company should manage its 

workforce, cash flow, andresources. 

5.20 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 5.2. 

2.    For answer to question number 2 refer to section 5.4. 

3.    For answer to question number 3 refer to section 5.7. 

4.    For answer to question number 4 refer to section 5.8. 
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5.    For answer to question number 5 refer to section 5.10. 

6.    For answer to question number 6 refer to section 5.11 

7.    For answer to question number 7 refer to section 5.13 

8.    For answer to question number 8 refer to section 5.14 

5.21 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. What do you understand by planning? Discuss the different characteristics of planning. 

2. What factors must be considered in forecasting? Name the forecasts which are important 

anddecisive for planning. 

3. What are the limitations of planning process? 

4. Describe the various steps necessary in planning process. 

5. Discuss briefly the various plans which a manager must desire to accomplish the objectives 

ofhis enterprise. 

6. What are the external planning premises? What role do they play in the planning process? 

7. How will you identify and evaluate alternatives? Discuss and illustrate these critical steps in 

theplanning process. 
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LESSON-6 

 
DECISION MAKING 

 

 

STRUCTURE 

6.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

6.2 MEANING OF DECION MAKING 

6.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF DECISION MAKING 

6.4 THEORIES OF DECISION MAKING 

6.5 PROCESS OF DECISION MAKING 

6.6 TYPES OF DECISION MAKING 

6.7 OPERATION RESERCH 

6.8 CHARACTERISTICS OF OPERATION RESEARCH 

6.9 STEPS IN THE USE OF OPERATION RESEARCH 

6.10 LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

6.11 TECHNIQUES OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

6.12 LIMTATIONS OF OPERATION RESEARCH 

6.13 SELFCHECK'EXERCISE 

6.14 SUMMARY 

6.15 GLOSSARY 

6.16 ANSWERSS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

6.17 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

6.18 SUGGESTED READINGS 

6.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand :- 

• The concept, meaning, characteristics, types, theories and process of decision making. 

• The meaning, concept, characteristics and step followed in operation research. 

• The meaning, concept, techniques and limitations of linear programming. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

he subject of decision-makingis ofcrucial importance as everyone of us has to takedecision at 

every moment. In thefield of business,decision-making has assumed added Significance as many 

decisions involvecommitment of time and money. It is verynecessary for a managerto understand 

thevarious factsof decision-making which arehighlighted in this lesson. The first part of thislesson deals 

with the conceptual aspect ofdecision-making. In the lesson part I havenarratedthe various steps 

involved in decision" making and the various type of decisions that aretaken in an organization. The fast 

part of thislessondeals with scientific decisions wherein,we have discussed the concept and tools 

ofOperation Research.     

One of the most important functions of amanager is to lake decisions. Peter Druckersaid, 

"Whatever a manager does he does throughdecision-making." George Terry regards,managerial life as 

a perpetual choice-makingchallenge. Management decision is always madein the course of each one-of 

the managementactivities-planning, organizing, staffing, directingand controlling, it is because of this 

pervasivenessof decision-making that Professor Herber A.' Simon suggested that it might be well 

toregarddecision-making as synonymous with managing.We may or may not agree with Simon 

butdecision-making is widely acknowledged to bethe heart and core of executive activity in business. 

6.2 MEANING OF  DECISION MAKING: 

Let us first of all understand the meaning ofdecision-making. Decision-making is theselection of 

one best alternative for doing a work.It is a choice made by the decision-maker aboutwhat should or 

should not be done in a givensituation. A decision can be defined as aparticular course of action chosen 

by a decision-maker as the most effective means at hisdisposal for achieving the goat or for solving 

theproblem that is bothering him. In the words of RayA. Killian. "A decision in its simplest form is 

aselection of alternative." According to Haynes andMassie, "A decision is a course of action whichis 

consciously chosen for achieving a desiredresult".                

The decision-making envisages two ormore alternatives from which a final choice canbe made. 

However, if there is only one alternative,there is no decision to be made. Some of thedecisions can be 

made easily with a minimum offorethought, but in most cases decision-makingrequires considerable 

analysis and deliberation. 

It should, however, be noted that decision-making Is not-a purely intellectual process. Adecision 

represents a judgement, a finalresolution of a conflict of needs, means, or goalsand a commitment to 

action made in the face ofuncertainty, complexity, and even irrationality. Decision-making is really a 

complex mental exercise. 

6.3 Characteristics of Decision-Making; 

I hope you must have understood themeaningof the term decision-making. If so, youshould be able 
to perceive the followingcharacteristics of decision-making: 

(1) Ills a process of making a choice from alternative courses of action.  

(2) The choice implies freedom to choosefrom among alternatives without externallyimposed 
coercion.    

(3) Choosing from alternative Impliesuncertainty about the final result of eachpossible course 

of action.     

(4) The pivotal element in the decisionprocess, is thecommitment made. 
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(5) It isbasicallya humanprocessandakind of intellectual activity. 

(6) It may be negative and may just be adecision not to decide.    

(7) Itinvolves atime dimension and a time lag. 

6.4 Theories of Decision-Making  

Two theories have been developed toexplain thedecision-makingprocess. One isthebehavioral 

decision theory and the other Isnormative decisiontheory. Theformerhighlights as to how decisions are 

actually made while latterdeals with analysing how decisions should bemade In order tomaximise the 

achievement ofsome objective. Like-very human-activitydecision-making is considerably influenced 

bythe forces of culture, organization andpersonally. 

6.5 Process of Decision-making:      

After having understood the meaning ofthe term decision-making, we should know thevarious 

steps 'involved In decision-makingprocess. Different writers have stated differentstages in decision-

making process. HerbertSimon postulates three stages in the decision-making process. Stage one he 

calls the"Intelligence activity" discovering when and whereit is necessary to make a decision. Stage two 
isthe "design activity'-actually making the selectionfrom the alternatives available. Cundift and Stillregard 

conceptualisation, information andprediction as the three main Keys to rational decision-making. Peter 

F. Drucker lists the stepsIn decision-making as; 

(1) Defining the problem, 

(2) Analyzing the problem, 

(3) Developing alternative solution, 

(4) Deciding the best solution, and 

(5) Converting decisions into effectiveactions.                

Newman, Summer and Warren spell outthe four phases of decision-making as: 

(1) Making a diagnosis. 

(2) Finding alternativesolution, 

(3) Analyzing and comparing alternatives. 

(4) Selection a plan to follow. 

Broadly, the main steps In decision"- making are as under : 

1. Setting Objectives: 

The first step in decision-making andsystematic problem solving is to define and knew 

one'sobjectives, As objectives are statementsof expected outputs, it will enable the managersto know 

whether their action were effective.Objectives are the criteria by which final outcomes are to be 

measured. These goals haveto be set in such a manner that there is a harmonybetween individual and 

organizational gqals.  

2. Defining the Problem  

Themost Important step in decision-making process should be the recognition of theright 

problem 'in a clear manner. A clearunderstanding of the real problem is the mostimportant taskin 
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theprocess of decision-makingin as much as the right answer can be found onlyfora right question. In 

spite ofthecrucialroleofdiagnosis itisregrettablethatmany executivestreat it too lightly. They conveniently 

forget that unless the initial diagnosis is correct, subsequentplanning will be futile. Accurate diagnosis of 

aproblem is as essential for a manager as knowingthe correct disease is for a doctor. While tryingto 

grasp the real and rightproblem, the managershould make a clear cut distinction between theproblem 

and its symptoms. To arrive at thedefinition of the problem heshould find the criticalor strategic factors. 

According to Chester i. Barnard, in decision making the analysisrequired is actually a search, for the 

"strategic factor". Many poor decisions result from Improperselection of the critical factor. Most 

executivesalmost unanimously agree that most problems areharder to Identify than to solve, lt may be 

addedthat understanding or defining the problem doesnot mean that the answer would be easy 

butknowing the rightquestion is winning almost halfthebattle.         

3. Analyzing the Problem 

After clearly recognizing and defining theproblem, the nextstep in decision-making shouldconsist 

of analysis ofthe problem. This stopconsists of dissecting each sub-problem toidentify and categorize 

each of me respectiveIntegral parts. Each component element of the problem must be investigated 

thoroughly andsystematically. For analyzing the problem, themanager should collect relevant facts and 

dataand" classify them. He should exercise somediscretion in gathering data but it is very necessarythat 

he should not attempt to solve problemsonthe basis of inadequateinformation. 

4. Developing Alternative Solutions : 

After the problem has been defined andduly analysed with the help of relevant information, the 

decision-maker should formulate severalalternativesolutionsfor theproblem. Iftheproblemis how to sell 

Ins product, the alternatives mayinclude direct selling through company's ownsales force, selling through 

wholesalers orsettingthrough direct mill. The development of alternativesolutions for the problem is 

Imperativeifa rightdecision is to be made. Making a choicepre supposes the existence of alternatives 

fromwhich a choice has to be made.. Choosing bydefinition implies judging the merits of various 

alternatives and labeling a specific alternativeon the basis of these merits. Koontz andO'Donnell have 

rightly stated that the ability todevelop alternatives is as important as making aright decision among 

alternatives, Ingenuity research and perspicacliy are required to makesure that the best alternatives are 

consideredbefore a course the action is selected”. 

6. Screening the Alternatives; 

After various alternative solutions havebeen developed the next step should be to judgeand 

evaluate these options through decisioncriteria. The criteria are those things which onewouldlike to see 
as the ideal outcome of anyaction one takes. The most important criteria onthe basis of which various 

alternatives should bejudged are: 

(i) contribution to objectives 

(ii) costs, 

(iii) feasibility, 

(iv) time and 

(v) undesirable social effects.        . 

Peter Drucker has pointed out thefollowing four criteria for selecting the best fromamong the 

possible solutions. 
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(!) The Risk: The manager has to weigh the risksof each course of action against the 

expectedgains. There is no riskless action nor, evenriskless non-action. 

(Ii) Economy of Effort: Which of the possible lines of action will give the greatest results 

withthe least effort, will .obtain the needed, changeswith the least necessary disturbance of 

theorganization ?       

(iii) Timing : If the situation has great urgency,the preferable course of action is one 

thatdramatizes the decision and serves notice onthe organization that something important 

ishappening. If, on the other hand, long consistenteffort is needed a slow start that 

gathersmomentum may be preferable. 

(Iv) Limitation of Resources :The mostimportant resources whose limitation have to 

beconsidered are the human beings who will carryout the decision, No decision can be 

better thanthe people who have to carry it put. Their vision,competence, skill and 

understanding determinewhat they can and cannot do. 

6. Selecting the best Solution:       

After developing and evaluating thevarious alternatives, the manager should selectthe best 

solution. In attempting to select fromalternatives, several basic approachestodecision-making are open 

to the manager.Among these are experimentation and researchand analysis.. In making his final 

decision amanager is likely to be influenced and guided byhis past experience. The past experience 

willprove most useful in making routine decisions ordecision of limited scope, but it would bedangerous 

to use it in situations where ‘large"capital commitments are Involved or futurity iscritical. 

Experimentationis another technique ofselecting the best solution. Here the decision-maker tries to test 

the solutions under actual orstimulated conditions. This approach will be ofconsiderable help in test 

marketing of a newproduct in a limited area. But as this techniquesis very expensive, it should be used 

as a lastresort after other techniques. Research andanalysis have been considered to be the 

mosteffective techniques for selecting alternativeswhen crucial and critical decisions are involved. 

7. Implementing the Decision : 

Once a decision is taken, some action hasto be taken to implement it. The manager shouldtake 

suitable steps to ensure that a systematic'course of action is carried out in accordance with•alternative 

chosen. Implementation also involvesgraining acceptance of the decision by those.directly influenced by 

it and developing control tosee whether the decision is being carried outproperly. The means of 

communicating thedecisionthe techniques of motivating the groupto accept this decision and effects of 

the decisionon the coordination of others in the group arephasesof implementing the decision. 

8. Feedback and Control: 

After a decision has been put into action,the manager should receive and evaluateInformation 

from the task environment regardingthe effects of his Implemented decisions. If heconsiders it 

necessary, he. may modify hisproblem definition, his goals and strategies andshould take appropriate 

follow-up action. 

The above mentioned model spells out asequence of logical steps for trying to arrive at 

adecision. The various steps are stated only toindicate that there are several distinct activitieswhich 

make the process of decision-making andthat the order somehow represents a movementcloser to a 

solution, A decision, according to thismodel, involves mental processes at theconscious level. It may be 
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pointed out that logicalaspects are important in this model, yetemotional,non-rational and sub conscious 

factorsalso sometimes influence the process. It would,therefore, be mistaken to presume that a 

decisionmust always follow these steps rigidly. Sometimessituations may arise when it would be wise 

toreverse or skip some of these steps on accountof very peculiar or special nature of the situations. 

It is significant to note thatmost decisionsin business are not isolated events which haveno 

antecedents. Some decisions may appear tobe made on the spur of the movement, to bemade in one 

instant of time, to be "snap"decisions. Such appearance may obscure thelong chain of previous 

development. Only rarelycan it be said that important business decision-making is of this sort. A 

significant business decision is a complication of many decisionsextending over the entire problem-

solvingspectrum and often over a long period. 

(6.6) Type's of Decisions : 

Decisions have been classified by various'authorities in various ways. We shaft discuss onlya 

few types of decisions. 

(1) Programmed and Non-programmed Decisions: 

Professor HerberA. Simon has classifiedall decisions as programmed and non-programmed. The 

programmed decisions are ofa routine nature for which the organisation hasdeveloped specific 

processes so that they do nothave to be treatedde novoeach time they occur.For example, if a teacher 

is regularly cutting hisclasses he should be dead with under a setprocedure. It is not necessary for the 

headmasterto refer the case to higher authorities. Theprogrammed decisions are basically of a 

routinetype for which systematic procedures have beendevised so that the problem may not be 

treatedas a unique case each time it arises.  

The non-programmed decisions are ofone-shot, novel,unstructured and consequential. There is 

no cut and dried method for handling'the problem because if has not arisen before, orbecause its prices, 

nature and structure is elusive,or complex, or because itis so important that itdeservesa special 

treatment. They are handedby general problems-solving process. In theabove example, if all the 

teachers in a school stop their teaching work, the problem cannot be solvedby set procedural rules. It 

becomes a problemwhich requires a through study of the causes ofsuch a situation and after analysing 

all factors, asolution can be found through problem-solving-process. 

(2) Basic and Routine Decisions : 

Decisions have also been classified asto whether they are basic or routine. Basicdecisions are 

those which require a good dealof deliberation and are of crucial importance. Thedecisions require the 

formulation of newprinciples through conscious thought process, Examples of basis decisions are plant 

location,product diversification, selecting channels ofdistribution etc. Routing decisions are ofrespective 

nature and hence require relativelylittle deliberation. They often require the application of familiar 

principles to a situation. 

(3) Policy and Operation Decision : 

Policy decisions are those which aretaken by top management which are offundamental 

character affecting the wholebusiness. Operating decisions are those whichare taken by tower 

management for the purposeof executing policy decisions. Operatingdecisions relate mostly to the 
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decision-maker'sown work and behaviour while policy decisionsinfluence work and behaviour of 

subordinates. 

(4) Individual and Group Decisions: 

Atonetimethesizeofbusinessenterprise'used to be simple. Mostof the decisions involvedin their 

operations were made by individuals. Thisnon-manager decision-making set-up is stillcommon in India 

as many a small business unit is owned by asingle individual.       

The term group decision refers to theprocess Whereby individuals who are identifiedas a group 

participate together in making adecision. It is based on the hypothesis that groupdecision are better 

decisions then imposeddecisions by Individuals. This is because theimagination of a group is wider in 

scope than theimagination of an individual 

Group decision has been advocated on,the following grounds: 

(1) Itdevelops a feeling of belongingness andthe employees feel that theirimportanceis duly 

realised.              

(2) Group knowledge is superior to individualknowledge.  

(3) It can provide a wide range or option andmore refinements to basic idea. 

(4) It provides an excellent training to youngexecutives in decision-making. 

(5) It permits representation of differentinterested groups: 

(6) It encourages a feeling of co-operationamong those participating in decision-making.           . 

(7) Itwill lead to more creative decisions asall participants, discuss a problemtogether. 

The opponents of group decisions-makinghave pointed the following disadvantages of 

thisapproach:   

(1) It impairs Individual Initiative.   

(2) It is often a slow and time consumingprocess. 

(3) it entails high cost 

(4) It encourages managers to shift theirresponsibilities.              . 

(5) It is likely to be influenced byemotionalism.  

(6) It may lead to decline of. leadership byindividuals. 

In spite of the various shortcomings, groupparticipation and use of committees havebecome 

quite common in most leadingbusiness enterprises.'The  uunsensusseems to be that group 

participationwould lead to better, integrated and,acceptable decisions. Opinion is veeringround to the 

view that when a decision is based on the views and generalacceptance of the whole managementteam, 

it is 'easier to implement such adecision as most people agree to carryout such a decision. 

(5) Scientific Decision-making; 

During thelast few years a new conceptin decision-making has been introduced intomanagerial 

practices. This is now popularlyknown as scientific decision-making. Operationsresearch is 

nowconsidered to be a useful toolfor managerial decision-making. In the remainingportion of this lesson 

it is proposed to discuss the meaning, characteristics, uses and toolstechniques of operations research. 
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(6.7) Operation Research: 

The concept of operations researchoriginated during World War II to solve complexproblems of 

military strategy and tactics. After the war, the use of operations, research spreadrapidlytootherfields.   

There is considerable divergence ofopinion, among experts regarding the meaningof the term 

operations research. Some regard itas only a technique of applying mathematics andcommon sense to 

business problems whiteothers make the term so comprehensive as tocover activities like market 

research, qualitycontrol'or'industrial engineering. Somebusinessmen consider it as a new sate 

orproduction gimmick white to some it is a productof academic people interfering in the practicalwork, In 

fact, OR is an approach to problemsolving. The special feature of OR is its use ofhighly sophisticated 

higher mathematics,computers and programming to achieve results.It is because of this scientific tools 

that OR is oftencalled'management science'. It should be notedthat OR does not provide a decision ; it 

ratherhelps in analyzing the problem and developingalternatives. OR is thus basically the tool 

ortechnique involving application of scientific,methods to the solution of a given problem.Because of its 

mathematical approach. OR issometimes described as "quantitative commonsense.' 

6.8 Chief Characteristics of OperationsResearch : 

The main characteristics of OperationsResearch are as under: 

(1) It examines a problem as a whole and notin parts, it is thus based on systemsperspective.  

(2) Quantitative data and analysis are usedextensively as a basic for the finalsolutions of the 

problem, 

(3) The concept of a "model" is often a keypart of OR.          

(4) The taskis conductedby a teamcomposed of scientists, trained in differentfields.       

(5) The team works' with top managementconcentrates on basic managementproblem, and 

places a solution in the handof management for executive decisions.  

(6) OR assumes that there are alternativecourses of action from which choice canbe made. 

Its need hardly be emphasised that OR isa toot to help managersin decision making. Butit should 

not be considered a panacea for all managerial problems It is also not intended to :supplant other 

traditional techniques whichmanagers have developed dyer the centuries tohelp them in making 

decisions. It is, in fact areadjunct or a supplement and a very useful adjunct,to the tools normally 

available to a manager. It ismost suitable for those complex problems whichcan be measured in 

quantitative terms. Basicallyit deals withdecision-making aspect of planning.In business the techniques 

of operation researchhave been used to solve problems relating toinventory control, sales policies, 

trafficdelay at toll booths, servicing customers, productionscheduling, allocation, replacement etc. 

6.9 Steps In the Use of Operations Research : 

The various steps in the use of operationsresearch are:    

(1) Formulation of problem         

(2) Collection ofdate,  

(3) analysing thedata 

(4) developing a hypothesis, 

(5) developing a model, 
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(6) testing the model     

(7) developing working tools based on themodel                              

(8) solving the model 

(9) controlling the model and solution and 

(10) implementing the result. 

It may appear that these steps are, moreor less, the same as used 6y the manager in taking a 

decision in a rational way. The basicpoint of difference, however, is in the formulationof mathematical 

models and their solution bymathematical procedure and use of computers.The most difficult step in the 

implementation ofOR is to formulate a theoreticalmodel which hasa validity in the real world.   

6.10 Liner Programming:  

Linear programming Is one ofthe mostimportant and widely used mathematical modelsin 

operations research. "It is an analytical methodof finding out the optimum combination of severallimited 

resources to achieve a given objective"which may either be maximizing of profits orminimizing of looses. 

It is based on theassumption that a' linear of straight linerelationship exits between variable and that 

thelimits of variable, can be well established. 

The term "liner" Is used here to describea relationship which is directly and preciselyproportional. 

Thisimplies that a change in theother variable will produce a directlyproportionate change in the other 

variable. Forexample, if there is a linear relationship betweenadvertising expenditure and sales, a 20 

percentincrease in advertising would lead to 20 per centincrease in sales. 

6.11 Linear programming Techniques: 

Linear programming techniques havebeen used in oil refineries to determinate the mostprofitable 

mix of products it has been applied toproblems of transportation and assignment,allocating limited 

resources among competitiveactivities, to problems of production planning, scheduling warehousing and 

distribution,inventory control and structural design, Game theory: 

(a) Game Theory 

GametheoryisanothertechniqueofOR.This theory is used to determine the optimumstrategy in a 

competitive situation It provides a'basis for determining, under certain specificconditions, the particular 

strategy that wilt resultin maximum gain or minimum loss no matter whatopponents do or do not do. The 

theory mostlyInvolves two persons and sum zero competitivesituation, i.e...two people are involved and 

oneperson wins exactly what the other loses. Thistheory is generally use where there is a conflictof 

interest between the participants and each ofthe players has several choices with regard tohis 

appropriate actions.  

(b) Queuing or Waiting Line Theory; 

Waiting line or queues are a commonfeature that one can encounter in everyday life.Queening 

theory has been developed to balancethe cost of waiting lines versus the cost ofpreventing waiting liner 

by increased service. In other words the decision problem is one ofbalancing the cost of lost sales 

against the costof additional facilities upto the point where thecost of an additional facility would just 

overtakethe profits lost due to customer impatience. Theprimary characteristic of a waiting line are: 

(1) arrivals  

(2) servicing and 
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(3) queue discipline 

(c) Simulation: 

Simulation is a .systematic trial and errorprocedure for solving complex problems. Inbusiness 

there are many problems which are socomplex and dynamic that they cannot be solvedwith the help of 

mathematical analysis. Underthese circumstances simulating techniques areused. In these problems it 

is possible to simulatethe probable outcomes before taking action.Simulation is thus an approach 

torepresenting representing the real world in such a fashion thatproblem solving is facilitated. 

6.12 Limitation of Operations Research : 

It has beensated that operations researchis not a panacea for all business Ills. It la not 

atechnique of automatic decisions. It would 'bewrong to presume that these tools will ever beable to 

replace the manager as a decision-maker Persons making use of or should carefully bear in mind the 

various limitations of thesetechniques. It should be noted that OR is limitedto the study of tangible, 

measurable factors. Butthere are a number of intangible factors bearingupon a decision, which cannot 

be quantified.These techniques require considerableexpenditure which a small sized business may,.not 

be able to afford. It may be added in the endthat there is hardly any substitute forwisdom 

andconscientious Judgement in decision-making. 

6.13 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    Define Decision-making. 

2.     Discuss in brief characteristics of decision-making. 

3.    Write a short-note on steps in decision making given by Peter F. Drucker. 

4.    Define Operation Research. 

5.    Write a short-note on waiting line theory. 

6.14 SUMMARY 

Decision making is the process of making choices by identifying a decision, gathering 

information,and assessing alternative resolutions. Using a step-by-step decision-making process can 

help youmake more deliberate, thoughtful decisions by organizing relevant information and 

definingalternatives. This approach increases the chances that you will choose the most satisfying 

alternativepossible. 

Operation Research is a relatively new discipline. The contents and the boundaries of the OR 

are notyet fixed. Therefore, to give a formal definition of the term Operations Research is a difficult 

task. TheOR starts when mathematical and quantitative techniques are used to substantiate the 

decision beingtaken. The main activity of a manager is the decision making. In our daily life we make 

the decisionseven without noticing them. The decisions are taken simply by common sense, judgment 

andexpertise without using any mathematical or any other model in simple situations. But the decision 

weare concerned here with are complex and heavily responsible. Examples are public 

transportationnetwork planning in a city having its own layout of factories, residential blocks or finding 

theappropriate product mix when there exists a large number of products with different 

profitcontributions and production requirement etc. 
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Linear programming (LP) is one of the simplest ways to perform optimization. It helps you solve 

somevery complex optimization problems by making a few simplifying assumptions. As an analyst you 

arebound to come across applications and problems to be solved by Linear Programming. 

6.15 GLOSSARY 

◙ Decision-making means selection of one best alternative for doing a work. 

◙ Decision is defined as a particular course of action chosen by a decision-maker as the 

most effective means of his disposal for achieving the goal or for solving the problem that is 

bothering him. 

◙ Linear programming is one of the analytical method used to find out the optimum 

combination of several limited resources to achieve a given objective which may either he 

maximizing of profits or minimizing of profits or minimizing of losses. 

◙ Operation research is a method of Mathematically based analysis for providing a 

quantitive basis for management decisions. 

◙ Problem is a situation that is unsatisfactory and causes difficulties for people.  It is a 

perceived gap between the existing state and a desired state, or a deviation from a norm, 

standard or status quo. 

6.16 ANSWERSS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 6.2. 

2.    For answer to question number 2 refer to section 6.3. 

3.    For answer to question number 3 refer to section 6.5. 

4.    For answer to question number 4 refer to section 6.7. 

5.    For answer to question number 5 refer to section 6.10. 

6.17 TERMINAL QUESTIONS : 

1. Define decision-making and give important characteristicsof decision-making. 

2. Give the relationship between planning and decision-making. 

3. What steps are Involved in making a decision ?         . 

4. Give the significance of decision-making.          

5. Distinguish between:— 

(i)  programmed and non-programmed decision.                       

(ii) Basic and routine decision.                 

(iii)  Policy and operating decision. 

(iv)  Individual and group decision.         

6. What is Operations Research ? Discuss briefly the various tools and methods of 

operationresearch. 
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7. Write a detailed note on Linear Programming and its techniques. 
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7.12 SUGGESTED READINGS 

7.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand :- 

• The concept, meaning, process and usage of controlling in an organisation. 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

This lesson explains the term control:An effort has been made to explain the conceptof 

managerial control by bringing out importantcharacteristics andprinciples of managerialcontrol. The point 

that managerial control doesnot confine itself to the control of performance onlybut also aims at 

motivating and controlling thepersonnel working in an organization has beenstressed. Just like any other 

managerial function,controlling also involves a process. The differentstages in the control process have 

beendescribed emphasising upon the mainconsiderations involved in each stage. 

7.2 DEFINITION AND MEANING 

Control may be defined asthe  actionnecessary to assure that objectives of plans,policies and 

standards are being attained.Control isthat function of a system whichprovides direction in conformance 
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to the plan, or"The maintenance of variation from systemobjectives within allowable limits."1 The 

basicidea of control is comparison of actualperformance, with 'standard' or plannedperformance for 

managerial, action whilebusiness events are on. Controlling implies threebasic function, viz.. (i) 

measurements andevaluation of accomplishment of events resultsagainst plans and (ii) comparison of 

actualagainst plans and (iii) comparison of actual resultagainst standards and reporting to the 

peopleconcerned with jobs (iv) the correction ofdeviation of actual performance from the plansfor 

attainingthe objectives laid down In plans.The determination and development ofobjectives, plans, 

policies and standards mustprelude control function. Also, control functionpresupposes that objectives, 

plans, policies andstandards have been properly communicated tothepersons, who have been 

assignedtheresponsibility for their accomplishment. 

Objectives, plans, policies, organizationcharts and procedures do not control the resultbut they 

play an important role In a control system.Without objectives, the results are likely to beother than the 

desired. Plans complementobjectives and propose how the objectives areto be attained, Control is firstly 

concerned withfinding out whether plans are being observed tomeet the objective, and if notthen, with 

correcting"deviations. Polity is a statementof intention ofan enterprise to act In some specific ways 

undercertain circumstances usually recurrent. Policiesgenerate the need for control becauseadherence 

to policies is not guaranteed, Forcomplete managing, adherence to policies hasto be verified and the 

results of this verificationprovides basis for control.Organization chartdefines assignment and 

accountability ofindividuals in theorganization. The titles and linesof authority of anOrganisation chart 

aresupplemented by delegation of authority to defineassignments precisely.Delegation of authoritycalls 

for control action. 'Control' is checking to ascertain whether the assignment is beingexecuted in the 

desired manner and taking actionon the basis of related information.      

The essence of control is action whichadjusts operations to predetermined standards.The control 

action may vary from some minorchanges in directing to setting up of new goals, formulationof new 

plans, resetting of theorganisation structure/reassignment of people,changes in recruitment and training 

policies andprocedure,introduction of major changes intechniques, of directing and changes 

inoperations.  

The basis of control is information in thehands of managers. In an organisation, 

importantinformation moves in the three direction-down,up andhorizontally, Majority of the 

informationflowing downward pertains to-objectives, plans, policies and procedures. Information 

flowingupward include statistics and/or narrativestatement about the measurement ofperformance, 

opinions and attitudes, ideas and suggestions complaints, grievances and rumors.The above mentioned 

information, may be foundflowing horizontally in large   decentralizedorganisation, staff personnel are 

foundtransmitting information among positions and units at the same level. Flow (communication) 

ofinformation in fill three directions is important forcontrolling'. 

7.3 Concept of Managerial Control: 

Control, in its managerialsense can bedefined as, "the presence ina business of thatforce which 
guides it to a predetermined objectiveby: means of predetermined policies anddecisions." The term 

                                                           

1. Koontz and O'Donnell, Principles of Management, Mc Graw-Hill Book Company N.Y., Youth edition, p.p. 637-38. 

2. Rechard A. Johnson, F.E. Kast and J.E.R, zweig.  The Theory and Management  of System (New York Me Graw-Hill 

Book Company. Inc. 1963). p. 58. 
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Planning Organising 

'force' mean (i) recognitionof continuous and systematic planning by themanagement and (ii) availability 
of skills requiredfor planning (i.e. controlling) properly. 

Controllingis inseparable for planning.Control standards arise 'from plans. Controlaffects 

planning as well, The terms 'planning' and.'control' are used interchangeablyin thedesignation of 
departments which carry outproduction planning, scheduling and counting.There are reciprocal 

relationships betweenplanning and controlling. These relationships areshown in the following figure 

     

 

 

There are two, aspects of control, viz. (i)preventional of compliance aspect (ii)discretionary 

aspect. Controls exercised forstandardizing performance (with a view toincreasing efficiency) 

safeguarding assets of acompany, and standardising quality of the productand services stress upon 

compliance. They areIn nature of directives of procedures. Compliancewith these directives and 

procedures are not leftto the discretion, of persons. Levels ofperformance is judged by the degree 

ofcompliance, attained. Controls designed todetermine limits for delegated authority, to setstandards 

and norms to help planning and tomotivate action provide some elements oflatitude. Such controls 

provide opportunity forusing discretion.     

Controls are of several types. They have been identified on the basis of the use to which agiven 

control is put; More common controlsare":(i) controls used to standardize performance forincreasing 

efficiency and towering costs, (ii)controls used to safeguard company assets, (iii)controls used to 

standardise quality of products/service (iv) controls designed to, set limits withinwhich delegated 

authority can be exercisedwithout further approval from superior levelofmanagement, (v) controls for 

measuring jobperformance (for example boudgets and standardscosts): (vi) controls for planning and 

programmingoperations (forexamplesales and productionforecasts; (vii) Controls for 

establishingcoordination among different plans and programs(for examples, master budget, organization 

manuals, committees); (viii)Controlsfor motivatingindividual for better performance) for 

example,promotion policy, profit-sharing plans, suggestion'schemes, appreciation for better 

performance. 

It may be pointed out here that controlsgoverning routine operation emphasize ofcomplaisance. 

Such controls serve the purposeof internal control Internal control observes theactual performance of 

duties against the assignedduties. It aims at correcting deviations of theactualfrom theassigned.3 

Control, in managerial sense, whileserving as measure of performance also governsthe working 
environment of the organizations. Themost important characteristic of managerialcontrol is that it 
motivates constructive action andgives less emphasis on command or compliancefeature. All Such 
controls which provide scope foruse of desecration constitute managerial control. 

Managerial Control enables the managerto exercise control at the point of action. Itprevents 

deviations from occurring by anticipatingtheir "occurrence and taking suitable actionbefore hand. It 

                                                           

3. Datton E. Mc Farland. Management, Principles and practices, 3
rd

 Ed. 

4. William Travers Jerome. Ill 'Kinds of control in Reading in Management, edited  by Ernest Date, MC Graw-Hill Book 

Company N.Y. 

Controlling 
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emphasizes on setting standardsof performance which are attainable in the currentsituation. Standards 

are determined keeping inview the changes in conditions such asreorganisation, introduction of new 

products andnew methods, price changes, volumedifferentials, technological improvements,increased 

labour efficiency etc. Managerialcontrolsdoes not emphasize only upon achievingthe objectives, it 

alsosets certain means forattaining objectives. These means may bechallenged when external 

circumstances make,it advisable.Similarly, objectives may also bechanged.  

The approach of managerial control is thatcontrol is attained through people and not things'.It is 

people who achieve control or who distortplanned results. Subjective attitude of people areas much 

important for the success of control asobjective figures about performance. Bycontrolling the quality of 

managers, theperformance can be controlled. Unsatisfactoryresults due to poor decision-making, 

capacity ofpeople in the organisation-makes it desirable tocontrol the quality of decision-making. This 

canbe done through additional training, modificationof procedures of new policy. 

Managerial control also emphasises onexception principle. The exception principle holdsthat the 

managershould devote greater attentionto the exceptional or unusual items. (Thisviewwas advanced by 

Frederick W. Taylor). A performance report having particulars of (i) actualresults (ii) budget or planned 

results and (iii) thedifference (variations), between the two, pointingput especially good and especially 

badexceptionsmay help manager to practice exception principle and to, control effectively.Optimum 

control can be achieved only byidentifying critical, key or limiting points anddirecting close attention to 

adjustments atthesepoints. Discrimination between important and unimportant factors is important. Good 

controldoes not mean maximum control, (p. 260) 

Concept of managerial control emphasisetwo points namely, (i) control is continuing activityand 

(ii) the situation is continually changing. 

Lydal Urwick has laid four principles ofmanagerial control, an understanding of theseprinciples is 

important for appreciating the ideaof managerial control. These principles are(uniformity), (ii) 

comparison, (iii) utility and (iv) the 'exception'. The 'principle of uniforms/ requiresthat all figures and 

reports for control purposeshould be in terms of organisation structure. Inotherwords, the performance of 

a person shouldbe presented in terms of such data which he caninfluence. While presenting the 

performancereports for control purpose's, the principle thatauthority and responsibility must correspond 

orbe co-equal should be observed. The principleof comparison' implies that ail figures and reportsused for 

control should be in terms of standard ofperformance required as also of pastperformance. Such type of 

comparison issupposed to pose a challenge to each individual.The 'principle of utility" implies that the 

importanceor value of reports for control changes directly with(i) the suitability of the period covered by 

report,keeping In view the purpose and (ii) the timeseparating the end of the period covered fromtheir use. 

The principle of 'exception' is sameas outlined by Frederick Taylor.  

According to Urwick, ah essential elementof managerial control 'Unit', A manager can be 

successful in controlling by uniting the ideas ofthe men around him. This interacting is thepsychological 

aspect of control. The controlsystem must be acceptable to the persons beingcontrolled.  

Managerial control also emphasises upondirect contact between the controller and thecontrolled. 

There should be self-control i.e. adepartment should have its own goals and controlsystem. 

7.4 Control of Personnel:                  

The statementthat 'management is gettingthe work done through people' underlinessufficiently 

the importance of control of personnel.'Besides mechanical element, their humanelement in control For 
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example, in order to avoidaccidents, mechanical means must get supportof workers. It is important for 

effective control todirect efforts for guiding and controlling the behavior of the people because, human 

attitudetowards control significantly affects itseffectiveness. 

Personnel generally oppose any controlmeasure. This is largely because they do not wantto be 

watched. An effort should be made tochange this attitude by proper education aboutcontrol and its 

significance. It is said that a firm isa type of society. This society consists of peoplewho are supposed 

and expected to worktogether. Work in group is facilitated through awell-designed organisation 

structure andclearassignment of accountability and responsibility. :. 

It is important for a sound managementcontrol to pay attention to the quality of the humanfactor 

in the organisation by measuring humanvariable that can assure achievement of group.Control of 

management quality has beenregarded as direct control. It is said that bycontrolling the quality of 

people, undesirableresults caused by poor management can be eliminated the assumptions of the 

principles ofdirect (control of personnel). 

(i) qualified manager makes a minimum oferrors, 

(ii) managerial performance can bemeasured, 

(iii) application of management principles by measures can be evaluated., 

Management Audit is the major devicewith which control of personnel is effected.  

7.5 Control of Performance: 

Control of performance implies control ofoutput of goodsand servicesin terms of quantity,quality, 

timeand cost, keeping in view thestandards based upon plans and objectives. Thecommonly accepted 

concept of controlemphasises upon Control of performance. Thevarious tools used for controlling 

performance arebudgets statistical data, breakeven pointanalysis standing limitations, example etc. 

7.6 Process of control: 

Majority of the controls exercised arepartial. They individually cover one aspect of operations, for 

example, cash flow or volume ofproduction or quality of product. All systems ofcontrol and technique of 

control are basically thesame for all types of control. The control processinvolves following activities or 

steps: 

(i) Establishment of control standards, 

(ii) Measurement of performance. 

(iii) Comparison between performance andstandards and its communication. 

(iv) Correction of Deviation from Standard plans. 

In the words ofKoontz and O' Donnell 'Standards are established criteria against whichactual 
results can be measured'. The plannedgoaf or objectives or targets of an enterprise orof a department of 

an enterprise may beregarded as standards. Standards areexpressed in physical terms: for example, 

volumeof production, man hours, units-products.Standards are also expressed in monetary termssuch 

as cost, profit, sales revenue, etc. They maybe expressed in ratio also; for example, rate ofreturn 

turnover, etc. The important point is thatstandards are expressed in specific units toenable the 

comparison between actualperformance and targeted performance.Sometimes,an enterprise may have 

such goalswhich cannot be expressed in physical terms, forexample, the high level of loyalty of workers, 

highlevel of public image. Such goals can not beexpressed in numerical terms directly but theycan be 
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quantified. Expression of standards inrespect of such goals is subject to disputes anddisagreements in 

so far as the basis ofquantification is concerned. 

For controlling a particular aspect ofenterprise operations, more than one type ofstandard may 

be worked out. But use of aparticular standard ispreferred by managementkeeping in view the nature 

and need of anoperation.However, more thanone standard maybe used for measuring the performance 

relatedto a particular operation for control purpose. Thechoice of a particular standard is governed by 

critical factors of the activity.It may also be notedthat a control standard evolved for a particularlevel of 

management may become entirelyuseless for another level of management. 

1. Establishment of control Standards  

For setting of establishing standards forcontrol purposes. It is important to identify clearlythe 

results which are desired, it is also importantto decide about the level of achievement orperformance 

which wilt be regarded assatisfactory or good. 

There are several characteristics of aparticular work that determine good performancefor 

example, the performance of salesdepartment may be appraised keeping in view, the characteristics tike 

market share, bad debtsdue to credit sales, mix to be achieved, attitudeof dealers towards sales force of 

the companyetc. Important factors (characteristics) whichshould be considered white determining any 

levelof performance as good for some operations are(i) output, (ii) expense, (iji) resource. Output 

refersto' services of functions. These services offunctions may be expressed in quantity, quality and 

time. Expenses refer to the amount ofexpenditure for achieving a particular level ofoutput. Expense 

includes all indirect items ofexpenditure. Resource refer to capital,expenditure, human resource etc.   

After identification on thesecharacteristics of good performance the desiredlevel of each 

characteristic Is determined. The desired level of performance is to be reasonableand feasible. This 

level should have some amountof flexibility also. For example, a firm increasethe level of inventory if it 

anticipates shortage of raw material in future. Standards shouldbe statedin terms of rangeminimum to 

maximum. 

'Standards can be effective when they arerelated to the performance of a specificindividual. This 

is done for fixing accountabilityfor a deviation. Sometimes it becomes difficultto assign accountability for 

a desired result, it isfound when performance of a particular functionis joint responsibility of more than 

one individual,for example, investment in inventory is affectedby purchases, rate of production, and 

sales. Theman associated with any one of these threeactivities has his own point of view; In such 

asituation (i) either only one person should be giventhejob of coordinating different view points andmade 

accountable for the level of inventory (ii) or the task of maintaining the desired level ofinventory should 
be divided into different stepsand standards should be set for each step that isperformed by a 

differentman for example, salesmanager will estimate sales, production managerwill forecast the 

requirements of raw material andpurchase executive will decide the time andquantities of advantageous 

purchases of rawmaterial. These standards for sales manager,production manager and purchase 

executive willbe set. Then if there is trouble with inventories ascertainment of the control point will be 

easier. 

Setting controlstandards involves pickingup of strategic point to watch.' It is burdensometo 

evaluate all the results of everyone's work.Therefore, results should be measured at variousstages in 

the total process. These stages arestrategic point and affects the total operation, ifresults are not 

satisfactory at these stages, amore detailed check can be made. Standard forthese strategic points 
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should be fixed, for example, in aprocessing industry, the wastageat the end of each process may be 

watched.Watching strategic points is useful in planning forrepetition of the same 6paration, in planning 

forthe next step. It is importantto set control points at early stages because the purpose ofmanagerial 

control is to detect trouble while it is forming.  

Sometimes control over method is moreexpeditious than control over results. Suchactivities 

which require controlover methods areresearch and development, building image of theorganization in 

the eyes of its public and manyother functions of staff people, setting standardsin respect of these 

activities requires thedetermination of desired method instead ofdetermination of 'desired result'. 

II. Measurement of Performance :  

The second basic step in control is theevaluation of performance. Thisstep involves; 

(i)    Measuring the performance in respect ofwork in terms of control standards, and 

(ii)   Communicating the appraisal orevaluation to the personswho search for reasonsfor 

deviations and take corrective action. 

The measurement of performance againststandard should be as faras possible, on a futurebasis. 
In other words, probable departure fromstandards should be predicted. If such predictionbecomes 

difficult, deviations, should be identifiedas early as possible. Appraisal of actual orexpected performance 

becomes as easy tasks,if standards, are properly determined andmethods of measuring performance 

are clearand capable. Measurement is easier and precisefor such jobs, results to which can be 

expressedin quantitative terms. If the performance of a jobactivity cannot be measured in. 

specificquantitative terms (physical or monetary) theperformance Is measured in a negative way. 

Lackof evidence of failure indicates the success in thecase of such activities, such activities, 

forexample, jobs of financial manager, personnelmanager, research and development manager, 

manager of man-power, planning and resources,account manager etc. In the case of suchactivities 
measurement and appraisal are vague.They are roughly measured In terms of their totaland long term 

impact through the use ofmanagerial judgement and experience. 

The performance of work may be tangibleor intangible. It is easy to measure tangibleperformance 

precisely (for example, sates,production; etc.) Tangible performance cannot bemeasured precisely (for 

example, humanrelations, employee-morale building etc.)Techniques like psychological tests and 

opinionsurvey may be applied for measuring intangibleperformance. Such techniques draw heavily 

uponintuitive judgement and experience. The tools arefar from exact. Many statistical pitfalls are alsofound 

in these techniques. These pitfalls lead tobiased and international appraisal and evaluation.Nevertheless, 

intangible performance should bemeasured for control purpose, According to PeterF. Druckerit is very 

much desirable to have dearand common measurements in all key areas of abusiness. It is not necessary 

that measurementsare rigidly quantitative. It is not necessary thatmeasurements are exact. In the opinion 

of PeterF. Drucker for measuring tangible ‘or intangibleperformance. 

(i) measurement must be clear, simple and rational, 

(ii) measurement must ba relevant. 

(iii) measurement must direct attention andefforts, 

(iv) measurement must be reliable, selfannouncing and understandable withoutcomplicated 

interpretation.  

(The Practice of Management, p. 131) 
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Thespecificmethodsof measuring resultsare almost same as the activities of business.For each 

activity, there may be as specific methodof measurement. Further method of measurementof results of 

particular activity may differ from onetime to another time in an organization and fromone organization to 

another organization.Manyactivities or operations, the performance of which is measured in numerical 

terms, have qualitative(or intangible) resultsofan operation of activity.Measurement arid appraisal of 

qualitative resultsshould supplement measurements and avaluation of quantitative results of an 

operations,for example, if a salesman in a particular area isable to meet safes-target fixed for him but he 

isnot attracting new customer he Is not performingsatisfactory, in this case measurement of 

onlyquantitative result will not serve the purpose ofmanagerial control. His neglect of motivating 

newcustomers will harm the organization in future particularly when there are competitors. Absenceof 

measurement of qualitative performance islikely to affect adversely the quantitative results. 

Measurement of performance can also bedone through predictions. Very short-termpredictions 
by a manager about the performancemay be found in majority of the cases, very nearto actual results. 
Predictions in such cases areas good as measurement of actual performancefor control action. Even 
predictions are better inthe sense that they enable control action at arelatively earlier stage.... 

The task of measuring performance isgreatly simplified by considering only sample. Forexample, 
examination, is only a sample to checkwhat students know. But sampling is better suitedfor only some 
activities. Statistical Quality ControlTechniques measures the performance on thebasis of sample. Since 
many managerial controlsituation do not involve the large-number of similar, actions, sampling has only 
limited" use. Personalobservation of superiors and conference betweensupervising executive and 
supervisedexecutivealso help in measuring performance. In factpersonal observation and conferences 
may makethe quantitative measurements more objective in many cases. 

III. Comparison between Performance and Standards: 

The third .step is to compare the actual"performance with standards of performance.Comparison 
of performance with standardinvolves two steps;    . . . 

(i) Finding out the extent of deviations and 

(ii) identifying the causes of variations, 

For controlling and planning purposes.ascertaining'the causes of variations along 

withcomputation of variation Is very much important.It is the causes of variation which help managersin 

taking up proper control action. Even if there isunfavorable vacation (i.e. the performance isbelow the 

standard or desired result) a study ofcauses responsible for such a variation maysuggest to the 

manager that there is no need of any corrective action. This wilt be the case when unfavorable variation, 

has been caused byinfluences of factors beyond the control ofparticular executive whose performance 

is beingevaluated.  

For findingout the extent of deviation,reports containing the quantitative data as alsoqualitative 
Information about the performance areprepared. These reports, besides showing datarelating to 

performance, also contain theinformation about standard and tolerance limits. 

Preparation of reports is an important stepin control process, Through, reports, theappraisals of 

the performance are communicatedto executive who can take corrective actions. It isnot necessary that 

report should always be inwriting. In smaller concerns, for many operationsthe report inanoral discussion 

with the man whoisdoing the work being evaluated. But in large 
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organisation, written report becomes necessarydue to the fact that a large variety of data are tobe 

accumulated and Interpreted. 

As soon as possible, report containingcontrol information should be sent to the personwhose 
performance is being controlled.Promptness is a great virtue In control reports.The underlying Ideais 
that the person whoisresponsible for a job can have a better Influence'or final results by his own action. 
Promptfeedback to the point of action is helpful Insecuring voluntary cooperation. In addition, asummary 
of the control Information should bereported to the superior, because the person onthe job may either 
need help of his superior inimproving the performance or may need warningfor his slackness or 
carelessness. The other 

people who may be interested inthe controlreportsmaybe: 

(i) Executives engaged to formulating newplans and 

(ii) Staff personnel who are expected to befamiliar with control information for giving anyadvice 

about the activity under control whenapproached.  

The executives have secondary claim.Nevertheless, they should be furnished with thereports. 

Majority of the reports should.be simpleand should contain only important comparisons. It is 
useless in many cases to present full analysisof comparison in the report and make that reportlong. The 
reason, is that the executive gettingreports is conversant with the details of the workwhich has been 
evaluated. Reports whichareprepared for executives (mainly superiors) whoare at some distance from 
the work may have ananalysis but it should be brief and suggestiveand not explanatory. 
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Control reports should also indicate trendin the performance which will help manager 

indetermining the appropriate corrective action. 

(IV) Correction of Deviations Control Action andDecisions :                     

This step is taken by the managerresponsible for control for determining the needfor action and 

initiate corrective action. Thecontrol action may be either (i) review of plansand goals and change theirin 

on the basis of thisview of (ii)change in the assignment of task or(ii) change in the existing techniques of 

direction(iv) change in organization structure (v) provisionsfor new facilities, etc. In fact, correction 

ofdeviations is the step in the control process whichmay Involve either alt or some of the 

othermanagerial, functions (planning, 88rganizing,staffing/directing and coordinating). Due to this,many 

persons hold the view that correctingdeviations is no step in the process of control. It is the stage where 

other managerial functions are performed. According to Koontz and 0’ Donnell,this overlap of control 

functions with the othersmerely demonstrate the units of the manager’sJob. It shows that managing 

process is anintegrated system.      

(Principles of Management. 4th edition, p. 632). 

The following figure shows the flow ofcontrol reports: 

Action and decisions required by thecontrol problem change. This is because of thefact that 

managers are likely to make differentinterpretations of a situation and go for differentmethods of control 

further, if is difficult to haveself-regulating system because in business firmperformance and result are 

affected by manyfactors whose influences cannot remaining ‘even’for longer period. It is therefore, 

necessary to studyeach control situation separately for finding out’the causes creating difficulty and then 

determineremedial action. 

The four processes of managerial controlhave been further broken down by many 

personsperhaps with a view to understand themanagerial control process with further operatingdetails. 
Frankin E. Foil has outlined the followingsteps in control process.     

(7) Fixing definite goals in terms ofaccomplishment and time.      

(ii)    Making goat projections fully known eachperson concerned with this 

plannedaccomplishment. 

(iii) Assuring management that goals areclearly understood and accepted withoutreservation, 

by all persons responsible for theiraccomplishment. 

(iv) Planning correctly and in detail just howthe accepted goals are to be attained, Includingwho 

will accomplish, what and when, and how. 

(v) Putting plans into effect, all up and downthe line.   

(vi) Watching for results from the moment theoperation starts.            

(vii) Comparing results with plans to knowwhere in exact relation are to where we haveagreed 

to be.    

(viii) Comparing undesirable deviations fromplans promptly by taking remedial action. 

(ix) Modifying plans and goals to fit realitiesas conditions change. 

(x) Reviewing accomplishment at the end ofthe time period planned.‘(In M. E. 

Hurely’sBusiness Administration. P. 410). 
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7.7 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    What do you understand by control? Discuss in brief. 

2.    Write a short-note on concept of managerial control. 

3.     Discuss in brief the Process of controlling. 

4.    What do you mean by control standards? Discuss in brief. 

5.    How performance is measured? Write a short-note. 

7.8 SUMMARY 

Controlling is one of the important functions of a manager. In order to seek planned results from 

thesubordinates, a manager needs to exercise effective control over the activities of the subordinates. 

Inother words, the meaning of controlling function can be defined as ensuring that activities in 

anorganization are performed as per the plans. Controlling also ensures that an organization's 

resourcesare being used effectively & efficiently for the achievement of predetermined goals. Managers 

at all levelsof management Top, Middle & Lower - need to perform controlling function to keep control 

overactivities in their areas. Therefore, controlling is very much important in an educational 

institution,military, hospital, & a club as in any business organization. Therefore, controlling function 

should not bemisunderstood as the last function of management. It is a function that brings back the 

managementcycle back to the planning function. Thus, the controlling function act as a tool that helps in 

finding outthat how actual performance deviates from standards and also finds the cause of deviations & 

attemptswhich are necessary to take corrective actions based upon the same. 

7.9 GLOSSARY 

• Control is a primary goal-oriented function of management in an organisation. It is a 

processof comparing the actual performance with the set standards of the company to 

ensure that activitiesare performed according to the plans and if not then taking corrective 

action. 

• Control standards are a target against which subsequent performance will becompared. 

Standards are the criteria that enable managers to evaluate future, current, or pastactions. 

They are measured in a variety of ways, including physical, quantitative, and 

qualitativeterms. 

• Decision A choice made between alternative courses of action in a situation of uncertainty. 

• Managerial control is one of the primary functions of management, and it involves 

settingperformance standards, measuring performance and taking corrective actions when 

necessary. 

• Personnel are the people who are working for a specific company or on a specific project. 

Anexample of personnel is the customer service staff you hire to answer phones at your 

office. 
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7.10 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 7.2. 

2.    For answer to question number 2 refer to section 7.3, 

3.    For answer to question number 3 refer to section 7.6. 

4.    For answer to question number 4 refer to section 7.6 (i). 

5.    For answer to question number 5 refer to section 7.6 (ii). 

7.11 TERMINAL QUESTIONS  

1. Define control and discuss in detail the concept of managerial 'control.     

2. Explain the process of control In management. 

3. What is your opinion, are the principles of effective control ? 

4. With the help of a diagram. Who the flow of control reports. . 

5. Explain the managerial control process with the help of a diagram, 
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LESSON-8 

 

AREAS OF CONTROL AND CONTROL AIDS 
 

 

STRUCTURE 

8.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

8.2 AREAS OF CONTROL 

8.3 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

8.4 CONTROL AIDS 

8.5 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

8.6 SUMMARY 

8.7 GLOSSARY 

8.8 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

8.9 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

8.10 SUGGESTED READINGS 

8.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand :- 

i•     What are the areas of control? 

•    The concept of management information system. 

•     The controlling aids which help the managers to control the employees. 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

For effective controlling, it is important to know what are the critical areas, tools andtechniques of 

control. In this lesson thereforeprincipal areas of control and commonly usedcontrol aids have been 

described. 

8.2 Area of Control: 

A well-designed plan of Control or Controlsystem covers almost all management activities.Such 

a comprehensive control system enablesthe top management to:    

(i) delegate responsibility and authority. 

(ii) reduce burden of supervising each activityin detail,   

(iii) have means of securing satisfactory result. 
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A study of different kinds ofcontrols foundin'business organisations indicates the areaswhich are 

controlled.  

Themain areas in which .control plans arefoundare;  

(i) Policies. 

(ii) Organisation.    

(iii) Key Personnel.  

(iv) Wages and Salaries. 

(v) Coats. 

(vi) Methods and Manpower. 

(vii) Capital expenditure 

(viii) Service Department 

(ix) Line of Products.               

(x) Research and Development. 

(xl) Foreign operations (if any) 

(xii) External Relations.              

(xiii) Overall Control. 

In many enterprises, policies arecontrolled through policy manual. Control overOrganization is 

accomplished throughOrganisation manual. Organisation manual attempts solving Organisational 

problems andconflicts, making long-rangeorganization planning possible, enabling, rationalisation of 

theorganisation structure, helping in properdesigning and clarification of each part of theorganisation 

and conducting periodic check offact about organisation practice. 

Personnel manager or head of thepersonnel department prepared control plan forhaving control 

over key personnel. Generally, apersonnel committee is found working as aninstrument of control over 

key personnel. 

Control over wages and salaries is done by having programme of job evaluationandwage and 

salary analysis. Job evaluation andwage and salary analysis are performed eitherby the department of 

general administration orby industrial engineering department. Often awage and salary committee is 

constituted to helpthe department of general administration orindustrial engineering department in the 

task ofcontrolling wages and salaries. 

Cost control is exercised by the costaccountant by setting cost standards for material,labour and 

overhead and making comparison ofactual cost date With standard cost. Cost control is supplemented by 

budgetary control systems.Budgetary control system 'includes differentoperating budgets, such as sale 

budgets,production budget, materials budget, labourbudget, overhead budget, etc. 

Control over methods and manpower isaccomplished by conducting periodic analysis ofactivities 

of each department. The functionperformed, method adopted and the timedevoted by every employee is 

studied with a viewto eliminate non-essential function, method and time.     

Control over capital expenditure isexercised through a system of evaluation ofprojects, ranking of 

projects on the basis of theirimportance (generally in terms of earningcapacity). A capita! budget is 
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prepared for the business as a whole. A capitalbudgetingcommittee or "Appropriations 

Committee",reviews the project proposed and approves theprojects advantageous to the company. 

Veryseldom, effort is mad to check whetheranticipated advantage have been realised or not this is 

because of the fact that identification ofadvantages realised can be done only after aperiod of time and 

not on a* continuous basis.However, there should be a programme or planto identify the realisation of 

actual benefits andto make comparison with anticipated benefits.Such comparison is important in the 

sense thatit serves as an importantguide for future capitalbudgeting activities.     . 

Control over service department iseffected either (i) Through budgetary controlwithin operating 

departments or (ii) throughputting limits upon the amount of service anindividual department can ask for 

(lit) authorizing the head of the service department to evaluatethe request for service made by 

otherdepartments and to usehis discretion about thequantum of service to be rendered to a 

particulardepartment, it may be noted that a combinationof one or two of these control devices may 

befound in the organization. 

Control over line of products is effected;through studies about market needs, efforts aremade to 

simplify and rationalise the line ofproducts. Such efforts serves as controlmeasures. The research, 

manufacturing and"sales departments work together or individuallyto have control over line to products. 

Research and development activitiesbeing highly technical in nature are not controlledby any 

direct device. By improving the ability and judgement of research staff through trainingprogrammes and 

other devices, an indirectcontrol on research and development activitiesis exercised. Control is also 

exercised by havingaresearch budget, for controlling research anddevelopment, each project is 

evaluated keepingin view savings sales or profit potentialities. 

Foreign operations are controlled in themanner in which domestic operations arecontrolled. 

Similar devices of control are applied.The only difference which may be found is thatchief executive of 

foreign operation department has relatively greater amount of authority. 

Public relation department is responsiblefor controlling external relations of the enterprise,it may 

prescribe certain measures for otheroperating department which are instrumental inimproving external 

relations. 

The following chart show the budget centres (areas) covered by a control system 

Principal Areas Covered by a Control System 

 

The following chart showsthe budget centres (areas) covered by a control system : 

Principal Areas Covered by a Control Systems 

 

PRODUCTION AREAS    NON-PRODUCTION AREAS 

 

 

Producing Centres Service Centres   Selling and  General 

Distribution Administration 

 

Research 

and 

Development 
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MachineAssembly Maintenance Store Internal     

Shops     Department    Transport    

                 and       

     Other Services 

 

 

 

Overall control is accomplished through'budgetary control. Master plan or master budgetincludes 

projected profit and Loss Account andBalance Sheet. These plans include allrequirements for particular 

future period in termsof changes and improvements as well as financialaspects. All the departments or 

segments of abusiness enterprise are involved in preparationof master plans. .Each-segment 

preparesestimates which are coordinated by a staffdepartment (known as planning department inmany 

enlightened organizations). A budgetcommittee reviews the various estimates forestablishing 

coordination and consistency. All theestimates or plans are incorporated into one planknown as master 

plan. This master plan ispresented before the top management for approval. After approval, the plan 

isadministered. For effective overall control throughthe master plan, 'active, support of top-management 

is essential. 

8.3 Management Information System (MIS): 

MIS is an integrated technique forgathering relevant information from whateversource it 

originates and transferring it into usableform forthe decision makers in management. Itis system of 

communication primarily to designedto keep all levels of organisational personnelabout the 

developments in the enterprise thateffect them. MIS provides working tools for all themanagement 
personnel in order to take the bestpossible action atthe right lime with respect tothe operations and 

functions of the enterprise forwhich they are largely responsible. 

The emphasis of MIS in an information fordecision-making. Let us not commit a seriouserror in 

failing to see the distinction between theinformation and data. Data represents raw factsavailable or 

known. Information on the other hand,.denotes the data that has been carefullyprocessed. That is to 

say, data is input whereas"information is the output. A decision makerwantsupto-date, accurate, timely, 

germane, informationand not data Prior to the emergency of thisconcept-MIS-the traditional types of 

accountingand control reports that were supplied to thedepartmental managers, foremen and 

workersused to be far from satisfactory in content, formsand timing. It was only a superficial furnishing 

ofinformation and the reports ignored the primarypurpose for which the information Is furnished.The 

traditional reports represent only to casual :examination of data. In sharp contrast, themodern 

organisation is characterised by aneffective management information system thatcomprehensively 

processes, analysis, interpretsthe data and provides information so that bestpossible use can be made 

of by the decisionmakers. Further, the advent of electroniccomputer and subsequent developments 

intechnology and communication system, haveincreased the importance of glittering vistas ofreal-time 

Control Information is accepted as thelife of the decision-making, MIS facilitates controlfrom serval 

angels: 

(i) MIS performs a useful triple servicefunction to management. Actually MIS itself isthree 

stage process, data generation, dataprocessing arid information transmission. 

* Despatch 

and 

Wareshou

sing 

*   Oder Deptt. 

* Promotion 

and 

Delivery 
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MISenhances the management's ability to planmeasure, andcentral performance, and 

takingnecessary and corrective action.  

(ii) MIS provides more specialised andtechnical kind of information for the 

concernedmanagers. It provides multiple types ofinformation for ail managementlevels 

onbaffling variety of organisational matters. 

(iii) It takes into account the rest timerequirements, frequency of requirement, 

accuracyrequirement, data reduction requirement'storage requirement etc. MIS 

objectivelydetermines what information is needed by whom,and with what frequency.   

(iv) MIS stresses the information that is mustuseful to the decision maker, any firm, large 

orsmall that uses a formalised approach orelectronic data processing system forits 

dallybusiness has foundation of MIS. But normally, thelarger the organisation the more 

likely that MIScan be used by top management in establishingcompany policies and plans, 

monitoring thecompany performance and adopting thecompany strategies in response •to 

changingcircumstances.      

8.4 Control Aids:                        

There are a number of devices whichhelp incontrolling. The most widely used devicefor 

managerial control is budget. A budget isknown as/Profit Plan in many organizations.There are other 

control devices such as statisticaldata; special report and analysis. 

Analysis of breakeven point, internalaudit; personal, observation, standing limitation,standing, 

rules, orders and procedures, ensuredisciplinary action.These devices are regardedas non-budgetary or 

traditional devices. 

In order to improve the quality of control certain, newer control techniques have beenevolved and 

used. These are (1) Improvedinformation Technology, (2) Procedures Planning,(3) Logistic-systems. (4) 

Time-Event NetworkAnalysis, (5) Formalized Product Development. 

These devices and techniques helpmanagers in their job of Controlling. A briefdescription of 
these devices and techniques isdesirable to Indicate the manner in which they control aids; 

(a) Budget* :       

A budget is a quantitative expression ofplan of action. It serves as an aid to (a)  Coordination of 

plan, (b) Implementation of planand (c) Control of performance. A budget whichIs formulated for the 

organization as a whole isknown as master budget. Budgets prepared forsub-units of functional areas of 

an organization such as, production, distribution and financeare known as functional budgets. The 

activitiesof budgets of all subunits of an organization aresummarisedin the master budget for 

theorganization as a whole. 

The chart on page27 shows theinvolvement of functional sub-units', planningdepartment and 

accounting department inthe formulation and implementation of a masterbudget and theprocess of 

budgeting Inmanufacturing organization. 

Stage II - Formulation of Budget:  

A master budget may be regarded as the best practical approximation to a formal model of the 

total organization showing:  
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(i) Objectives of the organization.  

(ii) Inputs of the organization, and 

(iii) Outputs of me organization. 

Budgets are prepared for carrying outamong others, following functions;  

(i) Planning. 

(li) Evaluating Performanc 

(iii) Coordinating Activities. 

(iv) Implementing Plans. 

(v) Communicating Plans and Performance. 

(vi) Motivating the people. 

(vii) Authorising Actions' (this function isseldom found Important in business enterprise, in 

government organization and non-profitorganization, this function Is performed 

throughbudgeting for authorising,the Managementactions). 

Budgetary system is advantageous forboth large and small organisation, Some peoplehold the 

view that due to uncertainities budgetsbecome impracticable. The principle reason forthis attitude is the 

rigidity with which budget istaken. If budgets are administered wisely, theycomplete management 

planning, provide definiteexpectations for fudging subsequentperformance and promote communication 

andcoordination among the various segments of thebusiness (Sec. C.T. Homgrew) Cost Accounting, 3rd 

edition, Chapters). 

The budgets are classifiedon the basisof (i) time period covered (ii) activities covered, (iii) 

termsof measurement. The chart showsthe principal kinds of budgets: 

 

Kinds of Budgets 

 

Time Period        Activities       Terms of 

Covered   Covered  Budgets 

 

(i)  Long-Range      (i)  Sales        (i)  Financial 

Budgets             Budgets         Budget 

(ii)  Inventory  (Revenue & 

(iii)  Production   Expense 

(ii)  Short-term        (iv)  General &  Nonfinancial 

Budgets        Administrative  budgets  

Budget           Direct Labour- 
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(v)  Progromme   hour budget,  

Budget  Machine hours 

(vi) Capital        Budget units 

Expenditure      Produced 

Budget  Budget 

(vii)  Cash Budget . 

(viii) Material Budget  

A Master budget for overall controlconsists of (I) Operating Budget (2) FinancialBudget. 

Operating Budgets include. (I) BudgetedIncome Statement, (II) Sales Budget, (III)Production Budget, (iv) 

'Cost'of floods sold Budget, (v) Selling Expense Budget, (vi)Administrative Expense Budget. 

FinancialBudgets include (i) Cash Budget (Receipt andDisbursements (ii) Budgeted Balance Sheet 

and(iii) Budgeted Statement of Source and uses of Funds (Fund Plow Statement). 

While using budgeting as a device ofControl, the following precautions should be takenup: 

(i) It should be as a tool of major planning andcontrol. Efforts should not be made to cover 

suchactivities of operation which have smallsignificance In relation to other activities. 

(ii) Budgetary goals should not be taken asmore important than the goals of 

enterprise.Theymay be possible when there is excessivedepartmental Independence. 

(iii) Budgeting sometimehides Inefficienciesof the actions taken in thepast. It is, 

therefore,suggested that the reevaluation of decisionstaken in the past shouldbe 

undertaken. This stepis very much suggested by the concept of 'ZeroBase Budgeting'. 

(iv) The approach to budgets should not berigid. There should beflexible or variable 

budgets.Variable budget provides for comparison ofactual performance with budgetedand 

thisbudgeted performance fully takes intoconsideration the changes which have takenplace 

between the time of implementation of plan(budget) and the time of measurement of 

actualperformance. 

(v) It should be realised by managers thatbudgets are designed only tools and not toreplace 

management. Budgets must betailoredto each job.    

(vi) It should be realised that budget direct hasonly staff authority and the implementation 

ofbudget Is the responsibility of the line managers.This kind of understanding is important 

forsuccessful working of budgetary control. 

(b) Statistical Data: 

In order of control, statistical datapertaining to different operations of onorganization are 

collected. With the help of suchdata an analysis of past performance is madefor control purpose. 

Projections in futureare alsomade to be used as guide for future operationsand control. The 

accumulated data are presentedin tables or by charts, graphs and diagrams. 

Organizations using statistical data forcontrol purposes generally present data oncharts. This is 

because charts easilycomprehensible and understandable. The controlstandard in such organization 

may be the Return-on Investment Return-on-investment techniquehas been involved and successfully 

used by "DuPort Company, in U.SA, for controlling. Return-on Investment is the percentage figure 
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thatresultsfrom a comparison of operating profits (eitherbefore or after tax) with total of working capital, 

plant and equipment (fixed capital) used to makesuch profits.  

The tool of Return-on-investment (ROI)affects many important operating factors. Return-on-

investment is based upon two factors (i) profitonsales and (ii)satesturnover.  

Thus break-even point analysis is helpfulin evaluating the various actions and decisionfrom the 

point of view of their Impact upon profits.Profit Planning and cost control require anunderstanding of 

characteristics of costs andbehaviour at different operating levels. Break-even-analysis is used upon 

characteristics ofcosts and their analysis recognises the marginalcost concept, it is useful tool of 

planning andcontrol. Budgetary control and cost control incontrol steps like measuring 

performance,comparing performance and taking remedialactions.  

(c) Special Report and Analysis : 

I control is to be exercised in particularproblem areas special reports and analysis are prepared. 

Routine accounting and statisticalreports cannot help adequately in exercisingcontrol in areas which 

have happened to havespecial problems. Special reports are needed.Investigations and analysis of 

operations needingcontrol may be conducted by a consultantorganization or agency and all the 

statisticalcharts for control purpose are prepared anddeveloped around the central theme of the profiton 

sales and sales turnover. 

As a control device Return-on-investment(i) stresses upon effective utilisation of facilities(ii) 
reveals weak areas of business by linkingincome with assets and suggests the need forcontrol action 
(iii) provides an effective means ofcontrol over decentralised units or divisions and(iv) give complete 
guide to efficiency. 

(d) Break-even-point Analysts : 

It is known as analysts of cost-volume-profits relationships, it examines the inter-relationship of 
changes in costs, volume andprofits. Break-even-point is the point, of zeroprofits and zero loss i.e. 
revenues cost of doingthe business (variable expenses,+ fixedexpenses). Break-even chart is prepared 
with thehelp of data pertaining to sales revenue, satesvolume, fixed cost and variable cost. This 
chartserves as a control device. It predicts the profitat different level of sales revenue or 
productionvolume. Break even point analysis helps inmaking decision about (i) plant-shut-down, (ii) 

 
SALES VOLUME (000’ UNITS) 

BREAK EVEN CHART. 
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plant-expansion. (iii) product profitability, (iv) pricechange, (vi) product mix etc. Reportsmay beprepared for 

control purpose. In India NationalProductivity Council, among others, handlesassignments of special 

investigations andpresents special reports. Special reports andanalysis are helpful in identifying 

exceptions,critical points, and limiting factor. And in the wordsof Koontz and O' Donnell. "Good 

managementrequires constant searching out of exceptions,critical points and limiting factors." 

(e) Internal Audit: 

Internal audit is conducted by the Infernal.auditor who is an employee of the organisation.Internal 

audit attempts at regular and independentappraisal of accounting, financial and otheroperations. The job 

of internal auditor includesauditing the performance of company's policies,practices and plans. It is the 

dutyof internal auditor to point out defects, neglected situations or problems and to make suggestions 

based on hisanalysis. Internal audit covers whole range ofactivities of business. Internal audit is 

expectedto:  

(i) ensurethattheaccountsare properly kept and reflect the facts. 

(ii) appraise policies, procedure use ofauthority, quality of management, effectivenessof 

methods and procedures etc. 

Internal audit furnishes the managerwithadequate control information as and when theyare 

required, Internal auditing is also instrumentalin toning up morale, and working efforts ofemployees in an 

organisation. Internal audit goesa long way in forcing events to conform to plans. 

Inviewofthefunctionsandadvantagesofinternal audit mentioned above, it may be saidthat internal 

audit is an effective tool of managerial control. Internal auditshould be regarded,recognised and 

accepted as Internalmanagement consultancy agency for effectivemanagerial control. 

(f) Observation:        
Personal observation is anessentialdevice of managerial control. Since the objectivesare to be 

accomplished by people and controldevice like budgets, charts, reports internal auditare deficient in gluing 
information about anyinverse change in attitude of people, personalobservation is of an unique importance 
as acontrol device. By periodically observing thesubordinates, their work methods and theirresults, a 
supervisor can exert a control influence.The possibility of being observed has inevitableeffect on workers. 
There is sufficient amountoftruth in the saying that, "the cat is away, the micewill play.” 

Observation has controlling effectbecause superiors are authorised to evaluateperformance of 

subordinates and promotion ortraining of subordinates is guided by such anevaluation. For making 

personal observation aneffective too! of control, it is important thatsuperiors give importance to their 

personalobservation. Therefore, observation should beplanned and systematic. 

(g) Standing Limitation, Rules, Orders andProcedures : 

When subordinates are given freedom tomake decision on behalf of superior, if 

becomesnecessary to lay down limits for them. These limits are known as standing limits and check 

thesubordinates from making decisions or actingbeyond these limits without having the permissionof 

their superior. For example, a sales agent maybe given the freedom to entertain a prospectivecustomer 

and incur expenditure in this connection.But in order to have control of the expenditure ofsuch 

entertainment, the superiorjust put somelimit say, Rs. 100 per customer and it should bemade 'clear to 

the sales agent the expenditurebeyond this amount must have prior approval ofthe superior. 
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It is important to note that the controllimitation should be fixed having regard to thestatus of 

subordinate (level and authority and liking or disliking of the subordinate). 

Clearly established rules, order and procedures also help in controlling-especiallyrational 

behaviour. They develop performancehabit among the people and works as automaticcontrolling device. 

Rules specify prohibited form ofbehaviour. Standing orders give direction forperforming Job under given 

sets of conditions which are generally recurring and continuous. Forexample, sales targets for individual 

salesmanare a form ofstanding order. Standing proceduresoutline the sequence and arrangements of 

eventswhich are desired to occur. For example forcontrolling, late-coming of the workers, aprocedure 

may be evolved whereby a workermust report his being late and reasons thereof. Such report should be 

put in the form of officialrecord and concerned worker should be informedofficially. In order to check 

misuse of rules, ordersandprocedurestheir periodic audit shouldbeundertaken to find out their 

effectiveness,suitability or absurdity. If need arises, they shouldbe modified or eradicated. 

(h) Censure and Disciplinary Action: 

Both. ensure and disciplinary action arenegative approaches to control. Sometimesnegative 

measures are needed for controlling.But there is risk in applying the approach forsecuring control. The 

situation may improve, or ifthere is strong union employees,it may worsen.Censure implies giving, 

warning "to thesubordinates for his undesirable behaviour. 

For example, a salesman failingcontinuously to achieve his sales quota may beinformed that a 

report is being maintained abouthis non-satisfactory performance and the superioris not happy and 

dislikes his slackness. Censureis not liked by personnel of management cadreor working force. 

Therefore, this tool of controlshould be used by superiors with greatamountof caution, wisdom and 

understanding. The useof censure requires social skill of high order. 

Besides censure, there are otherdisciplinary actions which may be taken up for controlling. The 

disciplinary actions serve theirpurpose only when they are made preventive andcorrective In nature. Just 

like censure, exercising"disciplinary actions is also difficult. Disciplinaryactions are harder than .censure 

and areexercised when censure does not bring outdesired results.lt is generally regarded that thevery 

communication that disciplinary action maybe taken for controlling undesirable or unwantedbehaviour 

exerts control.  

(i) Example: 

Setting examples also help in controlling.The executive may himself sat the example ofgood 

performance or behaviour or may give duerecognition and importance to thegoodperformance of an 

employee. It is assumed thatexample will be accepted by the groupofpersons. The superior should try to 

set examplehimself, if a superior can meet himself a particular target, his asking the subordinates to 

confirm tothe planis likely to bring Controlling effect.Setting example is especially important for firstline 

supervisors. "It is important to note that formaking example an effective tool of control, thesuperiorshould 

not go for such exceedinglygood performance which makes his bestsubordinate to look inferior. 

(i) Improved Information Technology : 

For processing the data and making them readily available for control purposes, 

electronicequipments have been developed. One of theessential things for control is information. 

Modeminformation technology aims at making availablysuch information which equips managers 

withsuch knowledge that can be weighted againstgoals.      
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In majority of the enterprises onlyaccounting data are accumulated and used assource of 

information for control purpose. But non-accounting data areequally important for control. As such, 

accumulation of these data is very muchdesirable. Accumulation of all types of data andtheir processing, 

classification and presentationmanually becomes a difficult task particularlywhenthe organization is big 

andhas decentralized operations, the use of computer and operationresearch techniques help the 

management toexpand available managerial information forcontrol. The technique of direct costing gives 

veryuseful data for managerial control, the use of'Direct costing was first suggested in 193&.It wasfirst 

used in 1947 by Pittasburg Plate Company in the West. Not, it is being used increasingly andaids in 

managerial control by providing usefulinformation. Development of information system'with the help of 

computer has increased inrecent years. Use of computer has been especiallyimportant because (i) 

many individual items ofinput data may be useful for a numberof differentindividual outputs and (ii) by 

products of basicdata are needed for control purposes. 

(j) Procedure Planning: 

Proceduresgenerally affect morethan onearea. Therefore, they should be planned, theyshouldbe 

considered systems that encompassvarious parts of the organisation. Procedure of Personnel, 

marketing, production and otherfunctional areas affect each part of thy enterprise.Procedures are control 

device. But they oftencome into conflict with each other For exampleprocedures of accounting may 

conflict with sellingprocedures. Due to such conflict proceduresthemselves get out of control. Therefore, 

theyshould be planned,in planning procedures,managers should try to (i) minimise procedures,(ii) design 

procedures in the form of plans andaccomplish plan, (iii) avoid duplication,overlapping and conflict' in 

procedures, (iv)recognise procedures as system, (v) evaluate inthe cost of implementing procedures to 

determinetheir use, (vi) executive the procedures. 

(k) Logistic System: 

Operation research emphasises upon astudy of logical relationship. Operation researchhas 

proved very useful in logistic systems. It hasbeen applied to all types of production ofdistribution sub-

systems. It has been morecommonly applied to inventory control. Anothersystems approach to planning 

and control Isknown as"industrial Dynamics". This approachunderlines the Idea that a firm is "not a 

collectionofa separate functions". It is a system in whichflows of materials-capital, manpower 

etc.establish such forces that determine thetendencies towards growth, fluctuation anddecline. 

(l) Time-events Network Analysis: 

Thetechnique isalso catted ProgrammeEvaluation and Review Technique (PERT). Thistechnique 

helps in watching how the parts of aprogramme fit together during the passage oftime and events. This 
is much publicized planningand control technique. Construction and otherorganizations, with special 

engineer or productdevelopment projects regard this technique asan excellent control tool. PERT is a 

system ofplanning and control involving: 

(i) the identification of all important activitiesin a project: 

(ii) devising the sequenceof activities; 

(iii) arranging a flow diagram of theseactivities'; and            

(iv) allocating time of thecompletion of eachactivity. 

Originally PERT technique was used forcontrolling time element in completing a project. Later on 

this technique is also applied incontrolling cost which is known as PERT/cost.Costs are broken down 
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into different classes andcosts of each category is associated with therelevant steps of an activity in the 

time process.  

Another technique of time-even not workanalysis is 'Milestone Budgeting'. A project isbroken 

down into controllable parts and then completion of each part is tried with in the givenperiod of time. 

(m) Formalised Product Development: 

This is an organizational device to control.It is concerned, with the development of newproducts 

which require use of scarce resourcesand time and affect future sales. There is danger'that with the 

development of new products, someof the existing products may become obsolete.But development of 

new products is important forcontact and appreciable growth in sales volume.In order to save the 

company form the adverseeffect of product development, a specialdevelopment or committee and 

specialimplementing procedures are set up. Ideas forproduct development are searched out 

byconducting studies about markets, technologyconsulting other research agencies. These ideasare 

then screened to find about product ideasof good promise. A preliminary, evaluation ofselected 

screened ideas is conducted to decidetheir priorities. The preliminary evaluation isfollowed by detailed 

feasibility studies. Selectedproducts are developed, tested, and thencommercial production of these 

products is  undertaken. This procedure of productdevelopment provides a built-in control-machinery.  

8.5  SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    What do you understand by Cost Control? Discuss in brief. 

2.    Define MIS. 

3.    What do you msan by control aids? Write a short-note. 

4.    Define budget. 

5.     Write a brief arout internal audit. 

6.    Write a short-rote on Time-Events Network Analysis. 

8.6  SUMMARY 

'For effective controlling' it is important for a manager to know that what are the areas of control, 

toolsand control techniques? There are a number of devices which help in controlling. These devices 

havebeen developed by various management experts and experienced factory managers. These 

devices,in other words, are commonly known as a control in the budget. There are a number of other 

controltechniques such as managerial statistics, special reports, break-even analysis, internal 

audit,personal observation, standing rules, orders and regulations, etc. All of these are traditional 

controldevices. In order to improve the quality of control, recently certain newer control techniques 

havebeen developed like PERT, IIT and Procedures Planning, etc. 

8.7 GLOSSARY 

• Logistics system (LS) is a network of organizations, people, activities, information, 

andresources involved in the physical flow of products from supplier to customer. 
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• Management control system is a system which gathers and uses information to evaluate 

theperformance of different organizational resources like human, physical, financial and also 

theorganization as a whole in light of the organizational strategies pursued. 

• Management information system is an information system used for decision-making, and 

forthe coordination, control, analysis, and visualization of information in an organization. The 

study ofthe management information systems testing people, processes and technology in 

an organizationalcontext. 

• Public relations is a strategic communication process that builds mutually 

beneficialrelationships between organizations and their publics." Public relations can also be 

defined as thepractice of managing communication between an organization and its publics. 

• PERT stands for Program Evaluation Review Technique. PERT charts are tools used to 

plantasks within a project - making it easier to schedule and coordinate team members 

accomplishing thework. PERT charts were created in the 1950s to help manage the creation 

of weapons and defenseprojects for the US Navy. 

8.8 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 8.2. 

2.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 8.3. 

3.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 8.4. 

4.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 8.4 (a). 

5.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 8.4 (e). 

6.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 8.4 (I). 

8.9 TERMINAL QUESTIONS: 

1. What do you understand by control aids ? Discuss the different control aids and 

theirapplication. 

2. Distinguish between budgetary and non-budgetary controls, 

3. Write short note on :—    

(i) Queuning Theory.       

(ii)  O.R.     

(iii) Linear Programming,         

4. Discuss the concept of break-even point with the help of a diagram. 

5. How a master budget is formulated ? Illustrate it with the help of a diagram. 

6. Write short note on :— 

(i) Internal Audit    . 

(ii) Logistic System. 
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9.0  LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand :- 

•     The concept, meaning, features, types of organisation. 

•     The importance of Departmentationin an organisation. 

•     The principles and other aspects of organisation. 

In this lesson we shall discuss aboutOrganizing, which is one of the importantmanagerial 

functions. In this lesson you will finddetails of the nature, importance and principlesof organization. 

The present lesson deals with the nature,Importance and principles of organization. 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Nature of Organization:     

The term organization has been used in anumber of ways. Broadly, the term Organization'is use 

in relation to the managementofa businessenterprise in two different senses: 

(a) as a process and              
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(b) as a structure. 

In the first sense/Organization is treatedas a dynamic process and a managerial activitywhich is 

essential for bringing unity and harmonyof efforts of people in enterprise in the pursuit ofcommon 

objective. According to Alien,organization may be defined, "as the process ofindentifying and grouping 

the work to beperformed, defining anddelegatfon responsibilityand authority, arid establishing 

relationships torthe purpose or enabling people to work mosteffectively together in accomplishing 

objectives". Prof, Halmann defines organization as a processof defining and grouping the activities of 

theenterprise and establishing the authorityrelationship among them. "Organization is theframework 

within which peopleassociatethemselves for the attainment of some commonobjectiveswhich is certainty 

pre determined.Organizatton is one of the significant activity ofany management affecting human 

relationbecause it determines which people will haveauthority over others, what work people will doa 

withe types of relationships that they will have. 

In the second sense organization refers'to the structure of relationships among positionsand jobs 

which are created for the realization ofthe objectives. In this the static sense of the termorganization is 

concerned with the building,developing and maintaining a structure of workingrelationships so as to 

achieve the objectives ofah enterprise. According to Koontz and O'Donnell "Organizing Involves the 

establishment of aninternational structure of roles throughdetermination and enumeration of the 

activitiesrequired to achieve the goals of an enterprise andeach part of it the grouping of these 

activities,the assignment of such groups of activities to amanager, the delegation of authority to carry 

themout andprovision for co-ordination of authority andof normal relationships horizontally and 

verticallyand in the organization structure'. 

From the above discussion, it may beinferred that organization Includes theIdentification of total 

task of job In the enterprise.Its divisionalisation into various departmentsdivisions/section/groups, etc. in 

such a way thateveryindividual in the enterprise get his workdone through delegation and 

decentralization ofauthority at various levels to the people for theproper performance oftheirjobs and 

holding them responsible for the authority delegated andcreation of relationships line, staff and 

functional,Organization is not onlya mechanistic structure of duties activities and relationships, but it is 

aswell a human organization consisting of diversesocial groups. Attitudes,aspirations, tikes anddislikes 

of people play a crucial role intransforming the organization as organ ofproductivity and creativity. 

Human factor must betaken into consideration in framing a suitableorganization structure of an 

enterprise. 

9.2 Salient Features of Organization: 

On the basis of above discussion on thenature of organization we notice some salientpoints OF 

steps involved in organizing any business enterprise. These may briefly be notedas below:- 

(1)  Outlining Objectives : It is the first step inbuilding an organization structure, as the 

entirestructure is to be built around objectives.Objectives should be dear, precise and 

completeand must be free from any ambiguity or confusion.On the overall enterprise, 

objectives will dependthe immediate, the short-term and long termobjectives, and on these 

will depend the jobs thatwill have to be accomplished.  

(2) Identification and enumeration ofactivities: After laying down the objectives, 

themanagermust identify the total task involved forachieving the objectives. Thereafter, the 

totalwork (operating and managerial) is broken downinto closely related component 
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activities that areto be performed by each individual. For instance,the total activities .of an 

industrial concern maybe broadly divided into production, finance,personnel/marketing 

including purchases,research and public relations etc.  

(3)  Grouping arid assignment of activities:Activities are grouped according to 

similaritiesand common purpose and function into division/department and thereafter, they 

are furtherdividedinto sub-division/ sub-departments and sectionsgroups, etc. Grouping of 

this type may be madeon various bases such as function (sales,production, personnel 

marketing, etc.), differentproducts manufactured territorial regions,geographical areas, 

types of customers,equipment uses, processes adopted, etc. 

(4)  Allocation of fixed duties to definitepersons: Having decided the various activitiesand 

their part to be done the next step will be tofix suitable and well-qualified persons into 

theseactivities. People will have to get precise dutiesfor which they are held responsible for 

theperformances.  

(5) Grant of authority for action: According tonature of duties, proper authority must be 

grantedto the subordinates for enabling them to makework performance. There is to be 

established avery close relationship between authority 

andresponsibility.Authoritywithoutresponsibilityandresponsibility without authority will be 

useless the delegation of authority to take steps tocomplete the assigned part of the job is 

the nextstep inthe-organization. For establishing anyorganization structure, it is clear, 

therefor thatdelegation of authority is to be effected in someway or other. 

(6)  Creation authority relationships: Creationof different authority relationships such as 

line,staff and functional is also essential for realization of the goals of the enterprise. Line 

authority ismost essential and staff advice has also becomemore important these days. 

9.3 Formal and Informal Organization : 

Many people distinguish between formal and informal organization. The formalorganization 

refersto the structure of jobsandpositions with clearly defined-functions andrelationships. According to 

Chester Bamard, anorganization is formal when the activities of twoor more persons are consciously 

coordinatedtowards a common objective. The formalorganization is a system of well-defined jobs,each 

bearing a definite measure of authority,responsibility and accountability. All this isconsciously designed 

to enable the people of theenterprise to work most effectively for achievingobjective. Formal 

organization is more or less,arbitrary structure to which the individual mustadjust If facilitates the 

determination of objectivesand policies andsets thelimits within whichpeople are to work without 
disturbing the work ofothers. Formal Organization sets up boundariesand pathways which must be 

followed. 

Informal organization, on the other hand,refers to the relationship between people in 
anorganization based not on procedures, rules andregulations but on personal attitudes, 
whims,prejudices, like and dislike, etc. For example, anassistant manager in a particular 
departmenttakes advice and orders from the ManagingDirector because the former considers the 
latterto be more sincere and effective, though the rule'and procedures require him to consult and 
takeorders from the departmental Managerconcerned. Since the informal organization hasits basis in the 
emotions and attitudes of people,management cannot be effective unless itrecognise and makes use of 
the informalorganization and realisation of organizationalobjectives.' 
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9.4 Approaches to Organization: 

To solve the problems and remove thedeficiencies of organization, different approaches have 

been suggested. These fail into'three main categories : 

(1)  The Classical Approach; associated withTaylor, Fayol Urwick, Breach, etc. 

(2) The Human Relation Approach :associated with Elton Mayo and his team ofHawthorn 

experiments followed by Mary ParkerFoliet and Me Greoger, etc. 

(3)  The System Approach : based onmathematical analysis, econometoriesoperations 

research and other scientific methods. 

The classical approach concentrates ondetermination of objectives, division of 

workestablishment of format relationship andadherence of some principles derivedfrom scientific study 

and experience. The central theme of this approach wasthe advocacy forseparation of planning 

functions from doingfunctions. Analysing critically, this approachprovided general principles for 

production,managementand improving efficiency of workersbut did not emphasise human aspects of 

theproblems. 

The human relations approach is ofcomparatively recent origin dating from the thirtiesof this 

century. It studies Organization from thestandpoint of behaviour of the people who makeit and how, they 

behave. Advocates of this approach attemptto predict behavior in differentorganizations and to provide 

some guidanceabout organizational arrangements. Thisapproach is based on the findings and methods 

of studies in psychology, sociology, etc. for thepurpose of understanding the organizational,behavior. 

The approach emphasises theorganization not merely as a formal arrangementof men and function but 

as the social systemwhich can be operated successfully only with theapplication of principles of 

psychology and other behavior science. 

The system approach relies on a systemfor setting up and running an organization. Asystem is 

just a set of interdependent parts whichtogether make, up a consistent whole to perform'a specific 

function. A system can be split intomany sub-systems. The system approachconsists of the following 

steps: 

(a) laying downspecific objectives, 

(b) finding out sub-systems or maindecision areas, 

(c) analysing these areas andevolvingtheir information needs and 

(d) grouping decision areas tominimise the burden ofcommunication. 

9.5 Importance of Organization:  

The importance of a sound organizationfor any enterprise or institution can hardly be over-
emphasized. Organization sets the relationshipbetween people, work and resources to getproductive 
results. Good organization cancontribute greatly to the continuity and successof the enterprise. Good 
management alwaysconcentrates'onorganizing and directing thecooperative efforts of human beings so 
as toachieve the best possibleresults. Organizationis definitely the backbone of management.through 
which operation of an enterprise are run. It is not an end in itself, but it is means by which'problems of 
any enterprise connectedwith policies and programmes can be efficientlyexecuted. Sound organization 
facilitatesadministration of any business enterprise,encourages growth and diversification and helpsto 
improve the operation of the business as awhole/In brief, significance of organization in anybusiness 
may be discussed as below: 
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(1)  It Facilitates Administration : A propertydesigned organization helps both 

managementand operation of the enterprise, white inadequateorganization may not only 

discourage butdeteriorate effective demonstration. Poororganization may result in delay 

and duplication of work. Organization increases managerialefficiency. By analysing the 

enterprise objectivesall pertinent activities are spelled out in order oftheir importance and 

assigned to different peopleand their duties fixed. It helps to add certainty andpromptness 

!n the performance of work withoutany shirking of responsibilities by thesubordinates. 

Sound organization of authority isvery important In implementing the plans andpolicies.By 

proper division of labor consistentdelegation and clearjob definition, theorganization 

structure creates authority andresponsibility relationship. 

(2)  It facilitates growth and diversification :Organisation helps to consolidate growth 

andexpansion of enterprise, it Is the organizingpractices that have encouraged the 

businessenterprisesto expand the sizes to an everincreasing level. Many giant enterprises 

areresults of organizing function of management.Some types of organizations are Ideally 

suitedto the small enterprise in its early stage of growththe same structures may prove 

inadequate asexpansion and diversification take place. 

Organization structure, therefore, is builtup in such a manner that whenever it 

facesproblems due to expansion and growth, it canbring desired changes.. Realising the 

need fororganization change to accommodate expansionand diversification, the .enterprise 

must followpolicy of decentralisation by establishingdepartments, section and groups of 

activities. 

(3)  It provides for optimum use oftechnological improvement :Newtechnological 

developments increasinglyinfluence the need for sound organizationstructure so as to 

accommodate newimprovements in the scientific and technological-fields, Automatic 

techniques and dataprocessing controls are now being evolvedwhichrequire high cost of 

installing, operating andmaintaining. Naturally, it requires properorganization which gives 

due emphasis oncentralisation and decentralisation through whichtechnological change 

canbe utilised for achievingthe desired objectives. 

(4)  It ensures an optimum use of humanresources : The organization structure cangreatly 

affect the people of the enterprise, theorganization has often been considered aproblem of 

how to arrange work most efficientlywith subsequent adaptation of people to workbeing 

done. Because of the detailed jobspecification rightpersons are placed, in the rightposition 

on the basis of their knowledge, skill andexperience which facilitates them to do their 

jobvery smoothly. By matching jobs with individualand vice-versa, organization enlists the 

benefitsof -both functional and occupationalspecialization.     

(5)  Itstimulates creativity: Sound organizationstimulates independent creative thinking 

andinitiative by providing well defined area of workwith sufficient freedom of development of 

new andimproved ways of doing things. Some people,feel that organization restricts and 

hinders theactivities of the people, but this is not true,property conceived the organization 

structure will demand creative results from creative peopleandwill drain out routine and 

repetitive work tosupporting position. By establishing dear-cutaccountability, sound 

organization provides'recognition of the professionaland the specialistin terms of their 

achievement. 
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(6)  It facilitates coordination in theenterprise: Different department, division,section, jobs 

and positions,etc. are weldedtogether by structural relationship of theorganization. It will be 

difficult to achieve objectivewithout structural relationship of the people andtheir work. By 

divisionalisation/departmentationofactivities, a greater attention can be given onsome more 

important jobs/tasks. Organization thus, places proportionate and balancedemphasis on 

various activities. 

(7)  It provides scope for training of anddeveloping managers : One of the importanttasks 

in organizing is organization planning andmanagement development programmes. 

Theorganization structure has strong influence on thedevelopmentof managers. Managers, 

atdifferentlevels are always trained, developed and testedfor assuring greater 

responsibilities or meetingnew demand of managerial position. If theorganization is to 

survive beyond the life ofexisting manager. There is bound to be propmanagement, 

development and training. 

Atthe end it may be concluded thatorganization disposes conflicts between individuals, prevents 

duplication of work, makescommunication easier through keeping thechannels clear provides, a sound 

basis forappraisal and rating of individual performanceand capabilities and helps in salary and 

wageadministration. It also increase cooperation andfeeling of freedom because each person worksbest 

with others when he knows "for what he isresponsible, to whom he isresponsible, and thevalue of 

cooperative relationship with others. 

9.6 Principles of Organization: 

For involving a sound organizationstructure, some principle must befollowed. Thesuccess or 

failure of an organization would beknown by its result. It is sound and effective. If it isable to achieve the 

desired objectives and it willfail otherwise. For a systematic approach to theformulation of organization 

structure there mustbe a body of accepted principles, that it is to say a set of agreed basic factors which 

will determinethe effectiveness of an organization structure.Although as yet no agreed body of principles 

hasemerged which can have the firm force of exactlaw, there is a large unanimity of opinion 

amongthose who have given thought to the subject.Following are the few principles of organizationwhich 

need mention here: 

(1)  The Principle of Objective :Theorganization structure is to be linked with cleardefinition of 

objectives of the enterprise whichmay be either explicit or implied. 

(2)  The Scalar Principle:There must be dearlines of authority running from the top to the 

bottomof the organization. Authority should be delegatedfrom top to bottom as far as 
possible. Clarity isachieved through delegation by steps of levelsfrom the leader to the 

working level, form the highest executive to the employeewho has leastresponsibility in the 

organization. This the ofauthority is sometimes referred to as "the chainof .Command" or 

"Scalar principle". It is thevertical division of authority. 

(3) The Principle of Unity of Command:Noone In the organization should report to more 

thanone-line superior: Everyone in the organizationshould know towhom he reports and 

who reportsto him. This is known as the "Unity of Command"principle. Dual subordination 

must be avoided.One subordinate should get order's andinstruction from only one boss 

(superior). Thisprinciple is generally violated in the enterprises,The problem is that the 

harassed individual whoreceives orders from several superior Is facedwith difficulty such as 
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whose orders to follows first,how to allocate his time so asto displease noneand satisfy all 

what to do if he receives conflictingpikers from afferent corners. The poorsubordinate Is 

afforded an excellent opportunityto avoid work by explaining to one superior thathecannot 

accept mere work as he is busycarrying out assignment given by anothersuperior. 

(4) ThePrinciple of 'Authority' andResponsibility:The responsibility and authorityof each 

superior should be dearly defined. Puttinghis responsibility into writing enables the 

superiorhimself to know what Is expected of him and thelimits of his authority. It prevents 

overlapping ofauthority and avoids gaps betweenresponsibilities, which ultimately enables 

quickdetermination of the proper point tor decision.Theresponsibility should always, be 

coupled withcorresponding authority. Those given authority,unless they are held 

accountable, may easilybecome dictator. The responsibility of higherauthority for theacts 

ofitssubordinate Is absolute.Another way of explaining it is that although asuperior 

delegates authority, he still remainsresponsible for what is done by those to whomhe has 

delegated it. Accordingly, the superiorcannot disassociate himself from the acts of 

hissubordinates. The number of levels of authorityshould be kept at a minimum. The 

greater number of levels the longer is the chain ofcommandand longer it takes, or 

instructions to travel down andfor information' to travel up and down within theorganization.  

(5)  The Principle of Specialisation: The workof every person in the organization should 

beconfined as far as possible to the performanceof a single leading function. This is known 

as the'principle of specialisation'. It apples todepartments and divisions as well as 

toindividuals, it concerns delegation of authorityhorizontally, rather than vertically, as inthe 

caseof the scalar principle. Total activities intheorganization are divided according to 

functionand every department/division is maderesponsible for each. There may be 

functionaldivision according to the kind of work to be done,such as production, finance, 

marketing andpersonnel, etc. or on some other basis. Inorganization which have been 

allowed to growwithout design, on the basis of specialisation,individual are frequently found 

who are performingtwo or more unrelated duties. It is not considereda good organization if, 

there is a combination ofallrelated assignments. 

(6) The Principles of Span of Control: There isa limit to the number of persons 

(subordinates)that can be supervised by a superior. This isknown as 'Span of Control' or 

'Span ofSupervision' or more appropriately, 'Span ofManagement'. The Span of control is 

rarely"uniform throughout the organization. At the levels,where position are interdependent 

and dissimilar,many organization specialists urge that the Spanof Control should not be 

more than five to sixsubordinates. At the lower supervisory level,organization specialists 

suggest that the Spanof Control should be twenty of twenty, fivesubordinates. All attention 

has been given to thehuman relations aspects of the superior'sresponsibilities, there has 

been a tendency toshortage the span of Control even at the lower'level. While a supervisor 

might be able tosupervise the work of twenty, twentyfive personshemight not give them 

individual attention andmay not have time to communicate informationon company policies, 

listen to their suggestionsor grievances, team the cause of poorperformance. For these 

reasons the Span ofControl should as far as possible be minimum.  The Span of Control 

depends the factors, whichare : 
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(a) The similarity and dissimilarity of thesubordinate position and howinterdependent they 

are. 

(b) How farfhe people and activities are apartgeographically,  

(c) The complexity of the duties of each of thepositions be coordinated. 

(d) The stability of business. 

(e) The frequency with which new typesofproblem arise.           

(f) The capability of subordinates to besupervised. 

(g) The supervisor's ability also determinesthe Span of Control. When the ability ishigh, a 

large number of subordinates canbe supervised while the poor ability results in 

limiting the Span of Supervision, 

(h) Nature and importance of worksupervised. The work involving routineoperation does 

not require much attentionand time on the part of supervisors. 

(i) Degree of decentralization also decidesthe Span of Control :. As the executive isfree 

from the task of taking many decisionsbecause of higher decentralization, he can 

successfully supervise a large numberof subordinates.' 

(7)  The Principle of Exception: There shouldnot be concentration ofdecision matting at 

higherlevel. Less important decision making and routine matters should be delegated at the 

lower levelsand only most important matter should be tackledat higher level. This is called 

the principle ofexception.   

(8)  The Principle of Unity of Direction: 'Thereshould be one plan, objective or goat for 

eachgroup of people so that their efforts are directedtowards those objectives. 

(9)  The Principle of Flexibility :Theorganization should be flexible, so that it can beadjusted 

to changing conditions. The organizationstructure, should permit expansion and 

contractionwithoutdisrupting the basic design.     

(10) The Principle of Simplicity :Theorganization should be kept as simple aspossible. To 

many levels of authority, as has beennoted, make communication difficult and 

impederatherthan achieve coordination. 

(11)  The Principle of Definition: The contentof every position should be spelt out clearly soas 

to indicate the nature of duties and theorganizational relationship with other position. 

(12) The Principle of Balance: For effectivegrouping and assigning activities, this principlecall 

for putting balance and emphasis on all factors and adjusting their conflicting claimsthrough 

analytical study and objective judgement 

(13)  The Principle of Continuity :Theorganization must evolve measures forcontinuous 

existence of the enterprise throughredefining objectives, adjusting plans,reorganizing 

structural components anddeveloping future managers in the context ofevery changing 

business environment. 
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9.7 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    What do you understand by organisation? Discuss in brief.  

2.     Discuss in brief the salient features of organisation. 

3.    Write a short-note on system approach. 

4.     Discuss in brief the principle of authority and responsibility. 

5.    Write a short-note on span of control. 

9.8 SUMMARY 

Organisation deals with the whole task of business. The total work of the enterprise is divided 

intoactivities and functions. Various activities are assigned to different persons for their 

efficientaccomplishment. This brings in division of labour. It is not that one person cannot carry out 

manyfunctions but specialisation in different activities is necessary to improve one's 

efficiency.Organisation helps in dividing the work into related activities so that they are assigned to 

differentindividuals. An organisation consists of various positions arranged in a hierarchy with well 

definedauthority and responsibility. There is always a central authority from which a chain of 

authorityrelationship stretches throughout the organisation. The hierarchy of positions defines the lines 

ofcommunication and pattern of relationships. 

9.9 GLOSSRY 

• Formal Organization is an organisation in which job of each member is clearly 

defined,whose authority, responsibility and accountability are fixed. 

• Human relations approach is also known as New Classical approach. EIton Mayo termed 

itClinical approach. It attempts to explain the informal relations among employers and 

employees areconcerned with moral and psychological rather than legal aspects of an 

organization. 

• Informal Organization is formed within the formal organisation as a network of 

interpersonalrelationship when people interact with each other. 

• Organisation is a group of people who work together. Organizations exist because 

peopleworking together can achieve more than a person working alone. 

• Organising is the process of defining and grouping the activities of the entire process 

andestablishing the authority and relationship among them" Organising in management 

refers to therelationship between people, work and resources used to achieve the common 

objectives organizing in management. 

9.10 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer to question number 1 refer to section 9.1. 

2.    For answer to question number 2 refer to section 9.2. 
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3.    For answer to question number 3 refer to section 9.4. 

4.    For answer to question number 4 refer to section 9.6 (4). 

5.    For answer to question number 5 refer to section 9.6 (6). 

9.11 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. Discuss the nature and importance of organization.                      .    . 

2. Enumerate some of the more important principles of organization. 

3. Explainthe principle of "span of control."          .                 . 

4. Write short notes on :— 

(i)  The scalar principle.              

(ii)  The principle of unity of command.        
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10.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand: - 

•     The concept, meaning, composition of organisation structure. 

•     The patterns, preparation and factors of departmentation. 

•     The assignment, issues and guidelines in assigning activities. 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

After having discussed organization. Itsmeaning, importance and principles in theprevious 

lesson. We will now discuss other factsof organization structure. In the first part of thelesson, wewill 

understand organization structurevery briefly. Therefore, we will discuss thedepartmentation, which 

forms the very basis oforganization structure of any enterprise. The various 'basis' of departmentation 
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havebeendiscussed in detail, as also the various factorswhich guide the departmentation. In the 

secondpart of the lesson, you will know about theassignment of activities which further 

facilitatesdepartments of organization. The various Issuesinvolved in the assignment of activities have 

alsobeen discussed. 

10.2 MEANING OF ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE  :     

The structure of an organization is thearrangement of departments and of workassignments to 

department. As you have seenIn the earlier lesson, departmentation ordivision of the total activity into 

various self;contained units is the important point in organization. Now, we shall discuss the 

salient'points of departmentation, its basis and factorsbasic to the sound departmentation.    

You have already noticed that organization involves the dividing and grouping of the work to be 

performed in the enterprise on some logical'basis so that team party can be developed. Thisgrouping of 

activities into units for the purpose ofadministration is called departmentation ordivisionalization. 

Departmentationis a means ofdividing the large monolithic functionalorganization into smaller flexible 

administrativeunits.'Divisionalized structure is formed bycreation of a series of relatively 

smallautonomous units at the periphery of theorganisation. A Department is a distinct area ofactivity 

over which a manager has been given authority and for which he has acceptedresponsibility The 

manager has a great number of alternatives as to how he can group theseactivities.  

Departments comprise a framework for'and organization and are an agency of management. 

This structuring enablesmanagement to expand an organizationindefinitely without collapse Grouping 

activitiesand employees into departments makes itpossible to expand organization to an 

indefinitedegree. Departmentation can provide anecessary degree of specialization of executiveactivity 

for efficient performance. It can simplify the tasks of management within a workable span.It can simplify 

the tasks of management within aworkable span. It can provides a basis on whichtop management can 

co-ordinate and control theactivities of sub-units. 

There are three basis for primary groupingof activities at the second level of the organizationlust 

below the top level. Units at these secondlevel are commonly called departments whenenterprise 

functions are adopted as the basis ofgrouping activities. Such units go by the name ofdivision when 

either products manufactured orgeographical territories are adopted as the basisof classifying activities. 

There are twoapproaches to departmentation...... "top-down"and "bottom-up" approaches. In the former 

oneactivities are divided step by step downward from'chief-executives' job tooperative job. In thelatter 

one, the division of activities is carried outin the reverse order. Starting form operating job,there arise 

sections from combining somecorrelated Jobs, departments from combiningsome sections, and finally 

the chief executiveposition from putting departments together. Whitethe top-down approach gives 

emphasis onco-      ordination and managerial action, the bottom-up approach focuses attention on 

employee's;performance, in practice however, both theapproaches are used for departmentation. 

10.3 BASES OR PATTERNS OF DEPARTMENTATION : 
After understanding the meaning ofdepartmentation or divisionalization, you shouldknow the 

basis methods or patterns ofdepartmentation or of dividing responsibilitieswithin an organization 
structure. 

These are mentioned below: 
(1)  Functional Bas/s:A widely acceptedpractice of departmentatising is to groupactivities in 

accordance with the functions of theenterprise. Broadly, the enterprise functions, maybe divided into 
production, distribution(marketing); finance, personnel, research andpublic relations, etc.  
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Production and marketing are ordinarilytreated as basicfunctions of any enterprise while others 

mentioned above are treated assecondary: supporting or service, functions,generally enterprises are 

departmentalized onthe basis of these functions. Almost everyenterprise being its 'existence' with a 

functionalOrganization structure. It is the best type oforganization, structure for a new and 

smallerenterprise, in the beginning functional type oforganization structure Is most logical to a 

newenterprise.       

Departmentation by enterprise functionmeans to group all the work to be done into 

majorfunctional departments. Basic and main functionssuch as production and marketing should 

begiven higher organization status than the statusenjoyed by service functions like personnel andR and 

D- Besides the size and the nature, thevolume of business has an important bearing in creating 

departments; Whenever activities aregrouped into major functional departments, theywill naturally be 

located in the organizationstructure at the primary level, white minorfunctional departments may befound 

anywherebelow the first level. 

Functional classification is the usualchoice of smaller enterprise for creating majordepartments. 

Large-size enterprises also adopted this pattern at some point of theirorganization structure. Their first 

choice is tor divisional pattern based either on product linesor on geographical areas. The 

traditionalemphasis on functional classification has been shifted in recent years by two reasons. One 

tothe growing importance of team-work at theexecutive level forfacilitation coordination and the other is 

the requirement of job enlargementattheoperating level for securing individual motivation. 

Functional departmentatlon has manyadvantages and disadvantages as well. The mostimportant 

advantage is that functionaldepartmentation is a logical reflection of functionin the enterprise. It 

maintains power and prestigeof basic and major functions, it follows theprinciples of specialization. It 

also facilitates the effective utilization of man-power, facility of Inter-departmental co-ordination and 

economy ofoperation, it is a good means of light control at the top. 

When the enterprise grows in size anddiversity, the functional departmentation turns into many 

disadvantages. It may lead to excessivecentralization, delay in decision making, andunsatisfactory 

handling of diversified productlines. It also makes effective control defective. Theproduction department 

may produce manyproducts but it is very difficult. If not impossible,to single out the cost of any one 

product. Anotherdisadvantage is that it does not offer a goodtraining ground forall-round manager. A 

managerin functional structure has little opportunity to learnto managerthe entire range; of different 

functions. The entire responsibility lies forprofits at the toponly. 

(2) Products Basis :To departmentalise on aproduct basis means to establish each 

productor groups of closely related products in aproductline as a relatively autonomous and 

integratedunit within the overall organization of choice whenmaximum emphasis is to be placed on 

productexpansion and diversificationand when theproduct and market characteristics are 

favorable.Under product departmentation, an executive will be incharge of and responsible for all 

activitiesrelating to a particular product. He will haveextensive authority over the manufacture, 

sales,service and other functions which relate to thisparticular product or products or product line. 

Products or services may be made the basis ormajor divisions by a departmental store, abooking 

concern and an Insurance Co. Againmanufacturing and marketing concern may divide their activities on 

the basis of product. 

Like functional departmentation, productdepartmentation has also its merits and demerits the 
firstbenefit of product departmentation is thatit permits to make maximum use of specialization in 
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technical skills, managerial knowledge andcapita! equipment. It also allows a division intosmall 
administrative units which encourage andhelp in expansion, improvement anddiversification of product. 
It places responsibility for profits at the division level and, therefore,divisional managers are very 
cautious in theirefforts. Products departmentation improves co-ordination of functional activities and 
furnishestraining ground for general managers. It ensuresgrowth and diversity of products and services.  

The demerits of product departmentationinclude the duplication of services functionsrequired at 

the top and operating levels of theorganization and wasteful use of equipment. This,results in increased 

managerial cost whichprevents many small and medium size enterpriseto adopt this basis for 

departmentalising theiractivities. It also presents increased producttopmanagement control. Enterprises 

that operatewith products divisions should take care andcontrol at the top level so that entire 
enterprisedoes not disintegrate.  

(3)  Territory Basis: Territorial or geographicaldepartmentation involves grouping of the 

primaryactivities of the business In terms of the geographical regions or area to be served. Theterritorial 

department becomes a relatively complete administrative unit in itself, capable ofcatering to the needs of 

the region whichconstitutes, its boundaries; The pattern ofdepartmentation is generally found in 

physicallydespaired enterprise where the various branchesproductthe same goods or perform 

similarservices at the various location. This basis ispossible when the needs of customer or 

thecharacteristics or the products, can best besatisfied on a territorial departmentation permitsthe 

manager to take into consideration particularlocal circumstances which would be overlookedif the 

activities were departmentalized on functional basis. 

Territorial departmentation is particularlyattractive to large scale enterprise or otherenterprise 
whose activities are geographicallyspread, this pattern is good when its purpose isto encourage-local 

participation in decision-making and take advantage of certain economics of localised operation. The 

characteristics of themarket to be served is an importantconsideration for departmentation. 

It has almost similar advantages anddisadvantages that are found in departmentationby product, 

The territorial department is capableof serving the local market with greatesteffectiveness. Being nearer 

the market andbecoming familiar with local condition, this patternofdepartmentafion helps to cater to the 

needs ofthe local people more satisfactorily. Economy intransport cost, local supply of raw-materials 

orservices and convenience of supervision makes' significant contribution towards, lower cost 

ofoperation. Departmentation on this basis places responsibility, at lower levels and emphasis onlocal 

markets* and its problems. It improvescoordination in region and takes economics oflocal operation. It 

also provides better face-to-face communication with local interest andfumisi ;us measurable training 

ground for generalmanagers. From many indication; this kind ofdepartmentatlon has obvious 

advantages inenterprise engaged in insurance, telephone, oil,railroad and daily activities, etc. 

The main disadvantage of organizinggeographically is that it requires more persons with general 

managerial abilities and thereforeincrease the problem of top management'(headquarter) control. It also 

leads to duplicationof many services which could be performedcentrally in a function organization. 

(4) Processes and Equipment Used Basis:Manufacturing enterprise very often adopted 

thegrouping of their, activities on the basis ofprocesses involved orthe type of equipment used.Similar 

machines are grouped into separatesections; that are utilized for a distinct operationof the job. For 

instance, lathe machine, drillmachine, grinding machine and milling machineare placed In each separate 

unit. In offices workalso, this basis of grouping activities has becomevery common, e.g. filing 

department, mailhandling department, duplicating department andsoon.           
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One of the common examplesof equipment departmentation is the existence ofelectronic data 

processing departments. Asinstallations become more expensive andcomplex and have ever 

increasingcapacities,they have tended to be isolated in a separatedepartmentation. Large-sized 

enterprises canafford such type of departmentation because itis very costly. Departmentation by process 

orequipment is generally decided on the basis ofcost, that is maintain economic considerations. 

(5) Customers Basis .-The grouping of activitiesto reflect a supreme interest in the 

customer iscalled customer departmentation and it isfoundin a variety of enterprise. Businessmen 

frequentlyarrange activities on this, basis to cater to therequirements ofclearly defined customer groups. 

The special and widely variedneeds of customersfor clearly defined service compel businessmento 

departmentalise their activity on this basis.Departmental  stores  are  generallydepartmentalised In some 

respects tocustomersin addition to their typical product grouping. Thereis also bound departmentation 

classifyingcustomers according to their age or income, etc.For example, a restaurant may serve drinks 

andcostly eatables on the first floor thus catering tothe needs of rich customers and there 

maybecafeteria for the-less well-to-do customers on theground floor. 

Considering the problem on whichfunctions are departmentallsed on customer, itmay be said 

that in most cases it is the marketingactivity which is grouped along customer lines. Asalesmen who is 

only to deal withindustrial usersis better able to deal with them if he would alsodeal with distributors and 

Institutional customers.The various groups of customers have differentneeds to which the enterprise 

must caterHowever, there is practically no departmentationalong customer tines. When it comes to 

theproduction function of an enterprise. It is possiblethat various customers may demand differentTypes 

of a product, but this should result in adepartmentation by product within the productionoperation 

ratherthan by customers. 

Customer departmentation is not enjoyedwithout certain drawbacks. There may be thedifficulty of 
coordination between this type ofdepartment and those organised on other basis,with constant pressure 
from managers ofcustomer departments for special treatment.Another disadvantage is the possibility 
ofunderemployment of .capabilities and manpowerspecialised in terms of customer groups.However, In 
some cases these disadvantagesare overshadowed by the advantages ofcustomer departmenatation. 
The underlyingthought is that by catering to the special andIndividual needs of the customer, the 
enterprisemay have much to gain. 

(6) Time Basis :One of the oldest forms ofdepartmentation, normally used at the tower 

levels of organization, is to group activities on the timebasis. The use of shifts, e.g. day shift or night 

shift, is common In many enterprises which foreconomic, technological or any other reasons: thenormal 

work day will not satisfy needs. To cope withthe volume and rush of work, the activitiesmay be 

departmentalised on time basis. No doubtthese activities are similar and often the sameas those which 

are performed during the regularworking shifts. Despite this, these activities aredepartmentalisad by 

time. Such groupings createserious organizational problems of how selfcontained each shift should be 

and whatrelationships should exist between me regularshifted and special shift executives. This type 

ofdepartmentation generally found in the productionof the enterprise.                           

(7) Marketing Channel Basis: One of thenew forms of basic depart mentation is toorganise 
an enterprise around channels ofmarking, It is not uncommon forthe same productnot to be sold through 
widely different marketingchannels. This may appear to be customerdepartmentatlon and in many 
respects it issimilar to-that. Theessential point In thisdepartmentatibn is the marketing channel-usedand 
the customer himself. 
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It is reasonable to expect that basicdepartmentation around marketing channels mayincrease as 

time passes, like all types oforganization pattern, the purpose of any grouping of activities must be to 

facilitate successful operation to create an environment for effective performance.            

10.4 A Composite Organization Structure :       

Departmentation is not an end in itself. In the grouping of activities, the main concern of 

theexecutive should be to set up departments thatwill enablethe realisation of the enterpriseobjective. 

Forthis purpose, the managerwill haveto use many .guides for departmentation.Because each method of 

departmentation hasits own advantages and disadvantages; the manager must balance the gains 

derived fromone kind of departmentation as against thedisadvantages of another. In practice, 

therefore,most enterprises have composite organizationstructure. 

The departmentation of activities shouldbe done is such a manner that coordination ispossible 

for the realisation of the objectives. Oncethe major departments have been created with the help of 

functions, territory, product, customers or any other basis, sub-departments may becreated by any one 

of basis discussed above. Infact, sales activity is generally grouped on one basis white manufacturing 

and other activitiescan be divided on different bases, it is possiblethat within the selling function, the 

departmentsare first organised on territory basis, then at thebottom of the line the selling function can 

begrouped on customer's basis. 

10.5 Preparation for Departmentation: 

Departmentation is no universal remedyfor solving all organization problems. It is a 

radicalprocedurewhich involve dismemberment of theexisting organization structure, institution of 

farreaching changes in the social grouping whichhave developed and frequently, physicalseparation of 

the component part of theenterprise. It is to be accomplished successfully,it should be treated as a 

major task otherwise itmay create more problems than it solves. Beforereorganization takes place, 

departmentationrequiresproper administrative preparation. Theyinclude provision for 

decertralisation.Coordination, controls managementdevelopment and many other factors which areto be 

considered for having sounddepartmentation of an organization. 

10.6 FACTORS IN PREPARATION FOR DEPARTMANTATION: 

(1) Specialisation : DEPARTMENTATIONshould be such as to yield the advantages of 

specialisation which is the most commonlyrecognized characteristic modern 

enterprises.Benefits of specialisation, should be secured byway of functional and 

occupational specialisation.The skill that is acquired though experience in aparticular job 

becomes aspeciality on the part ofemployees and such speciality ensures successful 

operation. 

(2) Control: Departmentation should simplifythe manager's task of control. It may have a 
directbearing on Independenceof checks, clear-outaccountability. As a general rule one 

activityintended to serve as a check on another shouldbe under a separate executive, 

physicalconvenience of supervision should be kept inmind as aspect of control while 

groupingactivities. For setting performance standards andcomparing results, the 

establishment of two ormore parallel operating unit is of great help Inexercising control, 

encouraging healthycompetition and improving performance. 
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(3) Coordination : Quite different activitiesmay be grouped under a single executivebecause 

they need to bet coordinated foreffective performance. Activities having aspecified common 

objective are to be assignedto the same department for coordinated, action. 

(4) Securing Attention: An activity which isconsidered to be the basis to the success 

anenterprise may be given greater attention thanothers and may, for this purpose, be 

placed in aseparate department and also at a higher levelin the administrativehierarchy 

according to itsimportance. 

(5) Recognition of local Condition :Thedepartmentation should take into consideration local 

conditions at the places concerned e.g. theplaces of individuals who will 'make 

theorganization,the pattern of informal relationshipsamong the people or the need to 

combineactivities into full-time jobs. 

(6) Economy : The expenses involved increating departments for any activity is animportant 

factor that should be considered. Buttoo much importance can not be attached to thisfactor 

because the least expensive arrangementsis not necessarily the best one if it is relatively 

ineffective. 

(7) Human Consideration:An organizationhas a social aspect in addition to its 

technicalaspect, human consideration also have somebearing on departmentation. The 

availability ofcompetent managers, the existence of informalgroups and the employee 

behaviour and attitudewill have a significant influence on the way theactivities are 

departmentalised in an organizationstructure. 

10.7 ASSIGNMENT OF ACTIVITIES ; 

There is another very important part oforganization structure, which is known asassignment of 

activities. There are someactivities that defy logical and practicalclassification on the basis of functions, 
products,territory etc., that we have already discussed in the first part of this lesson. Requirements 

ofcoordination, economical operation and effectiveperformance dictate the assignments of suchactivities 

to different places of organizationstructure. Even after the manager has decidedto follow any basis of 

departmentation (alreadydiscussed as above), there are still manyquestions left as to exactly which 

activities belongin each grouping. There are many questionsabout what should be included and where 

to drawthe dividing line between two closely relatedactivities. Any successful manager will have 

toclassify questions of this nature much more thanhe will have need toestablished majordepartments. 

Any enterprise of dynamiccharacter may find it difficult, if not impossible inassigning a new activity and 

shifting an old one.The various factors of departmentation that wehave already discussed In the 
beginning of thislesson, do not provide much guides for dealingsuch types of question. The manager 

must haveadditional bases on which he makes allocationof various activities i.e. where to assign a 

newactivity and where to shift an old one. 

10.8 ISSUES IN ASSIGNING ACTIVITIES: 

There are three fundamental issuesinvolved in assigning activities to a particulardepartment. 

First is the need to identify anddetermine whetherto recognise those activitieswhere' analysis is required 

in order torecognise these activities which are essential tothe realization oftheenterprise objective. 

Secondis the decision to combine the recognized activities as to realise efficient performance 

andbalanced operation without increasing thenumber of management levels, Each major department 

consists of a combination ofsubsidiary activities narrower in importance. Thisis the need for guides or 
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principles wherebyactivities may logically be combined. There aretwo main principles of techniques or 

assigningand allocating activities: 

(a) Similarity of functions and 

(b) closeness of association. 

There Two Terms Need Some Explanation : 

Similarity of functions is useful primarilyas a basis for classifying activities at the lowerlevels of 

the organization structure where dutiesare notyet highly differentiated. Grouping oftypists into a general 

typing pool is an example.The basis purpose of this principle Is to securefull benefits of specialisation.   

The association of activities merely on thegroundthat they are dissimilar would, of course,be 

inconveniencies. The diversity must be or aparticular kind and there must be very goodreasons for using 

it as basis for grouping. Suchreasons are found to the guides tor assignmentof activities by intimate 

association. Which occurswhen diverse activities are so closely-related inthe achievement of 

departmental purpose thatthey are carried out most effectively whengrouped in the same organizational 

unit. 

10.9 ASSIGNING ACTIVITIES:             

There are certain guiding principles of keyfactors in assigning activities which may brieflybe 

examined as below : 

(1) Assignment by 'Most Use': Thisprinciple indicates that a given activity will beplaced in 

that department which make most useof it. Such functions as traffic processengineering 

and purchasing are very often placedIn production department. Cost accounting maybe 

assigned to the production department ratherthan to accounting department of the grounds 

thatit Is most used there. This principle of most useis widely practised because it is simple, 

logical,sensible and probably the most economic. 

(2) Assignment by 'Executive Interest :Anactivity maybe assigned to a particular managerif 

he is particularly Interested in it and has thecapacity and ability to direct it intelligently 

withsuccess. Sometimes, a certain activity is ofspecial interest toa manager and he 

probablybest able to direct It, This particular been foundthat an activity is usually assigned 

the onewhoproposed it and supports its adoption stronglyon the assumption that he has the 

greatestinterest in its turning out to be successful. 

(3) Assignment by 'Policy Central':Policies have been defined as a broad guide tothinking 

for the executives. It is of greatimportance to the enterprise that thepolices areinterpreted in 

such a way that they reflect theintention of those who formulated them. Inassigning 

activities, therefore, the manager willbase his decision of where to assign a 

particularactivity on the criterion of where the policy will bestby interpreted and reflected/for 

example, creditand collection may, as a matter of policy of control be placed in the finance 

department rather thanin the safes department. ... 

(4) Assignment by 'Competition' :Encouraging competition between departments/divisions' 

and other units enables the enterpriseto make comparisons that greatly help in control.For 

example, similar measures of efficiency canbe applied to the domestic and foreign 

salesdepartment of company, From such records ascost of sales, gross profit, etc. the 

manager isable to compare the relative efficiency ofcompetitive enterprise. If two sister 
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units beginto compete undesirably to the detriment of' theenterprise as awhole, both might 

be placed underthe charge of one executive so as to eliminatedunhealthy managerial 

friction. 

(5) Assignment by Coordination :Coordination Is an important point a managermust keep in 

his mind when he performs hisorganising function. Itfollows therefore, that theachievement 

of coordination Is an importantconsideration in assigning activities to variousdepartments. If 

the need for coordinationbecomes the deciding factor, different activitiesmay be grouped 

under a single executivebecause they must be closely coordinated. Forexample, in a 

departmental store, thedepartmental manager is not only responsible formaking purchase 

of various goods but also fortheir sale. In view of this these two activitiesshould be 

assigned to him in order to achieveclose coordination. !f these two activities wereput Cinder 

separate authorities, the selling couldtell its failure on the ground that the goods werenot 
purchased property and buying would replythat the goods were all right but that thelack 

ofsales was due to poor salesmanship. 

(6) Assignment by'Supervision': In thesecase, activities are assigned with the thinking 

thatthe supervision can be performed with most easyThe executive on the spot can 

supervise activitiesmore efficiently than an absentee executive evermore efficient. 

(7) Assignment by'Independent Check':Assignment by independent check means that one 

activity intended to serve as a check onanother should be placed under a 

separateexecutive and it must not be placed underdepartment whose activities in checks. 

Thisprinciple is very useful particularly in assigning activities at lower levels. 

The various guides which have beenhighlighted above for assigning activities maypresent a 

problem to the manager to make achoice of these guides. The manger must assignactivities so as to 

provide an optimum agreementunder prevailing circumstances The correctness of the guide chosen and 

the good judgementwithwhich it is applied certainly lead to good and sound organization structure.  

10.10 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    Discuss in brief the meaning of organisation structure, 

2.    Write a short-note on Time Basis Pattern ofdepartmentation. 

3.    What do you understand by assignment of activities? Discuss in brief. 

4.    Write a short-note on composite organisation structure. 

5.     Define policies. 

10.11 SUMMARY 

An organisation structure is a framework within which managerial and operating tasks are 

performed.This is because it defines the extent of management or the span of management. In other 

words, itspecifies authority by clearly stating the subordinates to a superior and to whom the superior is 

asubordinate himself. In effect, this highlights the levels of management in an enterprise and allowsfor 

correlation and coordination among individuals. Talking about the significance of an organization 

structure, it facilitates growth and changes within an enterprise. As a matter of fact, an enterprise with 

astatic structure and thus resistance to change can soon go out of fashion in the dynamic business 
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world.Thus it is important to realise that an enterprise needs a change in the organisation structure 

whenever itexpands and grows in complexity. Also, an efficient organisational structure facilitates 

smooth businessoperations. Lastly, it also facilitates coordination and regulation of responsibilities within 

the enterprise.Consequently, this enables the enterprise to function as an integrated unit. 

10.12 GLOSSARY 

• Competition is the rivalry between companies selling similar products and services with 

thegoal of achieving revenue, profit, and market share growth. Market competition motivates 

companiesto increase sales volume by utilizing the four components of the marketing mix, 

also referred to as thefour P's. 

• Composite organization blends the functional, matrix, and projectised types of 

organizations.A composite is just two or more models that are adapted for a special project, 

for simplicity, or to keeppower in check. Most modern businesses are of the composite type.  

• Departmentation means division of work into smaller units and their re-grouping into 

biggerunits (departments) on the basis of similarity of features. Each department is headed 

by a personknown as departmental manager. 

• Organizational structure defines how activities such as task allocation, coordination, 

andsupervision are directed toward the achievement of organizational aims. 

• Territory management is a customer group or geographic area over which either an 

individualsalesperson or a sales team has responsibility. These territories are usually 

defined based ongeography, sales potential, its history or a combination of these factors. 

10.13 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer of question number 1 refer to section 10.2. 

2.    For answer of question number 2 refer to section 10.3. 

3.    For answer of question number 3 refer to section 10.7. 

4.    For answer of question number 4 refer to section 10.4. 

5.    For answer of question number 5 refer to section 10.9. 

10.14 TERMINAL QUESTIONS  

1. Define departmentatlon. Discuss the various bases for departmentation; explaining 

theirmerits and dements.          

2. In what respects departmentation is different from decentralisation ? Give 

suitableexamples.      

3. Are there any guides to the assignment of activities of departments ? If so discuss them. 

4. Write short notes on :— 

(i) a composite organisation structure. 

(ii) assignment of activities. 
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11.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand: - 

•     The meaning, concept and aspects of organisation behaviour. 

•     The concept of behaviour, motives, goals. 
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•     The emergence and ethical issues in organisational behaviour. 

•     The disciplines contributing in the field of organisational behaviour. 

•     The principles, challenges and opportunities for organisational behaviour. 

11.1 INTRODUCTION : 

We are fast becoming a part of newera of management. No longer does amanager sit in anivory 

tower and Issuesdirectives from a distance. Thetraditional authority structure Is givingway to 

employeeinvolvement, work teams, group spirit,participative decision making/lateral relations.flexible 

work structures and more. Highproductivity and high quality of work-life aregoing hand in hand. The 

management isbecoming more and more aware that anorganisation has no life but for people in it. Lotof 

changes have taken place since FredrickTaylor's scientific management principles, where the emphasis 

was on productivity ratherthan people. While these principles wereconsidered to be valid and valuable 

andgained a considerable attention by theindustrial world at that time, the Hawthoomeexperiments of 

the late 1920s shifted focusfrom productivity to people and it wasrecognised that productivity, as a by 

product,automatically increased when workers weretruely happy with their jobs. 

The field of organisational behavior took roots and considerable research andstudy focussed on 

the human behaviour in thework environment Even though, institution andcommon sense can help us 

understandingpredicting and controlling human behaviour,these are poor substitutes for systematic and 
analytical-approach to the field. Organisationalbehaviour isthe study of individual and group behaviour in 

work settings. Thestudy, complex,as it Is, has acquired new dimensions with thedynamic social and 

technological changes ofthe past two decades.  Changingdemographics,  cultural  diversity, 

moreeducated work force and awareness of rights and privileges and promoted a new look at theentire 

organisational, structure and systems.  

A well known fact thatthe success ofany organisation is a direct reflection of itsmanagerial 

efficiency and effectiveness. A wellmanagedorganisation can surviveand evenprosper during the, most 

difficult economictimes badly managed companies declaredbanckrupt even during economic upturns. 

Even though, organisational effectivenessdepends upon a number of factors such as general state of 

the economy, 'managementand the chosen field. 

Organisation, according to Gary Johns,"aresocial inventions for accomplishing goalsthrough 
group efforts." This definitions, thoughsimple, covers a wide variety of groups suchas businesses, 
schools, hospitals, religiousbodies, government agencies and the like. An organisation is a unique living 
organismswhose basic components are individuals andthe groups and in organisational behavior, the 
focus is on behaviour within organisationsand not between organisations.      

11.2 MEANING OF ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR DEFINED 

Organisational Behaviour (OB) Is afield of study that investigates the impact thatindividuals, 
groups and structure have onbehaviour within organisations, for thepurpose of applying such knowledge 
towardimproving an organisation's effectiveness. Organisational Behaviour Is a field of study.This 
means that it is a distinct area ofexpertise with a common body of knowledge.What does it study ? If 
studies threedeterminants ofbehaviour. In organization Individuals, groups and structure, 
Additionally,OB applies the knowledge gained aboutindividuals, groups, and the effect of structureon 
behaviour in order to make orgaisationwork more effectively.  

To sum, up one definition, OB isconcerned with the study of what people do inan organisation 

and how that behaviour affectsthe performance of the organisation.Andbecause OB is specifically 
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concerned withemployment related situations, you should notbe surprised to find that it emphasized 

behaviour as related to jobsabsenteeism employment turnover, productivity, humanperformance and; 

management.       

There is Increasing-agreement, as tothe components" or topics that constitute thesubject area of 

OB. While there isconsiderable debate as to the relativeimportance of each, there appears to begeneral 

agreement that OB includes the coretopics of motivation, leader" behaviour andpower, interpersonal 

communication, groupstructure and process bearing, attitude,development and perception, 

changeprocesses, conflict. Job design, and work stress. 

Organisation behaviour is an appliedscience that Is built upon contributions from a number of 

behavioural disciplines. Thepredominant areas are psychology, sociology,social sociology,' anthropology 

and politicalscience. As we shall learn, psychology'scontributions have been mainly at theindividuals or 

micro level of analysis, while theother four disciplines have contributed to ourunderstanding of macro 

concepts such as group processes and organisation. 

Each of usis a student of behaviour.Since our earliest years, we have watched theactions of 

others and have attempted tointerpret what we see. Whether or not youhave explicitly thought about it 

before, youhave been "reading" people all your life. Youwatch what others do and try to explain 

toyourself why they have engaged in. their behaviour. Additionally, you have attempted topredict what 

they might do under different-setsof conditions.  

11.3 A CONCEPT BEHAVIOUR, 

You have already developed somegeneralisations that you find helpful inexplaining and 

predicting what people do andwill do. But how you arrive at thesegeneralisations ? You did so by 

observing;sensing, asking, listening and reading. That is your understanding comes either directly 

fromyour own, .experience with things in theenvironment, or second hand, through theexperience of 

others. 

How accurate are the generalisationsthat you hold ? Some may represent 

extremelysophisticated appraisals of behaviour andmay prove highly effective in explaining 

andpredicting the behaviour of others. Howevermost of us also carry with us a number ofbeliefs that 

frequently fall to explain why- people do asthey do ? To Illustrate, considerthe following statements 

about work relatedbehaviour.          . 

1. Happy wooers are productive workers. 

2. All individuals are moat productivewhen their boss is friendly, trusting andapproachable. 

3. Interviews are effective selectiondevices for separating job applicantswho would be high 

performingemployees from those who would below performers. 

4. Everyone wants a challenging job. 

5. You have to scare people a little to getthem to do their jobs. 

6. Everyone Is motivated by money.     

7. Most people are much more concernedwith the size of their own salaries thanthe others. 

8. The most effective work groups aredevoid of conflict. 

How many of these statements do youthink are true ? For the most part. they arefalse. But 

whether these statements are true orfalse is not really-important at this stage. Whatis important is to be 
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aware that many of theviews you hold concerning human behavior are based on institution rather thanon 

fact. Asa result, a systematic approach to the study ofbehaviour can improve your explanatory,predictive 

abilities and skills. 

11.4 SKILLS OF A MANAGER:     

It is generally agreed that there are atleast three areas ofskill necessary for carryingout the 

managerial responsibility: technical,human and conceptual. 

(i) Technical Skills. Ability to usedknowledge, methods, techniques andequipment necessary 

for theperformance of specific tasks acquiredfrom experience, education andtraining. 

(ii) Human Skills. Ability and judgement in working with the peopleincluding an understanding 

of motivation and an application of effective leadership. 

(iii) Conceptual   Skills.   Ability tounderstand the complexitiesof theoverall organisation and 

where one'sown operation fits into the organisation.This knowledge permits one to 

actaccording to the objective of the total organisation rather than only on thebasis of the 

goals and needs of one'sown immediate group. 

The appropriate mix of these skillsvaries as an Individual advances inmanagement from 

supervisory to top-management positions. To be effective, lesstechnical skills' tend to be needed as 

oneadvances from lower to high levels in theorganisation but more conceptual skill isnecessary. 

Supervisors atlower levels needconsiderable technical skills because they areoften required to train and 

develop techniciansand other employees in their sections. At theother extreme, executives in a 

businessorganisation do not need to know how toperform all the specific tasks at theoperational level. 

However, they should beable to see how all these functions areinterrelated in accomplishing .the goals 

of the total organisation. 

While the amount of technical andconceptual skills needed at these differentlevels of 

management varies, the commondenominator that appears to be crucial at alllevels is human skills: The 

emphasis on human skills was considered important in the past, butit is of primary important today. For 

example,one of the great enterpreneurs, John D. Rockefeller, stated. "I will pay more for theability to 

deal with people than any other abilityunder the sun." These words of Rockefeller are often echoed. 

According to a report by theAmerica! Management Association, an overwhelming majority of the two 

hundredmanagers who participated in a survey agreedthat the most important single skill of anexecutive 

is ability to get along with people. Inthis survey, management rated this abilitymore vital than 

intelligence, decisiveness,knowledge of job and skills. 

11.5 INGREDIENTS FOR EFFECTIVE HUMAN SKILLS : 

If one accepts the fact human skilldevelopment is important, one may ask whatkind of expertise 

managers and leaders need to be effective in their ability to have an impacton the behaviour of other 

people. Managersneed three levels of expertise. 

(I) Understanding' past  behaviour.First, managers need to understandwhy people 

behave as they do. If youare going to get things done throughother people, you have to know 

whyotherpeopleengagein behaviour thatis characteristics of them.  Sounderstanding of part behaviour is 

thefirst area that managers need toexamine. 

(ii)  Predicting future behaviour :Although understanding past behavior is important for 

development effectivehuman skills, it is not enough by itself. Ifyou are supervising other people, it 
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isessential that you understand why theydid what they did yesterday, butperhaps even more important is 

beingable to predict how they are going tobehave today, tomorrow, next week andnext month under 

similar as well aschanging environmental conditions.Therefore, the second level ofexpertise that 

managers need ispredicting future behaviour. 

(iii)  Directing Changing, andControlling behaviour : If you aregoing to be effective in your 

role as amanager or leader, you need to domore than just understand and predictbehaviour. You need 

to develop skills indirecting, changing, and controllingbehaviour. Youmust also accept theresponsibility 

for Influencing thebehaviour of others in accomplishingtasks and reaching goals. 

11.6 HUMAN BEHAVIOUR : 

The study ofhuman behaviour is a search for answer toperplexing questions about human 

nature.Behaviour is basically goal oriented. In otherwords, behaviour is generally motivated by adesire 

to attain some goal. The specific goalis not always consciously known by theindividual. All of us may 

wonder at times, "Whydid I do that" ? The reason for action is notalways apparent to the conscious 

mind. Thedrives that motivate distinctive individualbehavioural patterns ("personality" are to 

beconsiderable degree subconscious, andtherefore, not easily accessible to examinationand evaluation. 

The basic unit of behaviour is, anactivity. In fact, all behaviour is a series ofactivities. As human 

beings we are alwaysdoing something : walking, talking, eating,steeping, working and the like. In 

manyinstances, we are doing, more than oneactivities at a time, such as talking withsomeone as we 

walk or drive to work. Anygiven moment we may decide to change fromone activity or combination of 

activities andbegin to do something else. This raises someimportant questions. Why do people engagein 

one activity and not another ? Why do theychange activities ? How can we as managerunderstand, 

predict, and even control whatactivity or activities a person may engage in ita given moment ? To predict 

behavior managers must know which motives or needsof people evoke a certain action at a 

particulartime. 

11.7 Motive: People differ not only in theirability to be but also in their will to do, ormotivation. The 
motivation of people dependson the strength of their motives. Motives aresometimes defined as needs, 
wants, drives orimpulses within the individuals. Motives aredirected towards goals, which may 
beconscious or subconscious. 

Motives are the 'Why' of behaviour.They arouse and maintain activity and" determine the general 

direction of thebehaviour of an individual. In essense motivesor needs are the mainsprings of 

action.Motives mean something within an individualthat prompts person to action. 

11.8 Goals : Goals are outside anIndividual, they are sometimes reformed to as"hoped for" rewards 
towards which motivesare directed. These goals are often called incentives by psychologists. However, 
weprefer not to use this term since many personin our society tend to equate incentives withtangible 
financial rewards, such as increasedpay, and yet most of us would agree that thereare many tangible 
rewards; such as praise orpower which are just as important in evoking behaviour 

11.9 Emergence of OrganisationalBehaviour : Qranisational behaviour isrelatively a new area of 

study and researchand even though its importance wasunderstood at the same time as 

scientificmanagement proposed by Fedrick Taylor, itemerged as a district area of academic and 

managerial specialisation in the late 1950sand early 1960s. There became a growingawareness that all 

managerial problems werenot technical in nature and that productivity andorganisational effectiveness 

did not dependentirely on the mechanical processes. Thisawareness focussed on the philosophy 
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thatbehavioural and social processes havesignificant impact on the workers in the workplace and that an 

understanding andpredictability of human behaviour could help managers make their organisations 

moreeffective. Hence, the emphasis shifted tosocial sciences as well as to psychologists,anthropologists 

and others who had beenstudying  management  problems frombehavioural perspective and tryingto 

developa valid and unified body of knowledgeconcerning organisation behaviour.  

11.10 Ethical Issuesin OrganisationBehaviour: Members of organisations oftenconfront ethical 

dilemmas. A few examples toillustrate this point : Howabout usingthecompany telephone for personal 

long-distancecalls or using company postage on personalmail ? Is wrong to use insider information 

forpersonal financial gains ? Should someonefollow orders that he or she personally doesnot agree with 

? Is it wrong for a manager toshow favouritism in selection decisions ordisciplinary, practice ? Is it 

unethical to playpolitics" in an organisation ?     

Ethics refers to the rules or principlesthat define right and wrong conduct. Ethicalquestions like 

those states in the previousparagraph have no "right" answers. Theseanswers fall into a gray area 

where individualsmust make judgements based on someethical standards. Basically to deal with 

theseissues, there are three different ethicalpositions that can provide guidance in evaluating your own 

ethical standards.  

The first is the unitarian view .of ethics, in which decisions are made solely on the basisof their 

outcomes or consequences. The goalof utilitarian is to provide the greatest good forthe greatest number. 

Thisview tends todominate business decision making. It isconsistent  with  goals  like  

efficiency,productivity, and high profits. Bymaximizing profits, for instance, a business executive 

canargue that near she is securing the, greatestgood for the greatest number. 

Another ethical perspective is the rightview of ethics. This calls upon individuals tomake 

decisions consistant with fundamental*liberties and privileges as set forth indocuments like the 

Fundamental Rights. The rights view of ethics is concerned withrespecting and protecting the basicrights 

ofIndividuals, such as the right to privacy, to freespeech, and to due process. For instance, thisposition 

would protect employees who reportunethical or illegal practices by theirorganisation to the press or 

governmentagencies on the ground of their right to freespeech. 

A third perspective is the justice view ofethics, this requires individuals to impose andenforce 

rules .fairly and impartially so there isan equitable distribution of benefitsand costs.Union members 

typically favour this view. Itjustifies paying people the same wage for agiven job, regardless of 

performancedifferences, and it uses seniority as thecriterion in making lay off decisions. 

Each of these perspectives hasadvantages and liabilities. The utilitarian viewpromotes efficiency 
and productivity, but it canresult in ignoring the rights of someindividuals, particularly those with 

minorityrepresentation in the organisation. The rightsperspectivelyprotects individuals from Injuryand is 

consistent with freedom and privacy, butit can create an overly legalistic workenvironment that hinders 

productivity andefficiency. The justice perspective protects the 'interestsof the under represented and 

lesspowerful, but it can encourage a sense ofentitlement that reduces, risk-taking, innovationand 

productivity. 

11.11 CONTRIBUTING DISCIPLINES 

TO THE OB FIELD 

Organizational behaviour is an appliedbehavioral science that isbuilt upon contributions from a 

number of behavioraldisciplines. The predominant areas arepsychology, sociology, social 
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psychology,anthropology, and political science. As weshall team, psychology's contributions havebeen 

mainly at the individual or micro levelofanalysis, while the other four disciplines havecontributed to our 

understanding of macroconcepts such as group processes andorganization. Exhibit overviews the 

majorcontributions to the study of organizational behavior. 

(a) PSYCHOLOGY 

Psychology Is the science that seeks tomeasure, explain, and sometimes change thebehaviour 

of humans and other animals.Psychologists concern themselves withstudying and attempting to 

understandIndividual behaviour. Those who havecontributed and continue to add to theknowledge of OB 

are teaming theorists. Personality theorists, counselingpsychologists, and most important, industrialand 

organizational psychologists. 
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Early industrial arid organizationalpsychologists concerned themselves withproblems of fatigue, 

boredom; and otherfactors relevant to working conditions thatcould impede efficient work 

performance.More recently, their contributions have beenexpanded to include learning, 

perception,personality, emotions. training, leadershipeffectiveness, needs and motivational forcesjob 

satisfaction, decision-making processis,performance appraisals, attitudemeasurement, employee 

selection techniques work design, and job stress.  

(b) SOCIOLOGY 

Whereas psychologists focus theirattention on the individual, sociologists study  the modal 

system in which individuals fill their roles, that is, sociology studies people in  relation to their fellow 

human beings.Specifically, sociologists have made theirgreatest contribution to OB through their studyof 

group behavior in organizations, particularlyformal and complex, organizations. Some ofthe areaswith in 

OB that have receivedvaluable input from sociologists are groupdynamics, design of work teams, 

organisational culture, formal organizationtheory and structure, organizationaltechnology, 

communications, power, andconflict.      

(c) SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

Social psychology is anarea withinpsychology, blending concepts from bothpsychology and 

sociology. It focuses on theinfluencesof people on one another. One ofthe major areas receiving 

considerableinvestigation from social' psychologists hasbeen changing how to implement it and how 

toreduce barriers to its acceptance. Additionally,we find social psychologists, makingsignificant 

contributions patterns; the ways inwhich group activities can satisfy individualneeds; and group decision-

makingprocesses.                        . 

(d) ANTHROPOLOGY 

Anthropology is the study of societies tolearn about human beings and their activities. 
Antropologists' work on cultures andenvironments, for instance, has helped usunderstand differences in 

fundamental values attitudes, and behaviour among people indifferent countries and within different 

organizations.  Much of our current understanding of organizational culture, organizational 

environments, and differences among national cultures is the result of thework of anthropologists or 

those using theirmethodologies.        . 

(e) POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Although frequently overlooked, thecontributions of political scientists aresignificant to the 

understanding of behaviour inorganizations. Political science studies thebehaviour of individuals and 

groups within apolitical, environment. Specific topics ofconcern here include structuring of 

conflict,allocation of power, and how peoplemanipulate power for individual self-interest 

11.12 PRINCIPLES OF OB  

There are few, if any, simple anduniversal principles that explain organizationalbehaviour. There 

are laws in the physicalsciences—chemistry, astronomy, physics—that are consistent and apply in a 

wide rangeof situations. They allow scientists togeneralize about the pull of gravity or toconfidently send 

.astronauts into space torepair satellites. But as ode noted behaviouralresearcher aptly concluded." 

Human beingsare complex. Because they are not alike, ourability to make simple, accurate, 

andsweeping generalizations is limited. Twopeople often act very differently in the samesituation, and 
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the same person's behavior changes in different situations. For instance,not everyone is motivated by 

money, and youbehave differently at church on Sunday thanyou did at the beer party the night before. 

 

 

That doesn't mean, of course, that wecan't offer reasonably accurate explanations of human 

behaviouror make valid predictions. Itdoes mean, however, that OB concepts mustreflect situational, or 

contingency, condition.We can say that x leads to y but only underconditions specified in z (the 

contingency variables). The science of OB has developedby using general concepts and then 

alteringtheir application to the particular situation. So,for example. OB scholars would avoid statingthat 

effective leaders should always seek theideas of their followers before making adecision. Rather, we 

shall find that in somesituations a. participative style is clearlysuperior, but, in other situations, an 

autocraticleadership style is contingent upon thesituation in which it is used. 

As you proceed through this text, you'llencounter a wealth of research-based theoriesabout how 

people behave in organizations.But don't expect to find a lot of straightforwardcarse-and-effect 

relationships. There aren'tmany! Organizational behaviour theoriesmirror the subject matter with which 

they deal.People are complex and complicated, and sotoo must be the theories developed to 

explaintheir actions.  

11.13 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIESFOR OB 

Understanding organizationalbehaviour has never been more Important formanagers. A quick 

look at a ‘lew of thedramatic changes now taking place Inorganizations supports this claim. Forinstance, 

the typical, employee is getting older; more and more women and nonwhites areinthe workplace; 

corporate downsizing and theheavy use of temporary workers are severing the bonds of loyalty that 

historically tied manyemployees to their employers; and globalcompetition is requiring employees to 
becomemore flexible and to team to cope with rapidchange. 

In short, there are a lot of challengersand opportunities today for managers to useOB concepts. 

In this section, we review someof the more critical issues confrontingmanagers for which OB offers 

solutions—or atleast some .meaningful 'insights towardsolutions. 

(a) RESPONDING TO GLOBALIZATION 

Organizations are no longerconstrianed by national borders. Burgers Kingis owned by a British 
firm, and McDonatd'ssells hamburgers in Moscow. Exxon, a socalled American company, receives 
almost 75percent of its revenues from sates outside theUnited States. Toyota makes cars in 
Kentucky;General Motors makes cars in Brazil; andFord (which owns part of Mazda) transfersexecutives 
from Detroit'to Japan to helpMazda manage its operations. Theseexamples illustrate that the world has 
becomea global village. In turn, managers have tobecome capable of working with people from different 
cultures.         

Globalization affects a manager'speople skills in at least two ways. First, Ifyou're a manager, 

you're increasingly likely tofind yourself in a foreign assignment. You maybe transferred to your 

employer's operatingdivision or subsidiary in another country. Oncethere, yor'll have to manage a 

workforce that islikely to be very different in needs, aspirations,and attitudes from the ones you were 

used toback home. Second, even in your own country,you're going to find yourself working withbosses, 

peers, and other employees whowere born and 'raised in different cultures.What motivates you may not 

motivate them.Your style of communication may bestraightforward and open, but they may findthis style 

"God gave all the easy problems to the physicists." 
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of uncomfortable and treatening. Towork effectively with these people, you'll needto understand their 

culture, how it has shapedthem, and how to adapt your managementstyle to their differences. As we 

discuss OBconcepts throughout this lesson, we'll frequently address how cultural differences might 

require managers to modify theirpractices.  

(b) MANAGING WORKFORCE DIVERSITY 

One of the most important and broad-based challenges currently facingorganizations is adapting 

to people who aredifferent. The termwe use for describing thischallenge is workforce diversity. 

Whereasglobalization focuses on differences among, people from different, countries, workforcediversity 

addresses differences among peoplewithin given countries. 

Workforce diversity means thatorganizations are becoming moreheterogeneous in terms of 

gender, race, andethnicity. But the term encompasses anyonewho varies from the so-called norm in 

additionto the more obvious groups—women, AfricanAmericana, Hispanic Americans, 

AsianAmericans—it also includes the physicallydisabled, gays and lesbians, and the elderly.Moreover, 

it's an issue in Canada, Australia,South Africa, Japan, and Europe as well asthe United States. 

Managers in Canada andAustralia, for instance are having to adjust tolarge influxes of Asian workers. 

The "new"South Africa will increasingly be characterizedby blacks holding, important technical 

andmanagerial jobs. Women, long confined totow-paying temporary jobs in Japan, aremoving into 

managerial positions. And thecreation of the European Union cooperativetrade arrangement, which 

opened up bordersthroughout much of western Europe, hasincreased workforce diversity in 

organizationsthat operate in countries such as Germany,Portugal, Italy; and France. 

We used to take a melting-potapproach to differences in organizations,assuming people who 

were different wouldsomehow automatically want to assimilate. But we now recognize that employees 

don't setaside their cultural .values and. Lifestylepreferences when they come to work. Thechallenge for 

organizations, therefore, is tomake themselves more accommodating todiverse groups of people by 

addressing theirdifferent lifestyles, family needs, and workstyles. The melting-pot assumption is 

beingreplaced by one that recognizes and valuesdifferences. Haven't organizations alwaysIncluded 

members of diverse groups ? Yes,but they were a small percentage of the workforce and were, for the 

most part, ignored by large organizations. Moreover, it wasassumed that these minorities would seek 

toblend in and assimilate. For instance, most'.members of the U.S. workforce prior to 1980 were male 

Caucasians working" full-time tosupport a nonemployed wife and school-agedchildren. Now such 

employees are the trueminority! Currently, 46 percent of the U.S. laborforce are women. Minorities and 

immigrantsmake up 23 percent. As a case in point,Hewlett-Packard's workforce is in percent minorities 

and 40 percent women. A DigitalEquipment Corporation plant in Bostonprovides a partial preview of the 

future. Thefactory's 350 employees include men andwomen from. 44 countries who speak 19languages. 

When plant management issueswritten announcements, they are printed inEnglish,   Chinese, French, 

Spanish,Portuguese, Vietnamese, and Haitian Creole. 

Workforce diversity has importantimplications  for management practice.Managers wilt need to 

shift their philosophyfrom treating everyone alike to recognizingdifferences and  responding to 

thosedifferences in ways that will ensure employeeretention and greater productivity while, at thesame 

time, not discriminating. This shiftincludes, for instance, providing diversitytraining and revamping benefit 

programs tomake them more "family friendly." Diversity, ifpositively managed, can increase creativityand 

innovation in organizations as well asimprove decision making by providingdifferent perspectives on 
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problems Whendiversity, is not managed properly, there ispotential for higher turnover, more 

difficultcommunication, and more interpersonal,conflicts. 

(c) IMPROVING QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY 

William French manages in a toughbusiness. He's director of manufacturing atAlcatel Network 

Systems' plant in Raleigh,North Carolina. The plant makes broadbandtelecommunication and data 

networkproducts, and those products face a multitudeof aggressive competitors. To survive, Frenchhas 

had to cut fat, increase productivity, andimprove quality. And he's succeeded. From1993 to 1997, he cut 

the cycle time for atypical product by 75,percent, reduced inplantdefects by 40 percent, and drastically 

increased employee productivity, By usingself-directed  work teams, streamliningprocesses, and 

implementing continuousImprovement programs, this Alcatel plant isnow amodel of manufacturing 

efficiency. 

More and more managers areconfronting the challenges that William Frenchis facing. They are 

having to improve theirorganization's productivity and the quality ofthe products and services they offer. 

Towardthe goal ofimproving quality and productivity,they are implementing programs such as totalquality 

management and reengineering-programs that requite extensive employeeinvolvement. 

As described total quality management(TQM) is a philosophy of management that isdriven by 

the constant attainment of customersatisfaction   through the continuousimprovement of all 

organizational processes.TQM has implications for OB because itrequires employees to rethink what 

they doand become more involved in, workplacedecisions. 

In times of rapid and dramatic change,it's sometimes necessary to approachimproving quality 

and productivity from theperspective of "How would we do thingsaround here if we were starting over 

fromscratch?" That, in essence, is the approach ofreengineering. It ask managers to reconsider how 

work would be done and theirorganization structured if they were startingover. To Illustrate the concept 

of reengineering,consider a manufacturer of roller skates in the1960s. His product was essentially a 

shoewith wheels beneath it. The typical roller skatewas a leather boot with shoelaces, attached toa steel 

platfrom that held four wooden wheels.If our manufacturer took a continuousimprovement approach to 

change, he wouldlook for small Incremental improvements thathe could Introduce in his product. For 

instance he might consider adding hooks to the upperpart of the boot for speed lacing; or changingthe 

weight of leather used for improvedcomfrqt; or using different ball bearings tomake thewheels spin more 

smoothly. Now"most of us are familiar with inline skates. Theyrepresent a reengineering approach to 

rollerskates. The goal was to come up with askating device that could improve skatingspeed, mobility, 

and control. Roller bladesfulfilled those goals in. a completely differenttype of shoe. The upper was 

made of injectedplastic, made popular, in skiing. Laces werereplaced by easy-close clamps. And the 

fourwooden wheels, set in pairs of two, werereplaced by four to six in-line plastic wheels.The 

reengineered result, which didn't look much like the traditional roller skate, proved universally superior. 

The rest of course. Is history. In-line skates have revolutionized the roller skate business. 
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Contemporary managers understandthat, for any effort to improve quality andproductivity to 

succeed, itmust includetheiremployees.These employees will not only bea major force in carrying put 

changes butincreasingly will participate actively in planningthem. OB offers important insights into 

helpingmanagers work through those changes. 

(d) IMPROVING PEOPLE SKILLS 

If you pick up any popular businessperiodical nowadays, you'll read about thereshaping of the 

relationship betweenmanagers and those they're supposedlyresponsible for managing, you'll, 

findmanagers being called coaches, advisers,sponsors, or facilitators.   In many'organizations, 

employees are now calledassociates.And there's a blurring between theroles of managers and workers. 

Decisionmaking Is being pushed down to the operatinglever, where workers are being given thefreedom 

to make choices about schedulesand procedures and to solve work-relatedproblems, work-related 

divisions. Now,managers are going considerably further byallowing employees full controlof their 

work.An increasing number of organizations areusing self-managed teams, where workersoperate 

largely without bosses.    . 

What's going oh ? What's going on isthat managers are empowering employees.They are putting 

employees in charge of whatthey do. And in so doing, managers are havingto team how to give up 

control, and employees are haying to learn how to take responsibility for their, work and make 

appropriatedecisions. In later lesson, we’ll show howempowerment is changing leadership styles, power 

relationships, the way work isdesigned, and the way organizations arestructured. 

(e) Coping with "Temporariness" 

Managers have always beenconcerned with change. What's differentnowadaysis the length of 

time betweenchanges. It used to be that managers neededto Introduce major change programs once or 

What is Total Quality Management ? 

1. Intense focus on the customer. The customer includes not only outsiders who buy the 

organization's products or services but also internal customers (such as shipping or accounts 

payable personnel) who interact with the serve others in the organization. 

2. Concern for continuous improvement. TQM is a commitment to never being satisfied. "Very 

good" is not good enough. Quality can always be Improved. 

3. Improvement in the quality of everything the organization, does. TQM uses a very broad 

definition of quality. It relates not only to the final product but also to how the organization 

handles deliveries, how rapidly it responds to complaints, how politely the phones are 

answered, and the like. 

4. Accurate measurement. TQM uses statistical techniques to measure every critical 

performance variable in the organization's operations. These performance variables are then 

compared against standards or benchmarks to identify problems, the problems are traced to 

their roots and the causes are eliminated. 

5. Empowement of employees, TQM involves the people on the line in the improvement 

process. Teams are widely used in TQM programs as empowerment vehicles for finding, 

and solving problems.    
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twice a decade. Today, change is an ongoingactivity for most managers. The concept ofcontinuous 

improvement, for instance, impliesconstant change. 

 

 

 

 

In the past, managing could becharacterized by long periods of stability interrupted occasionally 

by short periods ofchange. Managing today would be moreaccurately described: as long periods 

ofongoing change, interrupted occasionally byshort periods of stability I The world that most managers 

and employees face today is one ofpermanent temporariness. The actual jobs thatworkers perform are 

in a permanent state offlux, so workers need to continually updatetheir knowledge and skills to perform 

new jobrequirements. For example, productionemployees at companies such as Caterpillar, Daimler 

Chrysler, and Reynolds Metals nowneed to know how to operate computerizedproduction equipment. 

That was not part oftheir job description 20 years ago. Workgroups are also increasingly in a state of 

flux. In the past, employees were assigned to aspecificwork group, and that assignment wasrelatively  

permanent.   There was aconsiderable amount of security in working with the same people day in and 

day out. Thatpredictability has been replaced by temporarywork groups, teams that include 

membersfrom different departments and' whosemembers change all' the time, and the increased use of 

employee rotation to fillconstantly changing work assignments, Finally, organizations themselvesare in a 

state of flux.They continuallyreorganize their variousdivisions, selfoff poor-performing 

businesses,downsize operations, subcontract noncriticalservices and operations to otherorganizations, 

and replace permanentemployees with temporaries.                

Today's managers and employeesmust learn to cope with temporariness. Theyhave to learn to 
live with flexibility, spontaneity,and unpredictability. "The study of OB can provide important insights 

into helping' youbetter understand a work world of continualchange, how to overcome; resistance 

tochange, and how to create an organizationalculture that strives on change. 

11.14 SELF CHECK EXERCISE                           

1.    What do you understand by OB? Discuss in brief. 

2.    Define OB. 

3.    Write a short-note on skills needed for managers. 

4.    What do you mean by human behaviour? Discuss in brief. 

5.    Define Temporariness. 

11.15 SUMMARY 

Organisational structure means a developed enterprise being operated to achieve the given 

goals. Itinvolves the structure of relationships among positions and jobs with the object of 

accomplishment ofenterprise objectives. It is a systematic combination of people, functions and facilities. 

It may take theform of line staff and line and staff. As a function it refers to establishing relationship 

betweenactivities and authority pertaining to an enterprise. An organisational structure should be 

designed toclarify who is to do what takes and who is responsible for what results, to remove obstacles 

Managing today is more accurately described as long 

periods of ongoing change, interrupted occasionally 

by short periods of stability I 
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toperformance caused by confusion and uncertainty of assignment, and to furnish decision-making 

andcommunications networks reflecting and supporting enterprise objectives. 

11.16 GLOSSARY 

• Behavior is an action that is observable and measurable. Behavior is observable. It is what 

wesee or hear, such as a student sitting down, standing up, speaking, whispering, yelling, or 

writing. 

• Human behavior is the response of individuals or groups of humans to internal and 

externalstimuli. It refers to the array of every physical action and observable emotion 

associated withindividuals, as well as the human race. 

• Organization is a group of people who work together. Organizations exist because 

peopleworking together can achieve more than a person working alone. 

• Organizational Behavior (OB) is the study of human behavior in organizational settings, 

theinterface between human behavior and the organization, and the organization itself. 

• Skill or technique is a learned ability to do something. It could be playing a musical 

instrumentor playing a kind of sport or even doing something simple like using a corkscrew. 

Skill does notalways have to be something physical: it may refer to the way a person 

approaches a problem. 

• Workforce diversity means similarities and differences among employees in terms of 

age,cultural background, physical abilities and disabilities, race, religion, gender, and sexual 

orientation.No two humans are alike. 

11.17 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer of question number 1 refer to section 11.1. 

2.    For answer of question number 2 refer to section 11.2. 

3.    For answer of question number 3 refer to section 11.4. 

4.    For answer of question number 4 refer to section 11.6. 

5.    For answer of question number 5 refer to section 11.13 (e). 

11.18 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1.    Define OB. Discuss the features of OB. 

2.    What do you mean by manager? Enumerate the skills needed for managers. 

3.    Discuss the ethical issues in organisation behaviour. 

4.    Discuss the contribution of different disciplines in the field of organisation behaviour. 

11.19 SUGGESTED READINGS 

• Prasad,LM,"Organisational Behaviour" Sultan Chand and Sons, 2011. 

• Robbins, Judge and Vohra, "Organisation Behaviour-Fifth Edition", 2013. 

• Griffin, RickyW., "Management: Principles and Applications", Cenage Learning, 2008. 
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• StayaRaju and Parthasarathy, "Management Text and Case-Second Edition", Prentice Hall 

of India, 2009. 

• Prasad, L'M, Organisational Behaviour", Sultan Chand and Sons, 2008. 

• Aswathappa,K., "Organisational Behaviour: Text, Cases and Games", Himalaya 

PublishingHouse,2013. 

• Ashwathappa, K. and ReddySudarsana,"Management and Organisational 

Behaviour"Himalaya Publishing House, 2012. 

• SinghKavita, "Organizational Behaviour: Text and Cases" Pearson, 2010 

• Robbins, Judge and Vohra, "Organizational Behaviour: Sixteenth Edition" Pearson, 2018. 

• Ghuman and Aswathappa, "Management: Concept, Practice and Cases", TataMcGraw 

Hill,2010. 
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12.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand:- 

•     Concept, meaning, importance, types of values. 

•     Concept, meaning and types of attitudes. 

•     Concept, meaning of perception 

•     The factors influencing perception.                       

12.1 INTRODUCTION ABOUT VALUES 

Is capital punishment right or wrong?How about racial quotas in hiring—are theyright or wrong ? 

If a person likes power, isthatgood or bad ? The answers to these questionsare value laden. Some 

might argue, forexample, that capital punishment is rightbecause it is an appropriate retribution 

forcrimes such as murder and treason. However,others might argue, just as strongly, that nogovernment 

has the right to take anyone's like. 
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Values represent basic convictions thata specific mode of conduct or end-state ofexistence is 

personally or socially preferabletoan opposite or converse mode of conductor end-state of existence. They 

contain ajudgmental element in that they carry anindividual's Ideas as to what is right, good, ordesirable. 

Values have both content andintensity attributes. The content attribute saysthat a mode of conduct or end-

state ofexistence is important. The intensity attributespecifies how important it is. When we rank 

anindividual's values in terms of their Intensity,we obtain that persona's value system. Alt ofus have a 

hierarchy of values that forms ourvalue system, This system is identified by therelative importance we assign 

to such valuesas freedom, pleasure, self-respect, honesty,obedience, and equality. 

Are values fluid and flexible ? Generallyspeaking, Not Values tend to be relativelystable and 

enduring. Asignificant portion ofthe values we hold Is established in our earlyyears—from parents, 

teachers, friends, andothers. As children we are told that certain behaviors or outcomes are always 

desirableor always undesirable. Therewere few grayareas. You were told, for example, that youshould 

be honest and responsible. You werenever taught to be Just a little bit honest or atitle bit responsible, it 

is this absolute or"black-or-white" learning of values that more orless assures their stability and 

endurance. Theprocess of questioning our values of course,may result In a change. We may decide 

thatour underlying convictions are no longeracceptable. More often, our questioningmerely acts to 

reinforce those values we hold. 

 

 

 

12.2 IMPORTANCE OF VALUES 

Values are important, to the study oforgnizalicnal behaviour because they lay thefoundation for 

the understanding of attitudes and motivation and because they influence ourperceptions. Individuals 
enter an organizationwith preconceived notions of what "ought" and what ‘ought not’ to be. Of course, 

these notions are not value free. On the contrary, theycontain interpretations of right and 

wrong.Furthermore, they imply that certain behaviors or outcomes are preferred over others. As aresult, 

values clouds objectively and rationality. 

Values generally influence attitudes andbehavior. Suppose that you enter anorganization with 

the view that allocating payon the basis of performance is right, whileallocating pay on the basis of 

seniority iswrong or inferior. How are you going to react ifyou find that the organization you have 

justjoined rewards seniority and not performance ? You're likely to be disappointed—and thiscan lead to 

job dissastisfaction and thedecision not to exert a high level of effort since “its probably not goingto lead 

to more money,anyway." Wouldyour attitudes and behavior be different if your values aligned with 

theorganisations'spay policies ? Most likely. 

12.3 TYPES OF VALUES    

Can we classify values ? The answer is Yes I In this section, we review twoapproaches to 

developing value typologies. 

(a) Rokeach Value Survey.Mittaon Rokeach created the Rokeach Value Survey(RVS). The 

RVS consists of two sets ofvalues, with each set containing 18 individualvalue items. One set called 

terminal values,refers to desirable end-states of existence.These are the goals that a person would like 

toachieve duringhis or her lifetime. The otherset,called Instrumental values, refers topreferable modes of 

Values tend to b9 relatively 

Stableand enduring 
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behavior, or means ofachieving the terminal values. Exhibit givescommon examples for each of these 

sets. 

Terminal and Instrumental Values in Rokeach Value Survey 

Terminal Values  Instrumental Values 

A comfortable life (a prosperous file)   Ambitious (hardworking, aspiring)  

An existing life (a stimulating, active life)  Broad-minded (open-minded) 

A sense of accomplishment (lasting contribution)  Capable (competent, effective) 

A world at peace (free of war and conflict)  Cheerful (lightearted, joyful) 

A world of beauty (beauty of nature and the arts)  Clean (neat, tidy) 

Equality (brotherhood, equal opportunity for all)  Courageous (standing up for your beliefs) 

Family security (taking care of loved ones)   Forgiving (witling to pardon others)  

Freedom (independence, free choice)"  Helpful (working for the welfare of others) 

Happiness (contentedness)  Honest (sincere, truthful) 

Inner harmony (freedom from inner conflict)   Imaginative (daring, creative) 

Mature love-(sexual and spiritual Intimacy)   Independent (self-reliant, self-sufficient) 

National security (protection from attack)   Intellectual (intelligent, reflective) 

Pleasure (an enjoyable, leisurely life)        Logical (consistent, rational)  

Salvation (saved, eternal life)    Loving (affectionate, tender) 

Self-respect (self-asteem)      Obedient (doubtful, respectful) 

Social recognition (respect, admiration)  Polite (courteous, well-mannered)  

True friendship (dose companionship)  Responsible (dependable, reliable) 

Wisdom (a mature understanding of life)  Self-controlled (restrained, self-disciplined) 

 

Several studies confirm that the RVS values vary among groups. People in the same 

occupations or categories .(e.g.. corporate managers, union members, parents, students) tend to hold 

similar values. Forinstance, one study compared corporateexecutives, members of the 

steelworkers'union, and members of a community activistgroup. Although a good deal of overalp 

wasfound among the three groups, there were alsosome very significant differences. (See nextExhibit). 

The activists had value preferencesthat were quite different from those of the othertwo groups. They 

ranked "equality" as theirmost important terminal value; executives and union members ranked this 

value 12 and'13, respectively, Activists ranked "helpful' as their second-highest instrumental value. The 

othertwo groups' both ranked. It 14. Thesedifferences are important, since executives,union members, 

and activists all have a vestedinterest in what corporations do. "Whencorporations and critical 

stakeholder groups such as these [other] two come together innegotiationsor contend with one another 

overeconomic and social policies, they are likely tobegin with these built-in differences inpersonal value 

preferences... Reachingagreement on any specific issue or policywhere these personal values are 

importantlyimplicated might prove to be quite difficult." 
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Mean Value Ranking of Executives, Union Members, and Activities (Top Five Only) 

           Executives                                          Union Members                                           Activists 

Terminal             Instrumental           Terminal     Instrumental              Terminal       Instrumental  

1.  Self-respect. 1.  Honest  1.  Family 

security  

1. Responsible  1

;  

Equlality  1.  Honest  

2.  Family security2.  Responsibl

e  

2.  Freedom  2.Honest  2

.  

A world 

ofpeace  

2.  Helpful  

3. Freedom 3.  Capable  3.  Happiness  3.Courageous  3
.  

Family security  3.  Courageous 

4.  A sense of 

accomplish

ment 

4.  Ambitious 4.  Self-respect'  4. Independent  4

.  

Self-respect  4.  Responsible 

5.  Happiness  5.  Independe

nt  

5.  Mature love  5. Capable  5

.  

Freedom  5.  Capable  

Source; .Based on W.C. Frederick and J. Weber. The Values of Corporate Managers and Their Critics: 

AnEmpirical Description and Normative Implications." In W.C. Frederick andL.E. Preston (eds.). 

Business Ethics :Research Issues and Empirical Studies (Greenwich, CT: JAI Press. 1990). pp. 123-44. 

12.4 CONTEMPORARY WORK COHORS : 

One author has integrated a number of recentanalyses of work values into a four-stagemodel 

thatattempts to capture the uniquevalues of different cohere or generations in theU.S. workforce. (No 

assumption is made thatthis framework would universally apply crossall cultures). Exhibit proposes that 

employeescan be segmented by the era in which theyentered the workforce. Because most peoplestart 

work between the ages of 18 and 23, theeras also correlate 'closely with the chronological age of 

employees. 

Workers who grew up influenced by theGreat Depression, World War II. U.S.leadership In world 

manufacturing, theAndrews Sisters, and the Berlin blockadeentered the workforce from the early 

1940sthrough the early 1960s believing in theprotestant work ethic. Once hired'they tendedto be loyal to 

their employer. 

Dominant Work Values In Tory's Workforce 

State  Year Born  Entered the 
Workforce  

Approximate 
Current Age  

Dominant Work Values  

I. Protestant work ethic 1925-1945  Early 1940s to  55-75  Hard work, conservative;  

  *  early 1960s  loyalty to the organization 

II.Existential  1945-1955  1960sto mid-
1970s 

45-55  Quality of We. non 
confroming, seeks 

    autonomy, loyalty to self  

IIl. Pragmatic  1955-1965  Mid-1970s to 

late 1980s  

35-45  Success; achievement,  

   ambition-hard work;. 
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    loyalty to career  

IV. Generation X  1985-81  Late 1980s  

to present  

Under 35  Flexibility, Job  

   satisfaction, balanced  

    lifestyle; loyalty to  

    relationships  

12.5 ATTITUDES 

Attitudes are evaluative statements—either favorable or unfavorable—concerningobjects, 
people, or events. They reflect howone feels about something. When I say "I likemy job," I am 

expressing my attitude aboutwork. 

Attitudes are not the same as values,but the two are interrelated. You can see thisby looking at 

the three components of anattitude: cognition, affect, and behavior. 

The behalf that "discrimination is wrong"is a value statement. Such an opinion is thecognitive 

component of an attitude. It sets thestage, for the more critical, part of an attitude—its affective 

component. Affect is the emotionalor feeling segment of an attitude and isreflected in. the statement "I 

don't like Jonbecause he discriminates against minorities."The behavioural component of an 

attituderefers to an intention to be have in a certainway toward someone or something. So, tocontinue 

our example, I might choose to avoidJon because of my feeling about him. 

Viewing attitudes as made up of threecomponents—cognition,affect, andbehavior—in. helpful 

toward understandingtheir complexity and the potential relationshipbetween attitudes and behavior. But 

forclarity's sake, keep in mind that the termattitude essentially refers to the affective partof the three 

components. 

Also keep in mind that, in contrast tovalues, your attitudes are less stable.Advertising messages, 

for example, attemptto alter your attitudes toward a certain productof service: If the people at Ford can 

get you tohold a favorable feeling toward their cars thatattitude may lead to a desirable behavior 

(forthem)—your purchase of a Ford product. 

In organizations, attitudes are importantbecause they affect job behavior; If workers believe, for 

example, that supervisors,auditors, bosses,  and time-and-motionengineers are all in conspiracy to 

makeemployees work harder for the same-or less,money, then it makes sense to try to understand how 

these attitudes were formed,their relationshipto actual |ob behaviour, andhow they might be, changed. 

12.6 TYPES OF ATTITUDES 

A person can have thousands ofattitudes, but OB focuses our attention on avery limited number 

of job-related attitudes.These job-related attitudes tap positive ornegative evaluations that employees 

holdabout aspects of their work environment. Mostof the research in OB has been concerned with three 

attitudes: job satisfaction, jobinvolvement, and .organizational commitment. 

(a) Job Satisfaction 

The term job satisfaction refers to anindividual's general attitude toward his or herjob. A person 

with a high level of jobsatisfaction holds positive attitudes toward thejob, while a person who is 

dissatisfied with his or her job holds negative attitudes about the Job.' When people speak of 
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employeeattitudes/more often than not they mean job satisfaction. In fed the two are frequently 

usedinterchangeably. The high importance 08,researchers have given tojob satisfaction.  

(b) Job Involvement            

The term Job Involvementis a morerecent addition to the OB literature. Whitethere isn't complete 

agreement over what theterm means, a workable definition states thatjob involvement measures the 

degree to whicha person identifies psychologically with his orher job and considers his or her 

perceived'performance level important to self-worth,Employees with a high level of job 

involvementstrongly identify with and really care about thekind of work they do. 

High levels of job involvement havebeen found to be related to fewer absencesand lower 

resignation .rates. However, itseems tomore consistently predict turnoverthan absenteeism, accounting 

for as much as16 percent of the variance in the former.  

(c) Organization Commitment 

The third job attitude we shall discuss isorganization commitment, which is definedasa state in 

which an employee identifies with a particular organization and its goals, an wishes to maintain 

membership in theorganization. So, high job involvement meansidentifying with one's specific job while 

highorgaizational commitment means identifyingwithone's employing organization. 

As with job involvement, the researchevidence demonstrates negative relationshipsbetween 

organizational commitment and bothabsenteeism and turnover. In fact, studiesdemonstrate that an 

individual's level oforganizational commitment is a betterindicator of turnover than the far morefrequently 

used job satisfaction predictor,explaining as much as 34 percent of thevariance Organizational 

commitment isprobably a better predictor because it is amore global and enduring response to 

theorganization as a whole than is jobsatisfaction.   An   employee   may be  dissatisfied with his or her 

particular job andconsiderit a temporary condition, yet not bedissatisfied with the organization as a 
whole.But when dissatisfaction spreads to theorganization itself, individuals are more likelyto consider 

resigning. 

The foregoing evidence, more of whichwas drawn more than two decades ago needsto be 

qualified to reflect, the changingemployeeemployer relationship. The unwrittenloyalty contract that 

existed 20 years agobetween employees and employers has beenseriously damaged; and the notation 

of anemployee staying with a single organizationfor more of his or her career has becomeincreasingly 

obsolete. As such,"measures ofemployee-firm attachment, such ascommitment are problematic for 

newemployment relations. This suggests thatorganisation commitment is probably lessimportant as a 

job-related attitude than it once was. In its place we might expect somethingakin to occupational 

commitment to become amore relevant variable because it betterreflects today's workforce. 

12.7 PERCEPTION 

Perception can be defined as aprocess by which individuals organize and. interpret their sensory 

impressions in order togive meaning to their environment. However,what one preceives can be 

substantiallydifferent from objective reality. It need not be, but there is often disagreement, For example, 

it's possible that all employees in a firm mayview it as a great place to work—favorableworking 

conditions, interesting jobassignments, good pay, an understanding andresponsible management—but, 

as most of usknow, it's very unusually to find suchagreement. 
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Why is perception important in thestudy of OB ? Simply because people'sbehaviour is based on 

their perception of what reality is, not on reality itself. The world as it isperceived is the world that is 

behaviourallyimportant. 

11.8 FACTORS INFLUENCING PERCEPTION 

How do we explain that individuals maylook at the same thing, yet perceive it differently? A 

number of factors operate to shape andsometimes distort perception. These factorscan reside in the 

perceiver, in the object ortarget being perceived, or in the context of thesituation in which the perception 

is made. 

(a) The Perceiver 

When In individual looksat a target andattempts to interpret what he or she sees, 

thatinterpretation is heavily influenced by personalcharacteristics of the individual perceiver.Have you 

ever bought a new car and thensuddenly noticed a large number of cars like,yours on the road ? Its 

unlikely that the numberof such cars suddenly expanded. Rather, yourown purchase has influenced your 

perceptionso that you arenow more likely to: notice them.This is an example of how factors related tothe 

perceiver influence what he or she perceives. Among the more relevant personalcharacteristics  

affecting perception areattitudes, motives, interests, pastexperiences, and expectations. 

Teri likes small classes because she enjoys asking a lot of questions ofherteachers. Scott, on the 

other hand, prefers theanonymity of large lectures. On the first day ofclasses this term, Ten ; and Scott 

findthemselves walking 'into the university auditorium for their introduce courses inpsychology. They 

both recognize that they will be among some 800 students in this class.But given the different attitudes 

held by Teri and Scott, it shouldn't surprise you to find thatthey interpret what they see differently. 

Terisulks while Scott's smite does little to hide hisrelief in being able to blend unnoticed into thelarge 

crowd. They both see the same thing, butthey interpret it differently. 

Unsatisfied needs or motives stimulateindividuals and may exert a strong influence ontheir 

perceptions. This fact was dramaticallydemonstrated in research on hunger.Individuals in the study' had 

not eaten forvarying numbers of hours. Some had eaten anhour earlier; others had gone as long as 

16hours without food. These subjects wereshown blurred pictures, and the resultsindicated that the 

extent of hunger influencedthe interpretation of the blurred pictures. Those who had not eaten for 16 

hours perceived theblurred images, as pictures of food far more frequently than did those subjects who 

hadeaten only a short time earlier.      

It should not surprise you that a plasticsurgeon is more likely to notice an imperfectnose than 

aplumber is. The supervisor whohas just been reprimanded by her boss for thehigh level of lateness 

among her staff is morelikely to notice lateness by an employee tomorrow than she was last week. If you 

arepreoccupied with a personal problem, youmay find it hard to be attentive In class. Theseexamples 

illustrate that the focus of ourattention appears to be influenced by ourinterests. Because our Individual 

interestsdiffer considerably, what one person notices in a situation can differ 'from what othersperceive.  

Just as Interests narrow one's focus, sodo one's past experiences. You perceivethose things to 

which you can relate. However,in many instances, your post experiences wiltact to nullify ah object's 

interest. 
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Objects or events that have never beenexperienced before are more noticeable thanthose that 

have been experienced in the past.You are more likely to notice the operationsalong an assembly line if 

this is the first timeyou have seen an assembly line in the late1960s and early 1970s, women and 

minoritiesin managerial positions of white males. Today,women and minorities are more 

widelyrepesented in the managerial ranks, so we areless likely to take notice that a manager isfemale. 

African American, Asian American, orLatino.  

Finally, expectations can distort yourperceptions in that you will see what youexpect to see. If 

you expect police officers tobe authoritative, young people to beunambitious, personnel to "like people," 

orindividuals holding public office to beunscriputous you may perceive them as suchregardless of their 

actual traits. 

(b) The Target 

Characteristics of the target that isbeing observed can affect what is perceived.Loud people are 

more likely to be noticed in agroup than are quiet ones. So, too areextremely attractive, or unattractive 

individuals.Motion, sounds, size, and other attributes of atarget shape the way we see it. 

Because targets are not looked at inisolation, the relationship ofa target to itsbackground 

influences perception, as doesour tendency to group dose things and similarthings together.         

What we see depends on how weseparate a figurefrom its general background.For instance, 

what you see as you read thissentence is black letters on a white page.Youdo not see funny-shaped 

patches of black andwhite because you recognize these shapesand organize the black .shapes against 

thewhite back-ground. Exhibit dramatizes thiseffect. The object on the left may at first looklike a white 

vase. However, if white is taken asthe background, we see two green profits.  At first observation, the 

group of objects on the right appears to be some green modular figuresagainst a white background. 

Close inspectionwill reveal the word FLY once the backgroundis defined as green.  

Objects that are closeto each other willtend to be perceived together rather thanseparately. As a rather 

of physical or timeproximity, we often put together objects orevents that are unrelated. Celebrities 

MichaelKennedy and Sonny Bond died in similar skiaccidents within a week of each other.Suddenly, 

many people concluded that skillingwas a dangerous sport. Although the two incidents were totally 

unrelated, their proximity in time led many to perceive the from skilling in a new light. 
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Persons, objects, or events that aresimilar to each other also tend to be groupedtogether. The 

greater the similarity, the greaterthe probability that we will tend to perceive them as a common group. 

Women, blacks, ormembers of any other group that has clearlydistinguishable characteristic in terms 

offeatures or color will tend to be perceived asalike in other, unrelated characteristics as well. 

The Situation 

The context in which we see objects orevents is important. Elements in thesurrounding 

environment influence ourperceptions. I may not notice a 25-year-oldfemale in an evening gown and 

heavy makeupat a nightclub on Saturday night. Yet that samewoman so attired for my Monday 

morningmanagement class would certainly catch myattention (and that of the rest of the class):Neither 

the preserver nor the target changed between Saturday night and Monday morning, but the situation is 

different Similarly, youare more likely to notice your employees goofing off if your bossfrom the head 

office happens to be in town. Again, the situation affects yourperception. The time at which an object 

orevent is seen can influence attention, as canlocation, light, heat, or any number ofsituational factors.  

12.9 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    Write a short-note on values.             
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2.    Discuss in brief the importance of values. 

3.     Define attitudes. 

4.    Define perception. 

5.    Write a short-note on factors influencing perception. 

12.10 SUMMARY 

In ethics, value denotes the degree of importance of something or action, with the aim of 

determiningwhat actions are best to do or what way is best to live (normative ethics), or to describe 

thesignificance of different actions. Value systems are prescriptive and prescriptive beliefs; they 

affectethical behavior of a person or are the basis of their intentional activities. Often primary values 

arestrong and secondary values are suitable for changes. What makes an action valuable may in 

turndepend on the ethical values of the objects it increases, decreases or alters. An object with 

"ethicvalue" may be termed an "ethic or philosophic good." Perception is our sensory experience of 

theworld around us and involves both recognizing environmental stimuli and actions in response to 

thesestimuli. Through the perceptual process, we gain information about the properties and elements of 

theenvironment that are critical to our survival. Perception not only creates our experience of the 

worldaround us; it allows us to act within our environment. Perception includes the five senses: 

touch,sight, sound, smell, and taste. It also includes what is known as proprioception, a set of 

sensesinvolving the ability to detect changes in body positions and movements. It also involves the 

cognitiveprocesses required to process information, such as recognizing the face of a friend or detecting 

afamiliar scent. 

12.11 GLOSSARY 

• Attitudes are evaluations people make about objects,  ideas, events,  or otherpeople. 

Attitudes can be positive or negative. Explicit attitudes are conscious beliefs that can 

guidedecisions and behavior. Implicit attitudes are unconscious beliefs that can still 

influence decisions andbehavior. 

• Organizational commitment is an individual's psychological attachment to the 

organization.Organizational commitment predicts  work variables such as turnover, 

organizationalcitizenship behavior, and job performance. 

• Perceiver, percipient, observer, beholder (noun) a person who becomes aware (of things 

orevents) through the senses. 

• Perception is the process of getting, interpreting, selecting, and organizing 

sensoryinformation. It includes the collection of data from sense organs through to the 

interpretation made bythe brain. Perception is a lot more than just "information coming in". 

• Values is Important and lasting beliefs or ideals shared by the members of a culture 

aboutwhat is good or bad and desirable or undesirable. Values have major influence on a 

person'sbehavior and attitude and serve as broad guidelines in all situations. 

12,12 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 
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1.    For answer of question number 1 refer to section 12.1. 

2.    For answer of question number 2 refer to section 12.2. 

3.    For answer of question number 3 refer to section 12.3 

4.    For answer of question number 4 refer to section 12.7 

5.    For answer of*question number 5 refer to section 12.9 

12.13 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. Define OB.  How it is differentiated from Management ? Discuss. 

2. Contrast on intuitive approach to studying behavior with a systematic approach.  It intuition 

always inaccurate ? 

3. “Behaviour is generally predictable”.  Do you agree or disagree ? Explain. 
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LESSON-13 

 

COMMUNICATION IN MANAGEMENT 
 

 

STRUCTURE 

13.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 

13.2 IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNCIATION 

13.3 MODEL OF COMMUNICATION PROCESS 

13.4 VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL COMMUNCIATION 

13.5 ORAL COMMUNCIATION 

13.6 CHOOSING YOUR WORDS 

13.7 USE OF BODY LANGUAGE 

13.8 CHANNELS OF COMMUNCIATION 

13.9 BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION 

13.10 MAKING COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVE 

13.11 SUGGESTIONS TO MAKE COMMUNCIATION EFFECTIVE 

13.12 SELFCHECK'EXERCISE 

13.13 SUMMARY 

13.14 GLOSSARY 

13.15 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

13.16 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

13.17 SUGGESTED READINGS 

13.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand: - 

•    The concept, meaning, importance, types of communication. 

•     The use of body language and choosing words for effective communication. 

•     The channels of communication. 

•     The barriers to communication. 

•     The suggestions to improve communication. 
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13.1 INTRODUCTION 

Communication refers to sharing of ideas.facts, opinions, information and understanding.Simply 

stated, communication can be said to bethe passing of information and understandingfrom one person 

to another. it will be seen thatthere are at least three elements involved here,the sender at one end, the 

receiver at the other, and in between is the message or information that is to be passed on from one end 

to the other.The information is passed from the senderto thereceiver, and the knowledge of its effects 

Ispassed from the receiver to the sender in the formof a feedback. Whether the effect produced isthe 

desired one will depend upon how well the.receiver-understands the meaning of theinformation. 

Communication can, therefore, beaptly said to be the transmission of meaning. 

13.2 IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION 

One of the important roles of the manageris the informational role wherein a manager 

seeksinformation from his peers, subordinates andothers about anything relating to theirjobs and 

responsibilities. He is at the same timedisseminator of information about his job and the organization to 

those who are concerned with it. As such a considerable part of his time isdevoted to receiving .or 

disseminator ofinformation i.e. in communication inside oroutside or outside the organisation. Some of 

thestudies made in the USA show that between 40to 60 per cent of the work time in a 

typicalmanufacturing plant is involved in some phase ofcommunication. Further, the top and middle 

levelmanagers typically devote 60 to 60 per cent totheir total working hours to communicating. 

According to Peter Drucker, goodcommunication is the foundation for soundmanagement. The 
managerial functions ofplanning, organising, directing and controllingdepend on communication in an 
enterprise. Forplanning to be realistic, it is essential that it isbased on sound information which is not 
possiblewithout a good system of communication existingin an enterprise. The latest developments in 
themarket may not be communicated to theplanners, making their future plans totallymeaningless. 
Adaptation to external environmenton which rests the survivalof the business may.not be possible 
without good communication.Again in order to reach the objectives, it isnecessary that leadership is 
exercised, decisionsmade, efforts coordinated, people motivated andoperations controlled. Each of 
these functionsinvolves interaction withthe people motivated andoperations controlled. Each of these 
functions'involves interaction with the people motivated andoperations controlled. Each of these 
functionsinvolves interaction with the people in theorganisational life for a manager iscommunication, 
and his success will dependupon how effectively he can communicate withothers in the organisation ;in 
other words, howsuccessfully he can put his ideas across to thosewho work with him and thereby, 
persuade othersto work in the direction of the achievements of'goals of the organisation. 

Let us take a relevant, example. What isour objective in preparing lessons like these ?Simply 
stated, it is to put across your mind theessence of managerial functions and enable youto understand 
how these can be dischargeeffectively; In other words, we are trying tocommunicate to you the 
concepts, ofmanagement, and whether we have beensuccessful in meeting our objective will 
dependupon the extent to which you are able "understand*what we aretrying to communicate to 
you.Communication, therefore, aims at developingunderstanding. 

13.3 MODEL OF COMMUNICATION PROCESS 

The most simple model of the communicationprocess can be: 

Sender.............................................. > Message 

-...;........„........„.............> Receiver 
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The model indicates the. Essentialelements of communication, viz., the sender andthe receiver, 

and the message that is exchangedbetween them. If any one of the three elements ismissing, 

communication does not take place. 

However, the process of communicationis a much more complex phenomenon consistingof at 

least five elements which are subject tovarious influences. The model can be put as follows: 

Figure I: Mode) of Communication Process 

 
FEEDRACK 

We shall see briefly what the variouselements of this model mean. 

Source      

In this model the first element is the sourceof the communication, from where thecommunication 
originates. The source or sendercan be a person, a number of persons, or even a'machine. The sender 
initiates communicationbecause he has some need, thought, idea orinformation that he wishes to 
convey to the otherperson, persons or machine. If, for example, anaccidental fire has broken out in a 
part ofgodownof the factory thesecurity officer(source) will needto convey the message immediately to 
the firestation (receiver). Fire alarm (machine) will dothe same in place of the security officer, 

Encoding Message 

The next element in the process is that ofencoding the information to be transmitted.Encoding 
enables the thoughts to be put in theform of symbols Normally language provides thesymbols that are 
used in the transmission ofthoughts to another person. However, languageis not the only means to 
convey the thoughts needs or information. There are non-verbal means, e.g., gestures, which provide 
anotherform through which thoughts can be transmitted.The more complex the ideas, needs or 
information to be communicated, the morecomplexbecomes the process of encoding them. While an 
involuntary shriek may adequatelyconvey the degree of alarm felt by the victim, even a carefully worded 
statement or letter may fail toconvey the essential purpose of thecommunication. This can happen if the 
languageor symbols used convey different meanings to thesender and the receiver. 

Encoding ofthe thoughts produces amessage which can be either verbal or non-verbal. Verbal 
message is in the form of wordsand language, while non-verbal would be in theform of body gestures 
like wink, smile, grunt,frown, wave of hand, etc. 
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Channel 

The next element in the process ofcommunication is the channel throughwhich thecommunication 

is transmitted. It is the link that joins the sender and the receiver. The most  commonly used channels are 

sight and sound. In the organisational environment, the channel couldtake the form of face-to-face 

conversation, writtenmemos, telephonic exchanges, group meetings, etc. Outside the organisation, the 

channels couldbe letters or circulars, magazines, radioprogrammes or TV shows, etc. Forcommunication 

to be effective the channel usedshould be appropriate for the message as well as the receiver. For an 

urgent message telegram,telephone or radio would be the appropriatechannel. Again, the channel chosen 

would beinfluenced by the consideration asto whom themessage is being directed. 

Decoding 

Decoding and understanding themessage constitute the last two elements in theprocess of 

communicating from sender toreceiver. The receiver in the first instance receivesthe message and 

decodes it, that is to say,interprets and translates it into thoughts,understanding and desired response. 

Asuccessful communication occurs when thereceiver decodes the message and attaches ameaning to it 

which very nearly approximates meidea thoughts or information the sender wishedto transmit. 

Decoding and understandingare affectedby several factors. For example, a receiver 

cannotdecode a message which is in a language notknown to him. This applies to symbols also. 

Thesame symbol may carry a different meaning tothe receiver. Again, the receiver's past, experience, 

as well as his expectations colourthe meaning that is attached to the message. All this tends to bring 

about a divergence betweenthe ‘intended* meaning and 'perceived* meaning. 

In order that this does not happen, it isnecessary to develop greater degree ofhomogeneity 

between the sender and thereceiver both of whom have their own fields ofexperience. The field of 

experience constitutesan individual's attitudes, experience, knowledge,environment, and socio-cultural 

background. Thegreater the overlap of the source and receiver'sfield of experience, the greater the 

probability ofsuccessful communication, in other words, theyhave things in common that facilitate 

bettercommunication. An individual engaged in communication with another parson of asignificantly 

different educational or culturalbackground will have to putin greater effort toensure successful 

communication. A model ofcommunication credited to Wilbur Schrammillustrates this point. 

Fields of Experience Model 
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The greater the overlap of the two persons' fieldsof experience, the higher is the probability 

ofsuccessful communication. The shaded areashows the overlap. 

Feedback 

Response and Feedback complete thetwoway process of communication, It is throughthe 

feedback that the source (sender) comes toknow if his message was correctly received andunderstood. 

In case it is found that the messagehas been received incorrectly, it is possible tomake corrections 

subsequently if response istimely. 

Sender's efforts to communicate areaimed at eliciting the desired response. However,a 

communication may result in producing any ofthe three outcomes: a desired change may occur,an 

undesired change may occur or no changemay, take place. We consider communication assuccessful 

only when it produces the desiredresponse.    

Noiea 

Surrounding the entire spectrum ofcommunication is the noise that affects theaccuracy and 

fidelity of the messagecommunicated. Noise is anyfactor that disturbsconfuses or otherwise interferes 

with communication. It can arise at any stage in thecommunication process. The sender may not beable 

to encode the message properly or he maynot be property audible. The message may getdistorted by 

other sounds in the environment. Thereceiver may not hear the message, orcomprehend it in a manner 

not entirely intendedby the sender ofthe message. The channel alsomay create interference by 'filtering', 

i.e. allowingsome information to pass through and ???. Wewill see later in this unit why distortion takes 

placeand what can be done to minimise the distortion of communication. 

13.4 VERBAL AND NON-VERBALCOMMUNICATION 

A communication in which words are used -can be called verbal communication.  

Communication over long distance, takes placeusually through verbal communication. As anadjunct to 

this is the non-verbal communicationwhich refers to the use of "body language" incommunicating ideas 

from sendertothe receiver.Non-verbal communication most often takenplace unconsciously, and it may 

either fortify andsupplement the verbal communication or may attimes negate the very purpose of 

verbalcommunication. 

Let us examine each of these one byone. 
The main characteristics of verbalcommunicating is the use of words, eitherwrittenor spoken. 

Written communication include personal letters, memoranda, policy and proceduremanuals, and 
notices placed on the noticeboards. 

Examples of oral communications areconferences, committee meeting, telephoneconversation, 
loudspeaker announcements, etc. 

Both written and oral communication havetheir merits,and demerits. 

A written communication has theadvantage of being easily verified and of beingmore precisely 

defined if there arises a need forsubsequent correction. Spoken messages cannot always be verified so 

easily.  

Secondly,  because a writtencommunication is likely to be a permanent record,we are more 

particular in making it precise andaccurate.                        

Thirdly, lengthy and complicatedmessages are better understood if they are putwriting. It would 

be difficult to understand andretain a lengthy message if it were only in oralform.  
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Togetherwith these advantages, writtencommunication have some drawbacks also. 

Firstly, it is a slower method ofcommunication if we consider the total amountof time involved 

from the formulation of Idea bythe sender to the understanding of the idea bythe receiver. A written 

communication competeswith all other written material that reaches the deskof an executive. As such 

there can be gapbetween the time when a communication reachesthe manager's desk and the time 

when he readsit. Moreover, if clarifications are needed becausethe message is not clear to the receiver, 

furtherdelay would take place. 

Secondly, despite thefact that a greaterdegree of preciseness is aimed at whilepreparing a 

writing communication, there isalways a possibility of ambiguity or lack of claritycreeping in leading to 

misunderstanding on thepart of the receiver. Clarification naturally meansdelay.        

Lastly, over-reliance on writtencommunication can lead to too much of paper-work In the 

organisation. This not only consumestime, money and energy,but also indicates a lackof trust among the 

employees of the organisation.It has been observed that when trust is low andsuspicions are high in an 

organisation, an over-reliance on written communication is likely tooccur. 

13.5 ORAL COMMUNICATION  

Although an organisation cannotfunctionwithout written communication of various kinds,yet by far 

greater percentage of information iscommunication orally, it has been observed thatmanagers-spend 60 

to 80 per cent of their worktime in oral communication. Oral communicationhas the merit of being more 

rapid. Generally, thespoken word is a quicker and less complicatedway of getting one's ideasacross 

anotherperson. Again, it offers the potential of two- way information flow, arid therefore less possibility of 

misunderstanding the communication. Thecreation of a less formal atmosphere andgeneration of fellow 

feeling are the additionaladvantages brought about through oral communication. 

However, the oral communication is notentirely free from defects. It is less effective asmeans of 
presenting complicated and lengthy data. It is also subject to misinterpretation andthe effects of barriers 

arising from interpersonalrelationships. 

Can you determine which of the two, oralor written, is a better means of communication ?You will 

see thatthe choice between the two is generally speaking, determined bythe situation. However, the use 

of both together wilt very oftenstrengthen and reinforce a massage.   

Take your own case. The material in yourhand is the written communication which will befortified  
subsequently through  oralcommunication in the contact classes or. educational TV programmes. The 
two together,we hope, will further increase your understandingof the concepts and application of 
management. 

13.6 CHOOSING YOUR WORDS 

You have read earlier that communicationrefers to the transmission of meaning' from thesender 

to the receiver. Such transmission takesplace through the use of symbols, whether verbalor non-

verbal.In verbal, communication thesymbol is a word. In order thatthe transmission ofmeaning takes 

place it is important that theparticular symbol (word) used must create withinthe mind of the receiver the 

same imagewhichwas in the mindof the sender of thecommunication. It is only then that the 

basicpurpose of communication which is to influencethe behaviour of the receiver, will be achieved. 

Ithas been found that words do not necessarilyhave commonly understood meanings. Theabstract 

words like "participation" or "democracy"or "satisfactory" suffer from the difficulty thatdifferent people are 

likely to attach differentmeanings to these words. The greater the use ofsuch abstract words; the bigger 
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the difficulty inbringing aboutan understanding of the messageand a change, in behaviour 

throughcommunication.     

Keith Davis in his well known book''HumanBehaviour at Work: Organizational Behaviour",has 

suggested a few guidelines for making verbalcommunication more effective. These are: 

Use simple words and phrases. 

Use short and familiar works. 

Use personal pronouns (such as "you") wheneverappropriate. 

Give illustration and examples. 

Use short sentences and paragraphs. 

Use active verbs such as in "The manger plans". 

Economise on adjuctives. 

Express thoughts logically and In a direct way. 

Avoid unnecessarywords. 

13.7 USE OF BODY LANGUAGE 

In determining the effectiveness ofcommunication, In the sense effecting a changein behaviour, 

non-verbal communication has animportant role to play. Experts in the field of humancommunication 

have found that, in a typicalmessage between two persons, only about 7 percent of the meaning or 

content of the message Iscarried bytheactualwords being used. Another38 per cent of the message is 

carried by one'stoneof voice (which includes pacing, timing,pauses, accents) The major part of 55 per 

centof the content of the message is in non-verbalform, in other words, in the form of our 

physicalattitude going along with our verbal message. Thephysical attitude is also referred to as 

bodylanguage.   

Non-verbal communication can take placewith our actions orwith our body gestures. Forexample, 

a managerwho pounds his fist on thetable white announcing mat from now onparticipative management 

will be practised in hisorganisation creates a credibility gap between what he says and what he 

practices. A mangerwho says that be believes in an open door policyfor all his employees but is busy 

with his own fileswhile an employee Is giving him certainsuggestions towards Improvement in 

workenvironment, is making  non-verbalcommunication quite in conflict with his verbalcommunication. 

Insuch situations the non-verbalmessage is the stronger one and the verbalmessage will cease to be 

effective.. 

Body gestures that "communicate" may relate to your handshake, your smile, your eye-contact, 

your posture white standing or sitting, yourfacial expression white listening, the shrug of yourshoulders, 

indeed, the movement of any part ofyourbody. You must, therefore, be watchful of yourbody language 

so that it does not contradict yourverbal message. This is indeed difficult becausethe body language is 

so involuntary that we are not even aware of it. 

Some of the non-verbal actions whichassist communication include: 

Maintaining eye contact                      

Occasionally nodding thehead in agreement  

Smiling and showing animation 
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Leaning towards the speaker. 

Speaking at moderate rate, in a quite tone 

Same of the non-verbal actions that impede thecommunication are: 

Looking away or turning away from the speaker 

Sneering or using .other contemptuous gestures 

Closing your eyes 

Using an unpleasant tone of voice 

Speaking too slow or too fast 

13.8 CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION 

An organisation structure provideschannels for the flow of information on which thedecisions of 

the organisation will be based. Assuch an organisation can be described as thenetwork of 

communication channels. Thesechannels can be either intentionally designed, or,they may develop of 

their own accord. When achannel is intentionally prescribed for the flow ofcommunication, in the 

organisation, we call asformal communication. On the other hand, whencommunication takes place 

through channels notintentionally designed, in otherwords, outside theformal channels, such-channels 

are referred toas informal channels, and the communication asinformal communication. 

(a) Formal Communication 

An organisation chart shows the directionof formal communication flow in an organization it 

identifies the various transmitlers and receivers,and the channels through which they mustcommunicate. 

The authority relationshipsIndicate the direction of communication flow in an organisation. A formal 

communication takesplace between a superior and subordinate in theform of instruction and directions. 

Such a flowtakesplace in thedownward direction. 

Another formalcommunication takesplace between subordinate and superiorwhenreporting on 

performance is madeby thesubordinate. Since the subordinate initiatescommunication to the superior, 

the flow is upward. 

We can seeupward communication, the upwardcommunication can take the form of 

progressreports, budget reports profit and lossstatements, requests for grants, etc. 

Again formal  communication may takeplace between one division of an organization and 

another. This could be either lateral ordiagonal. There is substantial formatcommunication between 

production foreman andmaintenance foreman, or, between productionmanager and quality control 

manger. Formalcommunication may pass acrossorganizational levels also: for example, communication 

betweenline and staff units takes place very frequently across organisational levels.: 

Suchcommunication helps, tremendously in thecoordination of activity.          

Finally, forma! communication may alsoarise between the organisation and outsideparties, e.g., 

suppliers, customer. Government,etc. This may happen when the management isrequired to provide 

information of certain aspectsof working of the organisation. Communicationof this kind is usually one-way. 

Networks in Formal Communication 

You have seen earlier how the formalorganisational structure prescribes the channelsthrough 

which communication flows takes place.These channels are designed to keep the flowof information in 
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an orderly manner and to protect,the higher level managers from an overload ofunnecessary, 

information. However, the way inwhich these channels are designed and work canaffect the speed 

andaccuracy of information aswell as .the task performance and satisfaction ofmembers of the group. As 

such, managers haveto think of how best to design the organizational structure and the communication 

network whichmeets the requirements of the situation. 

Some research in the design ofcommunication networks has been carried outwhich Indicates 

their relative merits for use indifferent situations. Although these networks canassume many forms, the 

most frequentlydiscussed are four, known as the wheel, chain. . 'Y” and circle, shown In the diagram 

below; 

Formal Networks 

 
These forms can well be looked at as anorganisational structure made up of fivemembers. 

The 'circle' network represents a three-level hierarchy in which there is communicationbetween 

superiors and subordinates, with crosscommunication at the operative level. 

The 'chain' can represent a five-levelhierarchy, in which communication can take placeonly 

upward and downward, and acrossorganisational lines.                   

The 'wheel' or 'star' represent anadministrator and four subordinates with whomhe interacts. 

There is no interaction among thesubordinates. 

In the 'Y' network two subordinates reportto the superior. It may be regarded as a four-

levelhierarchy. 

To test the effect of various communicationstructures a series of experiments "involvingsimple as 

well as complex problems wereconducted. The studies demonstrated thatnetwork centrality was the 

critical feature thatdetermined whether a particular communicationpattern was effective and satisfying to 

themembers for a particular type of task. An indexof relative centrally was developed for thispurpose in 

order to determine who occupied thecentral position in each network. It was found thatT and 'star' 

networks are highly centralised,withC occupying the central position. The 'circle' and'chain' networks 

were found to be decentralized with no member being able to influence all othermembers. 

Further experiment to determine howperformance and attitudes were affected bydifferent 

communication networks showed thatcentralised networks performed faster and.Moreaccurately than 

decentralised networks, provided tasks were comparatively simple.For complex;tasks, however, the 

decentralised networks werecomparatively quicker and more accurate. 

The emergence of a leader and thesatisfaction of group member was also affectedby the 

centrality of networks. In centralised groupswhether the tasks were simpleor complex, oneperson who 
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occupied the central position by virtueof the control of information emerged as theleader. In 

decentralised networks no one positioncould emerge as the leadership position. 

As far as the satisfaction of group memberis concerned, it was found to be higher indecentralised 

networks in all types of tasks. Satisfaction was higher in the 'circle', higher inthe 'chain' 'lower in‘Y' and 

the least in the 'star'pattern. The reason for higher satisfaction indecentralised networks was that 

members of those networks could participate in problem-solving. 

These experiments havecertainimplication for the design oforganizational structure and the 

communication networks: 

Firstly, an organisation with mostly routine,simple tasks is likely to works more efficiently witha 

formally centralised networks of communicationwhile more complicated tasks would 

requiredecentralised networks. 

Secondly, the problem-solving objectivesof speed and flexibility cannot be achieved by thesame 

pattern of communication. Rather, speedin problem-solving can be achieved at theexpense of flexibility, 

and vice-versa. Assuch thecommunication pattern should be designed withreference to the objective 

thatis regarded asmost important. 

Thirdly, the pattern that leads to highestaverage morale and greatest flexibility inadapting to changed 

condition is the one in which there are large number of active participants indecision-making process. 

Lastly, access to Information Is animportant source of power in organisation. 

We were so far explaining to you thecommunication patterns that are made use offormal 

communication in an organisation, You areof course, aware that along the formalorganisation exists 

another organisation knownas informal organisation which hasits ownchannels for communication. We 

shall now havea look at the informal communication and itschannels.    

(b) Informal Communication 

Communication that takes place withoutfollowing the formal lines of communication Is saidto be 

informal communication. This channel is notcreated by management and is usually not underthe control 

of management. An informal systemof communication is generally referred to as the'grapevine' because 

it spreads throughout theorganisation with its branches going out in altdirections in utter disregard of the 

levels ofauthority and linking members of the organization in any direction. 

The informal communication arises as aresult of employee needs for information whichare not 

met by the formal channels. It has beenobserved that problems relating to works andunfavourable 

reactions to various organizational practices are transmitted through informalcommunication. Since the 

channels are flexibleand establish contacts at personal levels amongmembers of organisation in 

different hierarchicallevels; the grapevine spreads information fasterthan the formal system of 

communication. As itis pointed out that and about 10 to 40 per cent ofemployees receive information 

(ormisinformation) about the organisation and itsmember through informal channels ofcommunication. 

In contrast to the formal communicationwhich moves on slowly from one person at 

onehierarchical level to another at the nexthierarchical level, the grapevine transmitsinformation from 

one person to a group ofpersons much more rapidly in a cluster chainarrangement. The cluster chain is 

made up ofindividuals who act as information sources. Eachindividual passes the information to several 

other some of whom repeat that message to other.Some of those, who receive that message maynot 

pass on the information to others but theinformation may lead to a change in their thinkingon the subject 
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and may sometimes affect theirbehaviour as well. .The following diagramillustrates the cluster chain 

networks of informalcommunication. 

Cluster Chain Network 

 
Though it has been found that informalcommunication carries accurate informationabout three-

fourth of time, yet there are strong'possibilities of its communication being distorted.This happens 

because of the process of filtering'whereby each member of the duster chain actingas a kind of filter 

passes on only that part ofcommunication which he regards asimportant,the receiver is left to fill in the 

gaps and completestory according to his own imagination. Thisnaturally leads to a very great distortion 

of the realsituation and may at times cause seriousproblems in the organisation. 

The characteristics of grapevine havebeen summarised by Keith Davis as follows: 

a) People talk most when the news is recent 

b) People talk about things that affect theirwork.            

c) People talk about people they know. 

d) People working near each other are likelyto be on the same grapevine. 

e) People who contact each other in thechain of procedure to be on the same grapevine.  

You have seen that the grapevine is a fastand a substantially accurate channelofcommunication, 

it has tremendous capacity tocarry information both helpful and harmful to the formal organisation. In 

most cases it carriesinformation which the formal channel may not orwill not carry. The manager's 

responsibility,therefore, lies minimising the negative aspectsof this channel. 

In order to do this, what the manager cando is to Identify the members of the organization who 

usually seek and spread information. It is possible that different individuals are active atdifferent times 

but usually itwill be found that someindividuals tend to be more active carriers ofinformation than the 

others. After identifying suchpeople a manager can use them as soundingboards. If it is discovered that 

misleading rumoursare circulating, it may be desirable policy on thepart of the manager to release the 

officialinformation in order to clarify the situation. Attimes management may even find the 
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informalcommunication channel more useful intransmitting Information than the formalchannel.A 

common method of using informalcommunication isby 'planned leaks, orstrategically planned “just 

between youand me"remarks, which would obviously reach alt .partsof the organisation much more 

quickly than anykind of communication through formal channels. 

By now you are familiar with whatcommunication is. You will recollect that in theearlier part of 

this unit, communication has beendefined as the transmission of meaning orunderstanding. Yet by far, 

most of thecommunication in organisations or betweenpersons fails to satisfy this criterion. 

Communication quite often fails to convey themeaning or develop an understanding of 

thecommunication sufficient enough to bring abouta change In the behaviour of the receptent.According 

to Peter Drucker, "We have moreattempts at communication today, that is, moreattempts to talk to 

others, and a surfeit ofcommunication media...... .yet communication hasproved as elusive as the 

Unicorn. The noise levelhas gone up so fast that no one can really listenany more to all that babble, 

about communication.But clearly there is less and less ofcommunication The communication gap 

withininstitutions and between groups in society has been widening steadily-to the point where 

itthreatens to become an unbridgeablegulfoftotalmisunderstanding.'' (Management 

Tasks,Responsibilities and Practices p. 481.). 

One of the biggest dangers incommunication is to assume that communicationhas taken place. 
Most of us indeed make a greateffort In formulating ideas, and findingappropriate words for 
communicating them toother. In organisation, too, much money and energy is used to develop its 
system of communication. And yet, if you try to assess howfar the system has led to effective 
communicationin terms of the desired response, you will besurprised at the results. Thereis fifty-fifty 
chanceof the communication not being understoodtothe degree you would besatisfied with. This 
hasbeenproved by a number of experiments andobservations made by communicationspecialists. There 
is a story from the armywhichtells of an instruction starting at-one end of theline as 'Send reinforcements 
and ending up atthe other end of the line as 'send three shillingand six pence. You can perhaps test it 
yourself.Try to recollect the news items of the previousevening's news telecasts or broadcast, howmany 
items can you recollect ? Most lively lessthan half These examples indicate what happensto most of the 
communication between personor within organization. It is not only important thata communication be 
sent. It is much moreimportant that it be understood.When anunderstanding of the communication does 
nottake place, we can hardly expect a desiredchange in the behaviour of the receiver. Whatcauses a 
failure of communication?  

The failure in communication arisesbecauseof certain blockages or barriers betweenthe sender 

and the receiver.In order to make acommunication effective, it must be ensured thatthese barriers are 

removed. What thecommercial media men these days try to achieveis to overcome the barriers and 

reach the targetaudience. What kind of barriers interfere with theeffectiveness of communication ? In 

theparagraphs that follow, we shall discuss thevarious reasons which either prevent thecommunication from 

reaching the receiver ordistort it in such a mariner that it ends up eitheras non-communication or as 

miscommuntcation.Since a manger has to use communication as ameans of getting the work done through 

hissubordinates/he must ensure that barriers areminimised and effective communication takesplace.            

13.9 BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATIONS 

The barriers that interfere with theunderstanding of the communication are of threekinds: 
semantic, psychological and organization.We shall discuss them one bye one. 

(a) Semantic Barriers 
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Most ofthe difficulties in arise becausethe same word or symbol means different thingsto different 

individuals. Perhaps you rememberwhat happened to Shiny Abraham at the recent(1986) Asian Games 

at Seoul. Despite comingfirst by a very wide margin in the 800 m. race,she was disqualified and lost her 

gold medal forhaving crossed the track at the place where sheshould hot have done. According to her 

shemistook the symbol, I.e. the colour of the flag.Whereas In our country the red flag indicatesdanger, in 

South Korea white flag is used for thesame purpose. Misinterpreting the white flag which had been put 

up at that point, she Grosserthe track at the wrong place and suffered asetback. Words, which .are in 

reality symbolsrepresenting a thing, an action or a feeling; canhave several meanings. As explained 

earlier,words which represent concrete things, e.g. caror house, tend to be understood in the same 

way,while abstract words like merit, effectiveness or responsibility, tend to be interpreted by 

differentpersons in different ways. Difficulty inunderstanding may arise even in the case ofordinary works 

which have different contextualmeaning. Lately such difficulties are beingexperienced increasingly by 

people working ininternational development field. One suchproblem arose in international the meaning 

of theword 'steps'. In a training programme of healthworkers relating to the family health in Jamaicawhen 

a Question."What are some of the stepsthat a mother should take to make sure that herbaby keeps 

healthy?" was asked, it was foundthat there was no response to it The trainees whowere accustomed to 

only meaning of the word steps' based on their experience, could not justmake any sense of the 

question. 

Semantic difficulty may arise because ofunfamitiarity with words, for example, a word ofsome 

foreign language of which the receiver hasno knowledge. A technical word may also createsuch a 

problemit may be beyond the ability ofthe receiver to understand it. 

In order to make it effective, acommunication must be put into words which are appropriate to the 

environment and mentalframework of the receiver. Thisensures thecommunication to be grasped 

properly andimplemented effectively: A very interestingexample of a communication made effective 

bythe use of word appropriate to the environmentalin which they were used Is provided by thefollowing 

incident that took place in one of theagricultural states of the USA. 

A proposal for using the salaries of thefaculty members of an agricultural college wasunder 
discussion. The farmers bloc was totallyagainst giving the raise to trie college teachers the could not see 
why they should pay thosecollege teacher $5,000 a year just for talking 12or 15 hours a week. Faculty 
representativesmade no headway in their negotiations until oneof them who had some farming 
experience, gotan inspiration. 

"Gentlemen," he told the members of theadministrative body, "a college teacher is a littlelike a 
bull. Ifs not the amount of time he spendsIt’s the importance of what he does'. 

The faculty members got the raise.Semantic barrier ay further be created by bodylanguage being 

inconsistent with the verbalcommunication. A manager who praises thehonesty and sincerity of his 

subordinate in asarcastic tone creates doubts in the minds of thesubordinate as to the course of action 

he shouldadoptin a given situation in future. The same kindofbarrier is created by a divergence 

betweenthe verbal language and the action language ofthe superiors. When action and language 

areused jointly, the actions often have more powerfulinfluence on other's, actions than do words. 

Amanagementmay, for example, profess its beliefin being guided society by the merit of 

employeeswhile, making promotions. Yet if employeesobserve that in actual practice promotions 

aremade on considerations other than merit, themanagement's professed policy is bound to beaffected 
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by a semantic barrier-it is not likely tocommunicate anything, only the actions willcommunicateand what 

they communicate will becontrary to whathad been said in so many words. 

(b) Psychological Barriers 

Psychological barriers are the primebarriers in inter-personal communication. Themeaning that is 

ascribed to a message dependsupon the emotional or psychological status of boththe parties 

concerned. As such the psychologicalbarriers, may be set up either by the receiver orthe sender of the 
message. 

Your have already seen that theeffectiveness of any communication dependsupon the 

perception ofthe right meaning of themessage, on the part of the receiver. Theperception of meaning 

is very much affected bythe mental frame of the receiver at the time themessage is received; Emotions 

which dominateour mood at the time, e.g., anger, anxiety, fear,happiness, etc... will affectour 

interpretation of themessage. The phrase "viewing with colouredglasses' or 'seeing with Jaundiced 

eyes' explainvividly how our inner feelings may vitiate ourperception of the message or the situation. 

Pastexperience of the receiver in such situationswould also lead to the sameeffect. The samething may 

happen when different individualsinterpret the same event or situation. Forexample, take the case of a 

supervisor watchinga group of employees resting and gossiping onthe lawns. How will this situation be 

perceived ? 

To the supervisor who believes thatemployees arebasically lazy, the situationcommunicates to 

him that they are playing truantwith their work, and therefore should be givenmore work to do and 

disciplined.   

To the supervisor-who believes that hisworkers are self-motivated and are sincereworkers, the 

situation communicates that they areenjoying a well-earned rest. 

To the supervisor who is personally insecure, the situation communicates thatthey 

areconspiringagainst him. 

You win, therefore, seethat a particularkind ofsituation, event, happening or words and symbols 

are capable of being interpreted bydifferent ways accordingto their ownpsychological states. A receiver 

who is suspicious or hostile, either as a consequenceof his feeling of insecurity or because of his 

past.experience with the sender of the communication,jsmore likely to start 'reading between the lines" 

and ascribe a distorted meaning to the message. 

To the receivers mind a communication gets tied up with the personality of the source.This is 

what some people call the halo effect. Thusif we receive a message from a person weadmire, we are 

more likely to agree with it andact accordingly. On the other hand, our immediatereaction will be one of 

disagreement with amessage that has been received from a personwe do not like or trust. Thus our 

perception ofmeaningof the communication is coloured by our own value judgements about the source 

of thecommunication. 

A receiver of the communication suffersfrom another problem whichpsychologists referto as 

cognitive dissonance. Since an individualtends to be fed with too much of information fromdifferent 

sources, which is commonly the ease inan organisational setting, he becomes selectivein receiving and 

responding to thecommunications. He is most likely to 'hear; onlythose messages that conflict with his 

ownviewpoint tend to be ignored. Often the 'other'point of view may not only be ignored, it mightindeed 

be regarded as unfriendly or even hostile. Ifthis happens frequently, subordinates may startquestioning 
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whether their superior really wantsto heap the 'bad' hews, i.e., opinions contrary tohis own. As a 

consequence, much of theunfavourable news in an organizations wouldnever gel reported to higher 

levels until theproblem has assumed the form of a crisis. 

One common phenomenon with allcommunications is the effect of filtering. Thiseffect is 

produced when the communicationpasses through a large number of persons. Eachindividual through 

whom the information ispassed interpretsfacts differently, judgesfrom hisown point of view what is 

important orrelevant,and passes it on with his own interpretations, withthe result that the original 

communication gets altered in the process. The process of filteringinvolves a biased choice of what 

iscommunicated, on the part of either the senderor the receiver. Thus filtering refers to the processof 

'selective telling' or 'selective listening. Forexample, a subordinate may tell the boss whathe (the boss) 

wants to hear. Similarly, thoughseveral factors affecting productivity in theorganisation may have been 

identified by thestaff, yet the manager may hear and respond onlyto those factors that fit his 

preconceived view ofthe situation. In either case a selectivity isintroduced in the process of 

communicationleading to a distortion in communication. 

Organisations are particularly prone to theeffect of filtering, in large organisations whether there 

are several levels through which acommunication must pass, filtering takes placeateach level. In orderto 

save, the time of the busyexecutive and to save him from informationoverload, it is common in 

organisations forsubordinates to prepare notes or abstracts of thecommunication before passing it on to 

thesuperior. The higher an information has to travelthe higher is the degree of abstraction, with 

thepossibility that significant pieces of informationmay be entirely missed or their significancediluted or 

distorted. The larger the number offiltering points in an organisation, the greater arethe chances of 

distortion. This may happen evenoutside an organisation when communication ispassed on verbally 

from one to another, as in agrapevine.          .                      . 

(c) Organisation Barriers 

Organisations provide a formal frameworkthrough which communication is designed to flow.The 
structuring of the flow itself tendsto act as abarrier against freer flow of communicationbetween persons 
and levels in the orgnaisation.Rules may prescribe how communicationbetween persons and levels in 
the orgnaisation.Rulesmay prescribe how communications areto move from one level to another in 
upward ordownward directions. Not only is there apossibility of delay in the, communication reachingits 
destination, but also there is every possibilityof communication getting distorted through theprocess of 
filtering described in the previousparagraphs, it has been found that wheninformation is channelled 
through different levelsof organisation, it became altered as peopleinterpreted facts differently. In an 
organizational setting this can be a very big problem sincesenior level executives who work through 
othershave todepend more and more on the informationand interpretations of theirsubordinates. A 
criticalinformation that has lost its critically because ofthe actions of the intervening levels mayjeopardise 
the position of the manager as wet!as the organisation itself. 

It has been observed that the upwardcommunication is particularly subject totheinfluence of 

filtering in large organisations.Upward communication serves essentially twopurposes in an 

organisation. First, it helps incoordinating and controlling the activities of theorganisation. Second, it 

enables the superior to appraisethe performanceof his subordinates.White the former does not create 

only problems,the latter has behavioural implications. It is humannature to show one's performance in a 

better-lightthan what it actually is 
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This tendency of an individual naturallybrings about a filtering through conscious orunconscious 

altering, withholding or interpretingfacts to be transmitted upward. 

Dependency syndrome of the subordinateheightens the tendency to filter information. In 
asuperior-subordinate relationship, thesubordinate generally speaking, dependent onthe superior for his 
advancement. Studies showthat the greater the dependency of thesubordinate on his superiors for the 
satisfactionof his needs, the more his tendency to filterinformation of an unfavourable kind. I has 
beenfound that subordinates are generally unwillingtocommunicate unfavourable information when 
theyfeel that their superior has the power to punishthem in some way. Only positive aspects 
ofperformance are likely to be communicatedupwards. 

Another barrier in organisational setting is created by the superior-subordinaterelationship itself 

which develops a distancebetween the two. People are more comfortablein communicating with persons 

of similar statusas their own. Communication with persons of higher or lower status is likely to be formal 

and recent ratherthan informal and free. The distancebetween the superior and subordinate and the 

difficulty in freer communication between themtends to be heightened through status symbolswhich 

might be used to show the hierarchicalstatus of the person concerned. Status symbolswithin an 

organisation may be in the form ofseparate parking space, separate bathrooms,separate refreshment 

rooms, cabins withstylished furniture, carpets, etc. Such symbolsaccentuate the distance between the 

differenthierarchical levels and tend to widen the communication gap. All these are intended toreduce 

the difference between the workers andthe managers and bring about a betterunderstanding of the 

problems of the organization which Is the chief objective of organizational communication. 

You have read in the last few pages aboutthe problems that crop up in communicating 

withothers, whether .inside or outside theorganisation. These problems create anInterference in 

theprocess of sharing of themeaning of a .communication, and thusinterference in the process of 

sharing of themeaning ofacommunication, and thus block itseffectiveness. As a manager you will 

becontinuously required to make use of yourcommunication abilities in the performance ofyour job. 

Since your success as a manager willbe judged in terms of the results that you producethe effectiveness 

of your communication is,therefore, of prime importance to you. We shallexplain to you in a few 

paragraph below what you can do to make your communications effective. 

13.10 MAKING COMMUNICAITON EFFECTIVE 

In order to make your inter-personal communication more effective, the following aresome of the 
points that your should bear in mind: 

Use direct, simple language and avoid words which can have ambiguous moaning:Keep the 
receiver (audience) in mind whilechoosing the words and phrases. Yourcommunication will be effective 
if the words youuse are appropriate for the level of receivers forwhom the communication is aimed at. 

If you look through history, you will find thatthe great messages have been simple and 
short.Moses had only ten commandments and theyhardly add up to sixty words, and the. 17 
RoackEdicts ofAshoka are equally brief and to the point. 

Use face-to-face communication :Face-to-face communication allows moreaccurate feedback 

to be achieved through two-way communication. Generally speaking, peopleexpress themselves more 

freely while talkingrather than through writing. Face-to-facecommunication permits a manager to see 

andunderstand the non-verbal signs also. 

Use feedback:Feedback enables the sender to judge whether his ideas have beenreceived in 
the manner as they were originallysent. Most often it is assumed that communication has taken place 
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because a notice has been put on the notice board, or an orderissued. You must devise ways 
toseparate factfrom distortion. 

Listen with understanding :The biggest black to interpersonal communication is said to be the 

inability to listen intelligently andskillfully to another person. We tend to confuselistening with hearing; 
which is a physical process. Listening actually is much more than hearing.'Itinvolves understanding. 

.Real communicationtakes place when the listener truly hears andunderstand the position and intent of 

the speaker.Most managers are, however, poor listeners.Apart from other reasons for poor 

listeningperformance, the main reason is the discrepancyin the speeds of speaking and of listening, 

whilean average person can speak at the rate of 150words per minute,onecan listen and think at therate 

of over '1,000 words per minute. Thedifference obviously leaves idletime for the mindto wander about 

and lose some part of themessage that is sought to be conveyed. In orderto be a successful manager 

you must attempt todevelop you listening ability by utilising your idletime, in projecting yourself into the 

mind of theother party and understanding the factual andemotional content of the message, 

withoutmaking any attempt at criticising, approving ordisapproving it until after you have fully heard 

andunderstood the remarks. The empatheticlistening, as it Is called, vastly improves theunderstanding 

of both the parties, bringing in itswake improved interpersonal relationship in theorganisation. 

Create constructive environment for theexpression of ideas: If you can create a climatein which 

people can be confident that what theysay will be listenedto with sympathy andconsidered 

constructively, you can be sure of a^ successful and creative communication. This ishowever, possible 

only in an environment of trustwhich has to he generated by managementthrough its policies actions. 

Be careful about your non-verbalcommunication. Because, you hold a statushigher than your 

8ubordinates,.your gestures areobserved and 'felt' by your subordinates, yourbody language, therefore 

must supportive of yourcommunication through words. 

One of the powerful means ofcommunication are your actions which speak louder than words. If 

you expect yourcommunication to be effective, ensure that youractions are consistent with yourwords. 

Develop and use organizational structures which minimise he chances of filteringthe 
communication: 

Decentralisation of authority andbroadening of span of .control can be attemptedto reduce the 

levels inthe organisation andminimise the authority filters. 

13.11 SUGGESTIONS TO MAKE COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVE 

The American Management Associationhas developed a set of ten suggestions forImproving 

communication, referred to as "The tenCommandments of Good Communication."  Briefly these 

suggestions are : 

1. Clarity before attempting to communicate. 

2. Examine the purpose of communication. 

3. Understand the physical and humanenvironmentwhen communicating. 

4. In planning communication, consult othersto obtain their support, as well as the facts. 

5. Consider the content and the overtonesof the message. 

6. Whenever possible, communicatesomething that helps, or is valued by the receiver. 

7. Communication, to be effective, requiresfollowing up. 
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8. Communicate messages that are of short-run and long-run importance. 

9. Actions must be congruent with communication. 

10. Be a good listener. 

13.12 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    Define Communication. 

2.    Discuss in brief the importance of communication. 

3.    Write a short-note on communication process. 

4.    Define formal communication. 

5.    Write a short-note on barriers to communication. 

13.13 SUMMARY 

Communications is fundamental to the existence and survival of humans as well as to an 

organization. Itis a process of creating and sharing ideas, information, views, facts, feelings, etc. among 

the people toreach a common understanding. Communication is the key to the Directing function of 

management.A manager may be highly qualified and skilled but if he does not possess good 

communication skills, allhis ability becomes irrelevant. A manager must communicate his directions 

effectively to thesubordinates to get the work done from them properly. Communications is a continuous 

process whichmainly involves three elements viz. sender, message, and receiver. 

13.14 GLOSSARY 

• Body language is a form of non-verbal communication. Body language is about 

usingbehaviour to communicate. The forms of behaviour used in body language include 

body posture,gestures, facial expressions, and eye movements. Body language may 

provide clues as to theattitude or state of mind of a person. 

• Communication is simply the act of transferring information from one place, person or 

groupto another. Every communication involves (at least) one sender, a message and a 

recipient. Theseinclude our emotions, the cultural situation, the medium used to 

communicate, and even our location. 

• Communication barrier is anything that prevents us from receiving and understanding 

themessages others use to convey their information, ideas and thoughts. They can interfere 

with or blockthe message you are trying to send. 

• Communication channel is the medium, mean, manner or method through which a 

messageis sent to its intended receiver. The basic channels are written (hard copy print or 

digital formats), oralor spoken, and electronic and multimedia. 

• Communication process is the steps we take in order to successfully 

communicate.Components of the communication process include a sender, encoding of a 
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message, selecting of achannel of communication, receipt of the message by the receiver 

and decoding of the message.Noise is anything that hinders communication. 

13.15 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer of question number 1 refer to section 13.1. 

2.    For answer of question number 2 refer to section 13.2. 

3.    For answer of question number 3 refer to section 13.3. 

4.    For answer of question number 4 refer to section 13.8. 

5.    For answer of question number 5 refer to section 13.9. 

12.16 TERMINAL QUESTIONS  

1. Describe the communication process and identify its key components. Give an example 

ofhow this process operates with both oral and written messages. 

2. What characterizes a communication that is rich in capacity to convey information ? 

3. "inform as communication can facilitate a group's effectiveness." Do you agree ordisagree ? 

Discuss. 
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14.0  LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand: - 

•     The concept, meaning, theories of motivation. 

•     The practices adopted for motivating employees. 

•     How money acts as a motivational factor. 

14.1 INTRODUCTION 

Motivating the subordinate is an importantfunction of managers. In fact; interest in thisconcept of 

management science aroused afterthe introduction of human relations approach inmanagement. Soon 

after the Hawthroneexperiments, the philosophy of management wasprofoundly diverted toward the 

human aspects oforganized Site. It is the primary responsibility 

oftheexecutivestoencouragetheirpeopletoacceptand perform the assigned work willingly, Goalscan 

never be achieved without group'swillingness. You can purchase the labour of anindividual but to seek 

his cooperation and driveis very difficult task. People are productiveresources but only when they put 

their hand andheart in work. This subtle phenomenon is a matterfor anxiety for the executives and Sot of 

their timeis devoted towards creating to the concept of'motivation. 
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This lesson is an exercise depicting theconcept, nature and mechanics of motivation.Herein you 

will get a clear idea of what for themotivation is needed/What is the significance ofthis managerial aspect 

and how the executivescan possibly earn the loyalty end motivateemployees? 

14.2 MEANING OF MOTIVATION 

Motivating is a term derived from the word"motive". We can define motive "that which 

makesperson act ina particular way". It is inner impulsecausing man to action. Motivation has 

beendefined by Michael J. Jucias as "the act ofstimulating someone or oneself to get desiredcourse of 

action". Since it is a term borrowedform the discipline of psychology, it is very muchconcerned, with the 

human behaviour. Thebeginning of any action Is the tension in mind.Tension release is one of the needs 

of human being. Efforts, then are being made by theindividual to translatehis tension into behavior.Thus, 

by nature; motivation refers to the way inwhich urges, drives, desire, aspiration, striving,or needs direct, 

control or explain the behaviorof human beings. Apart from this conceptualinference, motivating is 

related with theinstigation of employees towards the goal of theenterprise. An executive is having a 

specificpurpose in his mind while encouraging people atwork. Productivity and human satisfaction are 

thetwin objects that he wants to serve whileencouraging people. It seeks to know the motivesforwork 

and to find out ways and means, by whichtheir realisation can be helped and encouraged. 

This problem of managers can be solvedsquarely understanding the nature and necessity,values 

and attitudes, of the people working. Asthe leaders of the groups, their main interests tounderstand the 

human aspects thoroughly,Explaining the importance of motivation, E.F.LBreach state, "The problem of 

motivation is thekey to management action; and in its executiveform, it is among the chief tasks of the 

GeneralManager. We may safely lay it down that the toneof an organization is a reflection of the 

motivationfrom the top." Motivated employees are the realassets of many organization. 

Technology/system'and methods become Ineffective in case thepeople lack zeal and enthusiasm for 

work. Youcan well imagine/therefore, how important thisaspect of management is. It is important from 

theother angle also. Motivation makes it possible toharness the capabilities of the people to the 

fullestextent resulting in increased productivity; it fostersthe cooperative spirit among the people and 

theirsatisfactional level is a little bit high. In otherwords, to achieve organizational and individualgoals, 

motivation is as important tool in the handsof management to direct the behaviour ofsubordinates In the 

desired and appropriatedirection and thus minimise the wastage ofhuman and other resources. 

Motivating juniors is a complex problem. An executive needs to know some of thedeterminants of 

motivation thoroughly. Theliterature on the subject is too vast that one getslost. For the sake of clearity 

let us identify threebases for attacking the problems of motivation,viz, 

(1) Individual characteristics. 

(2) Job characteristics.                  

(3) Environmental characteristics. 

This classification helps one in having acomprehensive plan of motivation, Unfortunately, a 

piece-meal approach is adopted white planninga motivational system and it does not help muchin 

managing motivation. It is impossible tounderstand motivation without considering whatpeople want and 

expect from theirjobs. 

14.3 THEORIES OF MOTIVATION 

Motivation la function not merely ofmonetary compensation but it is also related tocertain in non-

monetary factors. The basis ofmotivation was supposed to be the need ofemployees. Maslow was the 
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pioneer incontributing a systematic scheme of needhierarchy. He arrived at a conclusion after 

properresearch, that there are certain perceived needsof the employees and when they join 

anyorganization they some how believe that theneeds can be better satisfied by doing so. Theyhave a 

perceived expectation from theorganization. If the perceived needs are satisfiedaccording, to their 

expectation, they feel satisfiedand motivated. On .the other hand, if there is abig gap between these, 

they become slow orrefuse to work. In order to motivate theemployees', therefore, the need for a 

closeobservation, on the part of the managers, is highlyemphasised. Maslowian scheme of 

needhierarchy further outlines that every individualbrings to his Job' certain inputs or investment likeskill, 

ability, experience, time and effort etc. andseeks to exchange these for appropriate"outputs". If his 

hopes are belied, he becomes frustrated over the job and inno case he can beput as motivated 

employee. The point that isbeing carried here is to offer the managers witha proper Understanding of the 

need-patterns oftheir employees. There exits a good, greaterscope to satisfy different types ofNeeds'. 

(a) Maslow's investigation Is important as itstated, in essence, that there are certain 

needswhich people have. He tried to classify thesevarious needs according to "hierarchy ofprepotency. 

His theory states that there are fivetypesof human needs which are common to everyday. The needs to 

be mentioned here. 

(1) Physiological needs: These needs areconcerned with maintaining the 

physiologicalposition of an individual and include such needs all of hunger, thirst and sex. 

These may be termedas biological needs as they are concerned withthe keeping up the 

body fit. 

(2) Safety need: The needs concernthemselves with the physical security and financialsecurity. 

Physical security implies the freedomfrom boldly, threat arid financial security isconcerned with 

the-security on the job e.g.permanency on the Job, compensation packetetc. 

(3) SocialNeeds: These needs refer to theneeds ofloveandsocial activity. Every 

individualaspires to be loved by others to be associatedwith others and to get affection form 

his groupmembers. 

(4) Esteemand SelfRespect Needs: Peopleat work like to feel important and to have 

theirwork recognised as important. They areconscious of the relative social 

importanceattached to them and to the different jobs theydo. Thus needs of status, prestige 

and self-respect areto be included in this category. 

(5) Self-reaiization or seif-ActuaiizationNeeds: These needs are known as self-

accomplishment needs also. These needs referto the opportunity for creativity and for 
continualdevelopment of the individual's skill and powers, 

One should take note of the followingpoints to understand the Maslowian theory ofhuman needs. 

(1) Human needs are of varied nature. 

(2) Thereis definite order of occurrence ofthese needs i.e. once a particular set of needs isfairly 

well satisfied, a man strives for satisfyingthe other set of needs. 

(3) The first three types of needs are "lowerorder" needs and the next two are "high 

orderneeds". 

(4) A satisfied need no longer providesmotivation. 
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The utility of this need classification is thathas suggested the priorityand nature of needs.The 

hierarchical conceptof needs is importantfor understanding the managerial task in relationof human 

resources working in organization. It canbe concluded from this, that high order needsprovide great 

motivation as they are the onlyneeds that cannot be completely satisfied.Maslow, further, has pointed 

out thatthis hierarchyof needs is not a rigid fixed order, that is the samefor all individuals. Persons who 

are high inposition in the organization are able to satisfy theirhigh order needs but the lower level people 

areunabletodoso.                 . 

The practical value of this theory lies in thefed that managers should fry to identify the needsand 

expected satisfaction gap before they planfor motivating the employees. 

SelfActuatisation Needs 

Social Needs 

Safety Needs 

Physiological Needs 

(b) Masiow's Hierarehyof Needs: 

The second important element in themotivational process is the Job and itsenvironment It can be 

mentioned here thatpeople are willing to work, as they like working,provided they are asked to perform 

meaningfulwork, As a result, of man's production technologyit has become rather difficult to escape 

fromrepetitive Jobs, The contents of the job are soframed that people do not derive satisfaction 

afterworking over it. Job and its environment come infocus as a result of the "Two factor 

Theory"propounded by Professor Fredrick Herzberg andother. This research was conducted by him 

inrelation to different executive of middle levelmanagement.                  

By means of content analysis, he madean important distinction between two kinds offactors-one 

group of factors dealt with the natureof job and the others were related to theenvironment In which the 

job was done. Theformer were named as Motivational factors andlatter as Hygienic Factors. 

Motivational Factors 

These factors are termed as "Satisfies"or job content factors also. The individual feelssatisfied if 
these factors are present in the jobitself. Herzberg stated that their presence in thejob satisfies the 
needs of the individuals butabsence does not dissatisfy them. 

He named the-following as motivations : 

(1)  Achievement 

(2)  Recognition 

(3)  Work itself 

(4)  Responsibility 

(5)  Advancement 

(6)  Psychological growth. 

The above listed factors according toHerzberg, are Instrumental in satisfying anindividual with his 

job. He lilies such a lob andmotivating him is not very much-difficult. Theessence of such an approach is 

that motivationis related with the psychological feelings of a manand physical conditions have a very 

limited roletoplay. 
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Hygians Factors 

These factors refer to the environmental factors of the job. Factors like working conditionspolicies 

and practices, job security, salary andwages, relationwiththe subordinate: relationwith the supervisors, 

status and personal life canbe grouped together as hygiene factors. Thesefactors are extrinsic to the job 

and provide thecontext of the job. These are called "Job Contextfactors also. Herzberg outlined that 

theirpresence in the organization does not providesatisfaction to the individuals, but their absenceis the 

cause of dissatisfaction, if an employeedoes not find these factors In his work situation,he will feel 

dissatisfied. In case they are beingprovided by the management they cannot satisfyby the workers. This 

set of factors, therefore, isknown as "dissatisfies" also. 

The main thesis that Herzberg establishedwas that satisfaction and dissatisfaction were thetwo 

separate, distinct and Independentfeelings.Gelermen rightly said that Hygienees arenecessary for 

motivation but by themselves theycannot motivate people. Herzberg's two factortheory, therefore, added 

new approach to themotivation literature by diverting the attention fromthe needs-and put-the job and its 

environment infocus. Job and its elements should be propertyevaluated if one thinks of motivating 

individuals,It should be a folly on the part of managers to layundue emphasis on the monetary 

inducementand improved welfare conditions. No doubt, these are of value in keeping the 

employeessatisfied but the real sources of motivation arebehavioral by nature. There is a need 

foridentifying the "motivator seekers" and-hygienceseekers". This is essential for motivating people. 

While comparing the Mastowian theory ofneed hierarchy with Herzberg'sTwo factor Theory,it can 

be said that the difference between the twois not much Although the former has studiedneedas the basis 

of motivation and the fatter hasemphasized job attitudes", they have tried toconvey the same meaning; 

in different forms.Maslowian physiological, safety and social needsresemble with Herzberg's Hygiene 

factor- Whathas been termed as "High order needs" (Esteemand self respect, self-actualisation) by 

Maslow inthe two factor theory these are the "satisfies" or"job content factors".  

A brief reference of some other theorieswould not be out of place here. Rather, they wouldprove 
useful in understanding the subject further. 

(c) Participation Theories : 

Traditionalists supported the idea of"economic man" as they believed that moneyalone moves 
the man.'Their belief was based onthe fact that money is a good motivator. As aconsequence of it 
compensator part of theworking life was more emphasised. 

Mc Gregor has termed this situation asTheory X. The main characteristics of this Theoryare : 

(i) The average human being has an inherentdislike of work and will avoid it if he can. 

(ii) This is also known as "Carrot-arid-stick’ theory of management as it assumes that It is 

onlythe money which motivates people. 

(iii) The average human being prefers to bedirected, wants to avoid work, is not ambitiousan 

wants security of job.                . 

With the advent of Human Relation schoolthe myth of economic man was exploded Authorslike Me 

Gregor made a forceful attempt inbringing in time-light the inadequacies of the oldbeliefs. He advocates 

that people in organizationhave a keen desire to participate in fulfilling thecorporate goat. This awareness 

regardingparticipation can prove to be a good motivator.The views expressed by Me Faland in this 

regardare valid. He says, "Building an effective workgroup, therefore, requires a motivating sense ofunity 

of purpose; a group mission around whichthe interests of iridividuats and the group may beBalanced." The 
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essenceof Theory" propoundedby Me Gregor is largely based on the assumptionthat people have a liking 

for work they have therequired wisdom also, if they are being provided, with an opportunity to express 

themselves in thematters that affect them and the work situations. 

Me Gregor has termed this situation asTheory Y The main characteristics of this theoryare: 

(i) The work is as natural as play or rest.Therefore the average man does not dis(ike work. 

(ii) The manager can make effortsto integrateorganizational objectives with individual needs-

especially the higher other needs. 

Unfortunately, under the conditions ofmodem industrial life, the intellectual potentialitiesof the 

average human being arc only partiallyutilized. He needs to be told the objectives of thework his 

accomplishments, but feels frustratedwhen he is not being associated with the workingof the organization. 

(d) Interaction Theories: 

Interaction may be defined as contacts orcommunications between individuals.Interactions 

theorists uphold the view thatactivities, interactions and sentiments are theingredients of social system. 

Scienceorganizations, accordingly these are socialsystems, the sentiments prove to be the basis 
ofmotivations. Homans states that sentiments arepart of what is called "individuate self interest andthat 

the we examine these motive, we shall findthat forth most part they are neither individual norselfish but 

that they are the product of group lifeand serve the ends of the whole group and notan individual. When 

people interact they givedues to these variables and these provide adirection to motivation. 

A few other explanations have been givenby other authors and researchers also. 

Prominentamong them are Vroom's Expectancy-Valencetheory, Mec, Calland's Achievements 

Conceptand Stogdill's Achievement-Expectation Theory All these theories are the result of the findings 

ofthe above authors and you can consult referencebooks on these theories. . 

The explanation given above may beuseful in getting one acquainted withconceptual part of 

motivation. We now look at the practicalaspects of motivation. Managers cast with thetask of motivating 

are less Interested in theorytheir main concern is practice. Implementing theconcepts is totally situation 
base. The questionthat may be answered is, what techniques andpractices may be adopted for 

motivatingemployees ? For this there is no prescriptivelyanswer first of ail one needs to know 

theemployees' level of accomplishment. To motivateothers, the executive himself must be 

wellmotivated. He will prove to be an example to beemulate. The rank and file get inspiration fromhim 

and he should try to understand the situationproperty. The distant goal is to build a team-'workspirit 

among the people of organization and nosingle technique can achieve that. Experience isthe only 

teacher in this respect and there is alwaysa scope for improving the practices in the light ofexperience 

achieved. A few guidelines arementioned here. 

14.4 PRACTICES ADOPTWED FOR MOTIVATING EMPLOYEES 

(1) Encouragement to constructivegroups: It is important to a motivational systemthat 
constructive-groups be encouraged anddestructive groups be broken up'. The former 
aremaintained through the stability of organization and any change In the assignments 
should bemade. If possible, so that these groups canremain intact. Organizational changes 
be madeso as to effect this reconstruction. 

(2) Job Security: Organizations have got acontrol over the rules relating to the security of'jobs 
People must feel safe white working.Continuity in the Jobs can prove to be a 
goodmotivational tool. 
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(3) Proper Selection of Employees :People take pleasure in working over a jobprovided they 

know the Job better. This ispossible only when a right man is selected onthe job. In case he 

finds the job below his skilllevel he can improve the status and character ofthe job. More 

often this practice is not followedand frustration starts after a period. 

(4)  Providing with the meaningful and Challengingjob: Very little attention is paid to the 

contents ofthe job. Proper analysis of the job should be doneso that it containsboth the 

routine and challengingcontents. People become disinterested In the jobof respective-

character. Periodically, newelements can be added to that. Herzberg preferred the 

enrichment of job rather thanenlargement of the job. Mere adding newelements will not do: 

the new job should providehim with the freedom to work and one should begiven an 

opportunity to restructure his job.Limitations of this practice is obvious becauseof the 

compulsions of technology. Moreover, itcan be adopted in the lower Jobs which 

arenecessarily of respective character, This practiceis possible only at the managerial level. 

(5)  Increased responsibility: One can motivatehis subordinates by assigning them 

greaterresponsibilities. With this increase hisinvolvement in the organization 

automaticallyincreases. At that level of responsibility he becomes an important member of 

the group andtries to save his position by doing more work. Inthe desired direction.                   

(6) Participation in Decision-making : Not all the persons can be associated withdecision-

making process as there are certainobvious constraints. But it is possible toassociate the 

subordinate at some level ofdecision-making. It satisfies their social andpsychological 

needs/He develops a feeling ofbelongingness and take pride in doing so. 

(7)  Recognition of work : Studies haveshown that employees attach much importanceto this 

'aspect. After doing his job his eyes arealways on the open hearted recognition acceptedby 

his superiors. His willingness to accept more work increases if a proper, recognition has 

beengiven after he has done his job. After all he isdoing the job hot only to earn money but 

to getsomething in-term of public recognition. Thisrecognition may be in the form of 

promotion,selection for training, praise at public function,certificate etc. It energizes him to 

do better workfurther. 

(8) Autonomy : Most of the work todayis directed one. One has to perform it in a pre-

determined and compulsive manner. His freedomto develop new ideas of work is seldom 

allowed.The skill and creativity is affected in this way. Oneway of motivating may be to 

increase the area ofautonomy in relation to job performed. Changesmade by him within the 

limits be allowed andappreciated.            

(9)  Delegation of Authority : Thisattempts to satisfy his high order needs. Withproper 

delegation of authority the sphere of control increases, the personal as well as 

formalportion increases in the eyes of others and he isable to control his environment. 

(10) Better Supervision: The treatmentto supervisors towards their fellow workers playsa vital 

role In motivation. If he treats them fairlyand humanly 'it results into better work and 

highsatisfaction. Having a good boss is one of thefactors to which people attach great 

importance. 

(11) Corporate Image : With a good image ofthe Company or Organization people takepridein 

working. Sometimes enterprise and itsobjectives will divert, the attention and 
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sparkenthusiasm in a subordinate. People prefer towork in: such an organization which has 

got agood image in the society. 

All these factors are of Non-financialnature and affect the motivation processimmensely. As has 

been said earlier motivationis a function of abstract arid psychological factorsand proper importance 

should be attached onlyto these. Now, we would discuss the financialfactors-which go in motivating the 

employees. 

14.5 Money as a Motivator: 

The .role of the money in human motivationgot a setback as an impact of human 

relationsapproach. It was emphasised that moneydoesnot figure an important factor in human 

motivation.'Agreed more than money, man wants needsatisfaction. Even then it should be 

puresimplification of the situation. In reality, goodsalary and wages, financial incentives, fringebenefits, 

share in profits are the practices whichare being adopted as a part of motivationalsystem. Money, at 

least satisfies the basicphysiological needs. Money enhances the statusin the society as well as in 

organization. The moreone gets the more he can satisfy his physiologicalneeds. The limitation of money 

as a motivator isthat is incapable of satisfying the "high orderneeds" of man. But the lower order heeds 

can bewell satisfied by providing needed money. 

14.6 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1. What do you mean by motivation? Discuss in brief. 

2. Define motivation. 

3. Write a short-note on Maslow's Hierarchy of Need Theory. 

4. Discuss in brief delegation of authority. 

5. How money acts as motivator? Write a short note. 

14.7 SUMMARY 

 To sum up, can say that motivation by nature is an internalized process, that is which comes 

from inside but some reinforcements are needed to utilize it for practical purpose.  As a leader of the 

group the manger has to see that human resources are motivated towards the desired direction.  Al that 

has been said earlier is an exposition of whole process of motivation 

14.8 GLOSSARY                            

• "Employee means a person who is employed by the Company or any Subsidiary, including 

anofficer or director of the Company or any Subsidiary who is also an employee of the 

Company or anySubsidiary. 

• Motivation is the word derived from the word 'motive' which means needs, desires, wants 

ordrives within the individuals. It is the process of stimulating people to actions to 

accomplish the goals.In the work goal context the psychological factors stimulating the 

people's behaviour can be – desirefor money and success. 

• Motivating factors are drivers of human behavior related to the intrinsic nature of the 

work,but not necessarily to the surrounding circumstances or environment. Motivating 
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factors includeachievement, advancement, autonomy, personal growth, recognition, 

responsibility, and the workitself. 

• Motivator is a person or thing that makes someone enthusiastic about doing something: 

agreat/powerful/strong motivator Money is a great motivator. The teacher was a passionate 

motivator. 

• Need is something that is necessary for an organism to live a healthy life. Needs 

aredistinguished from wants. Basic needs such as air, water, food and protection from 

environmentaldangers are necessary for an organism to live. 

14.9 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer of question number 1 refer to section 14.1. 

2.    For answer of question number 2 refer to section 14.2. 

3.    For answer of question number 3 refer to section 14.3. 

4.    For answer of question number 4 refer to section 14.4. 

5.    For answer of question number 5 refer to section 14.5. 

14.10 TERMINAL QUESTIONS : 

1. What techniques are being adopted to motivate people in organization ? 

2. What Is basis for motivation ? Examine the factors that affect work performance ? 

3. What are the requirements of a good system of motivation ? 

4. Explain Maslow's Hierarchy of heeds with the help of a diagram. 

5. Explain the "two factor theory" propounded by Herzberg.          

14.11 SUGGESTED READINGS 

• Prasad,LM, "Organisational Behaviour" Sultan Chand and Sons, 2011. 

• Robbins,Judg&andVohra, "Organisation Behaviour-Fifth Edition", 2013. 

• Griffin, RickyW., "Management: Principles and Applications", Cenage Learning, 2008. 

• StayaRaju and Parthasarathy, "Management: Text and Case-Second Edition", Prentice Hall 

ofIndia, 2009. 

• Prasad, L M, Organisational Behaviour", Sultan Chand and Sons, 2008. 

• Aswathappa,K., "Organisational Behaviour: Text, Cases and Games", Himalaya 

PublishingHouse, 2013. 

• Ashwathappa, K. and ReddySudarsana,"Management and Organisational Behaviour" 
Himalaya Publishing House, 2012. 

• SinghKavita, "Organizational Behaviour: Text and Cases" Pearson, 2010 
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15.0  LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand: - 

•     The meaning, concept, types of group. 

•    The stages of group development 

•     The group member, group structure, group tasks. 

15.1 INTRODUCTION 

This lesson introduces groups andteams. Two facts make this lesson critical foryour 

understanding of organizationalbehaviour. First, the behaviour of individuals ingroups is something more 
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than the sum totalof each acting inhis or her own way. In otherwords, when individuals are in groups, 

they actdifferently than they are alone. Second, workgroups are a vital part of every 

organization.Examples are production teams, committees,task forces, staff groups 

investigativecommissions, boards of directors, cockpitcrews, surgical team quality cricles, and 

repaircrews. This chapter define groups, reviews thevarious reasons why people join them,describes 

how groups develop, and then•presents a comprehensive model that will helpyou to explain work group 

behaviour. 

15.2 Defining and Classifying Groups : 

Group : Two or more individualsinteracting and interdependent, who havecome together to 

achieve particularobjectives.     

A group is defined as two or moreindividuals, interacting and interdependent,who have come 

together to achieve particularobjectives. Groups can be either formal orinformal.   

(i) Formal Group : A designated workgroup defined by the organization's structure. 

By formal groups, we mean thosedefined by the organization's structure withdesignated work 

assignments establishingtasks. Informal groups, the behaviours that oneshould engage in are stipulated 

by anddirected towards organizational goals. Thethree members making up an airline flightcrew are an 

example of a formal group. 

(ii) Informal Group. A group that isneither formally structured not 

organizationallydetermined; appears in response to the needfor social contact.   . 

In contrast, Informal groups arealliances that are neither formally structurednor organizationally 

determined. These groupsare natural formations in. the work environmentthat appear in response to the 

need for socialcontact.  

It is possible to subclassify groups ascommand, task groups are dictated by theformal 

organization, whereas interest andfriendship groups are informal alliance. 

(iii) Command Group. A manager and hisor her immediate subordinates. 

A command group is determined bythe organization chart. It is composed of thesubordinates 

who report directly to givenmanager. An elementary school principal and  hertwelve teachers form a 

command group,as dothe director of postal audits and his fiveinspectors. 

(iv) Task Group, Those working, togetherto complete a Job task.    

Task Group, also organizationallydetermined, represent those working, togetherto complete a 
job task. However, a task group's boundaries are not limited to itsimmediate hierarchical superior. It can 
crosscommand relationship; For instance, if acollege student is accused of a campus crime,it may 
require communication andcoordination, among the Dean of AcademicAffairs, the Dean of Students, the 
Registrarthe Director of Security, and the student'sadvisor. Such a formation would constitute atask 
group. It groups, but because task groups can cut across the organization, the reverseneed not be true. 

(v) Interest Group. Those workingtogether to attain a specific objective withwhich each is 

concerned.               . 

People who may or may not be alignedinto common command or task groups mayaffiliate to 

attain a specific objective with whicheach is concerned. This is an interest group. Employees who bend 

together to have theirvacation schedule altered, to support a peerwho has been fired, or to seek 

increasedfringe benefits represent the formation of a united body to further their common interest. 
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(vi) Friendship Group. Those broughttogether because, they share one ormorecommon 

characteristics. . 

Groups often develop because theindividual members have one or morecommon characteristics. 

We call theseformation friendship groups.  Socialalliances, which frequently extend outside thework 

situation, can be based on similar age, support for "Big Red" Nebraska football,having attended, the 

same. college, or theholding of similar political views, to name justa few such characteristics.  

Informal groups provide a veryimportant service by satisfying their members'social needs. 

Because of interactions thatresult from the close proximity of work stationsor task interactions, we find 

workers playinggolf together, riding to and from work together,lunching together, and spending their 

breaksaround the water cooler together. We mustrecognize that these types of interactionsamong 

individuals, even though informal, deeply affect their behaviour and performance. 

15.2 REASONS TO JOIN GROUPS 

There is no single reason whyindividuals join groups. Since most peoplebelong to a number of 

groups, it is obviousthat different groups provide different benefitsto their members. The most popular 

reasonsfor joining a group are related to our needs forsecurity, status, self-esteem, affiliation, power, 

and goal achievement. 

(i) Security  

"There's strength in numbers." Byjoining a group, we can reduce the insecurityof "standing alone 

— we feel stronger, havefewer self-doubts, and are more resistant tothreats. New employees are 

particularlyvulnerable to a sense of isolation, and turn to the group for guidance and support. 

However.whether we are talking about new employeesor those with years on the job, we can statethat 

few individuals like to stand alone. We get reassurance from interacting with others andbeing part of a 

group. This often explains theappeal of unions — if management creates anenvironment in which 
employees feel insecure,they are likely to turn tounlonization to reducetheir feelings of insecurity. 

(ii) Status 

"I'm a member of our company'srunning team. Last month, at the NationalCorporate Relays, we 

won the nationalchampionship. Didn't you see our picture inthe company newsletter ?" These 

commentsdemonstrate the role that a group can play ingiving prestige. Inclusion in a group viewed 

asimportant by others provides recognition andstatus for its members.    

(iii) Self-Esteem 

"Before I was asked to pledge PhiOmega Chi, I felt like a nobody, being in afraternity, makes me 

feel much moreimportant." This Iquote demonstrates that'groups can provide people with feelings ofself-

worth. That is in addition to conveyingstatus to those outside the group, membershipcan also give 

increased feelings of worth tothe group members themselves. Our self-esteem is bolstered,for example, 

when we are accepted by a highly valued group. Beingassigned to a task force whose purpose is 

toreview and make recommendations for thelocations of the company's new corporateheadquarters can 

fulfill one's needs forcompetence and growth, as well as for status. 

(iv) Affiliation 

"I'm independently wealthy, but Iwouldn't give up my job. Why ? Because Ireally like the people I 

work with I" This quote,from a $ 45,000-a-year purchasing, agentwho inherited several million dollar's 

worth ofreal estate, verifies that groups can fulfill our social needs. People enjoy the regularinteraction 
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that comes with groupmembership. For almost all people, workgroups significantly contribute to fulfill 

theirneeds for friendships and social relations. 

(v) Power 

"I tried for two years to get the plantmanagement to increase the number ofrestrooms for women 

on the production floor tothe same number as the men have. It was liketalking to a wall. But I got about 

fifteen otherwomen who were production employeestogether and we jointly presented ourdemands to 

management. The construction crews were in here adding restrooms for uswithin ten days !"                

This episode demonstrates that one ofthe appealing aspects of groups is that theyrepresent 

power. What often cannot beachieved individually becomes possiblethrough group action. Of course, 

this power isnot always sought to make demands onother to protect themselves, from 

unreasonabledemands by management, individuals mayalign with others.  

Informal groups additionally provideopportunlties for individuals to exercise powerover others. 

For individuals who desire toinfluence others, groups can offer powerwithout a formal position of 

authority in theorganization, As a group leader, you may beable to make requests of group members 

andobtain compliance without any of theresponsibilities that traditionally go with formalmanagerial 

positions. So, for people with ahigh power need, group can be a vehicle forfulfillment. 

(vi) Goal Achievement 

"l"m part of three-person team studyinghow we can cut our company's transportationcosts. 

They've been" going up at over thirtypercent a year for several years now, so thecorporate controller 

assigned representativesfrom cost accounting shipping, and marketingto study the problem and 

makerecommedations." 

This task group was created to achievea goal that would be considerably moredifficult if purshed 

by a single person; Thereare time when it takes more than one personto accomplish a particular task-

there is a needto pool talents, knowledge, or power in orderto get a job completed. In such 

instances,management will rely on the use of a formalgroup. 

15.3 STAGES OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT 

For twenty years 'or more we thoughtthat most groups followed a specificsequences in their 

evolution and that we knewwhat that sequence was. But we were wrong.Recent research indicates that 

there is notstandardized pattern of groups development.In this section, we'll review that better knownfive 

stage model of group development, andthen the .recently discovered punctuage-equilibrium model. 

15.4 THE FIVE-STAGE MODEL 

From the mid-1960s, it was believed thatgroups passed through a standard sequenceof five 

stages. As show in Figure these five-stages have been labelled forming storming,norming, performing 

and adjourning. 

Formation. The first stage in groupdevelopment, characterized by muchuncertainty. 

The first, stage, forming, ischaracterized by a great deal of uncertaintyabout the group's 
purpose, structure, andleadership. Members are "testing the waters",to determine what types of 
behaviour areacceptable. This stage is complete whenmembers have begun to think to themselvesas 
part of a group. 
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Storming. The second stage in groupdevelopment, characterized by intragroup conflict. 

The Storming stage is one ofintergroup conflict. Members   accept theexistence of the group, 

but there is resistanceto the contraints that the group, but there isresistance to the contraints that the 

groupimpose on individuality. Further, there isconflict over who will control the group. Whenthis stage is 

complete, there will be a relativelyclear hierarchy of leadership within the group. 

Norming the third stage in groupdevelopment, characterized by closerelationships and 

cohensiveness. 

The third stage is one in which closerelationship  develop and the groupdemonstrates 

cohensiveness. There is now astrong sense of group identity andcamaraderie. This norming stage is 

completewhen the group structure soldifies and thegroup has assimilated a common set ofexpectations 

of what defines correct memberbehaviour. 

 
Performing. The fourth stage in groupdevelopment, when the group is fully functional. 

The fourth stage is performing. Thestructure at this point is fully functional andaccepted. Group 

energy has moved fromgetting to know and understand each other toperforming the task at hand. 

Adjourning. The final stage in groupdevelopment for, tempprary groups,characterized by 

concern with wrapping upactivities rather than task performance. 

For permanent work groups,performing is the last stage in theirdevelopment. However, for 

temporarycommittees, task forces, teams, and similargroups that have a limited task to perform,there is 

an adjoining stage. In this stage, thegroup prepares for its disbandment. High taskperformance is no 

longer the group's toppriority. Instead, attention is directed towardswrapping up activities. Responses of 

groupmembers vary in this stage. Some are upbeat,basking in the group's accomplishments.Others may 

be depressed over the loss ofcamaraderie and friendship, gained during thework group's life. 

Many interpreters of the five-stagemodel have assumed that a group, becomesmore effective as 

it progresses though the firstfour stages. While this assumption may begenerally true, what makes, a 

group effective ismore complex than this model acknowledges.Under some conditions, high levels of 

conflictare conducive to high group performance. Sowe might expect to find situations wheregroups is 

Stage II outprefrom those in StagesIII or IV. Similarly, groups do not (alwaysproceed clearly from one 

stage to the next.Sometimes, in fact, several stages; go onsimulataneously, as when groups are 

stormingand performing at the same time. Groups evenoccassionally regrass to previous 

stages.Therefore, even the strongest proponents ofthis model do not assume that all groups followit five-

stage, process precisely or that Stage IVis always the most preferable. 

15.5 WORK GROUP BEHAVIOUR 
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Why are some group efforts moresuccessful than others ? The answer to thequestions is 

complex, but it includes variablessuch as the ability of the group's members, thesize ofthe group, the 

level of conflict, and theinternal pressures on members to conform tothe group's norms. Figure presents 

the majorcomponents that determine groupperformance and satisfaction. It can help yousort out they 

key variables and their'interrelationships. 

Work groups don't exist in isolation.They are part of a larger organization. Aresearch team is 

Dow's Plastic Productsdivision, for instance, must live within the rulesand policies dictated from the 

division'sheadquarters and Dow's corporate offices. Soevery work group is influenced by 

externalconditions imposed from outside it. The workgroup itself has a distinct set of 

resourcesdetermined by its membership. This includessuch thing as intelligence and motivation 

ofmembers. It also has an internal structure thatdefines member rolesand norms. Thesefactors —- 

group member resources and'structure— determine interaction patterns andother process within the 

group. Finally, thegroup process — performance/satisfactionrelationship is moderated by the type of 

taskthat group is working oh. In the followingpages, we'll elaborate on each of the basicboxes indentified 

in Figure. 

 

 
Fig. 

15.6 EXTERNAL CONDITIONS 

Imposed On the Group 

To begin understanding the behavior of a work group, you need to view it as asubsystem 

embedded in a large system. Thatis when we realize that group are a subset of alarge organization 

system, we can extract partof the explanation of the group's behavior  from an explanation of the 

organization towhich it belongs. 

(i) Organization Strategy ; Anorganization has a strategy that defineswhich business it is or 

wants to be in,and the kind of organization it is orwants to be. It is set by topmanagement, 

often is collaborationwith lower-level managers. Strategyoutlines the organization's goal and 

themeans for attaining these goals. Itmight, for example, direct theorganization towards 
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reducing costs,improving quality, expanding marketshare, or shrinking the size of its 

overalloperations. The strategy that anorganisation is pursuing, at any giventime, will 

influence the power of variouswork groups, which, is turn, willdetermine the resources that 

theorganization's top management iswilling to allocate to it for performing itstasks to 

illustrate, an organization thatis retrenching through selling off orclosing down major parts of 

itsbusiness is going to have work groupswith a shrinking resources base,increased' member 

anxiety, and thepotential for heightened intragroupconflict.                      

(ii) Authority Structures : Organizationshave authority structures that define'who reports to 

whom, who makesdecisions, and what decisionsindividuals or groups are empoweredto 

make. This structure typicallydetermined where a given workgroup is placed, in the 

organization's hierarchy the formal leader of the group, andformal relationship between 

groups. Sowhile a work group might be led bysomeone who emerges informally fromwithin 

the  group, the formallydesignated leader-appointed bymanagementhas authority that 

othersin the group don't have. 

(iii) Formal Regulations : Organisationcreate-rules, procedures, policies andother forms of 

regulations tostandardize employee behaviour.Because McDonald's has standardoperating 

procedures for taking orders,cooking hamburgers, and filling, sodacontainers, the 

discreation of work groupmembers to set independent standardsof behviour is severly 

limited. The moreformal regulations that the organizationimpoe on all its employees, the 

morethe behaviour of work group memberswill be consistent and predictable. 

(iv) Organizational Resources : Someorganizations are large and profitable,with an 
abundance of resources. Theiremployees, for instance, will havemodern, high-quality tools 
andreuipment to do their jobs. Otherorganizations aren’t as fortunate. Whenorganizations 
have limited resources,so do their work groups: What a groupactually accomplishes is to a 
largedegree, determined by what. it iscapable  of  accomplishing.  Thepresence of absence 
or resourcessuch as money, time, raw materials,and equipment—which are allocatedto the 
group by the organization —have a large bearing on the group'sbehaviour.    

(v) Personnel Selection Process :Members of any work group are, firstmembers of the 
organization of whichthe group is a part. Members of a cost-reduction, task force at first had 
to be hired as employees of the company, sothe criteria that an organization used inits 
selection process will determine thekinds of people that will be in its workgroups. 

The selection factor becomes evenmore critical if a large segment of theorganization's 

employees are unionized. Insuch cases, the terms of the union's collectivebargaining contract will play a 

key part inspecifying who is hired as well as acceptableand unacceptable behaviour of work 

groupmembers. 

(vi) Performance Evaluation andReward System :   Anotherorganization, variable that 

affects allemployees  is  that  performanceevaluation and reward system. Does the 

organization provide employeeswith challenging, specific performanceobjectives ? Does 

the organizationreward the accomplishment ofIndividual or group objectives ? Sincework 

group are part of the largerorganizational system, groupmember's behaviour will be 

influencedby how the organization evaluatesperformance and what behaviour arerewarded.  

(vii) Organization Culture : Everyorganization has an unwritten culturethat defines for 

employees standards ofacceptable and unacceptablebehaviour. After a few months, 
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mostemployees 'understands theirorganization's culture. They know thingslike how to dress 

for work, whetherrules are rightly enforced, what kinds ofquestionable behaviours are sure 

toget them into trouble and which arelikely to be overlooked, the importanceof honety and 

integrity, and the like.While, many organizations havesubcultures - often created 

aroundwork groups - with an additional ormodified set of standards, they stillhave a 

dominent culture that conveys toall employees those values theorganization holds dearest. 

Membersof work groups 'have to accept thestandard implied into organisation'sdominent 

culture if they are to remain ingood standing. 

(viii) Physical Work Setting : Finally, wepropose that the physical work settingthat is imposed on 

the group byexternal parties has an importantbearing on work group behaviour.Architects, 

industrial engineers, andoffice designers make decisionregarding the size and physical 

layoutof an employee's work space, thearrangement of equipment, illuminationlevels, and the 

need for accommodation to cut down on noisedistractions. These create both harries.and 

opportunities for work groupinteraction. It's obviously a lot easier foremployees to talk or 

"good off' if theirwork stations are close together, thereare no physical barriers between 

them,and their supervisor is in an enclosedoffice fifty yards away. 

15.7 GROUP MEMBER RESOURCES 

A group's potential level ofperformance is, to a large, extent, dependenton the resources that its 

members individuallybring to the group. In this section, we want totook at tworesources that have 

received thegreatest amount of attention : abilities andpersonality characteristics.  

(i) Abilities 

Part of a group's performance can bepredicted by assessing the task-relevant andintellectual 

abilities of its individual members. Sure it's true that we occasionally read aboutthe athletic team 

composed of mediocreplayers who because of excellent coaching determination, and precision 

teamwork, beata far more talented group of players. But suchcases make the news precisely because 

theyrepresent an aberration. As the old sayinggoes, the race doesn't always go to theswiftest not the 

battle to the strongest, butthat's the way to bet. A group's performance isnot merely the summation of its 

individualmembers abilities. However these abilities setparameters for what members can do andhow 

effectively they will perform in group. 

What predictions can be made.regarding ability and group performance ?First, evidence 

indicates that individuals whohold crucial abilities for attaining the group'stask tend to be more involved 

in group activity,generally contribute more, are more likely toemerge as the group leaders and are 
moresatisfied if their talents are effectively utilizedby the group. Second, intellectual ability andtask-

relevant ability have both been found tobe related to overall group performance.However the correction 

is not particularly high,suggesting that other factors, such as the sizeof the group, the type of tasks 

beingperformed, the actions of its leader, and levelof conflict within the group, also 

influenceperformance. 

(ii) Personality Characteristics 

There has been a great deal ofresearch on the relationship betweenpersonality traits and group 

attitude andbehaviour. The general conclusion is thatattributes the tendancy to have a 

positiveconnotation in our culture tend to be positivelyrelated to group productivity, morale, 

andcohensiveness. These include traits such associability, self-reliance, and independence, incontrast 
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negatively evaluated characteristicssuch as authoritarianism, dominance, andunconventionality tend to 

be negatively relatedto the dependent variables. These personalitytraits affect group performance by 

stronglyinfluencing how the individual will interact withother group members. 

Is any one personality characteristic agood predictor of group behavior ? Theanswer to that 

questions is "No," themagnitude of the effect of any single'characteristics is small, but talking 

personalitycharacteristics together, the consequences forgroup behaviour are of major significance. 

Wecan conclude, therefore, that personalitycharacteristics is small, but talking personalitycharacteristics 

of group members play animportant part in determining in groups. 

15.8 Group Structure 

Work groups 'are hot unorganizedmobs. They have a structure that shapes thebehaviour of 

members and makes It possibleto explain, to predict a large portion ofindividual behavior within the 

group as wellas the performance of the group itself. Whatare some of these structural variable ? 

Theyinclude formal leadership, roles, norms, group,status, group size, and composition of thegroup.      

(i) Formal Leadership 

Almost every work group has a formalleader. He or she is typically indertified by titlessuch as unit 

or deportment manager,supervisor, foreman, project leader, task forcehead, or committee chair. Studies 

that haveexamined the effects of leader traits oh groupperformance have generally providedinconclusive 

results. For more promisingfindings have surfaced when situationvariables, like the task structure in the 

jobs andthe characteristics of followers, have beenused as moderating variables. In terms ofachieving 

high group satisfaction, participativeleadership seems to be more effective than anautocratic style. But 

participation doesn'tnecessarily lead to higher performance. Insome situations, the group guided by 

adirective, autocratic leader will outperform itsparticipative counterpart. Most researchstudies in recent 

years have been focused ontrying to identify the contingency variablesassociated with leader success, 

that is, whenshould be leader be democratic and whenshould a leader be autocratic ? 

(ii) Roles 

A set of expected behaviour patternsattributed to someone occupying a givenposition In a social 

unit. 

Shakespeare said, "All the world'sstage, and all the men and women merelyplayers." Using the 
same metaphor/ad groupmembers are actors, each playing a role. Bythis term, we mean a set of 
expected behaviorpatterns attributed to someone occupying agiven position in a social unit. 
Theunderstanding of role behavior would bedramatically simplified if each of us chose onerole .and 
"played It art" regularly andconsistently. Unfortunately, we are required toplay a number of diverse rotes, 
both an and offour jobs. One of the takes in understanding'behaviour Is grasping the role that person 
iscurrently playing. 

(iii) Norms 

Acceptable standards of behaviour,with a group that are shared by the group's'members. All 
groups have establishedstandards which tell members what they mightand ought not to do under 
certaincircumstances. From an individual standpoint,they tell what is expected of you in 
certainsituations. Whenagreed to an accepted by thegroup, norms act as a means of influencing 
thebehaviour of group members with a minimumof external controls. Norms differ amonggroups, 
communities, and societies, but theyall have them. 

(iv) Status       
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A socially defined position or rankgiven to groups or group members by others. As it is said, in 

the status hierarchy of life nothing does not matter. We live in a class-structure society. Despite all 

attempts to makeit more egatitarion. We have made a littleprogress towards a classless society. 

Eventhe smallest group will develop roles, rightsand rituals to differentiate its members. Status, is an 

Important factor in understanding humanbehaviour when individuals perceive a disparitybetween what 

they believe their status to beand what others perceive to be. 

(v) Size 

Does the size of a group affect thegroup's overall behaviour ? The answer to thisquestion is a 

'definite 'yes' but the effectdepends on what dependent variables youlook at. The evidence indicates, for 

instance,that smaller groups are faster at completinglasts that are larger ones. However, if thegroup is 

engaged in problem solving, largegroups consistently get better marks that theirsmaller counterparts. If 

the goal of the group isfact finding, larger groups should be moreeffective. On the other hand, smaller 

groupsare better at doing something productive withthat input.  

(vI) Group Processes 

The next component of our groupbehaviour model considers the processes thatgo on with a 

work group, the communicationpatterns used by members for, informationexchange, group decision 

process, leaderbehaviour, power - dynamics, conflictinteractions and the like. Why are 

processesimportant to understanding work groupbehaviour ? One way to answer this questionis to 

return to the topic of social leading. Wefound that one plus one does not necessarilyadd up to three. In 

group tasks where eachmember's contribution is not clearly visible,there are a tendency for individuals 

todecrease their effort. But group processes canalso produce positive results. That is, groupscan create 

outputs greater than the sum oftheir inputs. 

15.10 Groups Tasks        

Tasks can be generalised as eithersimple or complex. Complex tasks are onesthat tend to be 
novel or nonrountine. Simpleones are routine and standardized. We wouldhypothesize that the more 
complex task, themore the group will benefit from discussionamongmembers on alternative work 
methods.If the task is simple, group members do notneed to discuss such alternatives. They canrely on 
sanderdized operating procedures fordoing the job. Similarly if there is a highdegree of Interdependence 
among the tasksthat group members must perform, they willneed to interact more.  
Effectivecommunication and minimal level of conflict,therefore, should be more relarant to 
groupperformance when tasks are interdependent. 

15.11 implication for Performance andSatisfaction. 

Any Prediction about a group'sperformance must begin by recognising thatwork groups are part 
of a large organistionand that factors such as the organisation'sstrategy, selection procedures, and 
rewardsystem can provide a favourable orunfavourable climate for the group to operatewithin. For 
example, if an organisation ischaracterised, by the distrust betweenmanagement and workers, it is more 
likely thatwork groups in that organisation will developnorms to restrict effort and output than willwork 
group in isolation. Rather, began byassessing the degree easier, for any workgroup to be productive 
when the overall'organisation of which it is a part is growingand it has both top management's support 
andabundant resources similarly, agroup is morelikely to be productive when Its members havethe 
requisite skills to do the groups tasks andthe personality characteristics that facilitateworking well 
together. 
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We can make a set of predictionsregarding both performance and satisfactionbased on the 

impact of the task as amoderating variable and research on the jobcharacteristics. A group can be 

expected towork especially hard on its tasks andmembers of that the group .are likely to besatisfied with 

their work when (1) The grouptask requires members to use a variety ofrelatively high-level skills; (2) 

The group taskas a whole and meaning full piece of work,with a visible outcome; (3) The outcomes ofthe 

group's work on the task have significantconsequences for other people either Insideor outside the 

organisation; (4) The taskprovides group members with substantialautonomy for deciding about how 

they do thework and (5) work on the task generatesregular trustworthy feedback how well thegroup 

isperforming. 

15.12 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    Define Group.                                          

2.    Why people join groups? Discuss in brief. 

3.    Discuss in brief the five stage model of group development. 

4.    Write a short-note on formal leadership. 

5.     Discuss in brief group tasks. 

15.13 SUMMARY 

 Thus it is concluded that the behavior of individuals in groups is something more than the sum 

total of each acting in his or her own way.  When individuals are in groups, they act differently that 

they are alone.  Work groups are a vital part of every organization. 

15.14 GLOSSARY               

• Group is a collection of individuals who have relations to one another that make 

theminterdependent to some significant degree. As so defined, the term group refers to a 

class of socialentities having in common the property of interdependence among their 

constituent members. 

• Group Development means, forming the association of people to work as a group and 

directtheir  actions  towards  the  accomplishment  of  a  common   goal.  The  jobs  ofeach 

group member are interdependent and hence the performance of one will affect theentire 

group's performance. 

• Group tasks are activities where a defined group of individuals need to perform a 

definedtask and accomplish the goals assigned to them. For example, in some groups, 

members go out oftheir way to help others whereas in other groups self centered individuals 

dominate. 

• Individual means relating to one person or thing, rather than to a large group. They wait 

forthe group to decide rather than making individual decisions. An individual is a person. 

• Performance is the accomplishment of a given task measured against preset 

knownstandards of accuracy, completeness, cost, and speed. In a contract, performance is 
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deemed to bethe fulfillment of an obligation, in a manner that releases the performer from all 

liabilities under thecontract. 

15.15 ANSWERS TO SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer of question number 1 refer to section 15.2. 

2.    For answer of question number 2 refer to section 15.2. 

3.    For answer of question number 3 refer to section 15.2. 

4.    For answer of question number 4 refer to section 15.8. 

5.    For answer of question number 5 refer to section 15.10. 

15.16 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. Mow do you use the five-stages group development model to better understand 

groupbehaviour.?         

2. What factors Influence the degree to which group members will be attracted to eachother? 
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16.0  LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will able to understand: - 

•     The concept, meaning and styles of leadership. 

•     The theories of leadership. 

•    The likert's management system. 

16.1 Introduction            

In giving the input onleadership stylesand influence process to you, we presumeyour main: aim 

is to understand and Improveyour style of functioning as a leader. 

To start with, you must have clear ideaas to what is meant by leadership. Leadership. in the 

activity of influencing people to strivewillingly for group objectives. As you can see,this process is a 

function of the leader, thefollowers and the situation, there may not beany particular organisation in our 

mind, whenwe talk of leadership, in any situation whereyou are trying to influence the behaviour 

ofanother Individual or group, leadership isoperating. Thus each one or the other, whetherour activities 

are centred around a business,educational institution,, hospital, politicalorganisation, Government 

organisation or afamily. As part of this process, one whoattempts to influence the behaviour of 
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othersbecomes a potential leader and the personshe is attempting to influence are the 

potentialfollowers. This may happen irrespective of thefact that the leader may be their boss or a 

colleague (associate) or a subordinate or a friend or a relative. In other words through astyle of 

functioning, he influences attitudes andexpectations, which in turn encourage ordiscourage  the 

follower's activity orachievement, enhance or diminish thefollower's commitment to the work, etc. 

In our clay-to-day life, we come acrossinstances of how people are influenced by theactivities or 

word of a person who is trying tolead them. We always make judgementsabout, the leaders of our own 

office. In ourmind we make a difference between a goodleader and a bad one by judging his style orway 

of functioning and his influence on others.Hence, in understanding he phenomenon ofleadership, we 

must first understand thevarious styles of the leaders. 

16.2 LEADERSHIP STYLES 

The world style is the way in which theleader influences followers. Let us have a look at the 

various studies that help us tounderstand the leadership styles. 

(a) Hawthorne Studies 

Mayo and Reothlisberger did a seriesof studies from 1924 to 1932 In an electricitycompany, at 

Illinois, in USA. These studies areknown as Hawthorne Studies. One phase of these aimed at findingout 

If changes in illumination, rest periods andlunch breaks can affect the productivity of the'workers. It was 

found to the surprise of theresearcher, that less light, shorter and fewerrest periods and shorter lunch 

breaks resultedin increased productivity. And once all thesechanges were eliminated and the normal 

working conditions were resumed, it was alsoseen that the workers productivity arid thefeeling of being 

together went up. Theincrease in productivity was attributed to theattitude of workers towards each other 

andtheir feeling-of togetherness. In addition,attention paid to the workers by theresearches made them 

feel important whichresulted in improvement in. theirwork performance. This is known as 

Hawthorneeffect. These findings made Mayo andRoethlisberger conclude that a leader has notonly to 

plan decide organise, lead and control'but also consider the human elements. This includes social needs 

of being together andbeing recognised for the work interaction of the group members with each other 

and theirwellbeing. A good leader ought to keep the above aspects in this style of working withpeople 

and supervising their work. 

(b) Theory X and Y 

McGregor (1960) categorized leadership styles into two broad categorieshaving two different 

beliefs and assumptionsabout Subordinates. He called these Theory Xand Theory Y. The Theory X style 

of leadersbelieve that most peopledislike work and willavoid wherever possible. Such leaders feelthey 

themselves are a small but importantgroup, who want to lead and takeresponsibility, but a large majority 

of people want to be directed and avoid responsibility.Therefore, this style of leadership exercisesstrong 

controls and direction and wherevernecessary punish people ifthey do not do thework. If people do the 

work as desired, theymay even get monetary or other rewards.Theory Y leaders assume that people will 

workhard and assume responsibility if they cansatisfy their personal needs and the objectivesor goals of 

their organisation. Such leaders do not sharply distinguish between the leadersand the followers in 

contrast to Theory x style.They feel that people control themselves withinrather than being controlled by 

others fromoutside such as a leader or a manager or asupervisor. 

An effective leader needs to examinecarefully his own ideas about the motivationand behaviour 

of subordinates and others; aswell as the situation, before adopting aparticular style of leadership.' 
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(c) Lowa Leadership Studies 

In 1939 Uppitt and White under the direction of Lewin, did a study on threedifferent styles of 

leadership in the taskperformance of ten-year old boys in threegroups. The authoritarian leader of the 

groupwas very directive. He did not allow myparticipation. He was concerned about thetask and told the 

followers what to do and howto do it. He was friendly while praising theperformance of the individual 

member and wasimpersonal while criticising the individualmember. In the other group, the 

democratic'leader encouraged discussion with the groupand allowed participation in mailing 

decisions.He shared his leadership responsibilities withhis followers and involved them in the 

planningand execution of the task. The laissez-faireleader of the third-group gave completefreedom to 

the group and did not provide anyleadership. He did not establish any policiesor procedures to do the 

task. Each memberwas let atone. No one attempted to influencethe other. 

The researchers selected boys of thesame intelligence level. Each group did thesame tasks of 

mailing paper masks or modelair-planes or murals or soap carvings. Theroom used by the three groups 

remained the same. The three group leaders assumeddifferent styles as they shifted every six 

weeksfrom group to group. The researchers underthe direction of Lewin, who did several studieson 

groups, were trying to see how differentstyles of leadership could change the satisfaction, frustration-

aggression levels ofthe individuals. One definite finding was thatnineteen out of twenty boys like the 

democraticleadership style. That Rind of a leader nevertried to boss over them, yet they had plenty todo. 

The only boy who liked the authoritarianstyle of leadership happened to be the son ofan army officer, It 

was also observed thatseven out of ten boys preferred the laissez-faire leader to the autocratic one as 

theypreferred confusion and disorder to strictnessand rigidity present in the autocratic style.Boys under 

.the latter style exhibited more ofaggressive, hostile and indifferent behavior as compared to their 

counterparts under otherstyles of leadership. They either showedhostility of cracked jocks about 

hostilitytowards others. Others belonging to thedemocratic style of leadership showed lessaggressive 

and more Indifferent behavior when brought under the autocratic style of aleader. Evenunder the 

laissez-faire style of theleader, boys committed more aggressive actsthan the ones under the 

democratic style. 

Of course, a study on ten year old boysin making paper masks or soap carving, etc.cannot be 

compared to leader behaviour ofadults with complex jobs. But like the studiesof Mayo and 

Roethlisberger, the studies byLewin. Lippit and White are a pioneering effort,in understanding leadership 

styles from thepoint of' scientific methodology. They alsothrow light on how different styles of 

leadershipcan produce different complex reactions fromthe same similar groups. 

(d) Michigan Studies on Leadership Styles 

Likert (1961) at University of MichiganSurvey Research Centre identified two majorstyles of 

leadership orientations—employeeorientation and production orientation. Theemployee oriented style of 

the leaderemphasises the relationship aspect of the jobs'of the individual. Such a leader takes interestin 

everyone and accepts the individuality andpersonal needs of the individual. He hascomplete confidence 

and trust in all matters inhis subordinates. Hissubordinates feel free todiscuss things about their jobs 

with theirsuperior. He always asks subordinates for ideas and opinions and always tries to 

makeconstructive use of them. 

The production oriented style of theleader emphasises production and technicalaspects of the 
job. He looks at subordinates oremployees as tools to accomplish the goals ofthe organisation. Work, 
working condition andwork methods are tried to be understood better in his style of the leadership 
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orientationsto the performance of the employees. Heshowed that the employee oriented stylebrought 
high-producing performancecompared to production-oriented style. Ofcourse, the satisfaction of 
employees was notdirectly related to productivity in Likert's study. 

Ohio State Studies on Leadership Styles 

Stogdill (1957) at the Bureau ofBusiness Research at Ohio State Universityinitiated a series of 

researchers on leadershipin 1945. He along with his collegues, studiedleader behaviour in numerous 

types of groupsand situations by using a Leader BehaviourDescription Questionnaire (LBDQ). 

Thestudies were conducted oh Air ForceCommanders and members of bomber crews,officers, non-

commissioned personnel, civilianadministrators in the Navy Department,manufacturing supervisors, 

executives,teachers, principles and school superintendents and leaders of various civilian groups. They 

did not have any satisfactorydefinition of leadership. They also did not thinkleadership is synonymous 

with 'good'leadership. The LBDQ was administered in awide variety of situations and surprisingly 

whodimensions of leadership continually emergedfrom the study : one is consideration and theother is 

"initiating structure.'     

Consideration reflects the extent towhich individual are likelyto have jobrelationship 

characterised by mutual, respectfor subordinates, ideas and consideration ofsubordinates, feelings. You 

may like todescribe it as the behaviour of the leaderindicating friendship, mutual trust, respect 

andwarmth in the relationship between the leaderand his group members. 

Initiating structure reflects the extent towhich individuals are likely to define andstructure their 

roles and those of theirsubordinates towards goalattainment. In otherwords, it is the behaviour of the 

leader whichdeals with the relationship between himselfand the work group and tries to establish well-

defined patterns of organisation, channels of communication and method of procedure.. 

Example of observed behaviour of theleader under consideration and initiatingstructure are as 

follows: 

Consideration 

The leader finds time to listen to groupmembers.    ( ) 

The leader is willing to make change        (   ) 

The leader is friendly andapproachable                         ( ) 

Initiating Structure 

The leader assigns group members toparticular task                      ( ) 

The leader asks the group members tofollow standard rules and regulations  (  ) 

The leader lets group members knowwhat is expected of them           () 

Activity A 

In the above example of items checkhow frequency as a leader you engageyourself by making 

(A) (Always), O (Occasionally) or N (Never), against each oneof the items in the box given at the right 

handside of each statement. This may help you toknow your own style of leadership.       

One can do this exercise by observingand judging the behaviour of the leader in awork situation.  

Scientific Manager's Style 

Taylor (1911) stressed the best way ofdoing a job. He emphasised the importance ofhaving 

management and labour work inharmony to maximise profits. The basis of hisscientific management 
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was technological in nature. It was felt that the best way to increaseoutput was to improve .the 

techniques ormethods used by workers." Therefore, profitcan be maximised by using a systematic and 

scientifically based approach to the study ofjobs. Taylor was not trained as a manager. Herelied on 

scientific study of jobs. He relied onscientific study of .time and movement spendand used for a job to 

improve the performanceof the worker. According to the scientificmanagerial style; management of 

work.According to the scientific manager, he reliedon scientific study of time and movementspend and 

used for a job to improve theperformance of the worker. According to thescientific managerial style, 

management of awork organisation must be divorced fromhuman affairs and emotions and people 

haveto adjust to the management and notmanagement to the people. Once jobs and recognised with 

efficiency in mind, theeconomic self-interest of the workers could be satisfied through various incentive 

work planssuch as piece rate system of payment etc. Theleader is assumed to be the most 

competentindividual in planning and organisation thework of subordinates according to Taylor'sprinciple 

of scientific management. 

Various studies reflecting differentstyles of functioning of a leader have beenstated above, which 

highlight how the leadersimultaneously pay attention to the: 

(a) task to be accomplished by the group.and 

(b) need 'and expectations of the groupand its individual members. 

Exactly how the leader goes aboutattending to these two functions is a matter ofhis leadership 
style. Many theories have beensuggested by the researchers regarding withleadership style is most 
effective. Even theabout/two functions can have differentdescriptions for different leaders. But incourse 
of time .every leader developsparticular style which reflects his own ideasand perspectives on the 
relative importance oftask and people. 

We should not consider in what wayswe can enrich the understanding of variousstyles of 

leadership of making ourselvesfamiliar with some important theories ofleadership. 

18.3 Leadership Styles and LeadershipTheories 

Trait Theory 

This theory as described by Kelly(1974) attempts to .classify what personalcharacteristics such 

as physical, personalityand menial, are associated with leadershipsuccess; Traittheory relies on 

research, thatrelates various traits to the success of aleader. A lengthy list of traits has been madeto 

describe an effective leader in terms ofcertain characteristics. A bro  ssiftcationof six categories of traits 

are given below: 

1. Physical characteristics of the leader,such as weight, height, and age. 

2. Background characteristics — education, social status, mobility and 

experience. 

3. Intelligence -— ability, judgement,knowledge. 

4. Personality—aggressiveness,alertness, dominance, deoisiveness,enthausiasm, 

extroversion, independence, self - confidence, authoritarianism,  

5. Task-oriented characteristics-achievement need, responsibility,initiative, persistence. 

6. Social characteristics — Supervisoryability, cooperativeness, popularity,prestige, tact, 

diplomacy. 
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These characteristics according tosome people are considered valid indicatorsof successful 

leaders, but if you compareleaders by various physical personality: andintelligence traits, you may find 

very tittle,agreement on these some findings point out tothe fact that leaders are intelligent 

individuals.But they do not provide any clue as to whetherleaders are brighter than their followers or 

areas close to them In intelligence. Again, someof the personality traits are overlapping witheach other. 

Therefore, you need to be cautiousin stating personality or any of thecharacteristic as cause of 

successfulleadership. You must ask the questions: Whois a successful leader ? Is he far 

superiorphysically ? Is he far brighter ? Is he moremature as a person ? Is he more motivated toachieve 

his goal ? Does he have moreconsideration forhis followers ? etc. some ofthe traits may describe a 

successful leader butpredicting successful leaders on the basis of traits alone is not a correct approach. 

Thefollowers have a significant effect on the jobaccomplished by the leader. Trait theorycompletely 

ignores for the followers and thesituations that also help a leader to besuccessful. Secondly, we should 

also weigh inour own mind, which of the objectives,'confident' or 'independent' or intelligent' isrelatively 

more important in becoming asuccessful leader whereas your friend mayfeel that an enthusiastic, 

aggressive andauthoritarian person is a good leader. To bemore objective, traits of the person as well 

asdemand of the situation together determinethe effectiveness of the leader. 

(e) Group and Exchange Theories ofLeadership            

These theories as reported byHollandder and Julian (1969) state that theleader provides more 

benefits or rewards thanburden or costs for followers who help himachieve the goal of the organisation. 

Theremust be a positive exchange between theleader and followers in order for group goalsto be 

accomplished. The leader can giverewards to his followers in. the form of praiseor pay increase or 

promotion foraccomplishment of the group goal or task.This has positive impact on attitudes,satisfaction 

and performance of the followers.In return, they respect the leader and give dueregard for his status and 

esteem and believein his heightened influence. As you are alreadyaware, that a leader emphasises 

initiatingstructure when followers do not perform verywell. He increases his emphasis onconsideration 

when the followers do a goodjob. In return, the perception of his followers ofhis being an effective leader 

increase. Hencethe leader and the followers mutually affecteach other. 

(f) Social Learning Theories 

This theory by Bandura (1977) statesthat there is a continuous reciprocal .interactionbetween 

person, environmentand behavior as shown in Figure 8.  

Figure I: Reciprocal determinism in SocialLearning 
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Person and environment function inconjuction with the behaviour itself andreciprocally interact to 

determine behaviour. Aperson, through his actions, produces theenvironmental conditions: that effect 

hisbehaviour in a reciprocal fashion. Theexperience generated by behaviour also partlydetermines what 

a person becomes and cando. This inturn affects his subsequentbehaviour. The theory is called social 

learningtheory because, individuals, learn in anenvironment in the process of interacting witheach other 

which is a social process. You willappreciate the appreciate the application ofthis theory in 

understanding the behaviour of aleader and continuous reciprocal interaction'between the person 

(leader's cognitions) andenvironment (including subordinates and theirneeds, experiences, objectives in 

theorganisation, abilities, skills, energy,performance, etc. known as contingencies thatregulate their 

behaviour). Thus a socialteaming approach to leadership can be shownin Figure II. 

 

Figure II: A Social approach to leadership 

 
The three aspects of this theory ofleadership assume that the leader knowsbehavior is controlled 

by various needssituations and experiences that he undergoes.The leader works with the subordinates 

todiscover what those needs situations andexperience. The leader and the subordinatesjointly attemptto 

discover ways in which theycan manage their individual behaviour toproduce mutually satisfying as well 

asorganisationally productive outcomes. In thisapproach, the leader and the subordinateshave a 

negotiable and interactive relationship.They are continuously aware of how they canmodify or influence 

each other's behaviour bygiving the rewards or holding back theperformance respectively. 

(b) Managerial Grid Theory 

Leaders can be oriented towards bothtasks and persons. This theory by Blake andMouton 

(1978)has a popular application of'both task and person orientation. According tothis theory leaders are 

most effective, when they achieve a high and balanced concern for people and for tasks. Each leader 

can berated somewhere along each of the axes from1 to 9 depending on his orientation as shownin 

Figure III. 
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Figure III: Interaction between person andTask Orientations. 

 
Task Orientation 

Although there can be 9.1 possiblecombinations you should try to understand the5 types that are 

shown in the diagram. Thesewill give you a basic understanding of thetheory, on which you can base 

your othercombinations. 

(i) The (9.1) leader is primarily concernedabout the task or production, Heconcerned with his 

irresponsibility tosee that the work is completed. He iscalled Task-Management leader. 

(ii) The (9.1) leader is primarily concernedforpeople and only incidentally-concerned with 

production.  Theleader's major responsibility is toestablish harmonious relationships. 

among subordinates and to provide asecure and pleasant work atmosphere.He is called as 

Country ClubManagement leader. 

(iii) The (1,1) leader is concerned withneither production nor people. He triesto stay out of the 

way and not becomeinvolved in the conflict between thenecessity for production and 

theattainments of good workingrelationship. He is called as ImpoverishManagement leader.      

(iv) The (5, 5) leader reflects a middleground position and is called as Middleof the Road 

Management leader. Heseeks to compromise between highproduction and employee 

satisfaction. 

(v) The (9,9) leader is extremelyconcerned about the task also thepeople. He is concerned to 

see that thework accomplishment is fromcommitted people; interdependencethrough a 

'common stake' inorganisation; purpose leads torelationship of trust and respect. He 

iscatted a team Management leader.  

(c) Contingency Theory of Leadership 

Regarding, this theory Fiedler (1967)states that a leader may become effective ifthe situation is 

favourable in three ways. Theseare: good leader-member relations, showingacceptance of the leader by 
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the group; detailsof the task spelled out to the leader's position;and a great deal of authority and power 

isformally attributed to the leader's position.With these three favourable situations and hisstyle of 

functioning, a leader will be effective. 

When the situation is very favourable orvery unfavourable to the leader, the task-oriented leader 

is effective. When the situationis moderately favourable to the leader theperson oriented leader is 

effective. 

Examples (of moderately favourablesituation to person-oriented leader), 

A leader with good interpersonalrelationships may be developing a new policythat will have great 

impact on the work group.The situation is relatively vague but moderatelyfavourable. The task is not 

very well definedand the leader-member relation is good. Theleader is likely to be effective as he would 

liketo consult the members and consider theirthoughts and ideas. When the new policy getsapproved, 

the situation becomes morefavourable to him.  

(d) Path-goal Leadership Theory 

This theory by House (1971) states thatthe leader smooth out the path towards goalsand 

provides rewards for achieving them. 

As leader, you should understand theneeds of the people and their desire to workor behave in a 

way that accomplishes goals that satisfy those needs. This theory is basedon a situation of the above 

kind. If you knowthe need of the person and his desire to workand he is able to accomplish the work, 

you canreward him to make his feel happy antisatisfied. In essence, you are doing threethings; One, you 

are motivating the members of the group, by clarifying the path of personalrewards that result from 

attaining work goals.You have thus 'fixed* him on the job arid madehim see that his performance can 

lead topositive or negative rewards. Two, you havealready made the path-goat clear to themember and 

also told him about what the jobrequires. You need not say too many thingsabout the job to him as this 
may decrease hisinterest in the work and deter his performance.Three, you must offer the reward to the 

numberof the group who actually accomplishes the task. Your reward may be a praise or increasein the 

pay or promotion of the member to ahigher position. Your judgement about thedesirability of the member 

to a higher positionis crucial. Your judgement about thedesirability of the member's effort and the 

goalhelps you to decide whether a reward can begiven. 

It is very important for the leader toknow energy member as a person, in order touse a style to 

get the best out of the member.For example, a task-oriented leader ispreferred by a highly achievement-

Orientedmember, whereas a person-oriented leader ispreferred by a person who needs a good dealof 

affiliation with others; Similarly it does goodforthe leader to know each situation to adjusthis style of 

functioning for better results. With aclear task on hand, member feel satisfied ifthe leader is supporting 

them. They may notshow a lot of output, but they are satisfied. Onthe other hand with a less clear or 

more vaguetask on hand member show more output, ifthe leader directs them to work better. 

Themember in this situation may not be verysatisfied.        

In most of the Indian work settings, it isusually observed that members are quitedependent on the 

leader or the superior. Theyalso are quite conscious of their status, buthave very little commitment to work. 

Singh(1980) suggests that the leader who is tasks-oriented and nurtures the dependence ofmember on his 

is most effective in dealingwith such members. He or she can get thework done in his natural task style from 

themembers of this group. To a great extent, heknows characteristics of the members' workgroup, that he or 

she utilises in making theleadership style effective and getting the workdone.             
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From the above discussions, it is clearthat a leader is person who has ability topersuade others 

to get the work done. Youmust have seen a person having the title of aleader. He may be very popular, 

buy may nothave the ability of leadership. Many leaders tryto become popular by agreeing with 

everyone,thus avoiding any kind of conflict. Theirinfluence on the subordinate or members of thework 

group maynot be very tasting. There areleaders, who by virtue to their ability toexercise authority and 

power show betterinfluence on members. It is thereforenecessary for you of understand the authorityof a 

leader and his sources of power, whichhelp him to exercise influence on thesubordinates. 

Renais Likorts Management Systems  

Using the earlier. Michigan studies as astarting place. Rensis Likert did someextensive research 

to discover the generalpattern of management used by high-producing managers in contrast to that 

usedby the other managers. He found that"supervisors with the best* records ofperformance focus their 

primary attention onthe human aspects of their subordinatesproblems and on endeavoring to 

buildeffective work groups with high performance goals." These supervisors were called"employee-

centred.'' Other supervisors whokept constant pressure on production werecalled "job-centred" and were 

found moreoftento have low-producing sections. Figurepresents the findings form one study. 

Likert also discovered that high-producing supervisors "make clear to theirsubordinates what the 

objectives are and whatneeds to be accomplished and then give themfreedom to do the job." Thus, he 

found thatgeneral rather than dose supervision tended tobe associated with high productivity. 

Thisrelationship, found in a study of clericalworkers, is illustrated in the figure. 

Number of Firstline Supervisors Who are 

 
His commuting research together withhis colleagues at the Institute for SocialResearch at the 

University of Michiganemphasized the need to consider both humanresources and capital resources as 

assetsrequiring proper management attention. Hefound that most managers when asked whatthey 

would do if they suddenly lost half of theirplant, equipment, or capital resources werequick to answer 

that they would depend uponinsurance or borrowed money to keep them inbusiness. Yet when these 

same managers areasked when they would do it they suddenlylost half of their human resources—

managers,supervisors, and hourly employees—they areat a loss for words. There is no 

insuranceagainst outflows of human resources. 

Recruiting training, and developing largenumbers of new personnel into a working teamtakes 

years. In a competive environment, thisis almost an impossible task. Organizationsare only beginning to 

realize that their mostimportant assets are human resources andthat the managing of these resources is 

one oftheir most crucial tasks. 

Figure Low-production section headsare more closely supervised than high-production heads. 
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Number of Firstline Supervisors Who Are 

 

Under Close        Under General 

Supervision        Supervision 

High-producing Section 

 
 

Likert implemented  organizationalchange programs in various Industrial settings.These 

programmes were intended to helporganizations move from Theory X to Theory Yassumptions, from 

fostering  immaturebehaviour to encouraging and developingmature behaviour to encouraging 

anddeveloping mature behaviour, fromemphasizing only hygiene factors to recognizing and helping 

workers to satisfy themotivators.        

Likert in his studies found that theprevailing management styles of organizationscan be depicted 

on a continue from system 1through system 4. These systems might bedescribed as follows: 

System 1-Management is seen ashaving no confidence or trust in subordinatessince they are 

seldom involved in any aspectof the decision-making process. The bulk ofthe decisions and the goal 

setting of theorganization are made at the top and issueddown the chain of command. Subordinatesare 

forced to work with fear, threats,'punishment, and occasional rewards and needSatisfaction at the 

physiological and safetylevels. The limited superior-subordinateinteraction that does take place is 

usually withfear and mistrust. Although organizationgenerally develops in opposition to the goalsof the 

formal organization. 

System 2—Management is seen ashaying conscending confidence and thrust insubordinates, 

such' as a master has towardthe servants. The bulk of the decisions andgoal setting of the organization 

are made atthe top, but many .decisions are made with in aprescribed framework at lower 

levels.Rewards and some actual or potentialpunishment are used to motivate workers; Anysuperior 

subordinate interaction takes placewith some consideration by superiors and fearand caution by 

subordinates. Although thecontrol process is still concentrated in topmanagement, some is delegated to 

middleand lower levels. An informal organizationusually develops, but it does not always resistformal 

organization goals. 

System 3—Management is seen ashaving substantial but not completeconfidence and trust in 

subordinates. Broadpolicy and general decisions are kept at thetop, but subordinates are permitted to 

makemore specific decisions at lower levels.Communication flows both up and down thehierarchy. 

Rewards, occasional punishment,and some involvement are used to motivateworkers. There is a 

moderate amount ofsuperior--subordinate interaction, often with afair amount of confidence and trust. 

Significantaspects of the control process are delegateddownward, with a feeling of responsibility atboth 

higher and lower levels. An informalorganization may develop, but it may either support or partially resist 

goals of theorganization. 
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System 4—Management is seen ashaving complete confidence and trust issubordinates. 

Decision making is widelydispersed throughout the organization,although well integrated. 

Communication flowsnot only up and down the hierarchy but amongpeers. Workers are by participation 

andinvolvement in developing economic rewards,setting goals, improving methods, andappraising 

progresstowards goals. There isextensive friendly superior—subordinateinteraction, with a high degree 

of confidenceand trust. There is widespread responsibilityfor the control process, with the lower unite 

fullyinvolved.  The informal and formalorganizations are often one and the same.Thus, all social forces 

support efforts toachieve stated organizational goals. 

In summary, System 1 is a task-oriented, highly structured authoritarianmanagement style, 

System 4 is arelationships-oriented management stylebased on team work, mutual trust, andconfidence. 

System 2 and 3 are intermediatestages, between, two extremes, whichapproximate closely Theory X 

and Theory Yassumptions. 

To expedite the analysis of acompany's present behaviour. Likert's groupdeveloped an 

instrument that: enablesmembers of their organization in terms of itsmanagement system. This 

instrument isdesigned to gather data about a number ofoperating characteristics of an 

organization.These characteristics include leadership,motivation, communication, decision 

making,interaction and influence, goal setting, and thecontrol process used by the organization,Sample 

items from this instrument arepresented in Table. The complete instrumentincludes more than twenty 

such items. Variousforms of this instrument have been adapted tobe situation specific. For example, a 

versionfor school systems is now available with formsfor the school board, superintendent, centralstaff, 

principals, teachers, parents, and students. 

In testing this instrument, Likert askedhundreds of managers from many differentorganizations to 

indicate where the mostproductive department division, ororganization they have known would 

fallbetween System 1 and System 4, Then thosesame managers were asked to repeat thisprocess and 

indicate the position of the leastproductive department, division, ororganization they have known. While 

theratings of the most and the least productivedepartments varied among managers, almostwithout, 

exception each manager rated the high-producing unit closer to System 4 thanthe tow-producing 

department. In summary,Liken has found that 'the closer themanagement style of an 

organizationapproaches System 4, the more likely it is tohavea continuous record of high 

productivity.Similarly, the closer this style reflects. System1, the more likely it is to have a 

sustainedrecord of low productivity. 

Likert has also used this instrument notonly to measure what individuals believe are the present 

characteristics of theirorganization but also to find out what theywould like these characteristics to be. 

Datagenerated from this use of the instrument withmanagers of well-known' companies haveindicated a 

large discrepancy between themanagement system they feel would be mostappropriate. System 4 is 

seen as being mostappropriate, but few see their companiespresently utilizing this approach. 

Theseimplications have led to attempts by someorganizations to adapt their managementsystem to 

approximate more closely System4. Changes of this kind are not easy. Theyinvolve a massive 

reeducation of ailconcerned, from the top management to thehourly work. 
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16.5 Theory into Practice 

One instance of a successful change inthe management, style of an organizationoccured with a 

leading firm in the pajamaindustry. After beingunprofitable for several years, this company was 

purchased byanother corporation. At the time of thetransaction, the purchased company wasusing a 

ration. At the time of transaction, thepurchased company was using a ration. At thelime of transaction 

the purchased companywas using a management style faliing betweenSystem 1 and System 2, Some 

major changeswere soon implemented by the new owners. The changes that were put into effect 

includedextensive modifications in how the work Wasorganized, improved maintenance ofmachinery, 

and 8 training program involvingmanagers and workers at every level.Mangers and supervisors were 

exposed indepth to the philosophy and understanding of'management approaching System 4. All 

ofthese changes were supported by the topmanagement of the purchasing company. 

Although productivity dropped in thefirst several months after the initiation of thechanged 

program, productivity dropped in thefirst several months after the initiation of thechange program, 

productivity increased byalmost 30 percent within two years: Although itis not possible: to calculate 

exactly how muchof the increased productivity resulted from thechange in management system, it. 

Wasobvious to the researchers that the impact wasconsiderable, in addition to increases inproductivity, 

manufacturing costs decreased20 percent, turnover was cut almost in half,and morale rose considerable 

amore friendly attitude of workers vard theorganization), The company's image in thecommunity was 

enhanced, and for the firsttime in years the company began to show aprofit. 
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The implication throughout Likert'swritings is that the ideal and most productiveleader behaviour 

for industry is employee-centered or democratic. Yet, his own finding raise questions as to whether there 

can be anideal or single normatively good style of leaderbehaviour that can apply in all: 

leadershipsituations. As the proceeding figures revealed,one of the eight job-centered supervisors 

andone of the nine supervisors using closesupervision has high-producing sections; also,those of the 

nine employee-centeredsupervisors and four of the thirteensupervisors who used general supervision 

hadlow-producing sections, in other words, inalmost 35 percent of the low-producingsections, the 

suggested ideal type of leaderbehaviour produced undesirable results andalmost 15 percent of the high-

producingsections were supervised by the suggested "undesirable" style. 

Similar findings and interpretationswere made by Hatpin and Winer jn a study ofthe relationship 

between aircraft commanders'leadership patterns and the proficiency ratiotheir crews. Using LBDQ, they 

found that eightof ten commanders, with high-proficiencyratings were described as using aboveaverage 

Consideration and Instating Structureand that six or seven commanders with lowratings were seen 'as 

below average inConsideration and Initiating Structure. AsLikert'pin and Winer reported only thatthe 

above average in 'bothConsideration and Initiating Structure are likelyto be effective and did not discuss 

the twohigh proficiency, low Consideration, lowInitiating Structure commanders and the oneefficiency, 

low Consideration, low Inflatingstructure commanders and the one lowproducing, high Initiating 

Structure, highConsideration commander. 

16.6 SELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    What do you understand by leadership? Discuss in brief.     

2.    Write a short-note on Hawthorne Studies. 

3.     Discuss in brief the traits given in trait theory. 

4.    Write a short-note on Managerial Grid. 

5.    Discuss in brief the importance of RensisLikert's Management System. 

16.7 SUMMARY 

Evidence suggesting that a single ornormative style of leader behaviour isunrealistic was 

provided when a study wasdone in a industrial setting in Nigeria. Theresults werealmost the exact 

opposite toLikert's findings. In that country the tendencywas for job-centered supervisors who 

provideclose supervision to have high-producingsections and for employee-centeredsupervisors who 

provide general supervisionto have low producing sections. Thus, a singlenormative leadership style 

does not take intoconsideration cultural differences, particularlycustoms and traditions as well as the 

level ofeducation, the standard of living, or industrialexperience. These are examples of 

culturaldifferences in the followers and the situationsthat are important in determining theappropriate 

leadership style to be used.Therefore, based on the definition ofleadership process as a function of the 

leader,the followers, and other situational variables,single ideal type of leader behaviour 

seemsunrealistic. 

16.8 GLOSSARY 
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• Hawthorne studies were a series of investigations conducted by EIton Mayo and 

FritzRoethlisberger were a part of a refocus on managerial strategy with emphasis on the 

socio-psychological aspects of human behaviour in organizations. 

• Leader is the one in the charge, the person who convinces other people to follow, Agreat 

leader inspires confidence in other people and moves them to action. A leader is the head 

guyor gal, the one running the show. 

• Leadership is the art of motivating a group of people to act toward achieving a common 

goal.They are the person in the group that possesses the combination of personality and 

leadership skillsto make others want to follow their direction. 

• Managerial grid is a graphical plot of a leader's assessment of the importance of a 

taskversus the importance of employees, which can be used to determine leadership style. 

• Team leadership is the management of a group of people to achieve the desired result.The 

leader must motivate and inspire confidence in the members of the group. 

16.9 ANSWERS TOSELF CHECK EXERCISE 

1.    For answer of question number 1 refer to section 16.1. 

2.    For answer of question number 2 refer to section 16.2 (a). 

3.    For answer of question number 3 refer to section 16.3 (a). 

4.    For answer of question number 4 refer to section 16.3 (b). 

5.    For answer of question number 5 refer to section 16.4. 

16.10 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 

1. "Behavioural theories of leadership are static.' Do you agree or disagree ? Discuss. 

2. What kind of leadership do you thing is necessary to succeed in a Big Business. 

3. What is managerial Grid ? Contrast its approach to leadership with the approaches of the 

Ohio State and Michigan groups. 
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••••• 

ASSIGNMENTS 
 

 

1. ‘Effective management is always contingency or situational management". Comment 

uponthe statement. How does systems approach of management differ from 

contingencyapproach?           

2. "Planning is an 'intellectual process, the conscious determination of courses of action, 

thebasing of decisionson purposes; facts and considered estimates." Comment. 

3. Why do you think the subject of OB might be criticised as being "only common 

sense",when one would rarely hear such a criticism of a course in physics or statistics ? 

4. How is the typical large corporation of today organised; in contrast to how that same 

organisation was probably organised in the 1960s ? 

5. What can you do, as a manager, to increase the Liketyhood that your employees will exert 

ahigh level of effort ?                

6. How are our perceptions of our own actions different from our perceptions of the actions 

ofothers? 

7. What relationship between a work group and the organisation of which it is a part ? 

8. "Dynamic leadership is a integral part of effective management" Discuss this statementand 

explain the leadership styles being followed in Indian organisations. 

 

••••.. 
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M.B.A. Examination 

Management Process & Organisational Behaviour 
Paper-101   . 

 

Time Allowed : 3 Hours                              Max. Marks : 60 (Regular) 

100 (ICDEOL) 

 

The candidates shalI limit their answers precisely within the answer book (40 pages) issuedto 
them and no supplementary/continuation sheet will be issued. 

Note; Attempt Five questions in all, selecting One questions from each unit.All questions carry equal 

marks. 

 

UNIT-I 

I. What is management ? How emergence of globalization is influencing management?What 

characteristics it has acquired meanwhile? Discuss its implications on the natureand scope 

of management. 

II. Distinguish between neo-classical and modem theories of management. How 

themanagement thought is being of management. How the management thought is 

beingadapted with the changes in global socio- economic environment ? What are 

thechallenges ? Make out the thoughtto address the situation. 

 

UNIT-II 

III   What are planning premises ? What the it's implications for planning process 
andmanagement, as such? How premises will help in promoting strategic decision 

makingand effective management? Discuss. 

IV. What is control ? Why it is required in management in management? What arecorrective 

and preventive controls ? When and how they are applied? Discuss theirsignificance and 

influence on pattern of control of an organisation. 

 

UNIT-III 

V.    What is an organization? Why it is required ? What are 'downsizing' and 'out 

sourcing'?Discuss their implications and effect on restructuring of organisations at present 

times.Describe Indian scenario, as well. 

VI. Define organizational behaviour. What is its scope? Bring out the challenges 

andopportunities for an OB manager during the next decade in India. Give your analysesby 

considering the relevant factors. 
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UNIT - IV 

VII.  What are attitudes? How they are connected with perception and personality? What 

isbehaviour modification ? How it is applied in a work organization? How the above 

saidfactors and others are at work ? Explain the process of modification, as such. 

VIII. What is work motivation? Explain its characteristic. There are contents and processtheories 

of motivation. State the theories and discuss their significance. How these areapplied In 

work motivation? Explain. 

 

UNIT-V 

IX. What is 'group-dynamics'? Explain its significance in O.B. by considering variousstages of 

its development. What the concept of status role? How and where it works?How it can 

improve the situation? discuss. 

X. What is leadership? How a leader is different from a manager? Explain, how essenceof 

leadership is vision. Briefly discuss. Contemporary issues on leadershiprequirement in 
India. 

 

 

***** 
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SYLLABUS 
 

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
FIRST SEMESTER 

101 : MANAGEMENT PROCESS AND ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR 

 

 

OBJECTIVE                         

The purpose of this course is to help the students to understand management functions, to 

familiarize thorn with the practice of management to develop an understanding of behaviouralprocess of 

the organisation as a whole, and to cultivate an insight into the individual behaviour atworkplace. 

 

UNIT-I 

MeaningNature and Scope of Management; Emergence of Management Thought Classical, 

Neo-Classical and Modern Theories; Roles, Skills and Responsibilities of Managers; Universalityof 

Management Principles; Functions of Management; Comparative Management Japanese,American and 

Indian. 

 

UNlT-ll 

Planning and Decision Making - Process, Premises, Types of Plans; Decision MakingProcess, 

Types of Decisions. Creativity In Decision Making Techniques; Control - Process andTechniques.          

 

UNIT-III 

Organizations - Meaning, Principles, Types of Organisations, Organisational Behaviour -Meaning 

and Scope; Models of OB: Contributing Disciptins to OB; Emerging Challenges for OB,Organisations as 

Social Systems. 

 

UNIT - IV 

Foundations of individual Behaviour; Individual Differences, Basic understanding of 

Attitudes,Perception, Personality, and Learning; Work Motivation- Theories and 

Applications;Communication - Process, Forms, Barriers and Effectiveness.     

 

UNIT-V 

Group Dynamics : Overview of Groups, Types, Stages, Group Decision-making; Inter--personal 

Relationships; Inter-group Dynamics-Interactions, Influencing Factors; Leadership-Concept, Theories 

and Effectiveness. 

 

i 
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The list of cases and specific references Including recent articles will be announced in theclass 

at the time of P.C.P. of the course. 
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